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Tel: 1300 894 088
Web: www.alarmcorp.com.au
Branch Locations:
VIC: Unit 115, 45 Gilby Road, Mt Waverley 3149 map
NSW: Unit 1, 35 Rodeo Road, Gregory Hills 2557 map

Sign up for the Alarmcorp Pulse Newsletter

Follow or like us on:

Click on any icon above

Alarmcorp Special Offers
Go online to view the huge range of surveillance kits, cable and intrusion products on sale for a
limited time. Click here.
E.&.O.E.

PLEASE NOTE: You may be entitled to additional discounts off the list price. Different discounts are applicable to
different product categories. Please check with your Alarmcorp Account Manager what discounts if any apply to
you.

ANY PRICES IN THIS CATALOGUE DO NOT INCLUDE GST
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Access Solutions
Card Readers
Cotag Readers
Vanderbilt
HD500‐COTAG

HD500‐Cotag Heavy Duty Prox Reader
HD500‐Cotag Heavy Duty Prox Reader. The HD500‐Cotag reads Siemens unique Cotag cards and tags (both active and passive)
which offer ultimate convenience and cost‐efficiency. It has a reading range of up to 26 cm with an active card and up to 8 cm
with a passive card. Vandal‐proof and fire‐resistant, the HD500‐Cotag is popular both in vulnerable locations and modern office
environments. When BC‐Link is used, two of these readers can be installed to control entries and exits using only one door
controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that it supports online status monitoring. Card technology: Cotag Card
compatibility: IB911, IB928, IB958M, IB961 & IB968Card read distance: Up to 26 cm with active card. Up to 8 cm with passive
card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/cotag‐readers/hd500‐cotag‐heavy‐duty‐prox‐reader/

PP500‐COTAG

PP500‐Cotag Heavy Duty Prox & Pin Reader
PP500‐Cotag Heavy Duty Prox & Pin Reader. The PP500‐Cotag reads Siemens unique Cotag cards and tags (both active and
passive) which offer ultimate convenience and cost‐efficiency. It has a reading range of up to 12 cm with an active card and up
to3 cm with a passive card. It has a position indicator light and an illuminated keypad which makes it easy to use in dark places.
It also includes a tamper switch for enhanced security. When BC‐Link is used, two of these readers can be installed to control
entries and exits using only one door controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that it supports online status monitoring.
Card technology: Cotag Card compatibility: IB911, IB928, IB958M, IB961 & IB968Card read distance: Up to 12 cm with active card
or 3 cm with passive card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/cotag‐readers/pp500‐cotag‐heavy‐duty‐prox‐pin‐reader/

PR500‐COTAG

PR500‐Cotag Mullion Prox Reader
PR500‐Cotag Mullion Prox Reader. The PR500‐Cotag reads Siemens unique Cotag cards and tags (both active and passive) which
offer ultimate convenience and cost‐efficiency. It has a reading range of up to 32 cm with an active card and 10 cm with a
passive card. The PR500‐Cotag has a slim and compact design and blends in well in many environments. When BC‐Link is used,
two of these readers can be installed to control entries and exits using only one door controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link
is that it supports online status monitoring. Card technology: Cotag Card compatibility: IB911, IB928, IB958M, IB961 & IB968Card
read distance: Up to 32 cm with active card. Up to 10 cm with passive card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/cotag‐readers/pr500‐cotag‐mullion‐prox‐reader/

SP500‐COTAG

SP500‐Cotag Switch Plate Prox Reader
SP500‐Cotag Switch Plate Prox Reader. The SP500‐Cotag reads Siemens unique Cotag cards and tags (both active and passive)
which offer ultimate convenience and cost‐efficiency. It has a reading range of up to 29 cm with an active card and 9 cm with a
passive card. Its compact square design makes it easy to mount in most single‐gang back‐boxes. When BC‐Link is used two of
these readers can be installed to control entries and exits using only one door controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that
it supports online status monitoring. Card technology: Cotag Card compatibility: IB911, IB928, IB958M, IB961 & IB968Card read
distance: Up to 29 cm with active card. Up to 9 cm with passive card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/cotag‐readers/sp500‐cotag‐switch‐plate‐prox‐reader/
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Proximity 125Khz Readers
Vanderbilt
ARS6311‐RX

ARS6311‐RX Miro/CerPass Reader
ARS6311‐RX Miro/CerPass Reader. The ARS6311‐RX is a compact and economical reader designed for use with all SiPass
systems. In combination with the AC6311 I/O board, it can also be used in standalone mode. Card technology: EM4102 (also
known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 KHz), Siemens Prox Card compatibility: ABR5100‐PR, ABR5100‐BL, ABR5100‐TGCard read
distance: 12 cm (approx.)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/proximity‐125khz‐readers/ars6311‐rx‐mirocerpass‐reader/

HD500‐EM

HD500‐EM Heavy Duty Prox Reader
HD500‐EM Heavy Duty Prox Reader. The HD500‐EM reads EM4102 cards (also known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 kHz). Vandal‐proof
and fire‐resistant, it is popular both in vulnerable locations and modern office environments. When BC‐Link is used two of these
readers can be installed to control entries and exits using only one door controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that it
supports online status monitoring. Card technology: EM4102 (also known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 KHz), Card compatibility: IB41‐
EM, IB42‐EM, IB44‐EM, IB45‐EM, Card read distance: Up to 6 cm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/proximity‐125khz‐readers/hd500‐em‐heavy‐duty‐prox‐reader/

PM500‐EM

PM500‐EM Panel Mount Prox Reader
PM500‐EM Panel Mount Prox Reader. The PM500‐EM reads EM4102 cards (also known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 kHz). It is
designed to fit most remote call point enclosures. It is supplied with a custom‐machined perspex front panel for increased
aesthetic appeal. When BC‐Link is used two of these readers can be installed to control entries and exits using only one door
controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that it supports online status monitoring. Card technology: EM4102 (also known as
Miro or UNIQUE 125 KHz), Card compatibility: IB41‐EM, IB42‐EM, IB44‐EM, IB45‐EM, Card read distance: Up to 5 cm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/proximity‐125khz‐readers/pm500‐em‐panel‐mount‐prox‐reader/

PP500‐EM

PP500‐EM Heavy Duty Prox & Pin Reader
PP500‐EM Heavy Duty Prox & Pin Reader. The PP500‐EM reads EM4102 cards (also known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 kHz). It has a
position indicator light and an illuminated keypad which makes it easy to use in dark places. It also includes a tamper switch for
enhanced security. When BC‐Link is used, two of these readers can be installed to control entries and exits using only one door
controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that it supports online status monitoring. Card technology: EM4102 (also known as
Miro or UNIQUE 125 KHz), Card compatibility: IB41‐EM, IB42‐EM, IB44‐EM, IB45‐EM, Card read distance: Up to 5 cm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/proximity‐125khz‐readers/pp500‐em‐heavy‐duty‐prox‐pin‐reader/
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PR500‐EM Mullion Prox Reader
PR500‐EM Mullion Prox Reader. The PR500‐EM reads EM4102 cards (also known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 kHz). It has slim and
compact design and blends in well in many environments. When BC‐Link is used two of these readers can be installed to control
entries and exits using only one door controller. An additional benefit of BC‐Link is that it supports online status monitoring.
Card technology: EM4102 (also known as Miro or UNIQUE 125 KHz)Card compatibility: IB41‐EM, IB42‐EM, IB44‐EM, IB45‐EM,
Card read distance: Up to 10 cm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/proximity‐125khz‐readers/pr500‐em‐mullion‐prox‐reader/

Allegion
PR10

AptiQ Proximity Mini‐Mullion Reader
aptiQ Proximity mini‐mullion reader. 125Khz, up to 7.5cm range. 10.8x4.4cmx2.1cm. 125kHz proximity technology, Compact,
unobtrusive design is easily installed in small spaces, Reads most proximity formats on the market today

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/proximity‐125khz‐readers/proximity‐mini‐mullion‐reader‐black/
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Smart Card 13.56Mhz Readers
Vanderbilt
VR10S‐MF

Vanderbilt MIFARE Card Reader ‐ Standard
Hard wearing materials which endure most weather conditions and a host of domestic detergents. Multicolour light frame on all
readers and OLED display on keypad variants. Key Features include: Hardwearing materials IK class 08 and IP55 MIFARE card
technology Multicolour LED light frame Easy to mount and connect Card reader only. OSDP Protocol. Works with MiFare
Classic, Plus (UID Only), and DESfire EV1 cards

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/vanderbuilt‐mifare‐card‐reader‐standard/

VR40S‐MF

Vanderbilt MIFARE Card Reader ‐ Keypad & Display
Hard wearing materials which endure most weather conditions and a host of domestic detergents. Multicolour light frame on all
readers and OLED display on keypad variants. Key Features include: Hardwearing materials IK class 08 and IP55 MIFARE card
technology Multicolour LED light frame Easy to mount and connect Card reader, keypad and display. OSDP Protocol. Works
with MiFare Classic, Plus (UID Only), and DESfire EV1 cards

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/vanderbuilt‐mifare‐card‐reader‐keypad‐display/

VR20M‐MF

VR20M‐MF NGCR MIFARE EV1 Mullion Reader
VR Mullion reader ‐ Modern attractive looking reader with hard wearing materials which endure the most challenging weather
conditions. Multicolour programmable light frame on all readers which enhance the look and functionality of the reader. The
customer can choose colours for each outcome and rest state. OSDP or Wiegand connectivity supporting MIFARE card
technology including EV1 and EV2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/vr20m‐mf‐ngcr‐mifare‐ev1‐mullion‐reader/

VR50M‐MF

VR50M‐MF NGCR MIFARE EV1 Mullion & Keypad
VR Mullion reader ‐ Modern attractive looking reader with hard wearing materials which endure the most challenging weather
conditions. Multicolour programmable light frame on all readers which enhance the look and functionality of the reader. The
customer can choose colours for each outcome and rest state. OSDP or Wiegand connectivity supporting MIFARE card
technology including EV1 and EV2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/vr50m‐mf‐ngcr‐mifare‐ev1‐mullion‐keypad/
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SH5 Protection Hood for AR & VRxxS‐MF
SH5 is a protective cover for VRxxS‐MF and ARxxS‐MF. There are cuttings for cables to simplify the process of adding it to an
existing installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/sh5‐protection‐hood‐for‐ar‐vrxxs‐mf/

BLUE‐A

Bluetooth Reader, Weigand
Vanderbilt’s range of Bluetooth Readers is a secure and flexible identification solution bringing the access credential to Android
and iOS smartphones. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is transforming the future of access control and removes the need for a
physical card or tag. Simultaneous support of smartphones and a wide range of smart cards bridges the gap from traditional
access credentials to cardless mobile access control and allows a seamless integration into existing locations. Available
communication interfaces: BLUE‐A: Wiegand BLUE‐B: Wiegand (with keypad) BLUE‐C: OSDP BLUE‐D: OSDP (with keypad)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/bluetooth‐reader‐weigand/

BLUE‐B

Bluetooth Reader, Weigand, Keypad
Vanderbilt’s range of Bluetooth Readers is a secure and flexible identification solution bringing the access credential to Android
and iOS smartphones. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is transforming the future of access control and removes the need for a
physical card or tag. Simultaneous support of smartphones and a wide range of smart cards bridges the gap from traditional
access credentials to cardless mobile access control and allows a seamless integration into existing locations. Available
communication interfaces: BLUE‐A: Wiegand BLUE‐B: Wiegand (with keypad) BLUE‐C: OSDP BLUE‐D: OSDP (with keypad)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/bluetooth‐reader‐weigand‐keypad/

BLUE‐C

Bluetooth Reader, OSDP
Vanderbilt’s range of Bluetooth Readers is a secure and flexible identification solution bringing the access credential to Android
and iOS smartphones. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is transforming the future of access control and removes the need for a
physical card or tag. Simultaneous support of smartphones and a wide range of smart cards bridges the gap from traditional
access credentials to cardless mobile access control and allows a seamless integration into existing locations. Available
communication interfaces: BLUE‐A: Wiegand BLUE‐B: Wiegand (with keypad) BLUE‐C: OSDP BLUE‐D: OSDP (with keypad)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/bluetooth‐reader‐osdp/

BLUE‐D

Bluetooth Reader, OSDP, Keypad
Vanderbilt’s range of Bluetooth Readers is a secure and flexible identification solution bringing the access credential to Android
and iOS smartphones. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is transforming the future of access control and removes the need for a
physical card or tag. Simultaneous support of smartphones and a wide range of smart cards bridges the gap from traditional
access credentials to cardless mobile access control and allows a seamless integration into existing locations. Available
communication interfaces: BLUE‐A: Wiegand BLUE‐B: Wiegand (with keypad) BLUE‐C: OSDP BLUE‐D: OSDP (with keypad)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/bluetooth‐reader‐osdp‐keypad/
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Bluetooth Contactless Door Exit Button
The BLUE‐EX door exit button facilitates non‐contact door release for applications where high standards of hygiene are required.
It is designed in the same look and feel as the Bluetooth reader range to round off the family offering.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/bluetooth‐contactless‐door‐exit‐button/

SPC OSDP

SPC OSDP Converter Board
OSPD converter board to convert OSDP to weigand for use with SPC panels

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/spc‐osdp‐converter‐board/

3CT‐E

Mifare Enrollment Reader
Mifare enrollment reader for ACTpro systems

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/mifare‐enrollment‐reader/

3CT‐KIT

Configuration Card Creation Kit
Mifare enrolment reader, software and 10 configuration cards for programming VF/MF readers

Allegion
MT11

AptiQ Multi‐Technology Mullion Reader ‐ Black
aptiQ Multi‐Technology Mullion Reader ‐ Black. aptiQ multi‐technology readers are ideal for any new smart, proximity, or
magnetic stripe installation or as a cost effective way to migrate from existing magnetic stripe or proximity to smart technology.
The aptiQ smart mini‐mullion reader is an excellent option for a smart‐only installation. 13.56MHz and 125kHz technology in
one reader, Magnetic stripe option, RS‐485 optional, Anti‐microbial keypad, Compatible with: aptiQ smart credentials,
MIFARE DESFire EV1, MIFARE classic, Most popular proximity credentials, CSN of most existing 13.56MHz credentials,
Magnetic stripe

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/aptiq‐multi‐technology‐mullion‐reader‐black/
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AptiQ Multi‐Technology Single Gang Reader ‐ Black
aptiQ Multi‐Technology Single Gang Reader ‐ Black. aptiQ multi‐technology readers are ideal for any new smart, proximity, or
magnetic stripe installation or as a cost effective way to migrate from existing magnetic stripe or proximity to smart technology.
The aptiQ smart mini‐mullion reader is an excellent option for a smart‐only installation. 13.56MHz and 125kHz technology in
one reader, Magnetic stripe option, RS‐485 optional, Anti‐microbial keypad, Compatible with: aptiQ smart credentials,
MIFARE DESFire EV1, MIFARE classic, Most popular proximity credentials, CSN of most existing 13.56MHz credentials,
Magnetic stripe

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/aptiq‐multi‐technology‐single‐gang‐reader‐black/

MTK15

AptiQ Multi‐Technology Single Gang with Keypad Reader ‐ Black
aptiQ Multi‐Technology Single Gang with Keypad Reader ‐ Black. aptiQ multi‐technology readers are ideal for any new smart,
proximity, or magnetic stripe installation or as a cost effective way to migrate from existing magnetic stripe or proximity to
smart technology. The aptiQ smart mini‐mullion reader is an excellent option for a smart‐only installation. 13.56MHz and
125kHz technology in one reader, Magnetic stripe option, RS‐485 optional, Anti‐microbial keypad, Compatible with: aptiQ
smart credentials, MIFARE DESFire EV1, MIFARE classic, Most popular proximity credentials, CSN of most existing 13.56MHz
credentials, Magnetic stripe

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/aptiq‐multi‐technology‐single‐gang‐with‐keypad‐

SM10

AptiQ Smart Mini‐Mullion Reader ‐ Black
aptiQ Smart Mini‐Mullion Reader ‐ Black. aptiQ readers are ideal for any new smart, proximity, or magnetic stripe installation
or as a cost effective way to migrate from existing magnetic stripe to proximity technology. The aptiQ smart mini‐mullion
reader is an excellent option for a smart‐only installation. 125kHz, Magnetic stripe option, RS‐485 optional, Anti‐microbial
keypad, Compatible with: most popular proximity credentials.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐readers/aptiq‐smart‐mini‐mullion‐reader‐black/
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Wireless Readers
Sec.Eng Systems
SED‐901‐EXP

SED 901 Wireless Wiegand ‐ Expander (For Additional Handheld)
The SED‐901 Black Water series is compatible with the following card reader formats: HID Prox & iCLASS, Wiegand 20 to 80 bit,
Cardax 125 & Mifare class, Tecom smart card. The SED‐901 series can multi cluster up to 15 901 hand held units in one area
with an operational range of up to 500m. The SED 901 is so smart it has the ability to switch to low power, and wake on
movement.( Wiegand only ). The 901 has a durable light weight construction and is simple to use. The SED‐901‐EXP is an
additional wireless expander for connection to a SED‐901M or kit. Up to 14 expanders can be fitted to the master.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/wireless‐readers/sed‐901‐wireless‐wiegand‐expander‐for‐additional‐handheld/

SED‐901‐H

SED 901 Wireless Wiegand ‐ Handheld/Master Kit
The SED‐901 Black Water series is compatible with the following card reader formats: HID Prox & iCLASS, Wiegand 20 to 80 bit,
Cardax 125 & Mifare class, Tecom smart card. The SED‐901 series can multi cluster up to 15 901 hand held units in one area
with an operational range of up to 500m. The SED 901 is so smart it has the ability to switch to low power, and wake on
movement.( Wiegand only ). The 901 has a durable light weight construction and is simple to use. The SED‐901‐H is a complete
kit of a SED‐901‐HH and receiver.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/wireless‐readers/sed‐901‐wireless‐wiegand‐handheldmaster‐kit/

SED‐901M

SED 901 Wireless Master Only Kit
The SED‐901M Black Water series is compatible with the following card reader formats: HID Prox & iCLASS, Wiegand 20 to 80
bit, Cardax 125 & Mifare class, Tecom smart card. The SED‐901 series can multi cluster up to 15 901 hand held units in one area
with an operational range of up to 500m. The SED 901 is so smart it has the ability to switch to low power, and wake on
movement.( Wiegand only ). The 901 has a durable light weight construction and is simple to use. The SED‐901M consists of a
master only. Works with Tecom Challenger and Siemens SiPass systems.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/card‐readers/wireless‐readers/sed‐901‐wireless‐master‐only‐kit/
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Cards and Tags
Cotag Credentials
Vanderbilt
IB911

IB911 Active Keyring
IB911 Active Keyring. The IB911 is a factory‐encoded active tag that includes a lithium battery which enables it to provide hands‐
free functionality when it is used together with Cotag hands‐free readers. For example, the combination of the IB911 tag and
the HF500‐Cotag reader results in a reading range of approximately 89 cm. The reading range when the IB911 is used in
combination with Cotag proximity readers varies from approximately 6 to 17 cm. IB911 tags are particularly useful in
environments where some cardholders are disabled or often have their hands full (i.e. a hospital or warehouse). One of the
major advantages of Cotag technology is that active and passive cards can be mixed in the same system to provide ultimate
convenience and cost‐efficiency. Note: The card number is printed on the back of the tag.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/cotag‐credentials/ib911‐active‐keyring/

IB928

IB928 Active Clamshell Card
IB928 Active Clamshell Card. The IB928 is a factory‐encoded active card that includes a lithium battery which enables it to
provide hands‐free functionality when it is used together with Cotag hands‐free readers. For example the combination of the
IB928 card and the HF500‐Cotag reader results in a reading range of approximately 102 cm. The reading range when the IB928 is
used in combination with Cotag proximity readers varies from approximately 12 to 32 cm. IB928 cards are particularly useful in
environments where some cardholders are disabled or often have their hands full (i.e. a hospital or warehouse). One of the
major advantages of Cotag technology is that active and passive cards can be mixed in the same system to provide ultimate
convenience and cost‐efficiency. Note: The card number is printed on the back of the card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/cotag‐credentials/ib928‐active‐clamshell‐card/

IB958M

IB958M Passive Cotag Card with Magnetic Stripe 10 Pcs
IB958M Passive Cotag Card with Magnetic Stripe 10 Pcs. The IB958M is a factory‐encoded ISO laminated passive card that does
not include a battery. It is ideal for photo ID applications as it can be custom‐ printed on both sides. When it is used with a
Cotag hands‐free reader the reading range is approximately 30 cm. With Cotag proximity readers the reading range with the
IB958M varies between 3 and 10 cm. One of the major advantages of Cotag technology is that active and passive cards can be
mixed in the same system to provide ultimate convenience and cost‐efficiency. Note: The card number is printed on the back of
the card. This card also includes a magnetic stripe.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/cotag‐credentials/ib958m‐passive‐cotag‐card‐with‐magnetic‐stripe‐10‐pcs/

IB981

IB981 Passive Cotag Keyring Tag 10 Pcs
IB981 Passive Cotag Keyring Tag 10 Pcs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/cotag‐credentials/ib981‐passive‐cotag‐keyring‐tag‐10‐pcs/
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Proximity 125Khz Credentials
Vanderbilt
ABR5100‐BL

ABR5100‐BL SiPass Cards Blank
This is a set of 10 blank printable ISO cards compliant with Siemens Prox technology. They can be used with the readers
ARS6311‐RX, AR6331‐CP, AR6332‐CP, AR6181‐RX and AR6182‐RX.Note: The card number is printed on the back of each card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/abr5100‐bl‐sipass‐cards‐blank/

ABR5100‐PR

ABR5100‐PR SiPass Cards Printed
This is a set of 10 pre‐printed ISO cards that are compliant with Siemens Prox technology. They can be used with the readers
ARS6311‐RX, AR6331‐CP, AR6332‐CP, AR6181‐RX and AR6182‐RX.Note: The card number is printed on the back of each card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/abr5100‐pr‐sipass‐cards‐printed/

ABR5100‐TG

ABR5100‐TG SiPass Key Tags
This is a set of 10 key‐ring tags compliant with Siemens Prox technology. They can be used with the readers ARS6311‐RX,
AR6331‐CP, AR6332‐CP, AR6181‐RX and AR6182‐RX.Note: The card number is printed on the back of each tag.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/abr5100‐tg‐sipass‐key‐tags/

IB42‐EM

IB42‐EM ISO Combo Card Without Logo
The IB42‐EM is a blank printable ISO card that is compliant with EM4102 reading technology. It also includes a magnetic stripe.
It can be used with the readers HD500‐EM, PM500‐EM, PR500‐EM, SP500‐EM, PP500‐EM, PD30‐EM and PD40‐EM.Note: The card
number is printed on the card.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/ib42‐em‐iso‐combo‐card‐without‐logo/
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IB44‐EM Keyring Tag Grey with Logo
The IB44‐EM is a key‐ring tag that is compliant with EM4102 reading technology. It can be used with the readers HD500‐EM,
PM500‐EM, PR500‐EM, SP500‐EM, PP500‐EM, PD30‐EM and PD40‐EM.Note: The card number is printed on the front of the tag.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/ib44‐em‐keyring‐tag‐grey‐with‐logo/

IB45‐EM

IB45‐EM Adhesive Tag
The IB45‐EM is an adhesive tag that is compliant with EM4102 reading technology. It is intended to be attached to existing
magnetic stripe cards when adding EM4102 readers to an existing magstripe installation. It can be used with the readers HD500‐
EM.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/ib45‐em‐adhesive‐tag/

EM10CP

EM10CP ACT 125kHz HID ISO, Wiegand (10pcs)
EM10CP ACT 125kHz HID ISO, Wiegand (10pcs)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/em10cp‐act‐125khz‐hid‐iso‐wiegand‐10pcs/

Allegion
7410

AptiQ Clamshell Card HID Prox Compatible
AptiQ Clamshell Card HID Prox Compatible

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/aptiq‐clamshell‐card‐hid‐prox‐compatible/

7510

AptiQ ISO Card HID Prox Compatible
AptiQ ISO Card HID Prox Compatible

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/proximity‐125khz‐credentials/aptiq‐iso‐card‐hid‐prox‐compatible/
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Smart Card 13.56Mhz Credential
Vanderbilt
ABP5100‐BL

ABP5100‐BL Mifare Cards Blank
This is a set of 10 blank printable Mifare Classic 1k ISO cards. They are suitable for use with all SiPass Smart Card readers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐credential/abp5100‐bl‐mifare‐cards‐blank/

ABP5100‐PR

ABP5100‐PR Mifare Cards Printed
This is a set of 10 pre‐printed Mifare Classic 1k ISO cards. They are suitable for use with all SiPass Smart Card readers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/cards‐and‐tags/smart‐card‐13.56mhz‐credential/abp5100‐pr‐mifare‐cards‐printed/
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Door Hardware
Breakglass
Alarmcorp
DWS100

Break Glass Switch
Labelled with Emergency Door Release, Double laminated safety glass design to prevent operator injury, two separate SPDTs.
Test switch is included, Colours available: Green and white, Spare glass is available in packs of ten (DWS100GLASS). Use
WEC140 for weather resistant applications

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/break‐glass‐switch/

DWS100COVER

Clear Plastic Cover for DWS100/200 Breakglass
Clear Plastic Cover for DWS100/200 Breakglass. Note breakglass unit is not included, just plastic cover.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/clear‐plastic‐cover‐for‐dws100200‐breakglass/

DWS100GLASS

Break Glass Switch replacement Glass for DWS100 (10x))
Replacement glass for the DWS100 breakglass. Comes in packs of 10.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/break‐glass‐switch‐replacement‐glass‐for‐dws100‐10x/

DWS200

Break Glass Switch
Labelled with Emergency Door Release, No glass, resettable emergency switch. Two separate SPDTs. Use WEC140 for weather
resistant applications

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/break‐glass‐switch‐1/
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Break Glass Switch ‐ Green
Labelled with Emergency Door Release, No glass, resettable emergency switch. Green in colour. Two separate SPDTs. Use
WEC140 for weather resistant applications

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/break‐glass‐switch‐green/

WEC140

Weather Protection Cover for Breakglass, Exit Buttons Etc
Weather protection cover. Main features: ‐ breakglass emergency door release switches, ‐ request to exit, panic, emergency
and shutdown buttons, ‐ keypads, electrical outlets and etc, ‐ Made from clear and tough polycarbonate material, ‐ Cost
effective way of protection against accidental damage and switch activation, ‐ Weather protection, ‐ Large covering capacity
with inside dimensions: 140mm(H) x 110mm(W) x 54mm(D). Designed for DWS100 & DWS200

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/weather‐protection‐cover‐for‐breakglass‐exit‐buttons‐etc/

DWS100KEY

Replacement Key for DWS Break Glass Switch (QTY10)
Replacement reset key for the DWS Series of break glass units. Sold in packets of 10

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/breakglass/replacement‐key‐for‐dws‐break‐glass‐switch‐qty10/
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Cable Loops
Allegion
IRT881SSS

Power Transfer Device 300mm Lead Cover
Power Transfer Device 300mm lead cover. The Legge 880 Series Electric Power Transfer provides a means of transferring
electrical power from a door frame to the edge of a swinging door. The units are completely concealed when the door is in the
closed position.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/cable‐loops/power‐transfer‐device‐300mm‐lead‐cover/

Alarmcorp
DWD30

Cable Protector 300mm
Stainless Cable Tube, Plastic caps at both ends, Inner diameter 6.3mm: Outer 10mm, Suitable for Fig8 24/0.20 and screened 4
wire cable.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/cable‐loops/cable‐protector‐300mm/

DWD60

Cable Protector 600mm
Stainless Cable Tube, Plastic caps at both ends, Inner diameter 6.3mm: Outer 10mm, Suitable for Fig8 24/0.20 and screened 4
wire cable.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/cable‐loops/cable‐protector‐600mm/

DWM300

Heavy Duty Cable Protector 300mm
Stainless Cable Tube, Aluminium caps at both ends, Inner diameter 8mm: Outer 14mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/cable‐loops/heavy‐duty‐cable‐protector‐300mm/
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Heavy Duty Cable Protector 450mm
Stainless Cable Tube, Aluminium caps at both ends, Inner diameter 8mm: Outer 14mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/cable‐loops/heavy‐duty‐cable‐protector‐450mm/

DWM600

Heavy Duty Cable Protector 600mm
Stainless Cable Tube, Aluminium caps at both ends, Inner diameter 8mm: Outer 14mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/cable‐loops/heavy‐duty‐cable‐protector‐600mm/
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Door Strikes & Locks
Cabinet Lock
Allegion
442S

Schlage Cabinet Lock
The 442S is a compact and easy to install hardwired cabinet lock. It is fail secure and driven by a dual voltage solenoid. The
voltage is field selectable 12 or 24 VDC. This makes ordering easy and provides greater flexibility in the field. The 442S can be
mounted horizontally or vertically to control access to a wide range of swinging or sliding cabinets and drawers. The 442S can be
controlled by any kind of access control system that provides a dry contact output. Its small size and versatile mounting position
allows you to bring increased monitoring and control to hard to reach applications such as pharmaceutical cabinets, cash
drawers and display cases.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/cabinet‐lock/schlage‐cabinet‐lock/
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Monitored Electric Strike FS/FSE 12/24Vdc
Monitored Electric Strike FS/FSE 12/24VDC. The Legge 8800 Electric Strike is a robustly designed security product, which can
withstand a holding force up to 680kg. The latch cavity is designed to operate with a 12‐15mm door latch with up to a 3mm
door gap. There should be a minimum of 1mm clearance between the latch bolt and the strike keeper to prevent
jamming when the door is closed. The 8800M model is a monitored Electric Strike designed and manufactured with the security
conscious in mind. It features Door Position Switch (DPS) and Lock Position Switch (LPS) monitoring signals and field‐selectable
fail safe and fail secure modes.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/electric‐strikes/monitored‐electric‐strike‐fsfse‐1224vdc/
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Mini Magnetic Lock, 270Kg Non Monitored with LED
Mini Magnetic Lock, 270Kg Non Monitored with LED. The Briton M300A series electromagnetic locks are renowned for their
strong holding force, compact size and remarkable features. The series is CE compliant and manufactured under the highest
quality control to deliver a high quality, durable product. Surface mounted‐direct hold. Dual voltage selectable (12 VDC or 24
VDC). Low current consumption. Direct holding force of 272kg. Hall effect sensor monitoring output. Green/Red LED indication
for lock status. Durable. Silent operation. Anodized aluminium casing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/mini‐magnetic‐lock‐270kg‐non‐monitored‐

BNT‐M300‐LBRK

L Bracket for M300 Series Single Mag Lock
L Bracket for M300 Series single Mag Lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/l‐bracket‐for‐m300‐series‐single‐mag‐lock/

BNT‐M300M

Monitored Electromagnetic Lock MBS/DPS 12/24Vdc
Monitored Electromagnetic Lock MBS/DPS 12/24VDC. The Briton M300 series electromagnetic locks are renowned for their
strong holding force, compact size and remarkable features. The series is CE compliant and manufactured under the highest
quality control to deliver a high quality, durable product. Surface mounted‐direct hold. Dual voltage selectable (12 VDC or 24
VDC). Low current consumption. Direct holding force of 272kg. Hall effect sensor monitoring output. Green/Red LED indication
for lock status. Durable. Silent operation. Anodized aluminium casing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/monitored‐electromagnetic‐lock‐mbsdps‐1

BNT‐M300‐ZBRK

Z Bracket for M300 Series Single Mag Lock
Z Bracket for M300 Series Single Mag Lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/z‐bracket‐for‐m300‐series‐single‐mag‐lock

BNT‐M600A

NON Monitored Electromagnetic Lock MBS 12/24Vdc
NON Monitored Electromagnetic Lock MBS 12/24VDC. The Briton M600A series is a surface mounted electromagnetic lock with
a direct holding force of 545 kg. The standard lock is monitored with a Green/Red LED that indicates the lock status. The M600A
is also available as a double armature lock for double door applications. Surface mounted‐direct hold. Dual voltage selectable
(12 VDC or 24 VDC). Low current consumption. Direct holding force of up to 545kg. Magnetic Bond Sense (MBS) Green/Red LED
indication for lock status. Durable. Silent operation. Anodized aluminium casing. Surge & spike protection PCB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/non‐monitored‐electromagnetic‐lock‐mbs

BNT‐M600D‐LBRK

L Bracket for M600 Series Double Mag Lock
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L Bracket for M600 Series Double Mag Lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/l‐bracket‐for‐m600‐series‐double‐mag‐lock

BNT‐M600D‐ZBRK

Z Bracket for M600 Series Double Mag Lock
Z Bracket for M600 Series Double Mag Lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/z‐bracket‐for‐m600‐series‐double‐mag‐loc

BNT‐M600‐LBRK

L Bracket for M600 Series Single Mag Lock
L Bracket for M600 Series single Mag Lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/l‐bracket‐for‐m600‐series‐single‐mag‐lock/

BNT‐M600M

Monitored Electromagnetic Lock 12/24 Vdc MBS/DPS
Monitored Electromagnetic Lock 12/24 VDC MBS/DPS. The Briton M600M series is a surface mounted electromagnetic lock with
a direct holding force of 545 kg. The standard lock is monitored with a Green/Red LED that indicates the lock status. The M600A
is also available as a double armature lock for double door applications. Surface mounted‐direct hold. Dual voltage selectable
(12 VDC or 24 VDC). Low current consumption. Direct holding force of up to 545kg. Magnetic Bond Sense (MBS) Green/Red LED
indication for lock status. Durable. Silent operation. Anodized aluminium casing. Surge & spike protection PCB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/monitored‐electromagnetic‐lock‐1224‐vdc

BNT‐M600MD

Monitored Electromagnetic Lock (double) 12/24 Vdc MBS/DPS
Monitored Electromagnetic Lock (double) 12/24 VDC MBS/DPS. The Briton M600M series is a surface mounted electromagnetic
lock with a direct holding force of 545 kg x 2. The standard lock is monitored with a Green/Red LED that indicates the lock
status. The M600A is also available as a double armature lock for double door applications. Surface mounted‐direct hold. Dual
voltage selectable (12 VDC or 24 VDC). Low current consumption. Direct holding force of up to 545kg. Magnetic Bond Sense
(MBS) Green/Red LED indication for lock status. Durable. Silent operation. Anodized aluminium casing. Surge & spike
protection PCB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/monitored‐electomagnetic‐lock‐double‐12

BNT‐M600‐ZBRK

Z Bracket for M600 Series Single Mag Lock
Z Bracket for M600 Series Single Mag Lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/z‐bracket‐for‐m600‐series‐single‐mag‐lock
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Concealed shear lock 1350KG holding force MBS/DPS/DSM. GF3000 Series shear locks feature a patented design, offering
advances over any shear lock in the market. A microprocessor‐based control module provides advanced electronic features.
This circuitry automatically senses and adjusts input voltage, allowing for operation from 12 to 24 volt DC power sources. These
mortise shear locks offer the advantage of a totally concealed locking mechanism, providing superior security and appearance
while allowing for normal door movement. The patented design incorporates locking tabs on the magnet assembly with mating
grooves in the armature plate. The GF3000 Series locks are ideally suited for commercial grade quality hollow metal doors and
frames, as well as herculite doors with top rail. Advances in design provide low operating temperatures, making these shear
lock suitable for use in the growing demand for concealed locks in wood frames.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/magnetic‐locks/concealed‐sheerlock‐1350kg‐holding‐force
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12 to 9 Pin Converter Cable for L9VEG3LSI
12 to 9 Pin Converter Cable for L9VEG3LSI. Required for retro fitting this lock to a 9 pin Legge mortise lock.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/12‐to‐9‐pin‐converter‐cable‐for‐l9veg3lsi/

L4001R/29SSS

Legge 4000 Series Internal Plate with Cylinder Hole
Legge 4000 Series Internal Plate with Cylinder Hole.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/legge‐4000‐series‐internal‐plate‐with‐cylind

L4005R/29SSS

Legge 4000 Series External Plain Lever Plate
Legge 4000 Series External Plain Lever Plate.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/legge‐4000‐series‐external‐plain‐lever‐plate

L4006R/29SSS

Legge 4000 Series Internal Plain Pull Plate
Legge 4000 Series Internal Plain Pull Plate.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/legge‐4000‐series‐internal‐plain‐pull‐plate/

L4015/26SSS

Legge 4000 Series External Plain Pull Plate
Legge 4000 Series External Plain Pull Plate.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/legge‐4000‐series‐external‐plain‐pull‐plate/

L9VEG3LSI
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Fail secure/split KO+ KO Monitored (Incl Monitoring). 12VDC ‐ 24VDC Operation. Clever design : Multi‐function case allows
easy conversion from a vestibule lock function (inside handle free) to a combination lock function (both handles locked) by a
simple external operation Can be used on standard timber and metal doors, as well as narrow stile metal, timber & French
doors (995MF) Faster, easier installation: Reversible stainless steel latch adjusts for inwards/outwards opening and left/right
hand with case disassembly. Compatible with most electronic strikes. Durability & security: Lock conforms to both level D8
Durability) and level SL8 (Physical Security) of the Australasian Lock Standard (#AS4145.2‐2008)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/fail‐securesplit‐ko‐ko‐monitored‐ind‐monito

Z99ECI

9 Pin Cable 1.6M for Legge Mortise Lock
9 Pin Cable 1.6M for Legge Mortise Lock. Only required for older 9 Pin mortise locks.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/door‐strikes‐locks/mortise‐locks/9‐pin‐cable‐1.6m‐for‐legge‐mortise‐lock/
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Egress Devices
Takex
PS‐520E

Takex Passive Infrared REX ‐ Silver or White
Designed for applications involving coverage at the threshold of a doorway, the PS‐520E uses passive infra‐red technology to
detect the differential between a human body and the floor. It features several field selectable options and adjustments to
make it the ideal choice for access control applications, door strike release, alarm system shunting and automatic door
operation. Features: Dual Pyro for increased stability against external light, High immunity to RFI and other electrical noise,
Adjustable Coverage Area, Adjustable Sensitivity, Suitable for Single or Double doors, Overhead or Wall Mounting options,
Adjustable relay Timer: 0.25 to 60 seconds, Two "Heavy‐Duty" Relay Outputs (up to 1A) for controlling Door Strikes and
Magnetic Locks, Fail Safe/Fail Secure (selectable), Compact Design.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/takex‐passive‐infrared‐rex‐silver‐or‐white/

Sentrol
RCR‐REX‐W

Aritech Motion Sensor, Dual Tech, Request‐to‐Exit, DPDT, Form C relay, w/ Wall Plate, White
Sensor, PIR+ radar dual tech request‐to‐exit white. Proprietary dual technology ‐ request‐to‐exit uses both RCR and PIR to
detect intruders. Incorporates two Form C output relay contacts. Tamper switch detects device open. Includes mask for easy
adjustment of PIR field of view. Optional single gang wall plate. Swing open design allows easy adjustment. Housing available
in white, grey, or black. Built‐in adjustable sounder for door position monitoring. Wall or ceiling mount. Dual relay outputs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/sensor‐pir‐radar‐dual‐tech‐request‐to‐exit‐white/

Alarmcorp
SMART0078

One‐Touch Button Switch
Flat heavy duty stainless steel plate with rounded corners suitable for custodial purposes.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/one‐touch‐button‐switch/

SMART4372

Duress Button ‐ Red Twist to Release
Duress Button ‐ Red Twist to Release.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/duress‐button‐red‐twist‐to‐release/
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Stainless Steel LED Exit Button
IP rated 65, Stainless steel flush button, Standard stainless steel plate, Illuminated green LED,12V, Two isolated contacts:
NO/NC. Dimensions: W70 x H115 x D32mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐led‐exit‐button/

WEL2210

Stainless Steel Press to Exit, Twist to Reset Exit Button
Twist to Reset mushroom button, standard stainless steel plate, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x
D41mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐twist‐to‐exit‐exit‐button/

WEL2220

Stainless Steel Mushroom Exit Button
Momentary mushroom button, standard stainless steel plate, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x
D41mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐mushroom‐exit‐button/

WEL2220R‐DURESS

Stainless Steel Mushroom Exit Button Red with DURESS Plate
Momentary mushroom button, standard stainless steel plate, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x
D41mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐mushroom‐exit‐button‐red‐with‐duress‐plate/

WEL2220R‐EMERGENCY

Stainless Steel Mushroom Exit Button Red with EMERGENCY Plate
Momentary mushroom button, standard stainless steel plate, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x
D41mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐mushroom‐exit‐button‐red‐with‐emergency‐pl
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Stainless Steel Shrouded Exit Button
Shrouded button, standard stainless steel plate, illuminated green,12V, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x H115
x D57mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐shrouded‐exit‐button/

WEL2241

Stainless Steel Flush Exit Button
Flush button, standard stainless steel plate, illuminated green,12V, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x
D37mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐flush‐exit‐button/

WEL2250R‐EMERGENCY

Stainless Steel Mushroom Exit Button Red with EMERGENCY Plate IP65
Latching mushroom button with twist to reset, standard stainless steel plate, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W70 x
H115 x D41mm. IP65.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐mushroom‐exit‐button‐red‐with‐emergency‐pl

WEL2411

Stainless Steel Illuminated Square Exit Button
Square button, standard stainless steel plate, Illuminated green,12V, SPDT contacts. Dimensions: W70 x H115 x D50mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐illuminated‐square‐exit‐button/

WEL2421

Stainless Steel Illuminated Round Exit Button
Round button, standard stainless steel plate, Illuminated green,12V, SPDT contacts, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x D50mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐illuminated‐round‐exit‐button/
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Stainless Steel Illuminated Rectangular Exit Button
Rectangular button, standard stainless steel plate, Illuminated green,12V, SPDT contacts, Dimensions: W70 x H115 x D50mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐illuminated‐rectangular‐exit‐button/

WEL2440

Stainless Steel Heavy Duty Mushroom Exit Button IP66
Heavy duty mushroom exit button is designed to be installed in an application where it is at risk of being subject to vandalism or
tampering, as in the case of a public area or even prison. The IP66 rated metal housing provides protection against dust, rain
and snow, and ensures that it can be operated in all outdoor conditions. Isolated 1 x NO and 1 x NC contact ‐ 4 x flying wires ‐
Current/voltage max: 10A/250VAC ‐ Contact resistance max: 20mÙ ‐ Colour: green or red ‐ Dimensions: 115 x 70 x 30mm ‐
standard; 75 x 30 x 30mm ‐ architrave.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐heavy‐duty‐mushroom‐exit‐button‐ip66/

WEL2440RED‐EMERGENCY

Stainless Steel Heavy Duty Mushroom Emergency Button Red IP66
Heavy duty mushroom exit button is designed to be installed in an application where it is at risk of being subject to vandalism or
tampering, as in the case of a public area or even prison. The IP66 rated metal housing provides protection against dust, rain
and snow, and ensures that it can be operated in all outdoor conditions. Isolated 1 x NO and 1 x NC contact ‐ 4 x flying wires ‐
Current/voltage max: 10A/250VAC ‐ Contact resistance max: 20mÙ ‐ Colour: red with plate ‐Press for Emergency‐‐ Dimensions:
115 x 70 x 30mm ‐ standard; 75 x 30 x 30mm ‐ architrave.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐heavy‐duty‐mushroom‐emergency‐button‐red

WES1611

Architrave Stainless Steel Flush Exit Button
Stainless steel flush button, Architrave stainless steel plate, Illuminated green LED,12V, SPDT contacts, Dimensions: W30 x H75 x
D34mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/architrave‐stainless‐steel‐flush‐exit‐button/

WES1651

Architrave Stainless Steel Mushroom Exit Button
Mushroom button, Architrave stainless steel plate, Illuminated green LED,12V, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC, Dimensions: W30
x H75 x D28mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/architrave‐stainless‐steel‐mushroom‐exit‐button/
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Architrave Stainless Steel Exit Button
IP rated 65, Stainless steel flush button, architrave stainless plate, Illuminated green LED,12V, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC,
Dimensions: W30 x H75 x D32mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/architrave‐stainless‐steel‐exit‐button/

WES2241

Architrave Stainless Steel Flush Exit Button
Stainless steel flush button, Architrave stainless steel plate, Illuminated green LED,12V, Two isolated contacts: NO/NC,
Dimensions: W30 x H75 x D37mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/architrave‐stainless‐steel‐flush‐exit‐button‐1/

WEL2451‐BLANK

Stainless Steel Blank Style Button
IP Rated 65, Stainless steel flush button, Standard stainless steel plate, Isolated contacts: NO/NC. Dimensions: W70 x H115 x
D32mm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/stainless‐steel‐blank‐style‐button/

SMART0040DUR

Flat Stainless Steel GPO Plate, Silver Piezo ‐ Duress
Smart Flat Stainless Steel GPO Plate, Silver Piezo Touch Button Printed = DURESS

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/flat‐stainless‐steel‐gpo‐plate‐silver‐piezo‐duress/

SMART0040PTE

Flat Stainless Steel GPO Plate, Silver Piezo ‐ Press to Exit
Smart Flat Stainless Steel GPO Plate, Silver Piezo Touch Button Printed = PRESS TO EXIT

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/door‐hardware/egress‐devices/flat‐stainless‐steel‐gpo‐plate‐silver‐piezo‐press‐to‐exit/
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SiPass Management System
Controllers
Vanderbilt
AC5102

AC5102 SiPass Advanced Central Controller
The AC5102 advanced central controller can be programmed with up to 500,000 cardholders and up to 96 doors. It has been
specially designed for maximum flexibility and provides six separate field level network (FLN) channels. Each FLN is capable of
hosting up to 16 local devices for access control monitoring input devices or controlling output devices. The ACC also has a
diagnostic port that provides a direct connection to its microprocessor to facilitate the download of operating instructions
(firmware). Firmware updates can be made without having to visit the controller cabinets. Communication to the host system
occurs via a 10/100Mb Ethernet connection. This allows communications over any WAN or LAN where devices on the network
can be assigned a unique IP address. This type of communication ensures the fastest possible transaction times between the
host system and ACC field panels.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/controllers/ac5102‐sipass‐advanced‐central‐controller/

AC5200

AC5200 SiPass Integrated ACC‐Lite
The AC5200 is a smaller version of Vanderbilt’ high‐performance IP‐based advanced central controller models (AC5100 and
AC5102). It can manage up to 40000 cardholders. The ACC‐Lite has been specially designed to provide a low‐cost alternative for
smaller or branch installations. It provides one field level network (FLN) channel which is capable of hosting up to 8 doors for
access control, monitoring input devices or controlling output devices. Firmware can be easily downloaded or updated via
TCP/IP connection without having to visit the controller cabinets. Communication with the host system occurs via a two‐port
Ethernet switch which provides 10/100Mb LAN connection.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/controllers/ac5200‐sipass‐integrated‐acc‐lite/

ENC‐010

ENC‐010 Enclosure 456x480x122mm
Security cabinet to house the SiPass access control hardware. Designed in tandem with the hardware itself, the surface‐
mounted, single door enclosures ate purpose‐built to provide secure housing while maximizing convenience of installation and
operation. Cabinets feature multiple access points for cabling, an external LED to indicate the power status, a lockable door, an
interior designed for holding Printed Circuit Boards and a finished, modern exterior. Three different sizes are available: small,
medium and large. Even the smallest cabinet can house an Advanced Central Controller & Input Point Module, with plenty of
space for peripherals like backup batteries and power supplies. The largest cabinet can house a combination of hardware unit
types, making it ideal for large facilities with complex requirements. All cabinets are pre‐assembled and shipped ready to install.
Mounting points on the internal backplane and the chassis allow for quick and easy installation of PCBs and the enclosure itself.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/controllers/enc‐010‐enclosure‐456x480x122mm/

ENC‐020

ENC‐020 Enclosure 672x480x122mm
Security cabinet to house the SiPass access control hardware. Designed in tandem with the hardware itself, the surface‐
mounted, single door enclosures ate purpose‐built to provide secure housing while maximizing convenience of installation and
operation. Cabinets feature multiple access points for cabling, an external LED to indicate the power status, a lockable door, an
interior designed for holding Printed Circuit Boards and a finished, modern exterior. Three different sizes are available: small,
medium and large. Even the smallest cabinet can house an Advanced Central Controller & Input Point Module, with plenty of
space for peripherals like backup batteries and power supplies. The largest cabinet can house a combination of hardware unit
types, making it ideal for large facilities with complex requirements. All cabinets are pre‐assembled and shipped ready to install.
Mounting points on the internal backplane and the chassis allow for quick and easy installation of PCBs and the enclosure itself.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/controllers/enc‐020‐enclosure‐672x480x122mm/

ENC‐030

ENC‐030 Enclosure 960x480x122mm
Security cabinet to house the SiPass access control hardware. Designed in tandem with the hardware itself, the surface‐
mounted, single door enclosures ate purpose‐built to provide secure housing while maximizing convenience of installation and
operation. Cabinets feature multiple access points for cabling, an external LED to indicate the power status, a lockable door, an
interior designed for holding Printed Circuit Boards and a finished, modern exterior. Three different sizes are available: small,
medium and large. Even the smallest cabinet can house an Advanced Central Controller & Input Point Module, with plenty of
space for peripherals like backup batteries and power supplies. The largest cabinet can house a combination of hardware unit
types, making it ideal for large facilities with complex requirements. All cabinets are pre‐assembled and shipped ready to install.
Mounting points on the internal backplane and the chassis allow for quick and easy installation of PCBs and the enclosure itself.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/controllers/enc‐030‐enclosure‐960x480x122mm/
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Core Software
Vanderbilt
ASL5000‐CO

ASL5000‐CO SiPass Integrated Corporate ‐ Licence
The Corporate edition license includes: 128 doors, 25,000 cards. One SiPass integrated server Five SiPass integrated
workstations, DataSYNC, Photo ID, Alarm Graphics, Visitor Management, Guard Tour and Mifare Encoding Software. Note that
ASL5000‐CO is a software license only the SiPass integrated software DVD has to be ordered separately in the language you
require. The SiPass integrated software is the heart of any SiPass integrated system. The total number of controllers that can be
connected is virtually unlimited. The Windows‐certified software has a powerful client/server architecture and it is easy to
install and administer via its graphical user interface. Features such as advanced audit‐trail logging advanced alarm
management anti‐passback functionality (including global and workgroup anti‐passback), door interlocking, escort control
mode, video surveillance and DVR interfaces as well as Siemens’ exclusive custom Wiegand functionality and advanced device
firmware download are all standard in SiPass integrated.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐co‐sipass‐integrated‐corporate‐licence/

ASL5000‐FA

ASL5000‐FA SiPass Integrated Facility ‐ Licence
The Facility edition license includes: 32 doors, 5000 cards. One SiPass integrated server, two SiPass integrated workstations,
Alarm Graphics, Photo ID, Intrusion and Data Synchronizer tool Software. Note that ASL5000‐FA is a software license only the
SiPass integrated software DVD has to be ordered separately in the language you require. The SiPass integrated software is the
heart of any SiPass integrated system. The total number of controllers that can be connected is virtually unlimited. The
Windows‐certified software has a powerful client/server architecture and it is easy to install and administer via its graphical
user interface. Features such as advanced audit‐trail logging advanced alarm management anti‐passback functionality (including
global and workgroup anti‐passback), door interlocking, escort control mode, video surveillance and DVR interfaces as well as
Siemens’ exclusive custom Wiegand functionality and advanced device firmware download are all standard in SiPass integrated.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐fa‐sipass‐integrated‐facility‐licence/

ASL5000‐OA

ASL5000‐OA SiPass Integrated Optima ‐ Licence
The Optima edition license includes: 64 doors, 10,000 cards. One SiPass integrated server Three SiPass integrated workstation.
Note that ASL5000‐OA is a software license only the SiPass integrated software DVD has to be ordered separately in the
language you require. The SiPass integrated software is the heart of any SiPass integrated system. The total number of
controllers that can be connected is virtually unlimited. The Windows‐certified software has a powerful client/server
architecture and it is easy to install and administer via its graphical user interface. Features such as advanced audit‐trail logging
advanced alarm management anti‐passback functionality (including global and workgroup anti‐passback), door interlocking,
escort control mode, video surveillance and DVR interfaces as well as Siemens’ exclusive custom Wiegand functionality and
advanced device firmware download are all standard in SiPass integrated. A wide variety of other advanced features are also
available as add‐on options.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐oa‐sipass‐integrated‐optima‐licence/

ASL5000‐SE

ASL5000‐SE SiPass Integrated Standard Edition ‐ Software Licence
The Standard edition license includes: 24 doors, 1,000 cards. One SiPass integrated server One SiPass integrated workstation.
Note that ASL5000‐SE is a software license only the SiPass integrated software DVD has to be ordered separately in the language
you require. The SiPass integrated software is the heart of any SiPass integrated system. The total number of controllers that
can be connected is virtually unlimited. The Windows‐certified software has a powerful client/server architecture and it is easy
to install and administer via its graphical user interface. Features such as advanced audit‐trail logging, advanced alarm
management, anti‐passback functionality (including global and workgroup anti‐passback), door interlocking, escort control
mode, video surveillance and DVR interfaces as well as Siemens’ exclusive custom Wiegand functionality and advanced device
firmware download are all standard in SiPass integrated. A wide variety of other advanced features are also available as add‐on
options.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐se‐sipass‐integrated‐standard‐edition‐sof
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ASL5000‐ST SiPass Integrated Starter ‐ Software Licence
The Starter edition license includes: 16 doors, 1,000 cards. One SiPass integrated server One SiPass integrated workstation Note
that no options are available with the Starter edition license. Note that ASL5000‐ST is a software license only the SiPass
integrated software DVD has to be ordered separately in the language you require. The SiPass integrated software is the heart
of any SiPass integrated system. The total number of controllers that can be connected is virtually unlimited. The Windows‐
certified software has a powerful client/server architecture and it is easy to install and administer via its graphical user
interface. Features such as advanced audit‐trail logging, advanced alarm management, anti‐passback functionality (including
global and workgroup anti‐passback, door interlocking, escort control mode, video surveillance and DVR interfaces as well as
Siemens’ exclusive custom Wiegand functionality and advanced device firmware download are all standard in SiPass integrated.
A wide variety of other advanced features are also available as add‐on options.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐st‐sipass‐integrated‐starter‐software‐lice

ASL5000‐UO

Upgrade Standard To Optima ‐ Software Licence
This licence allows the upgrade from SiPass integrated Standard edition to SiPass integrated Optima edition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/upgrade‐standard‐to‐optima‐software‐licence/

ASL5000‐US

Upgrade Starter To Standard ‐ Software Licence
This licence allows the upgrade from SiPass integrated Starter edition to SiPass integrated Standard edition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/upgrade‐starter‐to‐standard‐software‐licence/

ASU5000‐UC

ASU5000‐UC Upgrade Credit SiPass Integrated Software ‐ Licence
ASU5000‐UC Upgrade Credit SiPass Integrated Software. One credit required for each workstation or version. So if you have
version 2.6 with 2 workstations, and wish to upgrade to version 2.65, you will require 2 credits.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asu5000‐uc‐upgrade‐credit‐sipass‐integrated‐soft

ASL5000‐UF

ASL5000‐UF Upgrade Standard to Facility
This licence allows the upgrade from SiPass integrated Standard edition to SiPass integrated Facility edition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐uf‐upgrade‐standard‐to‐facility/
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ASL5000‐UC Upgrade Standard to Corporate
This licence allows the upgrade from SiPass integrated Standard edition to SiPass integrated Corporate edition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐uc‐upgrade‐standard‐to‐corporate/

ASL5000‐FC

ASL5000‐FC Upgrade Facility to Corporate
This licence allows the upgrade from SiPass integrated Facility edition to SiPass integrated Corporate edition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐fc‐upgrade‐facility‐to‐corporate/

AS;5000‐OC

ASL5000‐OC Upgrade Optima to Corporate
This licence allows the upgrade from SiPass integrated Optima edition to SiPass integrated Corporate edition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/core‐software/asl5000‐oc‐upgrade‐optima‐to‐corporate/
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Door Modules
Vanderbilt
ADD5100

ADD5100 Dual Reader Interface
The ADD5100 provides an interface between a card reader and the advanced central controller (AC5100 or AC5200) for up to
two card readers. When a cardholder presents an access card at an entry or exit reader the ADD5100 reader interface interprets
the encoded information and sends this data to the controller. The controller then checks the validity of the cardholder and if
the appropriate permissions have been assigned the controller sends a message back to the reader interface allowing it to
unlock the door and provide passage. It can also report the status of the door (locked or unlocked) at any time.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/add5100‐dual‐reader‐interface/

ADD5110

ADD5110 Dual Reader Interface in Plastic Housing
The ADD5110 provides an interface between a card reader and the advanced central controller (AC5100 or AC5200) for up to
two card readers. When a cardholder presents the access card at an entry or exit reader the ADD5110 reader interface
interprets the encoded information and sends this data to the controller. The controller then checks the validity of the
cardholder and if the appropriate permissions have been assigned the controller sends a message back to the reader interface
allowing it to unlock the door and provide passage. It can also report the status of the door (locked or unlocked) at any time.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/add5110‐dual‐reader‐interface‐in‐plastic‐housing

ADD5160

ADD5160 Dual Reader Interface in Weatherproof Housing
The ADD5160 provides an interface between a card reader and the advanced central controller (AC5100 or AC5200) for up to
two card readers. When a cardholder presents an access card at an entry or exit reader the ADD5160 reader interface interprets
the encoded information and sends this data to the controller. The controller then checks the validity of the cardholder and if
the appropriate permissions have been assigned the controller sends a message back to the reader interface allowing it to
unlock the door and provide passage. It can also report the status of the door (locked or unlocked) at any time.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/add5160‐dual‐reader‐interface‐in‐weatherproof‐h

ADE5300

ADE5300 Eight Reader Interface
The ADE5300 provides a local interface between the advanced central controller (AC5100 or AC5200) and up to 8 card readers.
From the ADE5300 the information held within the access cards is transmitted to the controller. Each time an access attempt is
made the controller verifies the data on the ID card and will then either allow or deny access. The ADE5300 can be configured to
control up to 8 doors separately or up to 4 doors that include both entry and exit readers. All variations are possible; for
example you can have six single‐reader doors and 1 dual reader door connected to one ADE5300.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/ade5300‐eight‐reader‐interface/
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ADS5200 Single Reader Interface
The ADS5200 provides a Clock & Data/Wiegand interface between a card reader and the advanced central controller (AC5100 or
AC5200) for one card reader. When a cardholder presents the access card at an entry or exit reader the ADS5210 reader
interface interprets the encoded information and sends this data to the controller. The controller then checks the validity of the
cardholder and if the appropriate permissions have been assigned the controller sends a message back to the reader interface
allowing it to unlock the door and provide passage. It can also report the status of the door (locked or unlocked) at any time.
Note: The ADS5210 does not have an RS485 interface for card readers. It supports Clock & Data and Wiegand readers only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/ads5200‐single‐reader‐interface/

ADS5210

ADS5210 Single Reader Interface in Plastic Housing
The ADS5210 provides a Clock & Data/Wiegand interface between a card reader and the advanced central controller (AC5100 or
AC5200) for one card reader. When a cardholder presents the access card at an entry or exit reader the ADS5210 reader
interface interprets the encoded information and sends this data to the controller. The controller then checks the validity of the
cardholder and if the appropriate permissions have been assigned the controller sends a message back to the reader interface
allowing it to unlock the door and provide passage. It can also report the status of the door (locked or unlocked) at any time.
Note: The ADS5210 does not have an RS485 interface for card readers. It supports Clock & Data and Wiegand readers only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/ads5210‐single‐reader‐interface‐in‐plastic‐housin

ACC‐AP

ACC‐AP SiPass Integrated IP Door Controller
The ACC‐AP IP Door Controller is used for controlling up to two doors as part of the SiPass integrated Access Control system. The
controller can be configured for 1 or 2 doors and can be programmed with up to 500000 cardholders. The ACC‐AP offers the
ability to connect four OSDP readers to be used for entry or exit and can be placed in different heights to accommodate for
instance wheelchairs or garage barriers. The ACC‐AP has 4 inputs, 2 relay outputs and 4 open‐collector outputs. The inputs and
outputs are user configurable to meet a majority of use cases. This controller is also capable of supporting FLN devices and of
hosting units such as the 8IO, OPM and IPM.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/acc‐ap‐sipass‐integrated‐ip‐door‐controller/

ACC‐APM12

ACC‐APM‐1220 SiPass IP Controller 12V 2A PSU
The ACC‐APM‐1220 IP Door Controller with metal housing and 12V 2A Power Supply Unit (PSU) is ideal when, complete, easy‐to‐
use door control is required. The ACC‐APM‐1220 has the full attributes offered by the ACC‐AP IP Door Controller but in addition
offers metal housing with space for batteries and knock‐outs for the signal cable wiring as well as the power mains cable. The
incorporated PSU provides a battery management system comprising low battery voltage detection and deep discharge
protection to ensure that the battery is not permanently damaged through excessive discharge. Comprehensive protection is
built‐in as standard including mains transient filtering, electronic output overload protection and fuses on the load and battery
outputs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/acc‐apm‐1220‐sipass‐ip‐controller‐12v‐2a‐psu/

ACC‐APM24

ACC‐APM‐2420 SiPass IP Controller 24V 2A PSU
The ACC‐APM‐2420 IP Door Controller with metal housing and 24V 2A Power Supply Unit (PSU) is ideal when, complete, easy‐to‐
use door control is required. The ACC‐APM‐2420 has the full attributes offered by the ACC‐AP IP Door Controller but in addition
offers metal housing with space for batteries and knock‐outs for the signal cable wiring as well as the power mains cable. The
incorporated PSU provides a battery management system comprising low battery voltage detection and deep discharge
protection to ensure that the battery is not permanently damaged through excessive discharge. Comprehensive protection is
built‐in as standard including mains transient filtering, electronic output overload protection and fuses on the load and battery
outputs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/door‐modules/acc‐apm‐2420‐sipass‐ip‐controller‐24v‐2a‐psu/
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Input/Output Modules
Vanderbilt
AFI5100

AFI5100 Input Point Module (32 Inputs, 5 Outputs)
The AFI5100 is a programmable input controller used as part of a SiPass integrated system. It provides a local interface between
the advanced central controller (AC5100 or AC5200) and the devices used to monitor a facility‚ such as infrared detectors. When
an input device that is connected to an AFI5100 changes status the AFI5100 registers the status change and forwards this data to
the controller. After checking the validity of the data the controller sends the message to the SiPass integrated server so the
alarm‐handling mechanism can respond appropriately.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/inputoutput‐modules/afi5100‐input‐point‐module‐32‐inputs‐5‐o

AFO5100

AFO5100 Output Module (16 Inputs non supervised, 16 Outputs)
The AFO5100 is an advanced multi‐purpose module that provides an interface between powered field‐level input contact
devices (such as elevator buttons) and output devices (such as override mechanisms) to the advanced central controller (AC5100
or AC5200). It is designed for use in elevators that are integrated within an access control environment. A single AFO5100 can
provide access control for up to 16 floors and multiple AFO5100 modules can be combined in an elevator system to provide
access control for all floors. The fire override mechanism allows floors to be made automatically accessible during an emergency
situation a critical feature for sites where legislation requires strict emergency responses.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/inputoutput‐modules/afo5100‐output‐module‐16‐inputs‐non‐su

AFO5200

AFO5200 8‐Input/Output Module (8 Inputs, 8 Outputs)
The AFO5200 is an advanced multi‐purpose module that provides an interface between field‐level input devices (such as passive
infrared detectors) and output devices (such as locking devices) to the advanced central controller (AC5100 or AC5200).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/inputoutput‐modules/afo5200‐8‐inputoutput‐module‐8‐inputs‐8
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SiPass Software Extensions
Vanderbilt
ACC‐1024‐VMS

ACC‐1024‐VMS Integration with 1024+ Doors
Through the powerful APIs made available in the SiPass integrated software, third party Video Management Systems can take
advantage of the efficiency and flexibility of having access control combined with their video. For existing, known interfaces
there are three new parts that have been created that scale in price with the size of the installation which allows your
customers to integrate the video and access control. When ordering one of these parts, a printout/scan/picture of the VMS
license must be provided. VMS systems that are currently applicable for this license are the following include, Siveillance VMS,
Milestone, Seetec Cayuga, DVTel and Genetec. More systems will be added in the future. Note that the licenses listed in this
PLN allow the VMS software to be the head end. Not the SiPass integrated software. The integration between SiPass integrated
and the VMS systems uses the Management sta on API and the HR API. There is no need to order these licenses separately.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/acc‐1024‐vms‐integration‐with‐1024

ACC‐16‐VMS

ACC‐16‐VMS Integration with 16 Doors
Through the powerful APIs made available in the SiPass integrated software, third party Video Management Systems can take
advantage of the efficiency and flexibility of having access control combined with their video. For existing, known interfaces
there are three new parts that have been created that scale in price with the size of the installation which allows your
customers to integrate the video and access control. When ordering one of these parts, a printout/scan/picture of the VMS
license must be provided. VMS systems that are currently applicable for this license are the following include, Siveillance VMS,
Milestone, Seetec Cayuga, DVTel and Genetec. More systems will be added in the future. Note that the licenses listed in this
PLN allow the VMS software to be the head end. Not the SiPass integrated software. The integration between SiPass integrated
and the VMS systems uses the Management sta on API and the HR API. There is no need to order these licenses separately.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/acc‐16‐vms‐integration‐with‐16‐doo

ACC‐256‐VMS

ACC‐256‐VMS Integration with 256 Doors
Through the powerful APIs made available in the SiPass integrated software, third party Video Management Systems can take
advantage of the efficiency and flexibility of having access control combined with their video. For existing, known interfaces
there are three new parts that have been created that scale in price with the size of the installation which allows your
customers to integrate the video and access control. When ordering one of these parts, a printout/scan/picture of the VMS
license must be provided. VMS systems that are currently applicable for this license are the following include, Siveillance VMS,
Milestone, Seetec Cayuga, DVTel and Genetec. More systems will be added in the future. Note that the licenses listed in this
PLN allow the VMS software to be the head end. Not the SiPass integrated software. The integration between SiPass integrated
and the VMS systems uses the Management station API and the HR API. There is no need to order these licenses separately.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/acc‐256‐vms‐integration‐with‐256‐d

ASE5100‐BA

ASE5100‐BA 1000 Card Extension ‐ Licence
The ASE5100‐BA is a 1,000 card database extension from the initial 1,000 cards that are included in the standard license.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5100‐ba‐1000‐card‐extension‐lice
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ASE5100‐BA10K 10,000 Card Extension ‐ Licence
The ASE5100‐BA10K is a 10,000 card database extension from the initial 1,000 cards that are included in the standard license.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5100‐ba10k‐10000‐card‐extensio

ASE5100‐DO

ASE5100‐DO Extension 8 Doors ‐ Licence
The ASE5100‐DO is an 8‐door database extension from the initial 24 doors included in the standard license.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5100‐do‐extension‐8‐doors‐licen

ASE5100‐DO32

ASE5100‐DO32 Extension 32 Doors ‐ Licence
The ASE5100‐DO32 is an 32‐door database extension from the initial 24 doors included in the standard license.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5100‐do32‐extension‐32‐doors‐li

ASE5100‐OC

ASE5100‐OC Licence 8 Offline Components ‐ Licence
ASE5100‐OC makes it possible to add offline components (doors) to a SiPass integrated system. Please note that the SiPass
integrated MP2.5 software is required to support this software extension. Required for Salto offline readers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5100‐oc‐licence‐8‐offline‐compon

ASE5100‐WS

ASE5100‐WS Workstation ‐ Licence
The ASE5100‐WS is a single workstation extension from the initial workstation included in the standard license. For more than
five workstations Microsoft SQL Server 2005 standard edition software is required and needs to be purchased separately.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5100‐ws‐workstation‐licence/
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ASE5300‐AI Apogee Interface ‐ Licence
The APOGEE interface allows you to monitor alarms raised in the SiPass integrated system directly from your APOGEE Insight
Workstation and also acknowledge these alarms from that same workstation without switching systems. This same concept
also extends to the monitoring of point states. As a point state in the SiPass integrated system changes it is communicated to
the APOGEE system and can be viewed by the APOGEE operator. This leads to reduced training costs and provides an increase in
productivity through assimilated learning of a single environment. It also reduces the chance of error as the operator only needs
to concentrate on one interface to effectively manage two complex systems. When a cardholder badges an access card at a
reader configured for access control the same action can also be linked to the APOGEE system. This allows a cardholder to
automatically activate a Notification Zone. A notification zone allows building comfort system components to be turned on that
relate directly to the cardholder.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐ai‐apogee‐interface‐licence

ASE5300‐AP

ASE5300‐AP Basic HR Application Programming Interface (API) ‐ Licence
The Basic HR API enables SiPass integrated to communicate with third party business applications and exchange common
information which significantly reduces the need to enter identical data into multiple systems. Note: To facilitate seamless
communication between the Basic HR API and SiPass integrated a small amount of software development is required for the
third‐party application. With the aid of the SiPass integrated HR API Development Guide this task is relatively simple for a
software engineer.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐ap‐basic‐hr‐application‐pro

ASE5300‐CB

ASE5300‐CB CCTV Third‐Party Interface ‐ Licence
SiPass integrated video surveillance offers an interface to a number of video surveillance systems. The settings and
configurations for cameras and monitors are directly made from the SiPass integrated system. The image sequences can be
displayed from the SiPass integrated graphical user interface (GUI) or a standard CCTV monitor. Using the event control function
camera sequences can be programmed which are then started automatically with a specific system event. This optional module
allows you to upgrade your SiPass integrated client to a video surveillance workstation. Supported matrix switchers: Pelco 9760,
Pelco 9740, Pelco CM6700, Pelco CM6800.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐cb‐cctv‐third‐party‐interfac

ASE5300‐CW

ASE5300‐CW CCTV Capability on a SiPass Integrated Workstation ‐ Licence
The ASE5300‐CW provides the ability to use the SiPass integrated workstation as a CCTV monitoring station. In combination
with a video capture card it is possible to view live CCTV images control camera movement and switch cameras from the
convenience of the SiPass integrated workstation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐cw‐cctv‐capability‐on‐a‐sip

ASE5300‐DS

ASE5300‐DS Data Synchronizer Tool ‐ Licence
The Data Synchronizer is a licensable tool for SiPass integrated that allows the user to share cardholder data with a third‐party
application. This can also be used in conjunction with the Import/Export tool that is freely available in SiPass integrated.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐ds‐data‐synchronizer‐tool‐l
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ASE5300‐DV Digital Video Recorder (DVR) Third‐Party Interface ‐ Licence
The ASE5300‐DV software allows the user to control and view live or recorded images from multiple digital video recording
(DVR) units connected to the same network as SiPass integrated. It is possible to completely manage the recording and playback
features of other manufacturers' DVR systems with this software. Combined with the event and alarm handling functionality it
is possible to trigger immediate recording from DVR cameras in response to alarms or any other system event.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐dv‐digital‐video‐recorder‐d

ASE5300‐GP

ASE5300‐GP Graphics ‐ Licence
The ASE5300‐GP software provides security operators with a method of visually monitoring the status of a room a building or an
entire facility and the ability to perform routine tasks with a single click of the mouse button.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐gp‐graphics‐licence/

ASE5300‐GT

ASE5300‐GT Guard Tour ‐ Licence
Protecting your facility and those that occupy it is critical. Electrical equipment provides superior surveillance but if unseen by
intruders it is not a good deterrent. Guards provide a highly visual security component and if used correctly provide an excellent
intrusion deterrent. SiPass integrated Guard Tour conveniently integrates your access control and security network with a state‐
of‐the‐art electronic patrol verification system. Guard Tour uses the same infrastructure as the SiPass integrated system be it
card readers, biometric readers, or any other access or input device. Therefore there is no need to install additional equipment
to monitor guard patrols. In addition, a guard can be tracked as he/she patrols your site. The same device used to indicate his or
her position in a tour is also used to unlock doors and turn on alarm systems. This enables guards to generate real‐time duress
alarms, without arousing suspicion.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐gt‐guard‐tour‐licence/

ASE5300‐HA

ASE5300‐HA Extended HR Application Programming Interface (API) ‐ Licence
The Extended HR API is an additional interface that builds upon the Basic HR API (ASE5300‐AP). The Extended HR API makes it
possible to perform advanced functions from a third‐party application such as providing a cardholder with access privileges or
assigning a visitor with a temporary access profile. Note: To facilitate seamless communication between the Extended HR API
and SiPass integrated, a small amount of software development is required for the third‐party application. With the aid of the
SiPass integrated Extended HR API Development Guide this task is relatively simple for a software engineer.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐ha‐extended‐hr‐application

ASE5300‐HL

ASE5300‐Hl High Level Lift Interface ‐ Licence
The generic high‐level elevator interface (HLI) allows any facility to create a link between their SiPass integrated system and
their elevator management system (EMS) for the purpose of controlling access to floors. Once you have configured your system
the HLI allows you to manage which cardholders are provided with access to which floors and the times of the day they are
permitted to have this access. To ensure that the HLI is compatible with any commercially available EMS a generic elevator
protocol is available. This protocol provides all the common commands used by elevator management systems to control
access. Note: Each site must create its own protocol translator to interface SiPass integrated with their local EMS.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐hl‐high‐level‐lift‐interface‐l
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ASE5300‐HR HR Application Programming Interface (API) ‐ Licence
HR API enables SiPass integrated to communicate with third party business applications and exchange common information
which significantly reduces the need to enter identical data into multiple systems. Note: To facilitate seamless communication
between the HR API and SiPass integrated a small amount of software development is required for the third‐party application.
With the aid of the SiPass integrated HR API Development Guide this task is relatively simple for a software engineer.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐hr‐hr‐application‐programm

ASE5300‐ID

ASE5300‐ID Photo ID and Image Verification ‐ Licence
The ASE5300‐ID software enables the system to quickly and easily capture cardholder photographs and print a personalised
access card that includes the photo for each cardholder. This ability to combine cardholder photographs with their access and
personal information strengthens any security system. Within minutes it is possible to construct a custom‐designed card
template complete with company logo photograph and signature plus eye‐catching graphics. This module also enables live‐
image verification for enhanced security. In snapshot mode an image is captured from a video surveillance camera for
comparison with a cardholder photo. In host‐verification mode access to the door is controlled by the SiPass integrated
operator.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐id‐photo‐id‐and‐image‐veri

ASE5300‐IN

ASE5300‐IN SiPass Integrated Intrusion Option ‐ Licence
The intrusion module in SiPass integrated provides native intrusion detection functionality. When it is installed motion
detectors can be connected directly to SiPass integrated and the system can be used both as an access control system and an
intrusion detection system. The same card readers are then used both for access control purposes and to turn the intrusion
detection system on and off. Alternatively in cases where a certified intrusion detection system is required the intrusion module
can be used to integrate a dedicated Intrunet SI400 series intrusion control panel into a SiPass integrated system. It is also
possible for existing Intrunet SI400 series customers to use the SiPass integrated intrusion module to add a fully featured access
control application to their suite of building management tools.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐in‐sipass‐integrated‐intrusi

ASE5300‐LE

ASE5300‐LE Low Level Elevator Control ‐ Licence
Elevator systems pose a unique challenge to a secure facility. The access control system must simultaneously provide a
integrated interface to both the elevator management system (EMS) and the security operator for effective access control to
floors. With the SiPass integrated low‐level interface the SiPass integrated advanced central controller operates as the elevator
controller. Output point modules operate as the hardware interface handling access at up to 16 floors per unit and providing fire
override (FOR) notification. Configuring access control for an elevator system is a completely transparent process. SiPass
integrated simply extends the same concepts governing door access to floors using a consistent and intuitive graphical user
interface.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐le‐low‐level‐elevator‐contro

ASE5300‐MA

ASE5300‐MA Management Station Application Programming Interface ‐ Licence
The Management Station Application Programming Interface (API) allows you to integrate SiPass integrated alarms and
monitoring with existing building management solutions. This provides the opportunity to create a seamless connection for all
your building monitoring needs. You can achieve an effective solution by overseeing and manually commanding all of your
SiPass integrated devices via a third‐party building management application. Note: To facilitate seamless communication
between the Management Station API and SiPass integrated a small amount of software development is required for the third‐
party application. With the aid of the SiPass integrated Management Station API Development Guide this task is relatively
simple for a software engineer.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐ma‐management‐station‐a
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ASE5300‐ME Mifare Encoding ‐ Licence
In many cases it is convenient to be able to use ID cards not only for access control but also for other applications. By using the
SiPass Mifare encoding option cards used for other applications such as cashless payment for goods or food within company
facilities, for example can also be used for access control.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐me‐mifare‐encoding‐licence

ASE5300‐MF

ASE5300‐MF Message Forwarding ‐ Licence
Providing security around the clock is a challenge for every facility. The high cost of employing security guards overnight is
prohibitive, but the risks of potential security breaches when the site is unmanned are huge. The SiPass integrated message
forwarding option solves this problem. The ASE5300‐MF messaging allows the system to automatically send custom text
messages to pagers*, mobile telephones* or by e‐mail. Using the latest telecommunication technology, it is possible to notify
key personnel who may otherwise be absent from a premises when security has been breached. This allows a timely and
appropriate response to any alarm situation. ASE5300‐MF software can also forward alarms and messages to the central
controlling software of other SiPass integrated servers that reside on the same LAN/WAN. If a business with a SiPass integrated
system is not manned alarms can be automatically forwarded to a location with security operators who are monitoring SiPass
integrated based activity.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐mf‐message‐forwarding‐lice

ASE5300‐MM

ASE5300‐MM MM8000 Interface ‐ Licence
Security at any facility extends beyond just the physical entrances and exits. A high security facility today provides a safe
environment in which to work including access control, video surveillance, alarm management, and protection against the
threat of fire. The SiPass integrated MM8000 interface allows your access control system to seamlessly integrate with an
advanced danger management system providing a single location for monitoring all your security and safety needs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐mm‐mm8000‐interface‐lice

ASE5300‐OC

OPC Client ‐ Licence
The OPC client makes it possible to connect to OPC servers so that SiPass integrated can receive alarm and event information
from other systems, creating a single application for real‐time monitoring and notification. Once a message is received SiPass
integrated displays it within its own graphical user interface (GUI) which means that the operator does need not change
applications to view it.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/opc‐client‐licence/

ASE5300‐OS

OPC Server Interface ‐ Licence
The OPC server interface makes it possible to broadcast details of SiPass integrated events and alarms to OPC clients such as
building management systems and receive acknowledgements from those systems.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/opc‐server‐interface‐licence/
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ASE5300‐TE Additional Site Code ‐ Licence
SiPass readers are the best choice for use in combination with SiPass integrated software as they do not require any site or
facility code. This is not the case for some third‐party readers which require this license for each site or facility code.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐te‐additional‐site‐code‐lice

ASE5300‐TR

ASE5300‐TR SiPass Time Recording Export ‐ Licence
The ASE5300‐TR time recording export software allows advanced time handling of employees with access cards. It is possible to
use the system to register when employees arrive for work and leave at the end of the day then have this data exported to an
external file. This file can then be used for time‐keeping records or payroll systems.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐tr‐sipass‐time‐recording‐ex

ASE5300‐VA

ASE5300‐VA DVR Application Programming Interface (API) ‐ Licence
Using the DVR API almost any generic DVR unit can become part of a SiPass integrated system. Many DVR management features
are available such as live image viewing event‐activated recording image verification and full PTZ camera movement. Note: To
facilitate seamless communication between the DVR API and SiPass integrated a small amount of software development is
required for the third‐party application. With the aid of the SiPass integrated DVR API Development Guide this task is relatively
simple for a software engineer.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐va‐dvr‐application‐program

ASE5300‐VM

ASE5300‐VM Visitor Management ‐ Licence
The modern office building is a complex affair. Personnel are often a mixture of permanent contract and casual employees each
with different access requirements. If you add visitors who can stay for periods ranging from a few hours to a few months your
cardholder management system can quickly become overloaded with information about both permanent and non‐permanent
cardholders. This might lead to confusion and inefficiencies in searching for records. SiPass integrated addresses these problems
with the visitor management option. With a unique user interface dedicated to capturing visitor details visitor management
graphically separates visitor information while offering exactly the same card encoding access control and imaging features
available to normal cardholders. It also includes an extensive reporting facility for visitor transactions and custom data pages
that can be created exclusively for visitor records.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5300‐vm‐visitor‐management‐lic

ASE5300‐WA

ASE5310‐AP SiPass Web Access Client ‐ Licence
The web access client allows workstations to modify cardholder data remotely. Requires SiPass to have the web access module
installed.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5310‐ap‐sipass‐web‐accessclient
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ASE5310‐AP SiPass Web Access Module ‐ Licence
The web access module allows web clients (purchased separately) to connect to allow cardholder maintenance.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/ase5310‐ap‐sipass‐web‐access‐modu

AAC‐16‐GMS

AAC‐16‐GMS Integration
This interface license enables SiPass integrated to connect to Desigo CC via the SX‐Open adapter in Desigo CC.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/aac‐16‐gms‐integration/

AAC‐100‐OC

AAC‐100‐OC 100 Offline Door Expansion
This is a 100 offline door expansion license

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐software‐extensions/aac‐100‐oc‐100‐offline‐door‐expansi
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SiPass Terminals
Vanderbilt
ATI5100

ATI5100 Intrusion Arming Terminal
ATI5100 is a field terminal designed for use with SiPass integrated. It acts as a local interface between an advanced central
controller (AC5100 or AC5200) and authorised cardholders enabling them to carry out tasks such as arming and disarming
intrusion.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/sipass‐management‐system/sipass‐terminals/ati5100‐intrusion‐arming‐terminal/
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Wireless Equipment
Wireless Readers
Alarmcorp
RRW01

Wiegand Remote Control ‐ Receiver
Reduce costs, decrease lead times and improve your competitive edge. We’ are offering you the reliable and cost‐effective
Wiegand remote control with related programmers. These Wiegand remote and prox tag programmers are specially designed to
enable fast and efficient programming. Our patented remote design allows a prox tag to be easily inserted into the remote
without opening the case. Wiegand Receiver Features: Wiegand 26 bit, 4 channels, each with an LED indicator, Option of site‐
code‐verification or non‐code‐verification, (all pass through), 433Mhz; other frequencies available on request, IP67; indoor
receiver also available (P/N: RRW02)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/wireless‐equipment‐1/wireless‐readers‐1/wiegand‐remote‐control‐receiver/

RTW01

Wiegand Remote Control ‐ 4 Button Remote
Reduce costs, decrease lead times and improve your competitive edge. We’ are offering you the reliable and cost‐effective
Wiegand remote control with related programmers. These Wiegand remote and prox tag programmers are specially designed to
enable fast and efficient programming. Our patented remote design allows a prox tag to be easily inserted into the remote
without opening the case. Wiegand Receiver Features: Wiegand 26 bit, 4 channels, each with an LED indicator, Option of site‐
code‐verification or non‐code‐verification, (all pass through), 433Mhz; other frequencies available on request, IP67; indoor
receiver also available (P/N: RRW02). RTW01 Features a sliding protec ve cover to prevent
accidental button activation

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/wireless‐equipment‐1/wireless‐readers‐1/wiegand‐remote‐control‐4‐button‐remote/

DMI20

Wiegand Remote Control ‐ Tag for RTW01
Reduce costs, decrease lead times and improve your competitive edge. We’ are offering you the reliable and cost‐effective
Wiegand remote control with related programmers. These Wiegand remote and prox tag programmers are specially designed to
enable fast and efficient programming. Our patented remote design allows a prox tag to be easily inserted into the remote
without opening the case. Wiegand Receiver Features: Wiegand 26 bit, 4 channels, each with an LED indicator, Option of site‐
code‐verification or non‐code‐verification, (all pass through), 433Mhz; other frequencies available on request, IP67; indoor
receiver also available (P/N: RRW02). RTW01 Features a sliding protec ve cover to prevent
accidental button activation

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/wireless‐equipment‐1/wireless‐readers‐1/wiegand‐remote‐control‐tag‐for‐rtw01/
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ACTpro
ACT
Vanderbilt
ACTPROX_ISO‐B

ACTpro Prox 125Khz ISO Card (10 Pieces)
ACTpro 125Kz Prox FOB. Rugged and Robust, Suitable for a Keyring

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐prox‐125khz‐iso‐card‐10‐pieces/

ACTPROMF_1030E

ACTpro MiFare Mullion Reader
ACTpro MiFare Mullion reader. Slim‐line reader (1030e), Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover
available, 3 Metre Lead, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader
configurable as a Serial or Sector reader, Compatible with ACTpro MIFARE ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation
configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with programming card, 4 Colour LED. 108mm x 36mm x 13mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐mullion‐reader/

ACTPROMF_FOB‐B

ACTpro MiFare Tag (10 Pieces)
ACTpro FOB. RFID MIFARE, Rugged and Robust, Suitable for a Keyring

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐tag‐10‐pieces/

ACTPRO_100E

ACTpro Single Door Station
Single Door IP Controller, Distributed Intelligence, Supports 60,000 Users, Status LED’s, Anti Passback, Interlock, I/O Modules,
Works with ACT Enterprise Software, Networkable up to 4000 Doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐single‐door‐station/
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ACTpro Prox 125Khz Mullion Reader
ACTpro 125kz Prox Mullion reader. Slim‐line reader (1030e), Vandal resistant cover available, Compatible with all ACTpro
Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, 3m lead, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output
(26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or Sector reader, Compatible with ACTpro Prox ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader
operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with programming card, 4 Colour LED. 108mm x 36mm x 13mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐prox‐125khz‐mullion‐reader/

ACTPRO_FOB‐B

ACTpro Prox 125Khz Tag (10 Pieces)
ACTpro 125Kz Prox FOB. Rugged and Robust, Suitable for a Keyring

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐prox‐125khz‐tag‐10‐pieces/

ACTPRO_1050E

ACTpro Prox 125Khz Surface & Flush Reader with Keypad
ACTpro reader 125Kz Prox with keypad. Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector
block, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or
Sector reader, Compatible with ACTpro Prox ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs
with programming card, 4 Colour LED. 110mm x 100mm x 35mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐prox‐125khz‐surface‐flush‐reader‐with‐keypad/

ACTPRO_1060E

ACTpro Surface & Flush Keypad
ACTpro Surface & Flush Keypad, Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, 3 Metre Lead, Tri‐
colour LED indication, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐surface‐flush‐keypad/

ACT_MF_CARD‐B

ACTpro MiFare Card (10 Pieces)
ACTpro MiFare Card. Rugged and Robust. Suitable for printing Employee ID Badges, Cardholders and Lanyards available,
Rugged Halfshell Option available

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐card‐10‐pieces/
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ACTpro Flush Mount Plate for 1030PM Readers
ACTpro Flush Mount Plate for 1030PM Readers

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐flush‐mount‐plate‐for‐1030pm‐readers/

ACTPRO1030E_VR

ACTpro Vandal‐Proof Cover for 1030E Readers
ACTpro Vandal‐Proof Cover for 1030E Readers

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐vandal‐proof‐cover‐for‐1030e‐readers/

ACTENT

ACTpro Enterprise Software
ACTpro Enterprise Software. ACT INSTALL ‐ ACT Install is used by the installer to set up controllers, readers and user profiles.
ACT MANAGE ‐ ACT Manage is used by system administrators to facilitate and manage the day to day operation of the system.
ACT MONITOR ‐ ACT Monitor is used by the security guard/manager to view and monitor alarm events. Unlimited doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐enterprise‐software/

ACTENT_API

ACTpro Enterprise API
ACTpro Enterprise API

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐enterprise‐api/

ACTPRO_IOM

ACTpro 8 Input / 8 Output Module
ACTpro 8 Input / 8 Output Module. This is an 8 Input and 8 Output device that allows an ACT controller to be used in
applications where signalling to other equipment is required. Examples of this are elevator control, alarm systems, CCTV
switching applications, I/O Mapping etc. 8 form C 5 Amp relays, 8 supervised inputs, Tamper protection, 2 status LEDs,
Polycarbonate housing, Input and output names, Timer for each output, Output switched off or on by log, event, input,
timezone, ACTWin pro support, Inputs and outputs Logged, Normally open/closed, Inputs monitored by timezone, Supervised
Inputs option

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐8‐input‐8‐output‐module/
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ACTpro MiFare Reader Panel Mount
ACTpro MiFare Reader Panel Mount. Panel mount reader (1030PM) Easy to mount on single gang electrical box, Compatible
with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector block, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock &
Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or Sector reader, Compatible with ACTpro MIFARE ISO
cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with programming card, 4 Colour LED. 63mm x
58mm x 23mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐reader‐panel‐mount/

ACTPROMF_1040E

ACTpro MiFare Reader
ACTpro MiFare Reader. Proximity (1040e), Available as MIFARE, DESFire EV1, RFID (125kHz), Surface or Flush mount readers,
Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector block, Robust Polycarbonate Housing
(IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or Sector reader, Compatible with
ACTpro MIFARE ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with programming card, 4
Colour LED. 110mm x 100mm x 35mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐reader/

ACTPROMF_1050E

ACTpro MiFare Reader with Keypad
ACTpro MiFare Reader with Keypad. Proximity (1050e), Available as MIFARE, DESFire EV1, RFID (125kHz), Surface or Flush
mount readers, Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector block, Robust
Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or Sector reader,
Compatible with ACTpro MIFARE ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with
programming card, 4 Colour LED. 110mm x 100mm x 35mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐reader‐with‐keypad/

ACT_USB_READER

MiFare / Prox Encoder for ACTpro
MiFare / Prox Encoder for ACTpro

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/mifare‐prox‐encoder‐for‐actpro/

ACTPRO_1040E

ACTpro Prox 125Khz Reader
ACTpro 125Kz Prox reader. Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector block, Robust
Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or Sector reader,
Compatible with ACTpro Prox ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with
programming card, 4 Colour LED. 110mm x 100mm x 35mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐prox‐125khz‐reader/
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ACTpro EV1 Mullion Reader
ACTpro EV1 Mullion reader. Slim‐line reader (1030e), Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available,
3 Metre Lead, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a
Serial or Sector reader, Compatible with ACTpro MIFARE ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT
cards & fobs with programming card, 4 Colour LED. 108mm x 36mm x 13mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐ev1‐mullion‐reader/

ACTPRO_1500

ACTpro‐1500 Door Controller
ACTpro 1‐32 door IP door controller. ACTpro 1500 is a single door IP Controller and includes a dual port Ethernet switch. The
controller supports 60,000 users and includes a rich set of advanced features, including voltage monitoring and break glass
monitoring. The ACTpro 1500 controller is ideal for a single door or systems that need to grow to thousands of doors, Status
LED’s, Anti Passback, Interlock, I/O Modules, Works with ACT Enterprise Software, Networkable up to 4000 Doors. 31
additional doors can be connected via the ACTpro 100E door stations via RS485

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐1500‐door‐controller/

ACTPRO_1500POE

ACTpro‐1500PoE Door Controller, PoE PSU
ACTpro 1‐32 door IP door controller. ACTpro 1500 is a single door IP Controller and includes a dual port Ethernet switch and
powered by PoE. The controller supports 60,000 users and includes a rich set of advanced features, including voltage monitoring
and break glass monitoring. The ACTpro 1500 controller is ideal for a single door or systems that need to grow to thousands of
doors, Status LED’s, Anti Passback, Interlock, I/O Modules, Works with ACT Enterprise Software, Networkable up to 4000
Doors. 31 additional doors can be connected via the ACTpro 100E door stations via RS485

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐1500poe‐door‐controller‐poe‐psu/

ACTPRO_1002A

ACTpro‐1002A Door Station, 2A PSU
Single Door IP Controller, Distributed Intelligence, Supports 60,000 Users, Status LED’s, Anti Passback, Interlock, I/O Modules,
Works with ACT Enterprise Software, Networkable up to 4000 Doors. Includes a 2Amp power supply

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐1002a‐door‐station‐2a‐psu/

ASE5300‐KONE

ASE5300 ‐ KONE ACTPro Kone Integration License
Software license to enable Kone Integration into ACT Enterprise. Destination Operation Panels (DOP) are located outside the lift
system. The user swipes their card against the reader located inside the panel and a message is passed to the Kone lift system
with an appropriate information that causes the Kone DOP to signal which lift the user should use. In a hybrid system scenario
some floors are equipped with DOPs (most likely entrance floors), and some of the floors have traditional up/down call buttons.
The Vanderbilt ACT Enterprise Kone integration supports “DCS basic and extended traditional feature set” “DCS basic and
extended hybrid feature sets” “turnstile integration feature set”. See Kone documentation for more details. Destination
Operation Panel DOP Car Operating Panel COP Destination Control System DCS

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/ase5300‐kone‐actpro‐kone‐integration‐license/
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ACTPro Aperio Wireless Locks License
ACTent‐WL required for each Wireless device

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/sipass‐aperio‐wireless‐locks‐license/

ACTE‐BT

ACTpro Enterprise Bluetooth Licence
Expansion licence to add Bluetooth credentials to the ACT Enterprise system (ACT Enterprise Version 2.10 or higher required)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐enterprise‐bluetooth‐licence/

MF10C1

ACTpro MiFare Card (10 Pieces)
ACTpro Card. RFID MIFARE, Rugged and Robust,

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐mifare‐card‐10‐pieces‐1/

ACTE‐BIO

ACTpro Enterprise Biometrics Licence
Expansion licence to add Biometrics credentials to the ACT Enterprise system (ACT Enterprise Version 2.10 or higher required)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐enterprise‐biometrics‐licence/

EV1040E

ACTpro EV1 Reader
ACTpro EV1 Prox reader. Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector block, Robust
Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or Sector reader,
Compatible with ACTpro Prox ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs with
programming card, 4 Colour LED. 110mm x 100mm x 35mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐ev1‐reader/
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ACTpro Prox EV1 Surface & Flush Reader with Keypad
ACTpro reader EV1 Prox with keypad. Compatible with all ACTpro Controllers, Vandal resistant cover available, connector
block, Robust Polycarbonate Housing (IP67), Clock & Data or Wiegand output (26bit, 37bit), Reader configurable as a Serial or
Sector reader, Compatible with ACTpro Prox ISO cards & Fobs, Sector reader operation configurable for non‐ACT cards & fobs
with programming card, 4 Colour LED. 110mm x 100mm x 35mm

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐prox‐ev1‐surface‐flush‐reader‐with‐keypad/

ACTPRO_1520E

ACTpro 1520E IP Door Controller, 2A PSU
ACTpro 1‐32 door IP door controller. ACTpro 1520e is a single door IP Controller and includes a dual port Ethernet switch and
2Amp power supply. The controller supports 60,000 users and includes a rich set of advanced features, including voltage
monitoring and break glass monitoring. The ACTpro 1502e controller is ideal for a single door or systems that need to grow to
thousands of doors, Status LED’s, Anti Passback, Interlock, I/O Modules, Works with ACT Enterprise Software, Networkable
up to 4000 Doors. 31 additional doors can be connected via the ACTpro 100E door stations via RS485

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/actpro/act/actpro‐1520e‐ip‐door‐controller‐2a‐psu/
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ACT365
ACT
Vanderbilt
ACT365_ACU

ACT365 Access Control Unit
ACT365 ACU is a single door IP Controller and includes a dual port Ethernet switch. The controller includes a rich set of advanced
access control features, including voltage monitoring, break glass monitoring, interlock/airlock. ACT365 is ideal to manage the
physical security from a single site up to thousands for sites with unlimited doors. Features: Unlimited sites and doors managed
from one unified interface, Integrated Access Control and Video; Monitor live video stream and review recorded video
associated with events and doors. Manage and control access from anywhere, at any time and on any device (PC, Tablet, smart
phone), Native iOS and Android apps (free to download). Automatic notification on critical door events, voltage problems,
break glass, tamper. Muster reporting. The ACT365_ACU is a single door IP door controller with cloud access. Subscription
service may be required at additional cost. Requires a 12V 2amp power supply or greater

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐access‐control‐unit/

ACT365_VCU

ACT365 Video Control Unit
ACT365 is a Cloud‐based access control and integrated video management solution. With access to all your sites from one online
interface, you can provide remote maintenance from anywhere, at any time. This allows you to get more done, more easily, and
in less time! The ACT365_VCU is a 4 camera IP NVR with a 1Tb hard disk with cloud access. Subscription service may be
required at additional cost.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐video‐control‐unit/

ACT365_VCU_CLOUD

ACT365 AVU Twelve (12) Months Cloud Access for 4 Cameras
ACT365 VCU cloud subscription. Provides 12 months of cloud access to monitor and maintain a single VCU, up to 4 cameras. 1 x
ACT365_VCU_CLOUD required for every ACT_VCU (up to 4 cameras)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐avu‐twelve‐12‐months‐cloud‐access‐for‐4‐cameras/

ACT365_ACU_CLOUD

ACT365 ACU Twelve (12) Months Cloud Access for 1 Door
ACT365 ACU cloud subscription. Provides 12 months of cloud access to monitor and maintain a single door. 1 x ACT365_CLOUD
required for every ACT_ACU door

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐acu‐twelve‐12‐months‐cloud‐access‐for‐1‐door/
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ACT365‐ACU PoE Door Controller, PoE PSU
ACT365 ACU is a single door IP PoE Controller and includes a dual port Ethernet switch. The controller includes a rich set of
advanced access control features, including voltage monitoring, break glass monitoring, interlock/airlock. ACT365 is ideal to
manage the physical security from a single site up to thousands for sites with unlimited doors. Features: Unlimited sites and
doors managed from one unified interface, Integrated Access Control and Video; Monitor live video stream and review
recorded video associated with events and doors. Manage and control access from anywhere, at any time and on any device
(PC, Tablet, smart phone), Native iOS and Android apps (free to download). Automatic notification on critical door events,
voltage problems, break glass, tamper. Muster reporting. The ACT365_ACU is a single door IP door controller with cloud access.
Subscription service may be required at additional cost.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐acupoe‐door‐controller‐poe‐psu/

ACT365_VCUPOE

ACT365‐VCU PoE Video Controller, PoE PSU
ACT365 is a Cloud‐based access control and integrated video management solution. With access to all your sites from one online
interface, you can provide remote maintenance from anywhere, at any time. This allows you to get more done, more easily, and
in less time! The ACT365_VCU is a 4 camera IP NVR with a 1Tb hard disk with cloud access and PoE. Subscription service may
be required at additional cost.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐vcupoe‐video‐controller‐poe‐psu/

ACT365_ACU2A

ACT365 Access Control Unit with Power Supply
ACT365 ACU is a single door IP Controller and includes a dual port Ethernet switch. The controller includes a rich set of advanced
access control features, including voltage monitoring, break glass monitoring, interlock/airlock. ACT365 is ideal to manage the
physical security from a single site up to thousands for sites with unlimited doors. Features: Unlimited sites and doors managed
from one unified interface, Integrated Access Control and Video; Monitor live video stream and review recorded video
associated with events and doors. Manage and control access from anywhere, at any time and on any device (PC, Tablet, smart
phone), Native iOS and Android apps (free to download). Automatic notification on critical door events, voltage problems,
break glass, tamper. Muster reporting. The ACT365_ACU is a single door IP door controller with cloud access. Subscription
service may be required at additional cost. Includes a 12V 2amp power supply

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/act365/act‐1/act365‐access‐control‐unit‐with‐power‐supply/
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Intercoms
SIP Intercoms
Vanderbilt
C315S

Internal Door Phone Monitor
The C315S Internal Monitor, with an Android operating system, provides audio and video communication with Door phones via
SIP 2.0 protocol. It delivers the ultimate touch screen experience in an unobtrusive, space‐saving design featuring a brilliant 7
inch capacitive touch screen display. The C315S has an ultra‐clear and stylish appearance incorporating a thin profile and small
footprint. Perfect for installation in office spaces or in private residential building spaces. The Ability to have 2‐Way
communication with other internal monitors in a network is seamless based on the SIP v2.0 protocol. the C315S is powered by
PoE (Power over Ethernet) allowing for simple installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/internal‐door‐phone‐monitor/

R20A

Intercom with Video & Card Reader
The R20A IP Doorphone enables you to easily monitor an entrance door or gate and gives you the peace of mind knowing that
your facility is more secure. POE Device with Built in RF Card Reader. 3MP Camera for HD Video Call Function.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/intercom‐with‐video‐card‐reader/

R27A

Intercom with Video, Card Reader & Keypad
The R27A IP Doorphone enables you to easily monitor an entrance door or gate and gives you the peace of mind knowing that
your facility is more secure. POE Device with Built in RF Card Reader‐ Rated to IP65 with 2 output Relays. Note the R27AKIT
must be purchased with this unit

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/intercom‐with‐video‐card‐reader‐keypad/

R29S

Advanced Intercom with 7" Touchscreen
The R29S Smart IP Video Doorphone enables you to easily monitor an entrance door or gate and gives you the peace of mind
knowing that your facility is more secure. Enables audio and visual monitoring of doors/gates which increases security on
residential or commercial premises; Uses the latest H.264 video and G.722 audio codec to provide you with the highest quality
video image and audio clarity; Allows both audio and video communication to an IP phone, mobile client, or softphone; Enables
the ability to remotely control the door/gate. Note the R29KIT must be purchased with this unit.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/advanced‐intercom‐with‐7‐touchscreen/
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Mounting Kit ‐ Surface for R27A Intercom
The R27A Mounting Kit is required for the installation of the R27 IP Doorphone. This mounting kit is designed for surface
mounting only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/mounting‐kit‐surface‐for‐r27a‐intercom/

R29KIT

Mounting Kit ‐ Surface for R29S Intercom
The R29 Mounting Kit is required for the installation of the R29 IP Doorphone. This mounting kit is designed for surface
mounting only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/mounting‐kit‐surface‐for‐r29s‐intercom/

IT82W

Premium Internal Door Phone Monitor
The Akuvox IT82W Premium touch screen provides Audio and Video communication with all Akuvox IP Door Phones
via SIP 2.0 protocol. Delivering the ultimate touch screen experience in an unobtrusive, space saving design featuring a 7inch
capacitive touch screen display. Also included is 5 Capacitive push buttons that are programmable. The Push buttons are
prelabelled for SOS, Message, Live View, Dial and unlock The IT82W has an ultra‐clear and stylish appearance incorporating a
thin profile and small footprint. Perfect for installation in office spaces or in private residential building spaces.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/access‐products/intercoms/sip‐intercoms/premium‐internal‐door‐phone‐monitor/
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Intrusion Solutions
Fire Products
UV Flame Sensors
Takex
FS‐1000

Takex Flame Sensor, 10cm Flame
The FS‐1000E sensor quickly detects ultraviolet rays contained in flames and activates a built‐in alarm sound plus an open
collector output. Features: high sensitivity ultraviolet flame sensor, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design, built‐
in sounder, NO/NC relay output, adjustable response time, battery (2x AA type‐3 alkaline) or DC Operation. 10cm flame.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/fire‐products/uv‐flame‐sensors/takex‐flame‐sensor/

FS‐2000

Takex Flame Sensor, 10cm Flame
The FS‐2000E sensor quickly detects ultraviolet rays contained in flames and activates a built‐in alarm sound plus an open
collector output. Features: high sensitivity ultraviolet flame sensor, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design,
adjustable detection area, built‐in sounder, NO/NC relay output, adjustable response time.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/fire‐products/uv‐flame‐sensors/takex‐flame‐sensor‐1/

FS‐3500

Takex Flame Sensor & Voice Annunciator (Jap/Eng/Chi/Kor/Spa messages available)
The FS‐3500 Flame Sensor immediately detects UV rays contained in flames to trigger a pre‐recorded "flame prohibition" or
"non‐smoking" message output in a choice of 5 languages; English, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese and Korean. The sensor can be
powered from two type‐AA alkaline batteries (supplied) or hardwired (10‐30VDC), and features a detachable base unit with a
snap‐in/out design for easy installation. Features: high sensitivity ultraviolet flame sensor, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐
out sensor design, pre‐recorded flame prohibition and non‐smoking messages, long and short message options, 5 languages;
English, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, 80dB/1m (max).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/fire‐products/uv‐flame‐sensors/takex‐flame‐sensor‐voice‐annunciator‐japengchikorspa‐me

FS‐5000

Takex Outdoor Flame Sensor
High sensitivity ultraviolet flame sensor, omni‐directional bracket, NO/NC relay output, adjustable response time, weather
proof housing for indoor or outdoor use.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/fire‐products/uv‐flame‐sensors/takex‐outdoor‐flame‐sensor/

FS‐6000

Takex Outdoor Flame Sensor & Voice Annunciator
Flame sensor FS‐6000 immediately detects ultraviolet rays contained in flames and outputs a warning message and activates an
external output. The sensor and speaker combined body can be installed either indoors or outdoors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/fire‐products/uv‐flame‐sensors/takex‐outdoor‐flame‐sensor‐voice‐annunciator/
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Glassbreak Sensors
Glassbreak Accessories
Takex
EG‐1000

Takex Handheld Glassbreak Tester
Takex Handheld Glassbreak Tester.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐accessories/takex‐handheld‐glassbreak‐tester/

Sentrol
5709C‐W

ShatterPro 2, Acoustic Sensor, Handheld Tester
Hand‐held Glassbreak tester, for ShatterPro series sensors, battery powered. Test Sentrol Shatter series acoustic glassbreak
sensors with the 5709C‐W handheld tester. The tester can be activated at close range to determine correct installation and
usage of the sensors. The tester makes the actual sounds of plate glass, tempered glass, or laminated glass breaking. An LED
indicator shows when the unit is operating.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐accessories/hand‐held‐glassbreak‐tester/
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Glassbreak Sensors
Takex
GS‐1100

Takex Wall Mount Glassbreak Sensor
The GS‐1100E is an ultrasonic glass break sensor designed to detect the sound of cutting or breaking glass such as plate glass
windows, doors, showcases etc. Features: Easy Operation Check, Alarm Memory Function, Easy Installation, Sensitivity
adjustment volume, Slim and Compact Design (32mm thick), Horizontal 8m max, Vertical 7m max, plate glass of 400cm2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐sensors‐1/takex‐wall‐mount‐glassbreak‐sensor/

Sentrol
5150‐W

Shock Sensor Glassbreak, SM, 1m Coil Cord, White
The Sentrol 5150 series glass break detector has been designed using the latest electronic techniques. This enables the detector
to contain all the necessary circuitry for excellent detection whilst filtering out and rejecting all unwanted signals that would
normally result in a nuisance alarm(s), e.g. ultra‐sound, radio frequency interference, etc. The 5150 series will provide a 3 m
radius of protection. Suitable for use on standard window glass, plate, wired, tempered and laminated glass. 3 m radius of
coverage measured from the sensor. Protects all glass types up to a standard thickness of 6.4 mm including plate, wired,
tempered and laminated glass. Ideal for 24‐hours loop protection. Two wire sensor, drawing no power from the loop.
Compatible with most wireless transmitters.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐sensors‐1/shock‐sensor‐sentrol‐glassbreak‐surface‐mount‐3

5812NT

ShatterPro 3, Acoustic Sensor, Red LED, Rectangular Housing, White
360° coverage, 7.5m range, surface mounting on ceiling/wall design, rectangular housing. The ShatterPro 3 sensor listens for
actual patterns of breaking glass, using Pattern Recognition Technology. Its coverage pattern can be easily adjusted and
interference outside the range will not cause false alarms. These sensors detect glass breaking in a full 360° coverage pattern,
with a maximum 7.5 m radius from sensor to glass. Round and rectangular housings are available for the ShatterPro 3. Tamper‐
resistant models are available that provide a screw to secure the cover and prevent unauthorized access. A simple hand clap
feature lets the user confirm that the sensor is operational, or a handheld tester can be activated at close range.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐sensors‐1/sentrol‐5812nt‐glassbreak/

5815NT

ShatterPro 3, Acoustic Sensor, Red LED, Tamper Switch, Form C, Rectangular Housing, White
360° coverage, 7.5m range, surface mount on ceiling or wall design, rectangular housing, change‐over contacts, tamper switch.
The ShatterPro 3 sensor listens for actual patterns of breaking glass, using Pattern Recognition Technology. Its coverage pattern
can be easily adjusted and interference outside the range will not cause false alarms. These sensors detect glass breaking in a
full 360° coverage pattern, with a maximum 7.5 m radius from sensor to glass. Round and rectangular housings are available for
the ShatterPro 3. Tamper‐resistant models are available that provide a screw to secure the cover and prevent unauthorized
access. A simple hand clap feature lets the user confirm that the sensor is operational, or a handheld tester can be activated at
close range.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐sensors‐1/sentrol‐5815nt‐glassbreak/

R5815NT

ShatterPro 3, Acoustic Sensor, Red LED, Tamper Switch, Form C, Round housing, White
360° coverage and 7.5 metre adjustable range, install on a ceiling or wall, round housing with change‐over contacts and tamper
switch. The ShatterPro 3 sensor listens for actual patterns of breaking glass, using Pattern Recognition Technology. Its coverage
pattern can be easily adjusted and interference outside the range will not cause false alarms. These sensors detect glass
breaking in a full 360° coverage pattern, with a maximum 7.5 m radius from sensor to glass. Round and rectangular housings are
available for the ShatterPro 3. Tamper‐resistant models are available that provide a screw to secure the cover and prevent
unauthorized access. A simple hand clap feature lets the user confirm that the sensor is operational, or a handheld tester can be
activated at close range.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/glassbreak‐sensors‐1/sentrol‐r5815nt‐glassbreak/
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Vibration & Glass
Vanderbilt
ES400

Vanderbilt Vibration Detector ‐ White
Vibration detector white (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15)). ES400 is easily mounted onto the surface to be monitored, for
example, on window frames, brick or concrete walls, or metal doors; using the supplied screws. The coverage area varies with
the type of material. For performance and installation check, use the EST400 test tool. The reset of the LED can be remotely
controlled via the DAY/NIGHT function. Moreover, there is a choice between automatic reset and reset by interruption of the
operating voltage. A tamper contact provides protection against opening the cover and the alarm relay is protected against
external magnetic fields.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/vibration‐glass/siemens‐vibration‐detector‐white/

EST300

Test Tool for ES400 Vibration Detector
Test tool for ES400 vibration detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/vibration‐glass/test‐tool‐for‐es400‐vibration‐detector/

AGB800‐AM

Vanderbilt Acoustic Glass Break G3
Vibration detector white (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15)). ES400 is easily mounted onto the surface to be monitored, for
example, on window frames, brick or concrete walls, or metal doors; using the supplied screws. The coverage area varies with
the type of material. For performance and installation check, use the EST400 test tool. The reset of the LED can be remotely
controlled via the DAY/NIGHT function. Moreover, there is a choice between automatic reset and reset by interruption of the
operating voltage. A tamper contact provides protection against opening the cover and the alarm relay is protected against
external magnetic fields.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/vibration‐glass/vanderbilt‐acoustic‐glass‐break‐g3/

Sentrol
GS620N

Shock Sensor, Stand Alone, Latching, LED, 360 deg Axis Mount
Sensor shock Aritech Glassbreak surface‐mount. The GS620N shock sensor offers a versatile solution for detection of forced
entry through windows or doors. It can be mounted throughout a 360 degrees axis, vertically and horizontally. Up to 6m range.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/vibration‐glass/sensor‐shock‐aritech‐glassbreak‐surface‐mount/

GS710

Shock Sensor, Stand Alone, Magnetic Contact, Latching, LED, 360deg axis mount, Low profile
Sensor shock Aritech Glassbreak surface‐mount. The GS710 shock sensor offers a versatile solution for detection of forced
entry through windows or doors. It can be mounted throughout a 360 degrees axis, vertically and horizontally. Up to 6m range.
with an inbuilt reed switch

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/vibration‐glass/sensor‐shock‐aritech‐glassbreak‐surface‐mount‐1/
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Guardoff Shock Sensor with Reed Switch
Vibration detector white with inbuilt reed switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/glassbreak‐sensors/vibration‐glass/guardoff‐shock‐sensor‐with‐reed‐switch/
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GSM/GPRS Backups
Sec.Eng Systems
Sec.Eng Systems
SE‐A10

SE A10 High Gain 7db Antenna with 5m Lead/Bracket
SE A10 High Gain 7db Antenna with 5m Lead/Bracket.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/se‐a10‐high‐gain‐7db‐antenna‐with‐5m‐leadbracket/

SE‐AEXT5

5m Extension Lead for Antenna C/W BNC Male/Female Connectors
5m Extension Lead for Antenna C/W BNC Male/Female Connector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/5m‐extension‐lead‐for‐antenna‐cw‐bnc‐malefemale‐co

SED‐30

SED 30 GSM/SMS I/O Control System
Need to manage your off‐site devices remotely? Manage off‐site devices with the SED30 system, reporting and controlling via
SMS, 3G / Next G or IP communications. The SED30 now offers simple input and output controls from the ease of your mobile
phone. This enables Input and output control and status monitoring, which means you can monitor and control your
applications from any location (in the world) where you can send and receive an SMS. All outgoing messages are sent to the
programmed primary mobile phone number as well as to all or any of 7 additional mobile phone numbers as well as IP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐30‐gsmsms‐io‐control‐system/

SED‐30 3G

SED 30 GSM/SMS/3G I/O Control System
Need to manage your off‐site devices remotely? Manage off‐site devices with the SED30 system, reporting and controlling via
SMS, 3G / Next G or IP communications. The SED30 now offers simple input and output controls from the ease of your mobile
phone. This enables Input and output control and status monitoring, which means you can monitor and control your
applications from any location (in the world) where you can send and receive an SMS. All outgoing messages are sent to the
programmed primary mobile phone number as well as to all or any of 7 additional mobile phone numbers as well as IP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐30‐gsmsms3g‐io‐control‐system/

SED‐64

SED 64 GSM Backup Unit Communicator
The SED‐64 now offers your customer that peace of mind with the protection and reliability of an outstanding proven 5th
generation security product. Need to know that your security is always on‐line. Supports: GSM Contact ID, 3G Contact ID,
Surepoll GPRS, Surepoll 3G, Surepoll Multipoint IP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐64‐gsm‐backup‐unit‐communicator/

SED‐64 3G
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The SED‐64 now offers your customer that peace of mind with the protection and reliability of an outstanding proven 5th
generation security product. Need to know that your security is always on‐line. Supports: GSM Contact ID, 3G Contact ID,
Surepoll GPRS, Surepoll 3G, Surepoll Multipoint IP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐64‐gsm‐3gnext‐g‐backup‐unit‐communicator/

SED‐SECURE

SED Secure ATM Alarm Panel with PSTN/GSM Communicator
The SED‐SECURE is the latest offering from Sec Eng Systems Smart Security Product Range. The SED‐SECURE is an integrated
security system designed for the ATM and Banking segments. The SED‐SECURE has the ability to adjust to risk & threats that are
applied to this market space daily. Technical Specifications: • 8 programmable zones, 16 programmable users, 12v 3 amp
onboard DC supply (optional), Electronic fused outputs (siren, strobe, power), Communication interface standard PSTN onboard,
Secure Code Pad interface, Compact enclosure, Dynamic battery charge system, Programmable EDOL systems.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐secure‐atm‐alarm‐panel‐with‐pstngsm‐communica

SED‐SECURE 3G

SED Secure ATM Alarm Panel with PSTN/GSM/3G Communicator
The SED‐SECURE is the latest offering from Sec Eng Systems Smart Security Product Range. The SED‐SECURE is an integrated
security system designed for the ATM and Banking segments. The SED‐SECURE has the ability to adjust to risk & threats that are
applied to this market space daily. Technical Specifications: • 8 programmable zones, 16 programmable users, 12v 3 amp
onboard DC supply (optional), Electronic fused outputs (siren, strobe, power), Communication interface standard PSTN onboard,
Secure Code Pad interface, Compact enclosure, Dynamic battery charge system, Programmable EDOL systems.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐secure‐atm‐alarm‐panel‐with‐pstngsm3g‐commun

SED‐VTI 3G

SED VTI Virtual Telephone Interface GSM/3G Only Communicator
The SED‐VTI is the virtual telephone line that you have been looking for. Simple and easy to install the SED‐VTI is a GSM/GPRS/
3G system that allows you to connect your alarm panel to the GSM or 3G network. Technical Specifications: The SED‐VTI is
designed for sites where by you have no phone line or the phone line quality is poor. The system is simple and easy to install
and requires 12v dc and connect directly to the alarm panel via the RJ connection. The SED‐VTI interface provides the RJ
interface with 48v dc and dial tone upon the panel going off hook. Once the panel has dialled the SED‐VTI then provides full
GSM connection all the way through to the control rooms receiver via the GSM or 3G network.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/gsmgprs‐backups/sec.eng‐systems/sed‐vti‐virtual‐telephone‐interface‐gsm3g‐only‐commu
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Hold‐Up Alarm Devices
Panic Switch
Vanderbilt
FK32

FK300 Hold‐Up Foot Rail
Hold‐up foot rail. The unobtrusive actuation of the hold‐up foot rail FK300 makes it suitable for releasing alarm triggering
surveillance cameras and many other switching functions. The hold‐up foot rail can be mounted on bank or shop counters desks
and similar applications.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/fk300‐hold‐up‐foot‐rail/

Sentrol
3040CT‐W

Sentrol Panic Switch Surface‐Mount Latching Red LED SPDT Low Temp. Version
Panic switch surface‐mount latching red led spdt white low temperature version

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/panic‐switch‐surface‐mount‐latching‐red‐led‐spdt‐wh

3040‐W

Panic Switch, SM, Latching, Red LED, SPDT, White
Surface mount, latching red LED, SPDT, white. The 3040 series panic switches activate an internal SPDT switch (SPST on the 3045
model) when the user pulls the actuating lever. On the 3040 model, an external LED lights and latches, indicating that the alarm
circuit has been activated. The lever is closed first to rearm the alarm switch, then the latching LED circuit is reset externally at
the host panel. The 3045 model has no LED or latching circuit. The 3050 and 3055 feature a glowing LED for low‐light visibility.
The LED glows green when powered up and turns red upon activation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/sentrol‐3040‐w‐panic‐switch/

3045‐W

Panic Switch, SM, SPST, White
Surface mount, white. The 3040 series panic switches activate an internal SPDT switch (SPST on the 3045 model) when the user
pulls the actuating lever. On the 3040 model, an external LED lights and latches, indicating that the alarm circuit has been
activated. The lever is closed first to rearm the alarm switch, then the latching LED circuit is reset externally at the host panel.
The 3045 model has no LED or latching circuit. The 3050 and 3055 feature a glowing LED for low‐light visibility. The LED glows
green when powered up and turns red upon activation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/sentrol‐3045‐w‐panic‐switch/
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Hold Up Button, Electronic
Electronic, Double Push, Self‐latching. Tampered. Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed)
Selectable Terminals 7 Tamper Yes Reset Latch Indicator Yes Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/hold‐up‐button‐electronic/

EPA‐NG/PLUS/WH/G3

Hold Up Button, Electronic, Plus Version, Plastic
Double Push Plastic Electronic PLUS Version. Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed)
Selectable Terminals 5 Reset Latch Indicator Yes Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/hold‐up‐button‐electronic‐plus‐version‐plastic/

KEYPAM

Spare Metal Key
Spare Metal Key for Personal Attack Buttons.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/spare‐metal‐key/

MOUKEY‐BK

Spare Plastic Key
Spare Plastic Key for Personal Attack Buttons.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/spare‐plastic‐key/

PADP2/SS/G1

Hold Up Button, Stainless
Double Push Stainless Steel without tamper. Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed)
Selectable Terminals 5 Reset Latch Indicator Yes Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA. Replaced by the PADP3/SS/BK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/hold‐up‐button‐stainless/
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New Hold Up Button, Stainless
Double Push Stainless Steel without tamper. Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed)
Selectable Terminals 5 Reset Latch Indicator Yes Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA, Selectable EOL values. Replaces the
PAD2/SS/G1.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/new‐hold‐up‐button‐stainless/

PADP3/WH

New Hold Up Button, Plastic
Double Push White Plastic without tamper. Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed) Selectable
Terminals 5Reset Latch Indicator Yes Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA, Selectable EOL values. Replaces the
PADP2/WH/G1.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/new‐hold‐up‐button‐plastic/

PAPLUSDP/SS/G1

Double Push Stainless Steel
Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed) Selectable Terminals 5 Reset Latch Indicator Yes
Backlit Yes on LED only Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/double‐push‐stainless‐steel/

PAPLUSDP/WH/G1

Double Push White Plastic
Operation Double Material ABS Switch Reed Configuration (open/closed) Selectable Terminals 5 Reset Latch Indicator Yes
Backlit Yes on LED only Max Voltage 50vdc Max Current 500mA.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/double‐push‐white‐plastic/

PASP1

Single Push White Plastic
Single push white plastic hold up button.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/single‐push‐white‐plastic/
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Dual Press Panic Button with Selectable EOL
Dual press panic button with latching/non latching output, with key reset. Selectable EOL resistor values for alarm and tamper
0K, 1K, 3.3K, 4.3K, 6.8K, 7.8K, 10K.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/dual‐press‐panic‐button‐with‐selectable‐eol/

WEB200C‐1

Dual Press Panic Button with Latching and Momentary Contacts
Dual press panic button with latching/non latching output, with key reset. .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/dual‐lpress‐panic‐button‐with‐latchiing‐and‐momenta

WEB200KEY

Spare Key for WEB200 Series Hold Up Buttons
Spare key for WEB200 Series hold up buttons.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/hold‐up‐alarm‐devices/panic‐switch/spare‐key‐for‐web200‐series‐hold‐up‐buttons/
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Internal Motion Detectors
Dual Technology
Aritech
DD100‐PI

Aritech DD100‐PI
10m coverage x 90°, 5 curtains, Pet‐immune version up to 20kg, NC relay. The DD 100 Series of detectors makes no compromises
because it is a dual technology detector. It utilises all the good features of our PIR’s, including sealed Gliding Focus Mirrors and
the latest 4D signal processing. Add to that the Aritech high quality microwave, where the latest design using Twin Opposed
Antennae has been used to ensure a better signal to noise ratio and better microwave direction. The end result are products
with sharp detection and excellent false alarm immunity.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/dual‐technology/aritech‐dd100‐pi/

DD1012

Aritech Motion Sensor, Volumetric Dual Tech 12m, 9 Curtains
Motion Sensor Dual tech 12mtr 9 curtain PIR microwave . Our patented optical mirror technology gives the advantage of gliding
focus, which creates a continuous detection curtain from floor level up to installation height. Within our DD1012 series we are
using a dual element pyro generating 2 volumetric curtains for each of the 9 curtain sets. These dual technology motion sensors
generate an alarm depending on what both technologies range gated radar and PIR saw within its detection coverage. But our
dual technology goes beyond a simple AND function: it classifies the signals from each technology range gated radar and PIR to
have the best alarm result without being sensitive for nuisance signal sources. This technology creates a uniform sensitivity in
all course directions.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/dual‐technology/motion‐sensor‐dual‐tech‐12mtr‐9‐curtain‐pir‐m

DD1012PI

Aritech Motion Sensor, Volumetric Dual Tech, Pet Immune, 12m, 9 Curtains
Motion Sensor Dual tech 12mtr 9 curtain PIR microwave pet‐immune. Our patented optical mirror technology gives the
advantage of gliding focus, which creates a continuous detection curtain from floor level up to installation height. Within our
DD1012 series we are using a dual element pyro generating 2 volumetric curtains for each of the 9 curtain sets. These dual
technology motion sensors generate an alarm depending on what both technologies range gated radar and PIR saw within its
detection coverage. But our dual technology goes beyond a simple AND function: it classifies the signals from each technology
range gated radar and PIR to have the best alarm result without being sensitive for nuisance signal sources. This technology
creates a uniform sensitivity in all course directions. Pet immune for pets up to 18kgs (and 35cm high).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/dual‐technology/motion‐sensor‐dual‐tech‐12mtr‐9‐curtain‐pir‐m

DD105

Aritech Motion Sensor, Volumetric Dual Tech 12m, 7 Curtains, NC
12m coverage x 90°, 7 curtains, NC relay. The DD 100 Series of detectors makes no compromises because it is a dual technology
detector. It utilises all the good features of our PIR’s, including sealed Gliding Focus Mirrors and the latest 4D signal processing.
Add to that the Aritech high quality microwave, where the latest design using Twin Opposed Antennae has been used to ensure
a better signal to noise ratio and better microwave direction. The end result are products with sharp detection and excellent
false alarm immunity.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/dual‐technology/aritech‐dd105‐12m‐coverage‐x‐90‐7‐curtains/
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Aritech Motion Sensor, Ceiling Mount, Dual Tech, 360deg, 18 Curtains, 20m Diameter
Motion sensor PIR with MW ceiling mount 18 curtain 20metre diameter. The DD669 is a dual technology ceiling mount motion
sensor. It’s 18 curtains offer maximum detection including full undercrawl detection capability throughout a protected area of
up to 20m in diameter. The unique mirror optics technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates continuous curtains that
never loses track of the intruder. The DD669 features 4D signal processing which makes an effective discrimination between
intruder and false alarm signals. Recognizing the diversity in security applications, the DD669 also features Bi‐curtain processing
for harsher environments. The combination of mirror optics with 4D signal processing not only provides better detection but
also increased stability and rejection of false alarms.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/dual‐technology/aritech‐dd669‐20mtr‐diameter‐18‐curtain/

DDV1016

Aritech Motion Sensor, Volumetric Dual Tech, 16m, 9 Curtain
Motion Sensor Dual tech 16mtr 9 curtain vector PIR microwave. Patented selectable range gated radar technology clearly
defining the radar detection border PIR technology with patented mirror curtain optics Intelligent alarm decision based on
signal classification of the PIR and radar alarm Automatic continuous self diagnostics on all technologies Green mode : option
to switch off the radar technology when the security system is not armed. Using a four element pyro, so generating 4
volumetric curtains for each of the 9 curtain sets, in combination with our VEtechniques allowed us to create a 16m dual tech
motion sensor in a rather small housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/dual‐technology/motion‐sensor‐dual‐tech‐16mtr‐9‐curtain‐vect
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PIR Ceiling Mount
Vanderbilt
IR261

Vanderbilt IR261
Passive Infrared detector for ceiling (Same as PA6810). IR261 ceiling‐mounted passive infrared detector offers a detection
coverage of 360°. 7.6m radius. Wide voltage input (8‐30Vdc) makes this detector ideal for HVAC or other Automation
requirements.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/siemens‐ir261/

Takex
BP‐150AE

Takex Anti masking Base for PA‐6800/6600
Takex Anti masking Base for PA‐6800/6600.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐anti‐masking‐base‐for‐pa‐68006600/

PA‐6612

Takex Wide Angle 'Small Animal Resistant' Detector, 12m Wide Angle
The PA‐6612 uses non‐linear mirror adjustment technology, ensuring maximum performance over a given area on ceilings up to
4.0m. The secret to the amazing performance of the PA‐6612 is in the way that the mirrors are adjusted in reference to each
other. It is non‐linear, meaning that as the detectors mounting height increases, the angle of separation of each lens decreases,
thereby maintaining a steady aspect ratio. Features: unique twin mirror and two twin pyro optics for high discriminating
capability, accurately detects human intrusion whilst rejecting nuisance alarms from small animals, geared mirror array
ensures maximum performance regardless of mounting height up to 4m, detachable base unit with snap‐in/out sensor design
for easy installation, photo MOSFET relay for silent operation, high RFI and EMI immunity. 12m wide angle.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐wide‐angle‐rsquosmall‐animal‐resistan

PA‐6805

Takex 360 degree Spot 'snap in' Detector, 4m Spot
4m spot. The PA‐6800 series ceiling mount indoor PIR sensors combine a discreet compact appearance with outstanding
performance at a low price. The sensor can be snapped in and out of the detachable base unit for easy installation in high
places. Features: 2.0 to 4.9m installation height, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design, geared mirror array for
precise area definition (PA‐6812E/6820E), slim 47mm profile.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐360‐degree‐spot‐rsquosnap‐inrsquo‐de
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Takex 360 degree 'snap in' Detector, 15m 360 Degree
15m 360 degree. The PA‐6800 series ceiling mount indoor PIR sensors combine a discreet compact appearance with outstanding
performance at a low price. The sensor can be snapped in and out of the detachable base unit for easy installation in high
places. Features: 2.0 to 4.9m installation height, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design, geared mirror array for
precise area definition (PA‐6812E/6820E), slim 47mm profile.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐360‐degree‐rsquosnap‐inrsquo‐detecto

PA‐6812

Takex Wide Angle Mirror Optic 'snap in' Detector, 12m Wide Angle
12m wide angle. The PA‐6800 series ceiling mount indoor PIR sensors combine a discreet compact appearance with outstanding
performance at a low price. The sensor can be snapped in and out of the detachable base unit for easy installation in high
places. Features: 2.0 to 4.9m installation height, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design, geared mirror array for
precise area definition (PA‐6812E/6820E), slim 47mm profile.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐wide‐angle‐mirror‐optic‐rsquosnap‐inrs

PA‐6812R

Takex Wide Angle Mirror Optic 'snap in' Detector with EOL/alarm resistor
12m wide angle. The PA‐6800 series ceiling mount indoor PIR sensors combine a discreet compact appearance with outstanding
performance at a low price. The sensor can be snapped in and out of the detachable base unit for easy installation in high
places. Features: 2.0 to 4.9m installation height, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design, geared mirror array for
precise area definition (PA‐6812E/6820E), slim 47mm profile.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐wide‐angle‐mirror‐optic‐rsquosnap‐inrs

PA‐6820

Takex Vertical Curtain Mirror Optic 'snap in' Detector, 20m Curtain
20m curtain. The PA‐6800 series ceiling mount indoor PIR sensors combine a discreet compact appearance with outstanding
performance at a low price. The sensor can be snapped in and out of the detachable base unit for easy installation in high
places. Features: 2.0 to 4.9m installation height, detachable base unit with snap‐in‐out sensor design, geared mirror array for
precise area definition (PA‐6812E/6820E), slim 47mm profile.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐vertical‐curtain‐mirror‐optic‐rsquosnap

PA‐7012

Takex Wide Angle Digital Quad Detector, 12m
The PA‐7000 series "Digital‐Quad" passive infrared sensors are the newest line of quad element PIR's, from the originator of
quad passive infrared sensors. Each unit contains two dual element sensors which are linked by a digital central processing unit.
This results in calculation of a true motion signal in order to initiate an alarm. It can detect a human like pattern definition and
reject other potential false alarm causes. Features: two dual element digital‐quad sensors, original CPU architecture controls
all functions including signal processing calculations, sensitivity is automatically adjusted relative to environmental
temperature, alarm memory function, high RFI and EMI immunity, convenient twist‐lock base for easy installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐wide‐angle‐digital‐quad‐detector/
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Takex Long Range Digital Quad Detector, 30m
The PA‐7000 series "Digital‐Quad" passive infrared sensors are the newest line of quad element PIR's, from the originator of
quad passive infrared sensors. Each unit contains two dual element sensors which are linked by a digital central processing unit.
This results in calculation of a true motion signal in order to initiate an alarm. It can detect a human like pattern definition and
reject other potential false alarm causes. Features: two dual element digital‐quad sensors, original CPU architecture controls
all functions including signal processing calculations, sensitivity is automatically adjusted relative to environmental
temperature, alarm memory function, high RFI and EMI immunity, convenient twist‐lock base for easy installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐long‐range‐digital‐quad‐detector/

PA‐7100

Takex 360 degree Radial Digital Quad Detector, 12m
The PA‐7000 series "Digital‐Quad" passive infrared sensors are the newest line of quad element PIR's, from the originator of
quad passive infrared sensors. Each unit contains two dual element sensors which are linked by a digital central processing unit.
This results in calculation of a true motion signal in order to initiate an alarm. It can detect a human like pattern definition and
reject other potential false alarm causes. Features: two dual element digital‐quad sensors, original CPU architecture controls
all functions including signal processing calculations, sensitivity is automatically adjusted relative to environmental
temperature, alarm memory function, high RFI and EMI immunity, convenient twist‐lock base for easy installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/takex‐360‐degree‐radial‐digital‐quad‐detecto

Aritech
EV669

Aritech Motion Sensor, Mirror Optic PIR, Ceiling Mount, 360deg, 18 Curtains, 20m Diameter
Ceiling mount, 20m coverage x 360°, 18 curtains, 2 x 180° mirrors with two processors, may use as single 180° detector (Not
SCEC Approved from 1/3/15)), Secure Area. The EV669 series ceiling‐mount sensors with Dual Optic Technology each
incorporate two independent pyros, two separate custom integrated circuits, and two 180‐degree mirror segments that provide
two independent fields of view. This design yields 18 solid curtains and increases the sensor’s overall volume of coverage, while
the two mirrors provide additional flexibility by enabling one mirror segment to be shunted. The sensor uses patented 4D signal
processing technology to evaluate whether the size, speed, shape, and duration of an incoming signal match that generated by a
human. This technology automatically adapts its alarm threshold when faced with environmental disturbances for fewer false
alarms.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐ceiling‐mount/aritech‐ev669‐10m‐coverage‐x‐360‐18‐curtain
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PIR Motion Detectors
Vanderbilt
IRUM3

Ceiling Bracket IR200/250/310/312
Ceiling mounting bracket for IR200, IR250, IR310, LM100, UP370. Suitable for IR100, IR120, IRM120 and IR270. With the IRUM3,
the detectors can be swivelled into special positions for ceiling mounting applications.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/ceiling‐bracket‐ir200250310312/

PDM‐I12

Vanderbilt MAGIC PIR, 12M Wide Angle
MAGIC motion detector PDM‐I12x is impressive with its modern and elegant design. Its style is suitable for all installation
situations. Together with the enhanced Visatec algorithm, its patented MAGIC mirror provides reliable detection of intruders
and the highest false alarm immunity. Flexible installations can be carried out quickly and error‐free due to features like Auto
Walktest and new End‐of‐Line concept (Eol).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐magic‐pir‐12m‐wide‐angle/

PDM‐I18

Vanderbilt MAGIC PIR, 18M Wide Angle
MAGIC motion detector PDM‐I18x is impressive with its modern and elegant design. Its style is suitable for all installation
situations. Together with the enhanced Visatec algorithm, its patented MAGIC mirror provides reliable detection of intruders
and the highest false alarm immunity. Flexible installations can be carried out quickly and error‐free due to features like Auto
Walktest and new End‐of‐Line concept (Enol).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐magic‐pir‐18m‐wide‐angle/

PO‐C20

Vanderbilt Curtain Mirror Set for MAGIC PDM‐I12 (QTY 4)
The PO‐C20 MAGIC curtain mirror has overlapping coverage zones to form a complete monitored area to detect persons passing
through. 20 m curtain for PDM‐I12.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐curtain‐mirror‐set‐for‐magic‐pdm
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Vanderbilt Curtain Mirror Set for MAGIC PDM‐I18 (QTY 4)
The PO‐C30 MAGIC curtain mirror has overlapping coverage zones to form a complete monitored area to detect persons passing
through. 30 m curtain for PDM‐I18.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐curtain‐mirror‐set‐for‐magic‐pdm

PO‐CL

Vanderbilt MAGIC PIR, PDM‐I12 Pet Clip Pack of 10
Pet clip for MAGIC PIR PDM‐I12. Pack of 10.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐magic‐pir‐pdm‐i12‐pet‐clip‐pack‐

PO‐FM

Vanderbilt Flush Mount Housing for MAGIC PDM‐I12 PIR
The PO‐FM Flush Mount Housing Base enables the integration of a PDM‐Ix12(T) into a wall. Coupled with the flat design of the
detectors this makes them much less conspicuous than other detectors. No change to the detectors security grading.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐flush‐mount‐housing‐for‐magic‐p

PO‐MHB12

Vanderbilt Metallised Housing Base for MAGIC PDM‐I12 PIR
The PO‐MHB12 metalised housing base enables the PDM‐Ix12(T) to reflect the wall surface and blend into the decor.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐metalised‐housing‐base‐for‐mag

PO‐PA01

Vanderbilt EOL PCB for MAGIC PIR 4k7/2k2/2k2 (QTY?)
End‐of‐Line (Enol) board for plug‐in mount with 3 pre‐configured resistor values for R‐Fault, R‐Intrusion and R‐Enol. RF=4k7
RI=2k2 REol=2k2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐eol‐pcb‐for‐magic‐pir‐4k72k22k2
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Vanderbilt EOL PCB for MAGIC PIR 2k2/4k7/2k2 (QTY?)
End‐of‐Line (Enol) board for plug‐in mount with 3 pre‐conﬁgured resistor values for R‐Fault, R‐Intrusion and R‐Enol.
RF=2k2 RI=4k7 REol=2k2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐eol‐pcb‐for‐magic‐pir‐2k24k72k2

PO‐PA03

Vanderbilt EOL PCB for MAGIC PIR 12k/1k/1k (QTY?)
End‐of‐Line (Enol) board for plug‐in mount with 3 pre‐conﬁgured resistor values for R‐Fault, R‐Intrusion and R‐Enol.
RF=12k RI=1k REol=1k.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐eol‐pcb‐for‐magic‐pir‐12k1k1k‐qt

PO‐PA04

Vanderbilt EOL PCB for MAGIC PIR 12k/6k8/4k7 RISCO (QTY?)
End‐of‐Line (Enol) board for plug‐in mount with 3 pre‐conﬁgured resistor values for R‐Fault, R‐Intrusion and R‐Enol.
RF=12k RI=6k8 REol=4k7 Suitable for RISCO panels.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐eol‐pcb‐for‐magic‐pir‐12k6k84k7

PO‐PA05

Vanderbilt EOL PCB for MAGIC PIR 1k/3k3/3k3 DAS (QTY?)
End‐of‐Line (Enol) board for plug‐in mount with 3 pre‐conﬁgured resistor values for R‐Fault, R‐Intrusion and R‐Enol.
RF=1k RI=3k3 REol=3k3 Suitable for DAS (CaddX) Panels.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐eol‐pcb‐for‐magic‐pir‐1k3k33k3‐d

PZ‐CA

Vanderbilt 1/4" Adapter for PDM Series MAGIC PIR's (QTY 4)
¼ adapter for fixation of a camera mounting bracket with ¼ screws.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐14‐adapter‐for‐pdm‐series‐magic
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Vanderbilt Mounting Bracket for PDM Series MAGIC PIR's
Suitable for PDM‐I12 and PDM‐I18. For wall and ceiling mounting. Cable guiding in bracket.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/siemens‐mounting‐bracket‐for‐pdm‐serie

Takex
DA‐101E

Takex Active Infrared REX ‐ Silver or White
Takex Active Infrared REX ‐ Silver or White. Auto door sensor DA‐101E series is designed to issue a signal to auto‐door engine,
by detecting the moving human or object with near infra‐red beam. 4 steps of Stationary detection time "2 secs" "15 secs" "60
secs" "180 secs" are selectable by DIP switches.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐active‐infrared‐rex‐silver‐or‐white/

DA‐6500

Takex High Speed Shutter Sensor
Takex High Speed Shutter Sensor. The DA‐6500 active infrared automatic door sensor from Takex offers revolutionary features
that make operating vertical shutter doors truly flexible. Multiple sensor rows offer the ability to selectively activate motion
detection areas across, towards and away from the sensor. Selectable presence sensor timer can be used to sense if a person is
standing in the sensors field of view and potentially underneath the shutter door itself. Mounting heights up to 21.5 feet / 6.5
meters and angle adjustment make this sensor suitable for almost any automatic shutter style door. Input power source
required is 12V to 24V AC/DC, the output relay provided is a dry contact N/O rated at 50V DC 0.1A (resistor load). Operating
temperature range is ‐4° to 140° Fahrenheit. Unit housing color is silver, optional DA‐6500R hand held remote controller to
adjust sensor functions.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐high‐speed‐shutter‐sensor/

PA‐450

Takex Wide Angle Detector, 11m
Wall Mount: 11m (36ft) Wide Angle, Features: high RFI and EMI immunity, photo MOSFET relay for silent operation, equipped
with tamper and auto‐reset memory, creep zone eliminates dead‐space below sensor, adjustable coverage pattern to suit
different mounting heights, mode selector for easy setting adjustment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐wide‐angle‐detector/

PA‐450PI

Takex Wide Angle Detector 'small animal resistant'
Wall Mount: 11m (36ft) Wide Angle (Pet Immune), Features: high RFI and EMI immunity, photo MOSFET relay for silent
operation, equipped with tamper and auto‐reset memory, adjustable coverage pattern to suit different mounting heights,
mode selector for easy setting adjustment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐wide‐angle‐detector‐rsquosmall‐an
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Takex Vertical Curtain Detector
Wall Mount:, Features: high RFI and EMI immunity, photo MOSFET relay for silent operation, equipped with tamper and auto‐
reset memory, creep zone eliminates dead‐space below sensor, adjustable coverage pattern to suit different mounting heights,
mode selector for easy setting adjustment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐vertical‐curtain‐detector/

PA‐470L

Takex Wide Angle/Long Range Detector, 16m Wide or 20m Long Range
Fuzzy Logic is the state‐of‐the‐art processing system that simulates the human decision process as it compares various
information such as size, temperature differential, etc. to determine the criteria for an alarm condition. This reduces false alarm
while maintaining a high detection capability. PATTERN SELECTABLE WITH INTERCHANGEABLE LENS Wide angle / long range
pattern is selectable during installation by convenient fresnel lens replacement. Spare long range lens is included in package.
Zone changeover switch sets the detection pattern to match the lens pattern when lens is changed.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐wide‐anglelong‐range‐detector/

PA‐480S

Takex Super Wide Angle High Performance Detector 180 degree, 8m
Fuzzy Logic is the state‐of‐the‐art processing system that simulates the human decision process as it compares various
information such as size, temperature differential, etc. to determine the criteria for an alarm condition. This reduces false alarm
while maintaining a high detection capability. PATTERN SELECTABLE WITH INTERCHANGEABLE LENS Wide angle / long range
pattern is selectable during installation by convenient fresnel lens replacement. Spare long range lens is included in package.
Zone changeover switch sets the detection pattern to match the lens pattern when lens is changed.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐super‐wide‐angle‐high‐performance

PA‐4810

Takex Wide Angle High Performance Mirror Optic Detector
High performance wall mount passive infrared sensor. Features: Quad Element PIR + Fuzzy Logic Signal Processing, Precise
mirror optics and quad element assure high reliability and catch performance, View finder for quick precise adjustment,
Trouble Alarm, Fine Motion Detection Alarm Memory, Remote LED Control.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐wide‐angle‐high‐performance‐mirro

PA‐4820

Takex Vertical Curtain High Performance Mirror Optic Detector
High performance wall mount passive infrared sensor. Features: Quad Element PIR + Fuzzy Logic Signal Processing, Precise
mirror optics and quad element assure high reliability and catch performance, View finder for quick precise adjustment,
Trouble Alarm, Fine Motion Detection Alarm Memory, Remote LED Control.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐vertical‐curtain‐high‐performance‐m
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Takex Wide Angle Ultra High Performance Detector
12m Wide angle. Quad elements coupled with new signal processing (discriminating temperature differential information and
object size information) provide high "catchability". The series offers some unique features that make it a desirable choice for
high security applications. Selectable twin / quad sensing. Unit can be adjusted from quad element sensing to twin element
sensing, which results in double the number of sensitive zone, for situations where close range detection is desirable. (Highest
sensitivity setting)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐wide‐angle‐ultra‐high‐performance

PA‐5325

Takex Vertical Curtain Ultra High Performance Detector
25m vertical curtain protection. Quad elements coupled with new signal processing (discriminating temperature differential
information and object size information) provide high "catchability". The series offers some unique features that make it a
desirable choice for high security applications. Selectable twin / quad sensing. Unit can be adjusted from quad element sensing
to twin element sensing, which results in double the number of sensitive zone, for situations where close range detection is
desirable. (Highest sensitivity setting)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/takex‐vertical‐curtain‐ultra‐high‐performa

Sentrol
SB02

Aritech Motion Sensor, Bracket, Swivel Mount
Swivel mount bracket for PIR. Horizontal adjustment +45°, 0°, ‐45°. Vertical adjustment 0°, ‐5°. Wall‐ and ceiling mount. Safety
adjustment and mounting inside the detector. Complete covered wiring. Throughput wiring is possible.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/swivel‐mount‐bracket‐for‐pir/

ST400

Aritech Motion Sensor, Pry‐off, Tamper Kit
Pry‐off tamper kit.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/pry‐off‐tamper‐kit/
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Aritech Motion Sensor, Mirror Optic PIR, 12m, 9 Curtain
Aritech EV1012 Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15) (SL1). 12M Volumetric PIR. Interlogix's motion sensors have the most advanced
and sophisticated mirror optics in the security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus which
creates a continuous curtain resulting in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1000
series sensors use the 3Brid orthogonal curtain design. This is a horizontal mirror structure that creates curtains with vertical
orientation which detect IR. This orthogonal invention is the key in adding curtains to the mirror without sacrificing signal
strength nor increasing the size of the sensor.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ev1012‐12m/

EV1012AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Mirror Optic PIR, Anti‐Masking, 12m, 9 Curtain
Motion Sensor PIR 12mtr 9 curtain nc anti mask Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15) (SL2). Interlogix's motion sensors have the
most advanced and sophisticated mirror optics in the security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and
gliding focus which creates a continuous curtain resulting in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection
coverage, the 1000 series sensors use the 3Brid orthogonal curtain design. This is a horizontal mirror structure that creates
curtains with vertical orientation which detect IR. This orthogonal invention is the key in adding curtains to the mirror without
sacrificing signal strength nor increasing the size of the sensor.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/motion‐sensor‐pir‐12mtr‐9‐curtain‐nc‐ant

EV1116

Aritech Motion Sensor, Mirror Optic PIR, 16m, 11 Curtain
Aritech EV1116 Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15) (SL1). 16M Volumetric PIR. Interlogix motion sensors have the most advanced
and sophisticated mirror optics in the security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus which
creates a continuous curtain resulting in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the
EV1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step gliding focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to
a 16m distance.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ev1116‐16m‐volumetric‐pir‐11‐co

SB01

Aritech Motion Sensor, Bracket, Wall & Ceiling Mount
Wall/ceiling mounting bracket. Swivel bracket wall/ceiling mount for RCR series. Horizontal adjustment +45°, 0°, ‐45°. Vertical
adjustment 0°, ‐5°. Wall‐ and ceiling mount. Safety adjustment and mounting inside the detector. Complete covered wiring.
Throughput wiring is possible.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/wallceiling‐bracket‐for‐rcr‐series/

VE1012

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, 12m, 9 Curtain
Aritech VE1012. 12M Volumetric PIR. Our motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics in the security
industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain resulting in a
sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step gliding
focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to a 20m distance. 3Brid Gliding Focus Curtain Mirror,
V2E signal processing for false alarm immunity, Cloak and umbrella immunity, Full under crawl detection, Auto focus with
constant range sensitivity, Selectable coverage, pattern using mirror masks, No adjustment required for different mounting
heights, Tolerates wall angle deviation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ve1012‐12m‐volumetric‐pir‐11‐co
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Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, Pet Immune, 12m, 9 Curtain
Aritech VE1012PI. 12M Pet Immune Volumetric PIR. Our motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics in the
security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain resulting
in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step
gliding focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to a 20m distance. 3Brid Gliding Focus Curtain
Mirror, V2E signal processing for false alarm immunity, Cloak and umbrella immunity, Full under crawl detection, Auto focus
with constant range sensitivity, Selectable coverage, pattern using mirror masks, No adjustment required for different mounting
heights, Tolerates wall angle deviation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ve1012pi‐12m‐pet‐immune‐volum

VE1016

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, 16m, 9 Curtain
Aritech VE1016. 16M Volumetric PIR. Our motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics in the security
industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain resulting in a
sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step gliding
focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to a 20m distance. 3Brid Gliding Focus Curtain Mirror,
V2E signal processing for false alarm immunity, Cloak and umbrella immunity, Full under crawl detection, Auto focus with
constant range sensitivity, Selectable coverage, pattern using mirror masks, No adjustment required for different mounting
heights, Tolerates wall angle deviation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ve1016‐16m‐volumetric‐pir‐11‐co

VE1120

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, 20m, 11 Curtain, NC
Aritech VE1120. 20M Volumetric PIR. Our motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics in the security
industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain resulting in a
sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step gliding
focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to a 20m distance. (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ve1120‐20m‐volumetric‐pir‐11‐co

VE735

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, 20m, 11 Curtain w/ 60m beam, NC
High density mirror optics with 11 curtain 60m coverage x 60 degrees, NC relay and alarm memory. With the release of the
VE735, Aritech has considerably increased its lead against the competition on motion detector technology. VE700 Series is the
most intelligent PIR motion sensor with a reliability never seen in any PIR before. Thanks to the DSP driven detection algorithm,
it will filter out any false alarm signals from a stationary thermal source and react only to alarm signals from a moving source,
such as an intruder. This makes the VE735 the best solution against false or un‐wanted alarm where other PIR sensors would
fail. (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors/aritech‐ve735‐11‐curtain‐60m‐coverage‐x
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PIR With Anti‐Mask
Vanderbilt
PDM‐I12T

Vanderbilt MAGIC PIR, 12M Wide Angle with Antimask
MAGIC motion detector PDM‐I12x is impressive with its modern and elegant design. Its style is suitable for all installation
situations. Together with the enhanced Visatec algorithm, its patented MAGIC mirror provides reliable detection of intruders
and the highest false alarm immunity. Flexible installations can be carried out quickly and error‐free due to features like Auto
Walktest and new End‐of‐Line concept (Enol).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/siemens‐magic‐pir‐12m‐wide‐angle‐with‐an

PDM‐I18T

Vanderbilt MAGIC PIR, 18M Wide Angle with Antimask
MAGIC motion detector PDM‐I18x is impressive with its modern and elegant design. Its style is suitable for all installation
situations. Together with the enhanced Visatec algorithm, its patented MAGIC mirror provides reliable detection of intruders
and the highest false alarm immunity. Flexible installations can be carried out quickly and error‐free due to features like Auto
Walktest and new End‐of‐Line concept (Enol).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/siemens‐magic‐pir‐18m‐wide‐angle‐with‐an

Aritech
DD1012AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Volumetric Dual Tech, Anti‐Masking, 12m, 9 Curtains
Motion Sensor Dual tech 12mtr 9 curtain PIR microwave anti‐masking. Our patented optical mirror technology gives the
advantage of gliding focus, which creates a continuous detection curtain from floor level up to installation height. Within our
DD1012 series we are using a dual element pyro generating 2 volumetric curtains for each of the 9 curtain sets. These dual
technology motion sensors generate an alarm depending on what both technologies range gated radar and PIR saw within its
detection coverage. But our dual technology goes beyond a simple AND function: it classifies the signals from each technology
range gated radar and PIR to have the best alarm result without being sensitive for nuisance signal sources. This technology
creates a uniform sensitivity in all course directions.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/motion‐sensor‐dual‐tech‐12mtr‐9‐curtain‐pi

DD669AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Ceiling Mount, Anti‐Masking, 360deg, 18 Curtains, 20m Diameter
Motion sensor PIR with MW and anti mask. SCEC Approved to SL3. ceiling mount 18 curtain 20 metre diameter. When installed
in SCEC SL3 sites, the following must be observed: Detection range limited to a radius of 8 meters. The anti masking detection
output (contacts) must be wired in series with the tamper output (contacts). DIP switch settings ‐ Sw1 as required, Sw2‐Off, Sw3‐
On, Sw4‐as required, Sw5‐Off, Sw6‐On, Sw7‐On, Sw8‐Off. Jumper settings ‐ J1‐Walk test LEDs off (or controlled), J2‐Isolated
alarm and tamper. Wall/ceiling removal tamper feature must be used and secured to a structural member.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/aritech‐dd669am‐20‐mtr‐diameter‐18‐curta
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Aritech Motion Sensor, Volumetric Dual Tech, Anti‐Masking, 16m, 9 Curtain
Motion Sensor Dual tech 16mtr 9 curtain vector PIR microwave anti‐masking. Patented selectable range gated radar technology
clearly defining the radar detection border PIR technology with patented mirror curtain optics Intelligent alarm decision based
on signal classification of the PIR and radar alarm Automatic continuous self diagnostics on all technologies Green mode :
option to switch off the radar technology when the security system is not armed. Using a four element pyro, so generating 4
volumetric curtains for each of the 9 curtain sets, in combination with our VEtechniques allowed us to create a 16m dual tech
motion sensor in a rather small housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/motion‐sensor‐dual‐tech‐16mtr‐9‐curtain‐ve

EV1116AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Mirror Optic PIR, Anti‐Masking, 16m,11 Curtain
Aritech EV1116AM (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15) (SL2). 16M Volumetric PIR with Anti Mask. Interlogix motion sensors have
the most advanced and sophisticated mirror optics in the security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and
gliding focus which creates a continuous curtain resulting in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection
coverage, the EV1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step gliding focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared
signals up to a 16m distance.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/aritech‐ev1116am‐16m‐volumetric‐pir‐11‐co

VE1012AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, Anti‐Masking, 12m, 9 Curtain
Aritech VE1012AM. 12M Volumetric PIR with Anti Mask. Our motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics
in the security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain
resulting in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐
step gliding focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to a 20m distance. 3Brid Gliding Focus
Curtain Mirror, V2E signal processing for false alarm immunity, Cloak and umbrella immunity, Full under crawl detection, Auto
focus with constant range sensitivity, Selectable coverage, pattern using mirror masks, No adjustment required for different
mounting heights, Tolerates wall angle deviation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/aritech‐ve1012am‐12m‐volumetric‐pir‐11‐co

VE1016AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, Anti‐Masking, 16m, 9 Curtain
Aritech VE1016AM. 16M Volumetric Anti Mask PIR. Our motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics in the
security industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain resulting
in a sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step
gliding focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infrared signals up to a 20m distance. 3Brid Gliding Focus Curtain
Mirror, V2E signal processing for false alarm immunity, Cloak and umbrella immunity, Full under crawl detection, Auto focus
with constant range sensitivity, Selectable coverage, pattern using mirror masks, No adjustment required for different mounting
heights, Tolerates wall angle deviation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/aritech‐ve1016am‐16m‐volumetric‐anti‐mas
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Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, Anti‐Masking, 20m, 11 Curtain, NC
Aritech VE1120AM. 20M PIR with Anti Mask. GE motion sensors have the most advanced and sophisticated optics in the security
industry. This unique optical mirror technology is a step and gliding focus, which creates a continuous curtain resulting in a
sensor that never loses track of the object. To increase detection coverage, the 1100 series sensors incorporate a 3‐step gliding
focus, which produces 11 continuous curtains to detect infra red signals up to a 20m distance. SCEC Approved to SL3. When
installed on a SCEC SL3 site the following must be observed: Limited to 16 metre detection range. The anti‐masking detection
output (contacts) must be wired in series with the tamper output (contacts). DIP switch settings ‐ Sw1‐On, Sw2 Off, Sw3‐On,
Sw4‐Off, Sw5‐Off. Wall removal tamper feature must be used and secured into the wall frame. This security rating excludes the
use of the optional mount SB01.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/aritech‐ve1120am‐20m‐pir‐with‐anti‐mask‐1

VE735AM

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, Anti‐Masking, 20m, 11 Curtain w/ 60m beam, NC
High density mirror optics with 11 curtain 60m coverage x 60 degrees, NC relay and alarm memory and anti mask. SCEC
Approved to Security Level 3. Replacement for the EV635. With the release of the VE735AM, Aritech has considerably increased
its lead against the competition on motion detector technology. VE700 Series is the most intelligent PIR motion sensor with a
reliability never seen in any PIR before. When installed on SCEC SL3 sites the following must be observed: Limited to 16 metre
detection range. The anti‐masking detection output (contacts) must be wired in series with the tamper output (contacts). PIR
DIP switch settings ‐ Sw1‐as required, Sw2‐off, Sw3‐On, Sw4‐On. Anti‐masking DIP switch settings ‐ Sw1‐Off, Sw2‐On, Sw3‐On,
Sw4‐Off. Jumpers ‐ Sensitivity‐ High, Curtain Location‐Off, Dual Loop‐Isolated Alarm and Tamper. Wall removal tamper feature
must be used and secured into the wall frame. Optional tamper switch to be used when mounted in corner.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/pir‐with‐anti‐mask/aritech‐ve735am‐anti‐mask‐11‐curtain‐60m
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Special Detectors
Aritech
VE710

Aritech Motion Sensor, Vector PIR, Laser Alignment tool, suits VE700 series
Aritech VE710 Laser alignment tool for VE700 Series detectors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/internal‐motion‐detectors/special‐detectors/aritech‐ve710‐laser‐tool/
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Outdoor Motion Detectors
PIR Motion Detectors
Takex
AV‐100E

Takex Voice Warning System
The AV‐100E is a horn‐type speaker with built‐in microphone. A N/O input is required to trigger the playback of your recorded
message. Features: requires external trigger for activation (N/O input), record a message (up to 8 secs.) using built‐in
microphone, omni‐directional bracket, memory back‐up for 20 days without power, horn speaker type 100dB/1m (max).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors‐1/pir‐motion‐detectors‐2/takex‐voice‐warning‐system/

PV‐12

Takex PIR with Voice Warning System
The PV‐12E sensor speaker is designed to play a recorded message when the 12m PIR sensor detects the movement of people or
vehicles. Common applications include welcoming messages at building entrances, or alarm or warning messages at
construction sites and other dangerous areas. Features: integrated PIR triggers activation, record a message (up to 8 secs.)
using built‐in microphone, alarm output, omni‐directional bracket, memory back‐up for 20 days without power, horn speaker
type 100dB/1m (max).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors‐1/pir‐motion‐detectors‐2/takex‐pir‐with‐voice‐warning‐system/
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Panic Bolts
Panic Bolts
Redlam
3951921

Replacement Hammer Chain Panic Bolt
Replacement hammer chain panic bolt.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/panic‐bolts/panic‐bolts‐1/replacement‐hammer‐chain‐panic‐bolt/

REDLAMMK2

Panic Bolt Mark 2
Panic bolt mark 2 for interconnecting doors. Designed for interconnecting emergency exit doors. Operates on one side of the
door by breaking the CERAMTUBE and on the other side of the door by pushing the knob. Both versions are supplied complete
with hammer and chain. Padlock and `To open break tube` signs are available separately. Use of an optional padlock prevents
unauthorised removal of CERAMTUBE with out breaking the tube itself.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/panic‐bolts/panic‐bolts‐1/panic‐bolt‐mark‐2/

REDLAMTUBE

Panic Bolt Ceramic Tube
Panic bolt ceramic tube. Replacement tube for both Redlam Mk1 and 2 panic bolts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/panic‐bolts/panic‐bolts‐1/panic‐bolt‐ceramic‐tube/
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Power Supplies
13Volts DC 1 to 5 Amp
Powerbox
PBB2S‐13‐3.5

13.8VDC 3.5A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PBB2S Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, output over current and short circuit protection, a self‐
resetting battery fuse, over temperature protection, and mains DC OK battery OK and battery fuse fail alarms . The PBB2S is
available in a light weight corrosion resistant aluminium chassis mount enclosure. Both models employ natural convection
cooling. The PBB2S series is for indoor use only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐1‐to‐5‐amp/138vdc‐3.5a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PBB2S‐13‐3.5‐10D

13.8VDC 3.5A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PBB2S Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, output over current and short circuit protection, a self‐
resetting battery fuse, over temperature protection, and mains DC OK battery OK and battery fuse fail alarms . The PBB2S is
available in a light weight corrosion resistant aluminium chassis mount enclosure. Both models employ natural convection
cooling. The PBB2S series is for indoor use only. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐1‐to‐5‐amp/138vdc‐3.5a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐box‐
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13Volts DC 10 Amp
Powerbox
PB251A‐12CM

13.8VDC 16A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐16a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PB251A‐12CM‐10D

13.8VDC 16A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, incl Box & Distribution
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling. Includes WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way
distribution output.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐16a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐box‐distr

PB251A‐12CM‐H

13.8VDC 20A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐20a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PB251A‐12CM‐H‐10D

13.8VDC 20A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way
distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐20a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐box‐distr
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13.8VDC 8A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PB256 Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage
disconnect and mains/charger and battery alarms. It employs high efficiency technology, combined with very low output noise
that makes it suitable for powering broad range of loads such as communication equipment, control equipment and alarm
systems etc. The PB256 is available in chassis mount enclosure, and can be fitted into the WMBB wall mount box. A
supplementary heat sink is needed for 140W models to operate at maximum power. All models employ natural convection
cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐8a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PBB256‐1210CML‐10D

13.8VDC 8A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PB256 Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage
disconnect and mains/charger and battery alarms. It employs high efficiency technology, combined with very low output noise
that makes it suitable for powering broad range of loads such as communication equipment, control equipment and alarm
systems etc. The PB256 is available in chassis mount enclosure, and can be fitted into the WMBB wall mount box. A
supplementary heat sink is needed for 140W models to operate at maximum power. All models employ natural convection
cooling. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐8a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐box‐distri

PBB2S‐13‐7

13.8VDC 7A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PBB2S Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, output over current and short circuit protection, a self‐
resetting battery fuse, over temperature protection, and mains DC OK battery OK and battery fuse fail alarms . The PBB2S is
available in a light weight corrosion resistant aluminium chassis mount enclosure. Both models employ natural convection
cooling. The PBB2S series is for indoor use only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐7a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PBB2S‐13‐7‐10D

13.8VDC 7A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PBB2S Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, output over current and short circuit protection, a self‐
resetting battery fuse, over temperature protection, and mains DC OK battery OK and battery fuse fail alarms . The PBB2S is
available in a light weight corrosion resistant aluminium chassis mount enclosure. Both models employ natural convection
cooling. The PBB2S series is for indoor use only. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/138vdc‐7a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐box‐distri

WMBB‐C‐S

Security Cabinet Enclosure for Power Supplies
Security Cabinet, Wall Mount Enclosure, Vented Cabinet 375 x 362 x 111.5mm, Accepts Battery Chargers PBB2S. PB256.
PB251A, Accepts Ba eries 7AH to 17AH, Flexible 2 x GPO cut outs, Tamper switch, Ba ery cable op ons.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐amp/security‐cabinet‐enclosure‐for‐power‐supplies/
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13Volts DC 10 to 20 Amp Rack
Powerbox
PB251A‐12RML

13.8VDC 20A Power Supply ‐ Rack Mount
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/13volts‐dc‐10‐to‐20‐amp‐rack/138vdc‐20a‐power‐supply‐rack‐mount/
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24/25Volts DC 2 to 6 Amp
Powerbox
PB251A‐24CM

27.6VDC 11A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐11a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PB251A‐24CM‐10D

27.6VDC 11A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way
distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐11a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐bo

PB251A‐24CM‐H

27.6VDC 12A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐12a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PB251A‐24CM‐H‐10D

27.6VDC 12A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way
distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐12a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐bo

PB251A‐24RML

27.6VDC 12A Power Supply ‐ Rack Mount
The PB251A contains a two step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage disconnect,
mains/charger and battery alarms, battery present detection and optional float voltage temperature compensation (option ‐T).
It employs high efficiency switching technology, combined with very low output noise which makes it suitable for powering
sensitive loads such as radio equipment. The PB251A is available in chassis mount (CM) and 2RU 19" rack mount (RML and B)
variants. A supplementary heatsink (option ‐ H) is available to increase the output power or maximum ambient temperature
rating of the chassis mount variant. All models employ natural convection cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐12a‐power‐supply‐rack‐mount/

PBB256‐2405CML

27.6VDC 4A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount
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The PB256 Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage
disconnect and mains/charger and battery alarms. It employs high efficiency technology, combined with very low output noise
that makes it suitable for powering broad range of loads such as communication equipment, control equipment and alarm
systems etc. The PB256 is available in chassis mount enclosure, and can be fitted into the WMBB wall mount box. A
supplementary heat sink is needed for 140W models to operate at maximum power. All models employ natural convection
cooling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐4a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount/

PBB256‐2405CML‐10D

27.6VDC 4A Power Supply ‐ Chassis Mount, Incl Box & Distribution
The PB256 Series contains a two‐step current limited float charger, battery charge current limiting, a battery low voltage
disconnect and mains/charger and battery alarms. It employs high efficiency technology, combined with very low output noise
that makes it suitable for powering broad range of loads such as communication equipment, control equipment and alarm
systems etc. The PB256 is available in chassis mount enclosure, and can be fitted into the WMBB wall mount box. A
supplementary heat sink is needed for 140W models to operate at maximum power. All models employ natural convection
cooling. Incl WMBB‐C‐S cabinet and 10 way distribution module.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/2425volts‐dc‐2‐to‐6‐amp/27.6vdc‐4a‐power‐supply‐chassis‐mount‐incl‐box
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Power Distribution Modules
Powerbox
PP10HD

10 Output Distribution Module for all Power Supplies
10 individually fused outputs with status LED, Re‐settable PPTC fuses. DIN rail mounting. 12V to 24VDC, 1.1A per output. 75mm
x 55mm .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/power‐distribution‐modules/10‐output‐distribution‐module‐for‐all‐power‐
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Power Supply Accessories
Alarmcorp
16VACPP15A

16V Plug Pak 1.5A Meps
16V PLUG PAK 1.5A MEPS. Suitable for most alarm systems. Not suitable for the SPC panel.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/power‐supplies/power‐supply‐accessories/16v‐plug‐pak‐1.5a‐meps/
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Sirens, Speakers & Accessories
Batteries
Alarmcorp
CP12100

Battery ‐ SLA 12v10ah
The rechargeable batteries are lead‐lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is absorbed by separators and
plates and thus immobilized. Should the battery be accidentally overcharged producing hydrogen and oxygen, special one way
valves allow the gases to escape thus avoiding excessive pressure build‐up. Otherwise, the battery is completely sealed and is,
therefore, maintenance‐free, leak proof and usable in any position. Nominal Voltage 12V. Number of cell 6. Design Life 5
years. Nominal Capacity 77oF(25oC). 20 hour rate (0.5A, 10.5V) 10Ah. 10 hour rate (0.93A, 10.5V) 9.3Ah. 5 hour rate (1.69A,
10.5V) 8.45Ah. 1 hour rate (6.9A, 9.6V) 6.9Ah.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/batteries/battery‐sla‐12v10ah/

GP23A

Battery Alkaline 23A 12V
Battery Alkaline 23A 12V.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/batteries/battery‐alkaline‐23a‐12v/

NP1270

Battery ‐ SLA 12v7ah
YHI Rechargeable Sealed Lead Acid Battery Model NP1270 12V 7.0AH. Rugged plastic case and cover.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/batteries/battery‐sla‐12v7ah‐1/

PS1270SEC

Battery ‐ SLA 12v7ah
Power‐Sonic Rechargeable Sealed Lead Acid Battery Model PS‐1270 12V 7.0AH. Power‐Sonic batteries incorporate Absorbent
Glass Mat (AGM) technology for superior performance. Valve regulated, spill proof construction allows safe operation in any
position. Power/volume ratio yielding unrivalled energy density. Rugged plastic case and cover.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/batteries/battery‐sla‐12v7ah/

NP12750

Battery ‐ SLA 12v75ah
YHI Rechargeable Sealed Lead Acid Battery Model NP12750 12V 75AH. Rugged plastic case and cover.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/batteries/battery‐sla‐12v75ah/
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High Quality Sirens
Sentrol
AS270

Siren, Internal, 1 Tone, Sounder Only
Indoor 100dB Siren, Single‐tone, 12V operation, white plastic, surface mount. The AS 270 series sirens are ideal for use as an
internal alarm sounder for residential and industrial alarm applications. These are pleasing to the eye, lightweight and does not
look like a conventional doorbell. By installing the AS 270, you will experience the real value for your money.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/high‐quality‐sirens/sentrol‐as270‐sounder/

AS610

Siren, External, Polycarbonate, Amber Lens ‐ Satellite
High‐quality polycarbonate 120dB @ 1m outdoor siren with amber strobe, dual‐skin construction and fully‐potted electronics,
12VDC operation. The AS 600 Series is a range of high quality installer‐friendly sirens with a sound output of 120 dB @ 1 metre,
which meet today's security and environmental requirements. The sirens are housed in attractive covers made from either
tough UV proof and impact resistant 3.5 mm polycarbonate. They have a foam‐resistant steel inner cover for the ultimate in
protection and offer a choice of strobe colours.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/high‐quality‐sirens/sentrol‐as610‐sounder/

AS614

Siren, External, Polycarbonate, Blue Lens ‐ Satellite
High‐quality polycarbonate 120dB @ 1m outdoor siren with blue strobe, dual‐skin construction and fully‐potted electronics,
12VDC operation. The AS 600 Series is a range of high quality installer‐friendly sirens with a sound output of 120 dB @ 1 metre,
which meet today's security and environmental requirements. The sirens are housed in attractive covers made from either
tough UV proof and impact resistant 3.5 mm polycarbonate. They have a foam‐resistant steel inner cover for the ultimate in
protection and offer a choice of strobe colours.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/high‐quality‐sirens/sentrol‐as614‐sounder/

Alarmcorp
CDS35

Siren/Horn Combination
Siren/Horn Combination.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/high‐quality‐sirens/sirenhorn‐combination/
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Optical And Acoustic
Sentrol
AI672

Remote Indicator, Optical, Red LED
Optical remote indicator, two red 10mm LEDs, white polycarbonate, 6‐28VDC operation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/sentrol‐ai672‐indicator/

AI673

Remote Indicator, Optical & Acoustic, Red LED
Optical‐Acoustic remote indicator, two red 10mm LEDs, 81dB sounder, white polycarbonate, 6‐28VDC operation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/remote‐indicator‐optical‐acoustic‐red‐led

Alarmcorp
ML02

Water Proof Small Blue Strobe, 12Vdc
Water Proof Small Blue strobe, 12VDC.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/water‐proof‐small‐blue‐strobe‐12vdc/

ML02RED

Water Proof Small Red Strobe, 12Vdc
Water Proof Small Red strobe, 12VDC.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/water‐proof‐small‐red‐strobe‐12vdc/
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SC03/CO/TOP External Siren
SC03/CO/TOP external siren, cover and strobe.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/sc03cotop‐external‐siren/

WP06

Combo Siren and Strobe
Siren tone selectable for different applications. Sound volume adjustable: low dB for testing and high dB for normal operation.
Loud: up to 110dB. Bright: new design of reflecting mirror. Independent siren and strobe operation. High quality UV treated
case. Weather proof. Front and back tampers. Spare terminal for EOLR connection. SPL @ 1m: Siren current: 150mA. Strobe
current: 50mA. Operating voltage: 9‐15VDC.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/combo‐siren‐and‐strobe/

WP08

White Ceiling Top Hat Screamer
White ceiling top hat screamer. Voltage: 12VDC, Current: 110mASPL: 105dB/m.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/white‐ceiling‐top‐hat‐screamer/

WP18

Dual Piezo Combo Siren and Strobe
Dual Piezo Combo Siren and Strobe. Large size giving a distinctive warning, Twin piezo 116dB/m, High quality UV treated case,
Weather proof, Front and back tampers, Independent siren and strobe operation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/dual‐piezo‐combo‐siren‐and‐strobe/

WP95

Camouflaged Combo Siren/Strobe
High quality siren and blue strobe built in. 12VDC, Siren 230Ma, Strobe 110Ma. Size 122 x 73 x 45.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/sirens‐speakers‐accessories/optical‐and‐acoustic/camouflaged‐combo‐sirenstrobe/
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SPC Security Panels
SPC Accessories
Vanderbilt
SPC5300.000

SPC 5300 Main PCB Only
The SPC5320.320 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 128 zones (8 on‐board), 128 outputs (6 on‐board), 16
system keypads, 16 doors, 8 verification zones. The controller provides 2 X‐BUS ports (2 stubs or 1 loop), 16 areas, 500 users
with different access levels, memory for 10’000 intrusion and 10'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the
pluggable PSTN and GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless
receivers and supports up to 120 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected
metal housing with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 1 addi onal expander. Main PCB only, no metalwork.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc‐5300‐main‐pcb‐only/

SPC6300.000

SPC 6300 Main PCB Only
The SPC6330.320 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 512 zones (8 on‐board), 512 outputs (6 on‐board), 32
system keypads, 64 doors, 16 verification zones. The controller provides 2 X‐BUS ports (2 stubs or 1 loop), 60 areas, 2500 users
with different access levels, memory for 10’000 intrusion and 10'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the
pluggable PSTN and GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless
receivers and supports up to 120 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected
and hinged metal housing with space for op onal 17 Ah ba ery and 4 addi onal expanders. Main PCB only, no metalwork.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc‐6300‐main‐pcb‐only/

SPCY520.000

SPC Flush Mount Box for SPCK52x
The SPCY520 is a flush mounting kit which allows a discrete installation of the SPCK52x Compact Keypad. This kit allows the
keypad to be recessed into the wall, providing a sleek, elegant appearance. It can be used with SPCY521 for installation in
concrete walls, or on its own for plasterboard walls. With the use of the opening tool the SPC Compact Keypad can be removed
for X‐Bus readdressing, retrofitting wireless module etc.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc‐flush‐mount‐box‐for‐spck52x/

SPCY521.000

SPC Metal Back Box for SPCK52x
The SPCY521 is a metal back box for flush mounting the SPCK52x Compact Keypad into concrete walls. When used with the
SPCY520, this product allow the Compact Keypad to be installed flush into the wall, providing a slim and elegant appearance
with full tamper protection. Using screws or nails, the SPCY521 can be secured at the back or sides to any wall. In addition there
are foldable wings on the sides of the product allowing it to be set in concrete wall.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc‐metal‐back‐box‐for‐spck52x/
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SPC Flush Mount Kit for SPCK62x
The SPCY620.000 is a flush mounting kit which enables the SPCK62x comfort keypad to fit seamlessly into its surroundings. The
kit itself consists of a metal flush mount box with base plate and a face plate which fit together easily for quick and efficient
installation. The end result is a sleek and smooth flush mounted integrated keypad.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc‐flush‐mount‐kit‐for‐spck62x/

SPC5350.000

SPC 5350 Main Board for SPC535x CP
SPC5000 controllers cater for up to 128 wired zones/120 wireless zones and 128 outputs, and are available in metal cabinets
providing space for 7 ah or 17 ah battery. They come with integral power supply, on‐board 8 wired inputs and 6 outputs, two X‐
BUS expansion interfaces, on‐board Web server as standard and Ethernet for SPC53xx models. In addition to the on‐board IP
communication capabilities, they support dial‐up over PPP or GSM data connection using an additional modem. The controllers
enable the control of up to 16 doors/32 readers. The long distance X‐BUS enables fast data exchange and redundancy (ring
topology), ensuring minimal door operation waiting time and high reliability. Technical Features, Individual management of up
to 256 users, 'True system partitioning' of up to 16 areas, Reliable monitoring of up to 128 zones, Flexible control of up to 128
outputs, Powerful management of up to 16 doors (32 readers), Large event log for up to 10'000 intruder / 10'000 access events,
Reliable high‐speed expander bus (X‐BUS) with loop topology
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc‐5350‐main‐board‐for‐spc535x‐cp/

SPC4300.000

SPC4300.000 Main board for SPC43xx CP
The SPC4300.000 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 32 zones (8 on‐board), 30 outputs (6 on‐board), 4 system
keypads, 4 doors, 4 verification zones. The controller provides 1 X‐BUS ports (1 stub), 4 areas, 100 users with different access
levels, memory for 1’000 intrusion and 1'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the pluggable PSTN and
GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless receivers and supports
up to 32 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected housing with metal base
and plastic cover with space for optional 7 Ah battery and 1 additional expander. PCB only

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/spc4300.000‐main‐board‐for‐spc43xx‐cp/

Alarmcorp
66A‐T1630S/T

Power Supply 16Vac, 3A with Base
Power Supply 16VAC 3A. Suitable for SPC panels.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/power‐supply‐16vac3a‐with‐base/

ACCKIT‐COMPACT

Compact Accessory Kit
Kit includes:
WP06 Siren Strobe
WP08 Top Hat Piezo
NP1270 12V7AH Ba ery
66A T1630S/T 16VAC3A Plugpack

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/compact‐accessory‐kit/
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The Essential Accessory Kit
Kit includes:
NP1270 12V7AH Ba ery
66A T1630S/T 16VAC3A Plugpack

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/the‐essential‐accessory‐kit/

ACCKIT‐INTERNAL

Internal Accessory Kit
Kit includes:
WP08 Top Hat Piezo
NP1270 12V7AH Ba ery
66A T1630S/T 16VAC3A Plugpack

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/internal‐accessory‐kit/

ACCKIT‐PSTN

PSTN Accessory Kit for SPC
Kit includes:
SPCN110.000 SPC PSTN Module
P6116 611 Socket
W3742IVO 2m Lead and Plug
P1240 Socket

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/pstn‐accessory‐kit‐for‐spc/

ACCKIT‐STANDARD

Standard Accessory Kit
Kit includes:
SC03/C0 Siren Cover Kit
WP08 Top Hat Piezo
NP1270 12V7AH Ba ery
66A T1630S/T 16VAC3A Plugpack

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/standard‐accessory‐kit/

ACCKIT‐SUPER

Super Accessory Kit
Kit includes:
WP18 Super Combo
WP08 Top Hat Piezo
NP1270 12V7AH Ba ery
66A T1630S/T 16VAC3A Plugpack

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/super‐accessory‐kit/
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ADSL In Line Splitter/Filter 6P4C
In Line ADSL splitter/filter. Telephone line in, filtered and unfiltered outputs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/adsl‐in‐line‐splitterfilter‐6p4c/

P1240

Modular Socket for SPCN100 PSTN Module
Modular socket for the SPCN100 SPC PSTN module. Used when a modular lead W3742IVO is used.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/modular‐socket‐for‐spcn100‐pstn‐module/

P4611WHI

Single Surface Box for P4663BLU Mode 3 Socket
Single surface box for the P4663BLU modular mode 3 socket.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/single‐surface‐box‐for‐p4663blu‐mode‐3‐socket/

P4663BLU

611W Telephone Socket ‐ Mode 3 ‐ Modular
611W Telephone socket. Mode 3 connection for alarm system connection to PSTN line. Modular. P4611WHI is a surface
mounting box.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/611w‐telephone‐socket‐mode‐3‐modular/

P6116

611W Telephone Socket ‐ Mode 3
611W Telephone socket. Mode 3 connection for alarm system connection to PSTN line.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/611w‐telephone‐socket‐mode‐3/
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610 Plug and 2 Metre Modular Lead for SPC
610 plug with 2 metre modular lead for connec on to SPC panel. Used in conjunc on with P6116.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/610‐plug‐and‐2‐metre‐modular‐lead‐for‐spc/

SOLARKIT2

Solar Kit, with 2 Cameras, 3G, Siren/Strobe/Floodlight
Solar Kit comprises of:
1x SPC 4300 PCB, with 1x SPCN320 3G modem. 2x CPMS2010‐IR 2MP bullet cameras fixed lens, 1x 5 port 12vdc ethernet switch,
1x WP95 siren\strobe, 1x DDI602‐F1 PIR
1 x 100W Monocrystalline solar panel, with charger controller and pole mount bracket, 1 x 12V 40AH battery, 1 x cabinet
400x200x600mm, with pole mount bracket
1 x 20W natural white LED ﬂoodlight
Kit comes complete with all items except solar cell mounted to cabinet for easy installation on a pole up to 50mm in diameter.
Pole not included.
Control of the system is done via the free app (SPC Connect), and any programming can be done via the SPC Connect web server
using any standard browser
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐accessories‐1/solar‐kit‐with‐2‐cameras‐3g‐sirenstrobefloodlight/
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SPC Expanders
Vanderbilt
SPCA210‐100

SPC 2 Door Expander
The SPCA210.100 2‐door expander extends the SPC controller with advanced door control functionality for 2 entry doors or 1
entry/exit door. The device features 2 Wiegand/Clock&Data interfaces, 4 LED control outputs (1 void / valid per reader), 4 zones
(1 position‐ and 1 opening switch per door), 2 relay outputs (1 lock per door) and an on‐board buzzer to signal "door open too
long" events. To allow greatest flexibility, the zones and outputs are freely programmable for other purposes if not used for
door control. Up to 512 priority card holders can be stored on the expander for standalone operation in case of communication
loss to the control panel. The expander comes in a plastic housing with front tamper protection and features also an X‐BUS
status LED and on‐board buzzer for easy device identification and extensive self‐diagnostic capabilities.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐2‐door‐expander/

SPCE110.100

SPC Key Switch Expander
The key switch expander enables the activation of user‐specific functions and indicates status information on LEDs. Vanderbilt`s
SPCE110 combined with the SPC panel offers customers the ability to provide a simple secure interface to the SPC system. 3 key
positions, 2 status LEDs, 1 Output. Operations: Key positions Unset, Full set, Part Set, Toggle Unset ¡V Full set, Toggle Unset
¡V Part set, All Okay, Authorise Setting

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐key‐switch‐expander/

SPCE120.100

SPC Indication Expander with Card Reader
The SPCE120.100 is a universal display expander with 16 tri‐colour LEDs, 4 keys, integrated card reader and buzzer. In linked
mode with a keypad the LEDs indicate the status of 4 areas in one glance and the areas can be directly set or unset with the
assigned function keys. In flexible mode the freely programmable user interface indicates the configured status information
with LEDs (e.g. open zones, area setting states) and enables activation of application specific processes by pressing the assigned
function keys (e.g. setting of an area, open or close a gate). With the integrated card reader the indication or operation can be
enabled for authorised users only by presenting a valid proximity card. The expander also provides one freely programmable
zone which can be configured for different zone monitoring requirements.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐indication‐expander‐with‐card‐reader/

SPCE452.100

SPC Expander 8 Inputs, 8 Outputs
The SPCE452.100 expander extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with 8 wired zones and 8 fully programmable relay outputs. The
zones and outputs on the expander function exactly as the zones and outputs on the SPC panel. Each zone can be configured for
different zone monitoring requirements. The outputs are volt free relays that provide both NO and NC terminals allowing the
greatest flexibility. The expander comes in a plastic housing with front and back tamper protection and features also an X‐BUS
status LED and on‐board buzzer for easy device iden ﬁca on and extensive self‐diagnos c capabili es.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐expander‐8‐inputs‐8‐outputs/
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SPC Expander 8 In/2 Out, Analy.
The expander supports 8 wired zones and 2 fully programmable relay outputs. The zones and outputs function exactly as the
zones and outputs on the controller. Each zone can be configured for different monitoring requirements. The relays can be
programmed to activate under a number of conditions.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐expander‐8‐in2‐out‐analy./

SPCE652.000

SPC Expander 8 Inputs, 2 Outputs, PCB Only
The SPCE652.100 expander extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with 8 wired zones and 2 fully programmable relay outputs. The
zones and outputs on the expander function exactly as the zones and outputs on the SPC panel. Each zone can be configured for
different zone monitoring requirements. The outputs are volt free relays that provide both NO and NC terminals allowing the
greatest flexibility. The expander comes in a plastic housing with front and back tamper protection and features also an X‐BUS
status LED and on‐board buzzer for easy device iden ﬁca on and extensive self‐diagnos c capabili es. PCB only no cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐expander‐8‐inputs‐2‐outputs‐pcb‐only/

SPCE652.100

SPC Expander 8 Inputs, 2 Outputs
The SPCE652.100 expander extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with 8 wired zones and 2 fully programmable relay outputs. The
zones and outputs on the expander function exactly as the zones and outputs on the SPC panel. Each zone can be configured for
different zone monitoring requirements. The outputs are volt free relays that provide both NO and NC terminals allowing the
greatest flexibility. The expander comes in a plastic housing with front and back tamper protection and features also an X‐BUS
status LED and on‐board buzzer for easy device iden ﬁca on and extensive self‐diagnos c capabili es.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐expander‐8‐inputs‐2‐outputs‐1/

SPCN110.000

SPC PSTN Module V90
The SPCN110.000 PSTN module (up to 56K) is compatible with the complete SPC panel range and plugs directly on the main PCB
removing the need for any additional wiring. The modem can take control of the line and communicates with a central station
(ARC) using common format protocols (SIA, Contact ID). It also supports PPP connection to SPC Pro software for remote
programming and configuration up‐/download. The PSTN modem can be used as the primary source of communication or as
backup to GSM modem.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐pstn‐module‐v90/

SPCP332.300

SPC Smart PSU 7AH with I/O Expander
The SPCP332.300 smart power supply expander (PSU) extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with a monitored 12 VDC local power
source for battery management and connected security devices (e.g. expanders), 8 wired zones and 2 fully programmable relay
outputs. The PSU comes in a tamper protected metal housing with space for an optional 7 Ah battery.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐smart‐psu‐7ah‐with‐io‐expander/
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SPC Smart PSU (17AH) w. I/O‐Exp
The smart power supply expander (PSU) extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with a monitored 12 VDC local power source for
battery management and connected security devices (e.g. expanders, 8 wired zones and fully programmable relay outputs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐smart‐psu‐17ah‐w.‐io‐exp/

SPCP432.300

SPC Smart PSU (7AH),2‐door Expander
The smart power supply expander (PSU) extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with a monitored 12 VDC local power source for
battery management and connected security devices (e.g. expanders) and advanced door control functionality for 2 entry doors
or 1 entry/exit door.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐smart‐psu‐7ah2‐door‐expander/

SPCP433.300

SPC Smart PSU 17AH with 2 Door Expander
The SPCP433.300 smart power supply expander (PSU) extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with a monitored 12 VDC local power
source for battery management and connected security devices (e.g. expanders) and advanced door control functionality for 2
entry doors or 1 entry/exit door. The PSU comes in a tamper protected hinged metal housing with space for an optional 17 Ah
battery and 3 expanders.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐smart‐psu‐17ah‐with‐2‐door‐expander/

SPE652.100

SPC Expander 8 Inputs, 2 Outputs
The SPCE652.100 expander extends the SPC system via X‐BUS with 8 wired zones and 2 fully programmable relay outputs. The
zones and outputs on the expander function exactly as the zones and outputs on the SPC panel. Each zone can be configured for
different zone monitoring requirements. The outputs are volt free relays that provide both NO and NC terminals allowing the
greatest flexibility. The expander comes in a plastic housing with front and back tamper protection and features also an X‐BUS
status LED and on‐board buzzer for easy device iden ﬁca on and extensive self‐diagnos c capabili es.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐expander‐8‐inputs‐2‐outputs/
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SPC P330 Power Supply PCB for SPCP33x
Power supply PCB for SPCP33x

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐p330‐power‐supply‐pcb‐for‐spcp33x/

SPCN320.000

SPC GSM Module, incl Antenna
The SPCN310.000 GSM module can be assigned to any mobile network by the insertion of a standard SIM card. The modem is
compatible with the complete range of SPC panels and plugs directly on the main PCB removing the need for any additional
wiring. The unit comes with an external antenna that fits on the cabinet. The modem communicates with a central station
(ARC) using common format protocols (SIA, Contact ID) or IP over GPRS to SPC Com alarm receiver. It also supports PPP
connection to SPC Pro Software for remote programming and configuration up‐/download. The SMS feature allows user /
engineer to be sent a predefined text when selected events occur in the system or receiving of predefined SMS commands for
security system control. The GSM modem can be used as the primary source of communication or as backup to the PSTN
modem or IP communication.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐expanders‐1/spc‐gsm‐module‐incl‐antenna‐1/
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SPC Keypads
Vanderbilt
SPCK420.100

SPC LCD 2x16 Display Keypad
The SPCK420.100 LCD keypad provides the user with an iconic interface to control the security system. Its 32 character blue
backlight display and keyboard allows control under all lighting conditions. Navigation of the intuitive menu system is achieved
using the central navigation key. The keypad features soft keys and alphanumeric keys that allow contextual key operation and
data input directly from the keypad.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐keypads‐2/spc‐lcd‐2x16‐display‐keypad/

SPCK421.100

SPC LCD 2x16 Display Keypad with Integrated Card Reader
The SPCK421.100 LCD keypad with integrated card reader provides the user with an iconic interface to control the security
system. Its 32 character blue backlight display and keyboard allows control under all lighting conditions. Navigation of the
intuitive menu system is achieved using the central navigation key. The keypad features soft keys and alphanumeric keys that
allow contextual key operation and data input directly from the keypad. The card reader enables quick setting / unsetting of
areas by use of a proximity card only or in combina on with a valid user PIN.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐keypads‐2/spc‐lcd‐2x16‐display‐keypad‐with‐integrated‐card‐read

SPCK520.100‐N

SPC Compact Keypad with Graphical Display and Audio
SPC compact keypad. The SPCK520.100‐N Compact Keypad is slim, stylish and feature packed. With touch key technology, the 4
soft keys and navigation keys allow easy operation with a minimum number of steps. Status information and ‘next step’
prompts are clearly displayed on the large LCD. The integrated speaker enhances the user experience with audio annunciation.
Customer logo, emergency or quick set functions can be displayed in idle state. Various mounting options and accessories
provide a complete keypad interface. LCD Display 128 x 64 pixels (approx. 6 x 20 characters). Keypad, Touch key technology.
Special keys, 4 soft keys. LED Indicators, 5 status LEDs. Audio, Supported via integrated speaker. Interfaces, X‐BUS (in, out).
Tamper contact, Front / back tamper. Operating voltage, 9.5 ~ 14 VDC. Operating current, Max. 210 mA at 12 VDC (backlight,
LEDs, voice annunciation operated). Quiescent current, Max. 55 mA at 12 VDC. Mounting, Flat surface, wall‐mounted or flush
mounted using SPCY520 / SPCY521.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐keypads‐2/spc‐compact‐keypad‐with‐graphical‐display‐and‐audio/

SPCK521.100‐N

SPC Compact Keypad with Graphical Display, Audio and Card Reader
SPC compact keypad. The SPCK521.100‐N Compact Keypad is slim, stylish and feature packed. With touch key technology, the 4
soft keys and navigation keys allow easy operation with a minimum number of steps. Status information and ‘next step’
prompts are clearly displayed on the large LCD. Customer logo, emergency or quick set functions can be displayed in idle state.
Various mounting options and accessories provide a complete keypad interface. With card Reader LCD Display 128 x 64 pixels
(approx. 6 x 20 characters). Keypad, Touch key technology. Special keys, 4 soft keys. LED Indicators, 5 status LEDs. Audio,
Supported via integrated speaker. Interfaces, X‐BUS (in, out). Tamper contact, Front / back tamper. Operating voltage, 9.5 ~
14 VDC. Operating current, Max. 210 mA at 12 VDC (backlight, LEDs, voice annunciation operated). Quiescent current, Max. 55
mA at 12 VDC. Mounting, Flat surface, wall‐mounted or flush mounted using SPCY520 / SPCY521.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐keypads‐2/spc‐compact‐keypad‐with‐graphical‐display‐audio‐and‐
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SPC Comfort Keypad, Graphical Display
The SPCK620.100 comfort keypad is ideal to operate single area and multi area applications in a user friendly way. The 4 soft
keys and the multi dimensional navigation key allow an easy operation with a minimum of operation steps. Status information
and ‘next step’ prompts are clearly displayed on the large LCD. Customer logo, emergency or quick set functions can be
displayed in idle state. The functionality can be enhanced with the SPCE110 key switch expander or the SPCE120 indication
expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐keypads‐2/spc‐comfort‐keypad‐graphical‐display/

SPCK623.100

SPC Comfort Keypad, Graphical Display, Card Reader and Audio
The SPCK623.100 comfort keypad is ideal to operate single area and multi area applications in a user friendly way. The 4 soft
keys and the multi dimensional navigation key allow an easy operation with a minimum of operation steps. Status information
and ‘next step’ prompts are clearly displayed on the large LCD. Customer logo, emergency or quick set functions can be
displayed in idle state. The integrated card reader enables quick setting / unsetting of areas by use of a proximity card only or in
combination with a valid user PIN. The built in speaker and sensitive microphone support audio features such as alarm
verification or voice annunciation. The functionality can be enhanced with the SPCE110 key switch expander or the SPCE120
indica on expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐keypads‐2/spc‐comfort‐keypad‐graphical‐display‐card‐reader‐and‐
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SPC Panels
Vanderbilt
SCP6330.320‐L1

SPC 6330 Panel with Metalwork, 8‐512 Zones, Ethernet
The SPC6330.320 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 512 zones (8 on‐board), 512 outputs (6 on‐board), 16
system keypads, 64 doors, 8 verification zones. The controller provides 2 X‐BUS ports (2 stubs or 1 loop), 60 areas, 500 users
with different access levels, memory for 10’000 intrusion and 10'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the
pluggable PSTN and GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless
receivers and supports up to 120 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected
metal housing with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 1 addi onal expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐6330‐panel‐with‐metalwork‐8‐128‐zones‐ethernet/

SPC4320.220‐L1

SPC 4320 Panel with Metalwork, 8‐32 Zones, Ethernet
The SPC4320.220 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 32 zones (8 on‐board), 30 outputs (6 on‐board), 4 system
keypads, 4 doors, 4 verification zones. The controller provides 1 X‐BUS ports (1 stub), 4 areas, 100 users with different access
levels, memory for 1’000 intrusion and 1'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the pluggable PSTN and
GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless receivers and supports
up to 32 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected housing with metal base
and plas c cover with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 1 addi onal expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐4320‐panel‐with‐metalwork‐8‐32‐zones‐ethernet/

SPC5320.320‐L1

SPC 5320 Panel with Metalwork, 8‐128 Zones, Ethernet
The SPC5320.320 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 128 zones (8 on‐board), 128 outputs (6 on‐board), 16
system keypads, 16 doors, 8 verification zones. The controller provides 2 X‐BUS ports (2 stubs or 1 loop), 16 areas, 500 users
with different access levels, memory for 10’000 intrusion and 10'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the
pluggable PSTN and GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless
receivers and supports up to 120 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected
metal housing with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 1 addi onal expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐panel‐with‐metalwork‐8‐128‐zones‐ethernet/

SPC5330‐320‐L1

SPC 5320 Panel with Large Metalwork, 8‐128 Zones, Ethernet
The SPC5330.320 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 128 zones (8 on‐board), 128 outputs (6 on‐board), 16
system keypads, 16 doors, 8 verification zones. The controller provides 2 X‐BUS ports (2 stubs or 1 loop), 16 areas, 500 users
with different access levels, memory for 10’000 intrusion and 10'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the
pluggable PSTN and GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless
receivers and supports up to 120 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected
metal housing with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 3 addi onal expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐5320‐panel‐with‐large‐metalwork‐8‐128‐zones‐ether
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SPC 6350 Panel with Metalwork, 8‐512 Zones, Ethernet
SPC6000 controllers cater for up to 512 wired zones/120 wireless zones and 512 outputs and are available in metal cabinets
providing space for 17 ah battery. Both controller types come with integral power supply, on‐board 8 wired inputs and 6
outputs, two X‐BUS expansion interfaces, on‐board Web server and Ethernet port. They support dial‐up over PPP or GSM data
connection using additional modem. The controllers enable the control of up to 64 doors/64 readers. The long distance X‐BUS
enables fast data exchange and redundancy (ring topology), ensuring minimal door operation waiting time and high reliability.
Technical Features Individual management of up to 2500 users, True system partitioning' of up to 60 areas, Reliable
monitoring of up to 512 zones, Flexible control of up to 512 outputs, Powerful management of up to 64 doors (64 readers),
Large event log for up to 10'000 intruder / 10'000 access events, Reliable high‐speed expander bus (X‐BUS) with loop topology.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐6350‐panel‐with‐metalwork‐8‐512‐zones‐ethernet/

SPC5350.320‐L1

SPC 5350 Panel with Large G5 Metalwork, 8‐128 Zones, Ethernet
SPC5000 controllers cater for up to 128 wired zones/120 wireless zones and 128 outputs, and are available in metal cabinets
providing space for 7 ah or 17 ah battery. They come with integral power supply, on‐board 8 wired inputs and 6 outputs, two X‐
BUS expansion interfaces, on‐board Web server as standard and Ethernet for SPC53xx models. In addition to the on‐board IP
communication capabilities, they support dial‐up over PPP or GSM data connection using an additional modem. The controllers
enable the control of up to 16 doors/32 readers. The long distance X‐BUS enables fast data exchange and redundancy (ring
topology), ensuring minimal door operation waiting time and high reliability. Technical Features, Individual management of up
to 256 users, 'True system partitioning' of up to 16 areas, Reliable monitoring of up to 128 zones, Flexible control of up to 128
outputs, Powerful management of up to 16 doors (32 readers), Large event log for up to 10'000 intruder / 10'000 access events,
Reliable high‐speed expander bus (X‐BUS) with loop topology
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐5350‐panel‐with‐large‐g5‐metalwork‐8‐128‐zones‐eth

SPC6330.320‐L1

SPC 6330 Panel with Metalwork, 8‐512 Zones, Ethernet
The SPC6330.320 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 512 zones (8 on‐board), 512 outputs (6 on‐board), 16
system keypads, 64 doors, 8 verification zones. The controller provides 2 X‐BUS ports (2 stubs or 1 loop), 60 areas, 500 users
with different access levels, memory for 10’000 intrusion and 10'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the
pluggable PSTN and GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless
receivers and supports up to 120 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected
metal housing with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 1 addi onal expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐6330‐panel‐with‐metalwork‐8‐512‐zones‐ethernet/

SPC4320.320‐L1

SPC 4320 Panel with G2 Metalwork, 8‐32 Zones, Ethernet
The SPC4320.320‐L1 control panel combines in an optimal way intrusion and access functionality in one system and can be
expanded according to specific customers and project needs with up to 32 zones (8 on‐board), 30 outputs (6 on‐board), 4 system
keypads, 4 doors, 4 verification zones. The controller provides 1 X‐BUS ports (1 stub), 4 areas, 100 users with different access
levels, memory for 1’000 intrusion and 1'000 access events, integrated Web Server, 2 terminals for the pluggable PSTN and
GSM/GPRS communication options, on‐board Ethernet interface. The system is expandable with wireless receivers and supports
up to 32 Intrunet wireless detectors (mixed with wired zones). The panel comes in a tamper protected housing with metal base
and plas c cover with space for op onal 7 Ah ba ery and 1 addi onal expander.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐panels‐2/spc‐4320‐panel‐with‐g2‐metalwork‐8‐32‐zones‐ethernet/
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SPC Software
Vanderbilt
SPCS610.100

SPC Manager Basic License
The SPC Manager is an easy & intuitive PC based software tool which supports the reaction, control & modification of the access‐
based functionality within the SPC system. Multi‐Panel remote management and control. Multi‐Panel remote user
management, Multi‐Panel remote access data management, Synchronous Multi‐Panel configuration, Powerful Multi‐Panel
reporting. For up to 5 SPC panels.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/spc‐security‐panels/spc‐software/spc‐manager‐basic‐license/
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Switches
Commercial Switches
Sentrol
1920‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, Magnet Only, suits 2505 series
Reed switch magnet Sentrol magnet only 2505 series aluminium.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/commercial‐switches/reed‐switch‐magnet‐sentrol‐magnet‐only‐2505‐seriesalumi

2505A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Aluminium, NC, 76mm Gap, 1m Armoured Cable
Surface mount, 7.60cm gap, 91.45cm lead, aluminium. The 2500 series is designed to be installed in commercial and industrial
environments where a rugged sealed unit is required. It is ideal for metal doors, overhead doors, fences, and gates. Each model
features a high‐strength extruded aluminium housing and is completely encapsulated in Interlogix’s polyurethane potting
compound. All models include a 3‐foot armoured cable. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms from loose‐
fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/commercial‐switches/sentrol‐2505a‐l‐reed‐switch/

2507AD‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Aluminium, DPDT, 76mm Gap, 1m Armoured Cable
Surface mount, 3.80cm gap, 91.45cm lead, DPDT, aluminium. The 2500 series is designed to be installed in commercial and
industrial environments where a rugged sealed unit is required. It is ideal for metal doors, overhead doors, fences, and gates.
Each model features a high‐strength extruded aluminium housing and is completely encapsulated in Interlogix’s polyurethane
potting compound. All models include a 3‐foot armoured cable. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/commercial‐switches/sentrol‐2507ad‐l‐reed‐switch/

2507A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Aluminium, SPDT, 76mm Gap, 1m Stainless Steel Armoured Cable
Surface mount, 7.60cm gap, 91.45cm lead, SPDT, aluminium. The 2500 series is designed to be installed in commercial and
industrial environments where a rugged sealed unit is required. It is ideal for metal doors, overhead doors, fences, and gates.
Each model features a high‐strength extruded aluminium housing and is completely encapsulated in Interlogix’s polyurethane
potting compound. All models include a 3‐foot armoured cable. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/commercial‐switches/sentrol‐2507a‐l‐reed‐switch/
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Explosion Proof
Sentrol
2845T‐M

Sentrol Reed Switch, Explosion. Proof, Aluminium, Triple Bias, NC, 25.4mm Gap, Brown
Surface, 2.55cm gap, SPDT, mahogany. The 2840T series magnetic contacts are designed for high‐security hazardous
environments. The rugged die‐cast aluminium housing with conduit fittings meets UL requirements for hazardous locations. The
contacts are balanced and triple‐biased switches that make defeat by external magnets virtually impossible. The terminals are
located inside the housing, providing additional protection from tampering or accidental shorting. A wider gap model protects
against false alarms due to loose‐fitting doors and permits faster installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/explosion‐proof/sentrol‐2845t‐m‐reed‐switch/
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High Security Switches
Sentrol
2707AD‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Aluminium, Triple Biased, DPDT, 4.7‐15.8mm Gap, 1m Armoured Cable
Surface, 0.5‐1.60cm gap, triple biased, 90cm lead, DPDT, aluminium. The 2700 series high security magnetic contacts with triple‐
biased reeds are highly resistant to defeat by external magnets. For added security, magnetic field tamper and pry tamper are
standard features. Each 2700 contact and actuation magnet set is configured at the factory for the effects of steel. The 2700
series contacts can be used to protect doors in high‐security locations or where high‐value materials are stored.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/sentrol‐2707ad‐l‐reed‐switch/

2707A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Aluminium, Triple Biased, SPDT, 4.7‐15.8mm Gap, 1m Armoured Cable
Surface, 0.5‐1.60cm gap, triple biased, 90cm lead, SPDT, aluminium. The 2700 series high security magnetic contacts with triple‐
biased reeds are highly resistant to defeat by external magnets. For added security, magnetic field tamper and pry tamper are
standard features. Each 2700 contact and actuation magnet set is configured at the factory for the effects of steel. The 2700
series contacts can be used to protect doors in high‐security locations or where high‐value materials are stored. Can replace the
2747 with reduced gap distance.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/sentrol‐2707a‐l‐reed‐switch/

2767‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, Concealed Mount, Aluminium, Triple Biased, SPDT, 279mm Gap, 1m Lead
Surface, 1.75‐5.10cm gap, triple biased, 90cm lead, SPDT, aluminium. (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15). Specifically designed for
high‐security applications in prisons, military installations, government facilities, and commercial operations, the 2757/2767
series magnetic contacts are virtually impossible to defeat. Total encapsulation coupled with recess mounting prevents access
to the switch and to cabling, and prevents tampering with an external magnet. The contacts are factory‐calibrated for operation
in steel and are not subject to sticking or freezing on seldom‐used doors. The 2767 model is adjustable for versatile alignment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/sentrol‐2767‐l‐reed‐switch/

Alarmcorp
SM3

SM3 High Security, Triple Biased Reed Switch
High security reed switch (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15)). Balanced triple reed switch with provision to install type 1 EOL
module within case.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/sm3‐high‐security‐triple‐biased‐reed‐switch/

VS222

Guardall High Security Roller Shutter Contact ‐ Right Hand
Guardall triple biased surface mount roller shutter contact. Detects rogue external magnetic fields, active tamper, long life
rhodium/ruthenium contacts, 6 wire connection. For placement on the right hand section of a roller door when viewed from
outside.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/guardall‐high‐security‐roller‐shutter‐contact‐right‐hand/

VS222 REV

Guardall High Security Roller Shutter Contact ‐ Left Hand
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Guardall triple biased surface mount roller shutter contact. Detects rogue external magnetic fields, active tamper, long life
rhodium/ruthenium contacts, 6 wire connection. For placement on the left hand section of a roller door when viewed from
outside.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/guardall‐high‐security‐roller‐shutter‐contact‐left‐hand/

W71911

Guardall High Security Flush Mount Reed Switch
Guardall triple biased flush mount reed switch (Not SCEC Approved from 1/3/15)). Detects rogue external magnetic fields, active
tamper, long life rhodium/ruthenium contacts, 6 wire connection.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/guardall‐high‐security‐flush‐mount‐reed‐switch/

W71911MAGNETS

Magnets ONLY for W71911
Magnets ONLY for W71911.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/high‐security‐switches/magnets‐only‐for‐w71911/
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Magnapull Switches
Sentrol
2105A‐G

Sentrol Reed Switch, Magnapull, Heavy Duty, Pull‐Apart Cord, Grey
Surface, heavy duty, grey. Magnapull magnetic pull‐apart cords are used to protect valuable free‐standing items that are stored
outdoors. The high‐impact plastic housing protects the contact from corrosion or high‐resistance build‐up. End users simply
insert the cable into the contact housing there is nothing to line up. An alarm condition is created when the cord with the
magnet is pulled from the housing. 2100 series contacts extend monitored security protection to items such as snowmobiles,
lawn and garden equipment, boats, trailers, bicycles, and motorcycles. Magnapull cords can also be used to secure fence gates,
overhead doors, and construction equipment. Magnapulls are available in recessed and surface mount models.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/magnapull‐switches/surface‐heavy‐duty‐grey/
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Overhead Door Switches
Sentrol
2202A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Overhead, NC, 76mm Gap, 450mm Armoured Cable
Surface, 7.60cm gap overhead, 45.70cm lead, armoured cable, aluminium. The 2202 series overhead door magnetic contact is for
use in the rigorous environments of commercial and industrial applications. The floor mount units are constructed with a low‐
profile, heavy cast aluminium housing. The reed switch assembly is fully encased in Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane potting
material to prevent damage due to moisture or humidity. A wide operating gap of up to 7.60cm makes installation easy and
helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. The contacts are available with a universal‐style magnet that allows for
greater installation flexibility.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐2202a‐l‐reed‐switch/

2202A‐L28

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Overhead, NC, w/Cow Magnet, 76mm Gap, 450mm Armoured Cable
Reed switch surface Sentrol 3" gap overhead 18" lead armoured with cow magnet aluminium.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/reed‐switch‐surface‐sentol‐3‐gap‐overhead‐18‐lead‐arm

2202AU‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Overhead, Universal Magnet, NC, 76mm Gap,450mm Armoured Cable
Surface, 7.60cm gap overhead, 45.70cm lead, aluminium, universal magnet. The 2202 series overhead door magnetic contact is
for use in the rigorous environments of commercial and industrial applications. The floor mount units are constructed with a
low‐profile, heavy cast aluminium housing. The reed switch assembly is fully encased in Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane
potting material to prevent damage due to moisture or humidity. A wide operating gap of up to 7.60cm makes installation easy
and helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. The contacts are available with a universal‐style magnet that
allows for greater installation flexibility.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐2202au‐l‐reed‐switch/

2204A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Overhead, SPDT, 76mm Gap, 450mm Armoured Cable
Surface, 7.60cm gap, overhead, 45.70cm Lead, SPDT, aluminium. The 2202 series overhead door magnetic contact is for use in
the rigorous environments of commercial and industrial applications. The floor mount units are constructed with a low‐profile,
heavy cast aluminium housing. The reed switch assembly is fully encased in Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane potting material
to prevent damage due to moisture or humidity. A wide operating gap of up to 7.60cm makes installation easy and helps
prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. The contacts are available with a universal‐style magnet that allows for
greater installation flexibility.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐2204a‐l‐reed‐switch/

2205A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Overhead, H/Duty, NC, 76mm Gap, 1m Armoured Cable
Surface, 7.60cm gap, overhead, 91.45cm lead, aluminium. The 2205 series overhead door magnetic contact is designed for use in
environments where a heavy‐duty unit is required. The floor mount units are constructed using a rugged low‐profile extruded
aluminium switch housing and a cast aluminium magnet housing. The reed switch assembly is fully encased in Interlogix’s
exclusive polyurethane potting material to prevent damage due to moisture or humidity. A wide operating gap of up to 7.60cm
makes installation easy and helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. The contacts are available with a universal‐
style magnet that allows for greater installation flexibility.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐2205a‐l‐reed‐switch/

2207AH‐L
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Surface, 1.90‐6.35cm gap, overhead, biased, SPDT, aluminium. The 2205 series overhead door magnetic contact is designed for
use in environments where a heavy‐duty unit is required. The floor mount units are constructed using a rugged low‐profile
extruded aluminium switch housing and a cast aluminium magnet housing. The reed switch assembly is fully encased in
Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane potting material to prevent damage due to moisture or humidity. A wide operating gap of up
to 7.60cm makes installation easy and helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. The contacts are available with
a universal‐style magnet that allows for greater installation flexibility.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐2207ah‐l‐reed‐switch/

2302A‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, Curtain Door Mount, NC, 76mm Gap,600mm Armoured Cable
Surface, 7.60cm gap, overhead, 61cm lead, curtain door. The 2302 magnetic contacts are designed specifically for curtain‐style
overhead doors. The unique design allows the contact to be mounted directly to the channel of the door, with the magnet
mounted horizontally in the door slats off the floor and out of harm’s way. This eliminates service calls and false alarm
situations that occur when typical floor mount contacts become damaged or as the door becomes misaligned with normal use.
The interlocking mounting bracket adjusts to fit any size channel width.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐2302a‐l‐reed‐switch/

2507AH‐L

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, Aluminium, Biased, SPDT, 19 ‐63.5mm Gap, 1m Armoured Cable
Surface mount, 6.3cm gap, 91.45cm lead, Biased, aluminium. The 2500 series is designed to be installed in commercial and
industrial environments where a rugged sealed unit is required. It is ideal for metal doors, overhead doors, fences, and gates.
Each model features a high‐strength extruded aluminium housing and is completely encapsulated in Interlogix’s polyurethane
potting compound. All models include a 3‐foot armoured cable. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/sentrol‐reed‐switch‐sm‐aluminium‐biased‐spdt‐19‐63.5

Alarmcorp
WM88

WM88 Roller Shutter Switch
Roller shutter door reed switch with bracket. Size: Reed switch 106 x 36.5 x 10mm, Magnet 106 x 15.5 x 16mmBracket 107 x 50 x
50mm, Gap 65mm, Extra wide gap, 600mm armoured cable (stainless), Robust constructed and epoxy sealed, no corrosion,
Universal mounting with L bracket.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/overhead‐door‐switches/wm88‐roller‐shutter‐switch/
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Recessed Roller Plunger
Vanderbilt
TKU2

TKU2 Surveillance Contact for Surface Mounting
The TKU2 is for front or side mounting on doors, windows, safes, garages etc. It can also be used as sabotage protection for
equipment in security systems; e.g. control units, electronic detectors etc.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/tku2‐surveillance‐contact/

TKU3

TKU3 Surveillance Contact with Plate for Recessed Mounting
TKU3 Surveillance Contact with plate. The TKU3 can be additionally be used on skylight or swivel windows with special locking
mechanisms .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/tku3‐surveillance‐contact‐with‐plate‐for‐recessed‐mount

TKU4

TKU4 Surveillance Contact for Bolt Locks
The TKU4 is equipped with a special threaded plate for mounting directly on the lock plate i.e. in the lock bolt opening in the
door frame.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/tku4‐surveillance‐contact‐for‐bolt‐locks/

TKU5

TKU5 Surveillance Contact for Bolt Locks (Spring)
The TKU5 is equipped with a protective spring.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/tku5‐surveillance‐contact‐for‐bolt‐locks‐spring/
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Sentrol Reed Switch, Recessed, Roller Plunger, Shorty, NC, 19mm Diameter, 19mm Deep
Short, 30cm lead, white. The 3008 shorty roller plunger contact is specially designed for use in security applications where size is
a limiting factor. The 1.90cm housing makes the contact perfect for door jambs with restricted space. Unlike ball rollers, this
roller plunger wheel operates with a smaller surface area in contact with the door frame. This reduces the likelihood that dirt
and other debris will clog the mechanism. The tapered wheel allows for more flexibility during installations.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/short‐30cm‐lead‐white/

3012‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Recessed, Pin Plunger, NC, for 1mm ‐1.7mm Mount, White
Clip Mount Pin Plunger, 30cm lead, natural. Each 3010 series contact features a low‐voltage position sensor with an adjustable
screw on the plunger. This switch is often used on panel doors and is available as a recessed plunger switch, a clip mount
plunger, and a tamper switch. The 3025T model comes with a self‐adjusting plunger that moves to the proper reach.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/sentrol‐3012‐n‐switch/

3015‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Recessed, Pin Plunger, NC, 12mm Diameter, White
Pin plunger, 30cm lead, natural. Each 3010 series contact features a low‐voltage position sensor with an adjustable screw on the
plunger. This switch is often used on panel doors and is available as a recessed plunger switch, a clip mount plunger, and a
tamper switch. The 3025T model comes with a self‐adjusting plunger that moves to the proper reach.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐roller‐plunger/sentrol‐3015‐n‐switch/
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Recessed Switches
Sentrol
1055W‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, 32mm Gap, Wire Leads, 6.4mm Diameter, White
3.81cm gap recess‐mount, 0.65cm diameter, natural. The 1055 series of magnetic contacts is designed for tight‐fitting
installations. The 0.65cm diameter makes the contacts perfect for applications such as casements or awning‐style windows and
security screens. The contacts can be either recessed or surface mounted in window frame channels, and are difficult to detect
in recessed door applications. A wide‐gap model is available for loose‐fitting doors and windows. Each contact includes a
hermetically sealed reed switch that is potted in the housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1055w‐n‐reed‐switch/

1072‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Flanged 19mm, 12.7mm Gap, 9.5mm Diameter, White
1.30cm gap recess‐mount, 0.95cm diameter, natural. The 1072 series recessed contacts are designed for applications where the
added integrity of mounting screws is needed. The contacts work well in both wood and metal frame doors and windows. The
two mounting holes provide additional strength to prevent the contact and magnet from becoming dislodged due to
environmental changes. Such changes may occur when the door or window frame warps and misaligns from moisture or the
settling of a building. No. 2 sheet metal screws come with the switch. A wide gap model is available to protect against false
alarms from loose‐fitting doors and windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1072‐n‐reed‐switch/

1075‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Press Fit, 12.7mm Gap, 9.5mm Diameter, White
1.30cm gap recess‐mount, 0.95cm diameter, white. The 1075 series press fit switch is a 0.95cm diameter magnetic contact with
wire leads that uses no glue or screws to mount. Small ribs on the housing hold the contact in place. Heavy‐duty housing resists
crushing from swelling wood. Use indoors or outdoors for an attractive recessed installation. In addition to wood doors, the
1075 series is useful for protecting china cabinets or closets, double‐hung windows, and aluminium windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1075‐n‐reed‐switch/

1075W‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Press Fit, 32mm Gap, 9.5mm Diameter, White
3.20cm gap recess‐mount, 0.95cm diameter, white. The 1075 series press fit switch is a 0.95cm diameter magnetic contact with
wire leads that uses no glue or screws to mount. Small ribs on the housing hold the contact in place. Heavy‐duty housing resists
crushing from swelling wood. Use indoors or outdoors for an attractive recessed installation. In addition to wood doors, the
1075 series is useful for protecting china cabinets or closets, double‐hung windows, and aluminium windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1075w‐n‐reed‐switch/
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Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, Biased, SPDT, 9.5mm Gap, 19mm Diameter, White
0.95cm gap in steel, biased, 1.90cm diameter, SPDT, 30cm lead, white. The 1078C series recessed contacts are designed
specifically for use in the steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the
1078C contact features a rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The
magnet housing isolates the magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to
protect against false alarms from loose‐fitting doors, and a high security model is also available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1076ch‐n‐reed‐switch/

1076CW‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, SPDT, 19mm Gap, 19mm Diameter, White
1.90cm gap in steel, 1.90cm diameter, white. The 1078C series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in the steel
doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078C contact features a rugged
unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the
magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors, and a high security model is also available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1076cw‐n‐reed‐switch/

1076D‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, DPDT, 12.7mm Gap, 25.4mm Diameter, White
0.95cm gap in steel, 2.55cm diameter, white. The 1078 series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in the steel
doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078 contact features a rugged
unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the
magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1076d‐n‐reed‐switch/

1076H‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, Biased, SPDT, 12.7mm Gap, 25.4mm Diameter, White
1.90cm gap in steel, 2.55cm diameter, white. The 1078 series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in the steel
doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078 contact features a rugged
unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the
magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1076h‐n‐reed‐switch/

1076‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, SPDT, 12.7mm Gap, 25.4mm Diameter, White
1.30cm gap in steel, 2.55cm diameter, white. The 1078 series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in the steel
doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078 contact features a rugged
unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the
magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1076‐n‐reed‐switch/
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Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, SPDT, 25.4mm Gap, 25.4mm Diameter, White
2.55cm gap in steel, 2.55cm diameter, white. The 1078 series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in the steel
doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078 contact features a rugged
unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the
magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1076w‐n‐reed‐switch/

1078C‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, NC, 9.5mm Gap, 19mm Diameter, White
0.95cm gap in steel, 1.90cm diameter, 30cm lead, natural. The 1078C series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in
the steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078C contact features a
rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates
the magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false
alarms from loose‐fitting doors, and a high security model is also available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1078c‐n‐reed‐switch/

1078CW‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, NC, 19mm Gap, 19mm Diameter, White
1.90cm gap in steel, 1.90cm diameter, 30cm lead, natural. The 1078C series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in
the steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078C contact features a
rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates
the magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false
alarms from loose‐fitting doors, and a high security model is also available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1078cw‐n‐reed‐switch/

1078‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, NC, 12.7mm Gap, 25.4mm Diameter, White
1.30cm gap in steel, 2.55cm diameter, 30cm lead, natural. The 1078 series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in
the steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078 contact features a
rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates
the magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false
alarms from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1078‐n‐reed‐switch/

1078W‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Steel Door, NC, 25.4mm Gap, 25.4mm Diameter, White
2.55cm gap in steel, 2.55cm diameter, 30cm lead, natural. The 1078 series recessed contacts are designed specifically for use in
the steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing design of the 1078 contact features a
rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates
the magnet from the surrounding steel for maximum gap distances. A wide gap model is available to protect against false
alarms from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1078w‐n‐reed‐switch/
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Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Press Fit, Stubby, 6.4mm Gap, 9.5mm Diameter, White
0.65cm gap, 0.95cm diameter, 30cm lead, natural. The 1125 series stubby press fit magnetic contact is a 0.95cm diameter switch
designed specifically for applications where space is limited. The 1125’s short length makes it ideal for thin‐framed windows and
doors where longer units cannot be used. Press fit ribs on the housing make installation quick and easy.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1125‐n‐reed‐switch/

1125W‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Press Fit, Stubby, 19mm Gap, 9.5mm Diameter, White
1.90cm gap, recess‐mount, 0.95cm diameter, natural. The 1125 series stubby press fit magnetic contact is a 0.95cm diameter
switch designed specifically for applications where space is limited. The 1125’s short length makes it ideal for thin‐framed
windows and doors where longer units cannot be used. Press fit ribs on the housing make installation quick and easy.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐1125w‐n‐reed‐switch/

1840‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Magnet Only, Suits 1078 series
Reed switch magnet Sentrol magnet only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/reed‐switch‐magnet‐sentrol‐magnet‐only‐1/

R1125‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, RM, Press Fit, Stubby w/Mini Magnet, 12.7mm Gap, 9.5mm Diameter, White
1.30cm gap, mini‐max, 0.95cm diameter, normally open, natural. The R1125 switch is a stubby press fit magnetic contact with a
Mini‐Max magnet. Mini‐Max magnets deliver strong protection in a low‐profile design and virtually eliminate the risk of window
damage during installation. Just 0.32cm thick, the magnets mount easily to any surface with glue, double‐stick tape (included),
or one stainless steel screw (included). The R1125 is designed specifically for applications where space is limited. Its short length
makes it ideal for thin‐framed windows and doors where larger switches cannot be used. Press fit ribs on the contact’s housing
make installation quick and easy. A wide gap model offers added protection for loose‐fitting doors and windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/sentrol‐r1125‐n‐reed‐switch/

Alarmcorp
WSF41

Steel Door 19mm Reed Switch
Steel door 19mm reed switch, white and brown. WSF41 steel door 19mm, Size: 19mm(Dia) x 21mm(L), Gap: 35mm, Colour:
white and brown.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/steel‐door‐19mm‐reed‐switch/
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Steel Door 25mm Reed Switch
Steel door 25mm reed switch, white and brown. WSF42 steel door 25mm, Size: 25mm(Dia) x 30mm(L), Gap: 35mm, Colour:
white and brown.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/steel‐door‐25mm‐reed‐switch/

WSF43

Flush Stubby 95x19mm Reed Switch
Flush mount stubby 9.5x19mm reed switch, white and brown. WSF43 stubby press to fit, Size: 9.5mm(Dia) x 19mm(L), Gap:
20mm, Colour: white and brown.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/flush‐stubby‐95x19mm‐reed/

WSF46

Flush 95x32mm Reed Switch
Flush mount 9.5x32mm reed switch, white and brown. WSF46 wide gap press to fit, Size: 9.5mm(Dia) x 32mm(L), Gap: 28mm,
Colour: white and brown.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/recessed‐switches/flush‐95x32mm‐reed‐switch/
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Surface Mount Switches
Sentrol
1035‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, NC, 15.9mm Gap, White
1.60cm gap surface‐mount, natural. The 1035 series magnetic contacts save installation time through the use of a specially
formulated 3M® adhesive tape. The tape, which establishes a permanent bond between the contact and the surface, can be
repositioned in the first five minutes. A low profile and small footprint combine with reliable Interlogix technology to make the
1035 series contacts a good choice for applications where drilling holes is impractical. A wide gap model is available to protect
against false alarms from loose‐fitting doors and windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1035‐n‐reed‐switch/

1035W‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, SM, NC, 25.4mm Gap, White
2.55cm gap surface‐mount, natural. The 1035 series magnetic contacts save installation time through the use of a specially
formulated 3M® adhesive tape. The tape, which establishes a permanent bond between the contact and the surface, can be
repositioned in the first five minutes. A low profile and small footprint combine with reliable Interlogix technology to make the
1035 series contacts a good choice for applications where drilling holes is impractical. A wide gap model is available to protect
against false alarms from loose‐fitting doors and windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1035w‐n‐reed‐switch/

1038‐N

Sentrol 1038‐N Reed Switch
2.55cm Gap, Self Adhesive, With Leads, White. The 1038 series contacts are designed for window and door applications where
surface mounting is preferred. Because of its sleek design, the 1038 contact is fast and easy to install. The switch and magnet
are incorporated into the housing, and the terminal blocks are angled for easy access. In the unlikely event that the switch
needs replacing, just push the housing down and slide it off. This reduces replacement time and eliminates any damage to the
mounting surface.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1038‐n‐reed‐switch/

1045T‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw Mount, Terminals, NC, 31.8mm Gap, White
3.20cm gap, terminals, natural. The 1045 series features a wider make distance, which permits faster installation,
accommodates greater misalignment, and works better on steel without time‐consuming brackets. The wider distance also
helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. Interlogix‐specified contacts keep the 1045T units from sticking or
freezing on seldom‐used doors. External test points simplify testing. Recessed terminals protect the contact from tampering or
accidental electric shorting.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1045t‐n‐reed‐switch/
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Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw mount, NC, 76mm Gap, White
7.60cm gap, 91.45cm lead, natural. The 1045 series features a wider make distance, which permits faster installation,
accommodates greater misalignment, and works better on steel without time‐consuming brackets. The wider distance also
helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1045w‐n‐reed‐switch/

1047T‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw mount, Terminals, SPDT, 32mm Gap, White
3.20cm gap, terminals, SPDT, natural. The 1045 series features a wider make distance, which permits faster installation,
accommodates greater misalignment, and works better on steel without time‐consuming brackets. The wider distance also
helps prevent false alarms caused by loose‐fitting doors. Interlogix‐specified contacts keep the 1045T units from sticking or
freezing on seldom‐used doors. External test points simplify testing. Recessed terminals protect the contact from tampering or
accidental electric shorting.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1047t‐n‐reed‐switch/

1082‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw Mount, NC, 25.4mm Gap, Wire Leads, White
2.55cm gap, 30cm lead, natural. The 1082 series surface mount contacts are designed for use in installations where a larger
sealed unit is required. The reed switch is totally encapsulated in Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane potting compound, which
prevents moisture from entering the switch and causing false alarms. The 1 inch standard gap distance allows for fast, easy
installation and prevents false alarms due to loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1082‐n‐reed‐switch/

1085‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw mount, NC, 15.9mm Gap, Wire Leads, White
1.60cm gap, 30cm lead, natural. The 1085 series contacts are designed for use in installations where a small, sealed unit is
required. The reed switch is totally encapsulated in Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane potting compound, which prevents
moisture from entering the switch and causing false alarms. The 1.60cm standard gap distance allows for fast, easy installation.
Recessed mounting holes make installed contacts more discreet. Wide gap models are available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1085‐n‐reed‐switch/

1085T‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw mount w/ terminals, NC, 19mm Gap, White
1.90cm gap, screw terminal, natural. The 1085T contact is ideal for residential and commercial applications where terminal
connections are preferred. The contacts feature positive clamping terminals with anti‐rotation lugs and captured screws with
combination heads. These allow for easy, quick installations. The positive terminals do not require washers that can corrode or
increase resistance. The captured screws cannot be accidentally removed and lost, and they incorporate heads that will accept
both Phillips and flat‐bladed screwdrivers. Wide gap and extra wide gap models are available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors and windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1085t‐n‐reed‐switch/
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Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw Mount w/ Terminals, NC, 38mm Gap, White
3.80cm gap, screw terminal, natural. The 1085T contact is ideal for residential and commercial applications where terminal
connections are preferred. The contacts feature positive clamping terminals with anti‐rotation lugs and captured screws with
combination heads. These allow for easy, quick installations. The positive terminals do not require washers that can corrode or
increase resistance. The captured screws cannot be accidentally removed and lost, and they incorporate heads that will accept
both Phillips and flat‐bladed screwdrivers. Wide gap and extra wide gap models are available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors and windows.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1085tw‐n‐reed‐switch/

1085W‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Surface Screw mount, NC, 38mm Gap, Wire Leads, White
3.80cm gap, 30cm lead, natural. The 1085 series contacts are designed for use in installations where a small, sealed unit is
required. The reed switch is totally encapsulated in Interlogix’s exclusive polyurethane potting compound, which prevents
moisture from entering the switch and causing false alarms. The 1.60cm standard gap distance allows for fast, easy installation.
Recessed mounting holes make installed contacts more discreet. Wide gap models are available to protect against false alarms
from loose‐fitting doors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/sentrol‐1085w‐n‐reed‐switch/

1927‐N

Sentrol Reed Switch, Magnet Only, for 1035 series
Reed switch magnet Sentrol magnet only 1035 series.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/reed‐switch‐magnet‐sentrol‐magnet‐only‐1035‐series/

Alarmcorp
WSS14

Mini Surface Reed Switch
Mini Surface mount reed switch, white only. WSS14 mini surface mount, Size: 33(L) x 7(W) x 13(H) mm, Gap: 30mm, Adhesive or
screw mount, Mid lead.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/mini‐surface‐reed‐switch/

WSS60

WSS60 Surface Mount Reed Switch
Extra‐wide surface mount reed switch. white, black, grey, brown, beige and primrose. WSS60 extra wide‐gap surface mount,
Size:90(L) x 13.5(W) x 18.5(H) mm, Gap:60mm, Colour: white, black, beige, brown, grey, green and yellow, Reed switch epoxy
sealed, Easy to install and solder.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/switches/surface‐mount‐switches/wss60‐surface‐mount‐reed‐switch/
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Wireless Equipment
Inovonics
EN6080 Area Control
EchoStream
LIC‐DSEC3

Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 3 300 Endpoints
Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 3 300 Endpoints.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/en6080‐area‐control/inovonics‐acg‐device‐license‐security‐

LIC‐DSEC4

Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 4 600 Endpoints
Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 4 600 Endpoints.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/en6080‐area‐control/inovonics‐acg‐device‐license‐security‐

LIC‐DSEC5

Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 5 1500 Endpoints
Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 5 1500 Endpoints.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/en6080‐area‐control/inovonics‐acg‐device‐license‐security‐

LIC‐DSEC6

Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 6 3000 Endpoints
Inovonics ACG Device License Security Tier 6 3000 Endpoints.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/en6080‐area‐control/inovonics‐acg‐device‐license‐security‐
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Inovonics Universal Transmitter Ivory Housing, 10 Pack
Inovonics Universal Transmitter Ivory Housing, 10 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐universal‐transmitter‐ivory

ACC1210B‐10

Inovonics Universal Transmitter Brown Housing, 10 Pack
Inovonics Universal Transmitter Brown Housing, 10 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐universal‐transmitter‐brow

ACC1210WB‐10

Inovonics Universal Transmitter Brown Housing with Magnet, 10 Pack
Inovonics Universal Transmitter Brown Housing with Magnet, 10 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐universal‐transmitter‐brow

ACC1223D‐25

Inovonics E*1223D Grey Housing 25 Pack
Inovonics E*1223D Grey Housing 25 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223d‐gray‐housing‐25‐pa
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Inovonics E*1223S White Housing 25 Pack
Inovonics E*1223S White Housing 25 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223s‐white‐housing‐25‐p

ACC520‐25

Inovonics EN1235S/SF, 1 Button Cover, 25PK
Inovonics EN1235S/SF, 1 Button Cover, 25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en1235ssf‐1‐button‐cover‐

ACC521‐25

Inovonics EN1235D/DF/36D/38D, 2 Button Cover, 25PK
Inovonics EN1235D/DF/36D/38D, 2 Button Cover, 25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en1235ddf36d38d‐2‐butto

ACC522‐25

Inovonics EN1235S/D/36D/38D, Base Housing, 25PK
Inovonics EN1235S/D/36D/38D, Base Housing, 25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en1235sd36d38d‐base‐hou

ACC523‐25

Inovonics EN1235SF/DF, Base Housing, 25PK
Inovonics EN1235SF/DF, Base Housing, 25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en1235sfdf‐base‐housing‐2
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Inovonics EN1224/ON, Housing Kit, 25PK
Inovonics EN1224/ON, Housing Kit, 25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en1224on‐housing‐kit‐25p

ACC525‐25

Inovonics EN1233/35S,1 Button Keypad W/LT Pipe‐25PK
Inovonics EN1233/35S,1 Button Keypad W/LT Pipe‐25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en123335s1‐button‐keypad

ACC526‐25

Inovonics EN1233/35D,2 Button Keypad W/LT Pipe‐25PK
Inovonics EN1233/35D,2 Button Keypad W/LT Pipe‐25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐en123335d2‐button‐keypa

ACC530‐25

Inovonics Magnet‐Door/Window, White, 25PK
Inovonics Magnet‐Door/Window, White, 25PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐magnet‐doorwindow‐whit

ACC531‐5000

Inovonics Tamper Spring, 5000PK
Inovonics Tamper Spring, 5000PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐tamper‐spring‐5000pk/
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Inovonics Terminal Block, 2 Input, 100PK
Inovonics Terminal Block, 2 Input, 100PK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐terminal‐block‐2‐input‐100

ACC603M

Inovonics Metal Necklace for E*1223 Pendant
Inovonics Metal Necklace for E*1223 Pendant.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐metal‐necklace‐for‐e1223‐

ACC603P

Inovonics Plastic Necklace for E*1223 Pendant
Inovonics Plastic Necklace for E*1223 Pendant.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐plastic‐necklace‐for‐e1223

ACC605‐BK10

Inovonics Replacement Clip for E*1235D/S Pendant, 10 Pack
Inovonics Replacement Clip for E*1235D/S Pendant, 10 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐replacement‐clip‐for‐e1235

ACC610

Inovonics 14‐VAC/20VA Transformer
Inovonics 14‐VAC/20VA Transformer.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐14‐vac20va‐transformer/
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Inovonics DMP Programming Cable
Inovonics DMP Programming Cable.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐dmp‐programming‐cable/

ACC623A

Inovonics Accessory Pack for E*1223 Pendant
Inovonics Accessory Pack for E*1223 Pendant.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐accessory‐pack‐for‐e1223‐

ACC623B

Inovonics Accessory Pack for Black E*1223 Pendant
Inovonics Accessory Pack for Black E*1223 Pendant.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐accessory‐pack‐for‐black‐e

ACC623L

Inovonics Wrist Strap (Large)
Inovonics Wrist Strap (Large).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐wrist‐strap‐large/

ACC623L‐50

Inovonics Wrist Strap Large/50 pack
Inovonics Wrist Strap Large/50 pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐wrist‐strap‐large50‐pack/
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Inovonics Wrist Strap (Small)
Inovonics Wrist Strap (Small).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐wrist‐strap‐small/

ACC623S‐50

Inovonics Wrist Strap Small/50 pack
Inovonics Wrist Strap Small/50 pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐wrist‐strap‐small50‐pack/

ACC624BG‐50

Inovonics E*1223D Grey Belt‐Clip 50 Pack
Inovonics E*1223D Grey Belt‐Clip 50 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223d‐gray‐belt‐clip‐50‐p

ACC624BW‐50

Inovonics E*1223S White Belt‐Clip 50 Pack
Inovonics E*1223S White Belt‐Clip 50 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223s‐white‐belt‐clip‐50‐

ACC624NG‐50

Inovonics E*1223D Grey Neck‐Clip 50 Pack
Inovonics E*1223D Grey Neck‐Clip 50 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223d‐gray‐neck‐clip‐50‐p
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Inovonics E*1223S White Neck‐Clip 50 Pack
Inovonics E*1223S White Neck‐Clip 50 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223s‐white‐neck‐clip‐50‐

ACC625‐50

Inovonics E*1223S Reset Button & Seal 50 Pack
Inovonics E*1223S Reset Button & Seal 50 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223s‐reset‐button‐seal‐5

ACC626‐50

Inovonics E*1223D Reset Button/Seal 50 Pack
Inovonics E*1223D Reset Button/Seal 50 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223d‐reset‐buttonseal‐5

ACC627‐200

Inovonics E*1223S Housing Screws Silver 200 Pack
Inovonics E*1223S Housing Screws Silver 200 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223s‐housing‐screws‐silv

ACC628‐200

Inovonics E*1223D Housing Screws Black 200 Pack
Inovonics E*1223D Housing Screws Black 200 Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐e1223d‐housing‐screws‐bla
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Inovonics Alarm Recycle Unit (trigger)
Inovonics Alarm Recycle Unit (trigger).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐alarm‐recycle‐unit‐trigger/

ACC643

Inovonics RF Gateway Serial & Power Cable
Inovonics RF Gateway Serial & Power Cable.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐rf‐gateway‐serial‐power‐ca

ACC650

Inovonics NEMA Enclosure Kit (converts Indoor Repeater to Outdoor) with liquid‐tight 12.5mm connector
Inovonics NEMA Enclosure Kit (converts Indoor Repeater to Outdoor) with liquid‐tight 12.5mm connector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐nema‐enclosure‐kit‐conver

ACC653

Inovonics RF Gateway Serial and Power Cable with tinned leads
Inovonics RF Gateway Serial and Power Cable with tinned leads.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐rf‐gateway‐serial‐and‐pow

ACC665

Inovonics Wall/Ceiling Bracket for E*1261 Motion Detector
Inovonics Wall/Ceiling Bracket for E*1261 Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐wallceiling‐bracket‐for‐e12
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Inovonics White Light Filter for E*1261 Motion Detector
Inovonics White Light Filter for E*1261 Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐white‐light‐filter‐for‐e1261

ACC668

Inovonics Long Range Lens for E*1261 Motion Detector
Inovonics Long Range Lens for E*1261 Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐long‐range‐lens‐for‐e1261‐

ACC669

Inovonics Long Range Lens for E*1265/FA206C Motion Detector
Inovonics Long Range Lens for E*1265/FA206C Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐long‐range‐lens‐for‐e1265f

ACC672CT

Inovonics Curtain Lens E*1260 Motion Detector
Inovonics Curtain Lens E*1260 Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐curtain‐lens‐e1260‐motion
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Inovonics Long Range Lens E*1260 Motion Detector
Inovonics Long Range Lens E*1260 Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐long‐range‐lens‐e1260‐mot

ACC672PA

Inovonics Pet Alley Lens E*1260 Motion Detector
Inovonics Pet Alley Lens E*1260 Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐accessories/inovonics‐pet‐alley‐lens‐e1260‐motio
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Inovonics Battery for High Traffic Motion Detector
Inovonics Battery for High Traffic Motion Detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐batteries/inovonics‐battery‐for‐high‐traffic‐motio

BAT850

Inovonics Lith‐Ion Battery Assy for E*5000/E*5040
Inovonics Lith‐Ion Battery Assy for E*5000/E*5040.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/inovonics‐batteries/inovonics‐lith‐ion‐battery‐assy‐for‐e500
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Inovonics Wall Mount Motion Detector
For commercial and high‐end domestic applications, this Inovonics motion detector features a rounded design for blending with
the environment and offers extended battery life in high‐traffic applications. It is equipped with an integrated transmitter to
meet the needs of every indoor installation and features advanced digital signal processing to recognize human signature, size,
and movement, thereby reducing false alarms. The advanced microprocessor helps ensure capture while minimizing false
alarms. The EN1260 has a tamper‐protected case and is sold with the battery.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/motion‐detectors/inovonics‐wall‐mount‐motion‐detector/

EN1261HT

Inovonics High Traffic Four Element Motion Detector
The Inovonics high traffic four element motion detector solves the battery limitation problems of motion sensors in commercial
applications through an intelligent sleep timer and superior battery technology. Designed to deliver four years of battery life
when used in high traffic commercial environments (calculated at 200 activations per day), it features a detec onrange of 15m,
superior interference immunity, and increased protection from common false alarm triggers such as vibration, static, lighting,
and ambient temperature changes.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/motion‐detectors/inovonics‐high‐traffic‐four‐element‐moti

EN1262

Inovonics Motion Detector with Pet Immunity
For residential and low traffic commercial applications, this motion detector uses advanced signal processing to provide
outstanding catch performance and unsurpassed false alarm immunity. With pet immunity, alarms triggered by animals are
greatly reduced Automatic supervision of radio link Features Pet Friendly® pet immunity for animals up to 13kg Case and
optional wall tamper included Optional screw enclosure included.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/motion‐detectors/inovonics‐motion‐detector‐with‐pet‐imm

EN1265

Inovonics 360° Ceiling Mount Motion Detector
The Inovonics Wireless EN1265 is a wireless four‐element passive infrared intrusion detector for use in ceiling mount
applications and provides protection from intruders by PYRO sensor element. The EN1265 is equipped with a special hard lens
that offers wide coverage patterns even at low mounting heights. It is especially immune to sunlight, halogen and fluorescent
lights and is impervious to attacks.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/motion‐detectors/inovonics‐360‐ceiling‐mount‐motion‐dete
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Inovonics Double‐Button, Water‐Resistant Pendant Transmitter
The EN1223D is similar to the EN1223S but designed to meet the protection needs of patrolling guards, bank employees, and
retail store employees. The two‐button design provides protection against accidental activation. Both buttons must be pressed
simultaneously to initiate an alarm transmission. The dimmed LED minimizes observation of alarm activation duringduress
situations. It has the same optional accessories as the EN1223S. Wristband also available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐double‐button‐water‐resis

EN1223S

Inovonics Single‐Button, Water‐Resistant Pendant Transmitter
This single button, water resistant pendant is our smallest, lightest, and most versatile pendant. Weighing less than 1.4oz, it
comes with a neck cord and belt clip and can be easily converted by the end user. With the single‐button, one‐second press and
hold activation, and a compact design, it is ideal for assisted living installations. Like all Inovonics pendants, the EN1223S
features a fully supervised radio link to help ensure reliability. Wristband also available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐single‐button‐water‐resista

EN1224

Inovonics Four‐Button Pendant, 1/2/3/4
The EN1224 pendant is a four button, four condition transmitter. The EN1224‐ON utilizes a 250 millisecond debounce time to
activate conditions, and to help prevent false activation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐four‐button‐pendant‐1234

EN1224‐ON

Inovonics Four‐Button, On/Off
The EN1224‐ON pendant is a four button, four condition transmitter that includes both on and off buttons. The EN1224‐ON
utilizes a 250 millisecond debounce time to activate conditions, and to help prevent false activation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐four‐button‐onoff/
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Inovonics Double‐Button, Pendant Transmitter
Same as the EN1233S but includes two buttons to minimize accidental activation. Both buttons must be pressed simultaneously
to initiate an alarm transmission.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐double‐button‐pendant‐tra

EN1233S

Inovonics Single‐Button, Pendant Transmitter
This pendant has a sleek design with simple, single button activation. LED flashes with all transmissions, including supervision,
so the user is reassured the unit is operating. Pendant should be supervised. It comes with neck cord or it can be easily mounted
for fixed position signalling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐single‐button‐pendant‐tra

EN1235D

Inovonics Double‐Button, Belt Clip Pendant Transmitter
The Inovonics double‐button belt clip pendant transmitter features a rugged, double‐button design to help prevent false alarms.
Key Features: Double‐button design helps prevent false alarms, Can be worn on the belt clip or mounted for fixed position
signalling, LED ﬂashes with all transmissions, ensuring opera on at a glance, Belt clip included.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐double‐button‐belt‐clip‐pe

EN1235DF

Inovonics Double‐Button, Fixed Holdup Pendant Transmitter
Same as the EN1235D, but comes as a fixed‐position hold up transmitter with back tamper. LED flashes on all transmissions,
including supervision, so the user is reassured the unit is operating.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐double‐button‐fixed‐holdu

EN1235S

Inovonics Single‐Button, Belt Clip Pendant Transmitter
This pendant has a smart design with simple, single button activation. LED flashes on all transmissions, including supervision, so
the user is reassured the unit is operating. Comes with belt clip that can be converted to a belt loop. It can also be easily
mounted for fixed‐position signalling.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐single‐button‐belt‐clip‐pen
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Inovonics Single‐Button, Fixed Holdup Pendant Transmitter
Same as the EN1235S, but comes as a fixed‐position hold up transmitter with back tamper. LED flashes on all transmissions,
including supervision, so the user is reassured the unit is operating.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐single‐button‐fixed‐holdup

EN1236D

Inovonics Double‐Button, Three Condition Pendant
Requires use of an EN4216MR, EN4232MR, serial receiver or network coordinator and application designed to support advanced
functionality. The EN1238D pendant is a two button device which can initiate three separate conditions. Pressing either button
separately will activate the first two conditions, while pressing both buttons together will transmit the third condition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐double‐button‐three‐cond

EN1238D

Inovonics Double‐Button, Dual Condition Pendant
Requires use of an EN4216MR, EN4232MR, serial receiver or network coordinator and application designed to support advanced
functionality. The EN1238D pendant is a two button device which can initiate two separate conditions. Pressing either button
separately will activate the first condition while pressing both buttons together will transmit the second condition.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/pendant‐transmitters/inovonics‐double‐button‐dual‐condit
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Inovonics Universal Serial Receiver
Serial receivers require integration with the control panel, PC applications or other control device. Wireless gateway between
EchoStream one‐way transmitters and a head‐end application using an RS‐232 serial interface. EN4000 enables the integration
of security, temperature and analog transmitters. EN4200 enables the integration of one‐way security transmitters and an head
end application using an RS‐232 serial interface. Jam detection monitors all channels for presence of interference.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐universal‐serial‐receiver/

EN4200

Inovonics Security Only Serial Receiver
Serial receivers require integration with the control panel, PC applications or other control device. Wireless gateway between
EchoStream one‐way transmitters and a head‐end application using an RS‐232 serial interface. EN4000 enables the integration
of security, temperature and analog transmitters. EN4200 enables the integration of one‐way security transmitters and an head
end application using an RS‐232 serial interface. Jam detection monitors all channels for presence of interference.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐security‐only‐serial‐receiver/

EN4204R

Inovonics Four Zone Add‐On Receiver with Relay Outputs
The Inovonics four zone add‐on receiver with relay outputs programs and supervises up to four Inovonics transmitters. This
receiver includes Form C relays for each output, allowing connection to any hardwire panel, or stand‐alone wireless application.
Key Features: Add up to four high performance EchoStream wireless transmitters to any installation, LED allows the user to
view the current status of all four transmitters, Five form C relays for connecting to any panel: four alarm, one fault, Outputs
can be configured in follower, latching, momentary, or toggle modes independently, Case tamper protection, jam detection,
and internal antennas for a secure wireless implementa on, Wireless programming rou ne built into the receiver.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐four‐zone‐add‐on‐receiver‐with‐relay‐o

EN4216MR

Inovonics 16 Zone Add‐On Receiver with Relay Outputs, Multi‐condition
The Inovonics 16 zone multi‐condition receiver with relay outputs programs and supervises up to 16 single or multiple condition
transmitters. This receiver includes Form C relays for each output, allowing connection to any hardwire panel, or stand‐alone
wireless application. Key Features: Add up to 16 high performance EchoStream wireless transmitters to any installation,
Includes support for both single and multiple condition transmitters, Two line text display shows condition of each transmitter,
provides log of past events, and displays signal strength, Six form C relays for connecting to any panel, Outputs can be
configured in follower, latching, momentary, or toggle modes independently, Case tamper protection, jam detection, and
internal antennas for a secure wireless implementa on, Wireless programming rou ne built into the receiver.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐16‐zone‐add‐on‐receiver‐with‐relay‐ou
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Inovonics 32 Zone Add‐On Receiver with Relay Outputs, Multi‐condition
The Inovonics 32 zone multi‐condition receiver with relay outputs programs and supervises up to 32 single or multiple condition
transmitters. This receiver includes Form C relays for each output, allowing connection to any hardwire panel, or stand‐alone
wireless application. Key Features: Add up to 32 high performance EchoStream wireless transmitters to any installation,
Includes support for both single and multiple condition transmitters, Two line text display shows condition of each transmitter,
provides log of past events, and displays signal strength, 11 form C relays for connecting to any panel, Outputs can be
configured in follower, latching, momentary, or toggle modes independently, Case tamper protection, jam detection, and
internal antennas for a secure wireless implementation, Wireless programming routine built into the receiver.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐32‐zone‐add‐on‐receiver‐with‐relay‐ou

EN6080

Inovonics Area Control Gateway
The Inovonics EN6080 area control gateway bridges the proprietary Inovonics commercial mesh network to a standard TCP‐IP
over Ethernet LAN, adding Inovonics’ unique security capabilities to IP‐enabled software applications. The EN6080 area control
gateway is designed to allow software developers to easily integrate it into their applications through a RESTful API. Once the
EN6080 area control gateway is connected to the system controller, it can be interfaced seamlessly with other security
applications, including access control, intrusion, duress and more.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐area‐control‐gateway/

EN7290

Inovonics Serial Receiver/Interface for Honeywell’s VISTA 128/250 Panel
Serial receiver for VISTA panels.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/receivers/inovonics‐serial‐receiverinterface‐for‐honeywells
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Inovonics High Power Repeater
This sophisticated line‐powered 900MHz repeater receiver, decodes, and re‐transmits signals from Inovonics EchoStream®
transmitters. The EN5040 acts as a range expander for and Inovonics EchoStream transmission that it hears, allowing the
Inovonics installation to scale from smaller commercial sites to large campuses with several buildings. It includes an on‐board,
state of the art, lithium‐ion battery. For applications that require protection from the environmental elements, the EN5040 may
be placed in an outdoor weatherproof enclosure (ACC640).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/repeaters/inovonics‐high‐power‐repeater/
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Inovonics Activity Sensor , 60 Minute Check‐In (UL 2560)
The EN1241‐60 activity sensor is designed specifically for residential and senior living environments where a notification of daily
activity is necessary. It leverages the latest motion detector technology, including white light and pet immunity, to ensure
performance accuracy. Selectable fixed sleep intervals of two, four or six hours are used to minimize wireless traffic c in large
installations. Check‐in messages are sent every 60 minutes to provide effective notification of activity even when the device is in
the fixed sleep cycle.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐activity‐sensor‐60‐minut

EN1243

Inovonics Smoke/Heat Detector Transmitter
The EN1243 EchoStream wireless smoke/heat detector features an onboard sounder, a smoke and heat sensor, and an LED set
and local test capability to allow the user total visibility of its functionality. It is self‐monitoring, alerting the user when cleaning
is needed or batteries are low, and automatically supervising the radio link.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐smokeheat‐detector‐tra

EN1244A

Inovonics Smoke Detector Transmitter‐ Australian Band
The wireless smoke detector features an onboard sounder, a smoke sensor, an LED indicator and local test capability to allow
the user total visibility of its functionality. It is self monitoring, alerting the user when sensor maintenance is needed or
batteries are low, and automatically supervising the radio link.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐smoke‐detector‐transm

EN1244Z

Inovonics Smoke Detector Transmitter‐New Zealand Band
The wireless smoke detector features an onboard sounder, a smoke sensor, an LED indicator and local test capability to allow
the user total visibility of its functionality. It is self monitoring, alerting the user when sensor maintenance is needed or
batteries are low, and automatically supervising the radio link.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐smoke‐detector‐transm

EN1247

Inovonics Glassbreak Detector Transmitter
For proven performance and higher immunity to false alarms, our EN1247 glassbreak sensor uses ShatterPro II Pattern
Recognition Technology to provide extended range (20ft radius, 360°coverage). Sold with battery. Automatic supervision of
radio link Features a 6m range from sensor to window, Recognizes the actual pattern of glass breaking across the full audio
band, Glass types detected (up to 6.4mm), Plate glass, Tempered glass, Wired glass, Laminated glass.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐glassbreak‐detector‐tran

EN1249

Inovonics Billtrap Transmitter
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The Inovonics EN1249 billtrap features the same profile and ruggedness of a hardwire billtrap, providing flexibility for use in
cash drawers in any financial or retail environment. Two alarm transmission modes, two and ten‐second delay, to reduce false
alarms, Wireless design provides ease of installation and drawer removal Case and back tamper, Single, long‐life fully
supervised battery Smart baiting ‐ LED indication confirms when bill has been inserted into the billtrap.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐billtrap‐transmitter/

EN1941

Inovonics Dual Input One Way RF Module (batteries not included)
Requires use of an EN4216MR, EN4232MR, serial receiver or network coordinator and application designed to support advanced
functionality.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐dual‐input‐one‐way‐rf‐m

EN1941XS

Inovonics One‐way Serial Data Transmitter
Requires use of a serial receiver or network coordinator and application designed to support advanced functionality.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/specialised‐transmitters/inovonics‐one‐way‐serial‐data‐tra
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Inovonics Universal Survey Transmitter
Additional universal test transmitter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/system‐tools/inovonics‐universal‐survey‐transmitter/

EN1223SK

Inovonics Pendant Survey Transmitter
Additional test transmitter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/system‐tools/inovonics‐pendant‐survey‐transmitter/

EN7016

Inovonics Wireless Survey Kit
Survey kit to test wireless coverage during the sales process.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/system‐tools/inovonics‐wireless‐survey‐kit/

EN7017

Inovonics Survey Kit & App
Survey kit and app to test wireless coverage.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/system‐tools/inovonics‐survey‐kit‐app/
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Inovonics Single Input Universal Transmitter
The Inovonics single input universal transmitter is designed for use with any standard normally open or normally closed contact.
It is fully supervised and includes case tamper and battery.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐single‐input‐universal‐tran

EN1210EOL

Inovonics Single Input Universal Transmitter, EOL Protection
The Inovonics single input universal transmitter with EOL protection is a universal transmitter with an end of line resistor. The
included 2.2k ohm resistor is required to operate the EN1210EOL.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐single‐input‐universal‐tran

EN1210W

Inovonics Door/Window Transmitter with Reed Switch
The Inovonics door/window transmitter with reed switch includes a built‐in, side mounted magnetic reed switch, with a magnet
that supports a 16mm gap.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐doorwindow‐transmitter‐

EN1212

Inovonics Dual Input Universal Transmitter
Requires use of an EN4216MR, EN4232MR, serial receiver or network coordinator and application designed to support advanced
functionality.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐dual‐input‐universal‐trans
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Inovonics Universal Transmitter with Wall Tamper
The Inovonics single input universal transmitter with wall tamper and EOL protection is designed for use with almost any
standard contact or sensor. A 2.2K ohm end‐of‐line resistor is included with the transmitter and is required to operate it. The
transmitter is fully supervised and includes a wall tamper switch that notifies the system when the transmitter is removed from
its mounted surface.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐universal‐transmitter‐with

EN1215WEOL

Inovonics Door/Window Transmitter with Wall Tamper and Reed Switch
The Inovonics door/window transmitter with wall tamper, reed switch and EOL protection has a built‐in magnetic reed switch
on the side with a magnet that supports a 16mm gap. A 2.2K ohm end of line resistor is included, and is required to operate it.
The transmitter includes a wall tamper switch that notifies the system when the transmitter is removed from its mounted
surface.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐doorwindow‐transmitter‐

EN1216

Inovonics Dual Input Transmitter with Wall Tamper
Requires use of an EN4216MR, EN4232MR, serial receiver or network coordinator and application designed to support advanced
functionality.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐dual‐input‐transmitter‐wi

EN1252

Inovonics Long Range Dual Input Transmitter
The EN1252 long range dual input universal transmitter provides five times the power of a standard Inovonics universal
transmitter. It is designed for use with any standard contact or sensor that provides a contact closure. The primary alarm input
is selectable normally open or closed and the secondary alarm input is set to normally closed only.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/intrusion‐products/wireless‐equipment/inovonics/universal‐transmitters/inovonics‐long‐range‐dual‐input‐tra
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Perimeter Solutions
Microphonic Cable
Defensor Series
Geoquip
CT200MB

UV Cable Ties (Pack of 100)
Ultra Violet resistant plastic cable ties (pack of a 100). One required every 200mm of GDALPHA installed. I.e. 4 per metre (& 1 x
SSCT200).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/uv‐cable‐ties‐pack‐of‐100/

GD4500HOUSING

Geoquip GD4500 Housing Complete
Replacement housing for GD4500/5000/G1 processor. Included BOX‐030 Aluform Housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/geoquip‐gd4500‐housing‐complete/

GD5000‐1E

Geoquip Eliminator Single Zone Analyser
The Eliminator intrusion detection system offers state of the art digital signal processing combined with the proven
performance of Geoquips sensors to provide the highest protection of perimeters against the threat of intrusion. Employing the
latest technological advances, the system offers independent signal processing channels to address the particular characteristics
of the most common modes of intrusion. The digital signal processing algorithms embodied within the new analyser are the
result of many years experience spent investigating the range of responses of various types of perimeter structures to a wide
variety of intrusion related stimuli. The analyser embodies multiple channels of simultaneous signal processing so not only is
the frequency content of each channel examined, but other significant features of the sensor signals including envelope
duration, rate of change of signal and power spectral density are incorporated. Please note that the GE1 has been renamed
GD5000‐1E (and GE2 as GD5000‐2E). It remains the same product.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/geoquip‐eliminator‐single‐zone‐analyser/

GDALPHA100

Sensor Cable, 100m Drum
Sensor cable for GD5000, 100m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/sensor‐cable‐100m‐drum/
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Sensor Cable, 150m Drum
Sensor cable for GD5000, 150m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/sensor‐cable‐150m‐drum/

GDALPHA200

Sensor Cable, 200m Drum
Sensor cable for GD5000, 200m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/sensor‐cable‐200m‐drum/

GDALPHA250

Sensor Cable, 250m Drum
Sensor cable for GD5000, 250m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/sensor‐cable‐250m‐drum/

GDALPHA300

Sensor Cable, 300m Drum
Sensor cable for GD5000, 300m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/sensor‐cable‐300m‐drum/

GDALPHA50

Sensor Cable, 50m Drum
Sensor cable for GD5000, 50m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/sensor‐cable‐50m‐drum/
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Armoured Sensor Cable, Per Metre
Armoured sensor cable for GD5000, per metre. Sensor cable with flexible stainless steel cover required for GD Series products,
i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/armoured‐sensor‐cable‐per‐metre/

GDGLKA

Gate Kit for Hinged Gates
Gate loop kit for hinged gates. Used to connect single hinged gate to a Defensor System. 2 Required for double gates.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/gate‐kit‐for‐hinged‐gates/

GDGLKB

Gate Kit for Hinged Gates, Using FAC Sensor Cable
Gate Loop Kit for Hinged Gates with GDALPHA‐FAC Cable only. Used to connect single hinged gate to a Defensor System.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/gate‐kit‐for‐hinged‐gates‐using‐fac‐sensor‐cable/

GDJB‐FAC

Junction Box for FAC Cable
Used on Defensor Systems. Required to join two lengths of GDALPHA‐FAC cable together.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/junction‐box‐for‐fac‐cable/

GQCOMBO

Geoquip Combination EOL & Junction Box
The GQCOMBO unit performs three functions associated with the installation of Alpha, Interceptor sensor cable systems or
where any two wire cables need joining. Each function is defined by the fitting of two jumper links. Link selectable multiple
functions in one box: 1. Junction Box for Sensor wire to Feeder Cable (Dead Cable). 2. Alpha, lnterceptor sensor wire End‐of‐Line
using GD5000 or Eliminator product range. 3. Alpha, lnterceptor sensor End‐of‐Line using CentrAlert, Commander or MicrAlert
product range. Lid tamper switch included. The unit is supplied with a kit of parts allowing the unit to be fitted to chain link,
welded wire mesh or other similar fence fabrics. Included in the kit are glands to connect to flexible armoured sensor cables
(FAC) and a blanking plug when End‐of‐Line functionality is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/geoquip‐combination‐eol‐junction‐box/
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Interceptor Sensor Cable for Geoquip Systems per Metre
Sensor cable for guardwire series processor, per metre. Available for existing installations only. For all new installations, please
refer to the Defensor section.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/interceptor‐sensor‐cable‐for‐geoquip‐systems‐per‐me

GQINT100

Interceptor Sensor Cable, 100m Drum
Sensor cable for GQINT, 100m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/interceptor‐sensor‐cable‐100m‐drum/

GQINT50

Interceptor Sensor Cable, 50m Drum
Sensor cable for GQINT, 50m drum. Sensor cable required for GD Series products, i.e. GD5000 Processor. Any length up to
approx. 300m can be connected to a GD5000 processor as one zone.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/interceptor‐sensor‐cable‐50m‐drum/

SSCT200

Stainless Steel Cable Ties
Stainless steel cable ties. Sold individually. One required for every metre of GDALPHA cable installed.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/defensor‐series/stainless‐steel‐cable‐ties/
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Guardwire Series
Geoquip
GDGLKC

Geoquip Sliding Gate Kit
Used to connect single sliding gates to a Defensor System.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/guardwire‐series/geoquip‐sliding‐gate‐kit/

GW400K

Sensor Cable for Guardwire per Metre
Sensor cable for guardwire series processor, per metre. Available for existing installations only. For all new installations, please
refer to the Defensor section.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/guardwire‐series/sensor‐cable‐for‐guardwire‐per‐metre/

GWLK1

Geoquip GWGLK‐1 Gate Loop Kit
Geoquip GWGLK‐1 Gate Loop Kit.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/guardwire‐series/geoquip‐gwglk‐1‐gate‐loop‐kit/
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Impactor Series
Geoquip
IMPALPHA50M

Impactor System Kit ‐ 50m
Impactor system kit ‐ 50m. Impactor is a cost‐effective intrusion detection system, designed specifically to respond to attacks on
the walls of warehouses, storerooms, vaults and similar goods storage facilities. Vibrations caused by attacks, such as
hammering, ram‐raiding and chiselling are detected by Geoquip's renowned linear magnetic cable sensor which is fixed to the
surface of the wall to be protected. The cable sensor incorporates a toughened outer sheath material which eliminates the need
to install the sensor in a special conduit ‐ a feature which other less effective sensor systems usually require.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/impactor‐series/impactor‐system‐kit‐50m/

IMPALPHA75M

Impactor System Kit ‐ 75m
Impactor system kit ‐ 75m. Impactor is a cost‐effective intrusion detection system, designed specifically to respond to attacks on
the walls of warehouses, storerooms, vaults and similar goods storage facilities. Vibrations caused by attacks, such as
hammering, ram‐raiding and chiselling are detected by Geoquip's renowned linear magnetic cable sensor which is fixed to the
surface of the wall to be protected. The cable sensor incorporates a toughened outer sheath material which eliminates the need
to install the sensor in a special conduit ‐ a feature which other less effective sensor systems usually require.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/microphonic‐cable/impactor‐series/impactor‐system‐kit‐75m/
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Outdoor Motion Detectors
PIR Motion Detectors
Vanderbilt
AD851

Vanderbilt AD851 Telescope for PRO PIR's
Telescope for precise adjustment of medium‐ and long‐range Vanderbilt PRO detectors.
Siemens direct replacement ISTC41

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐ad851‐telescope‐for‐pro‐pir

IFM‐485‐ST

Vanderbilt 485B and Software for all ISXXX PIR's
485 module and so ware to program and setup all ISXXX Outdoor PIR's
Direct replacement for ADPRO CH19000301 IFM‐485‐ST.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐485b‐and‐software‐for‐all‐i

PRO‐E‐100

Vanderbilt PRO‐E‐100 External PIR Detector 120m x 2.7m
120m long x 2.7m curtain coverage pattern. 10.5‐30VDC or 24VAC operation. Curtain long range 120m x 2.7 m (PRO‐E‐100) and
150m x 3.3m (PRO‐E‐100H), Integrated cable management system, Designed for one‐man commissioning, Sophisticated 3D‐
tamper (pan/tilt/move) including a compass, slow panning, Special tamper protection, Creep zone starts 1m behind detector
location, Detection speeds crawling, walking or running ¡V 0.2 ¡V 5 metres per second, Incorporates mounting brackets, PRO‐E‐
100H incorporates heater for cold environments.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐pro‐e‐100‐external‐pir‐dete

PRO‐E‐100H

Vanderbilt PRO‐E‐100H External PIR Detector 150m x 3.3m
150m long x 3.3m curtain coverage pattern. 10.5‐30VDC or 24VAC operation. Curtain long range 120m x 2.7 m (PRO‐E‐100) and
150m x 3.3m (PRO‐E‐100H), Integrated cable management system, Designed for one‐man commissioning, Sophisticated 3D‐
tamper (pan/tilt/move) including a compass, slow panning, Special tamper protection, Creep zone starts 1m behind detector
location, Detection speeds crawling, walking or running ¡V 0.2 ¡V 5 metres per second, Incorporates mounting brackets, PRO‐E‐
100H incorporates heater for cold environments.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐pro‐e‐100h‐external‐pir‐det
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Vanderbilt PRO‐E‐18W External PIR Detector 21m x 24m
21m long x 24m wide angle coverage pattern. 10.5‐30VDC or 24VAC operation. Volumetric wide angle curtain detection of 21m
x 24m (PRO‐E‐18W) and 27m x 30m (PRO‐E‐18WH). Integrated cable management system, Designed for one‐man
commissioning, Sophisticated 3D‐tamper (pan/tilt/move) including a compass, slow panning, Special tamper protection, Creep
zone starts 1m behind detector location, Detection speeds crawling, walking or running ¡V 0.2 ¡V 5 metres per second,
Incorporates mounting brackets, PRO‐E‐18WH incorporates heater for cold environments.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐pro‐e‐18w‐external‐pir‐dete

PRO‐E18WH

Vanderbilt PRO‐E18WH External PIR Detector 27m x 30m
60m long x 3.9m curtain coverage pattern. 10.5‐30VDC or 24VAC operation. Volumetric wide angle curtain detection of 21m x
24m (PRO‐E‐18W) and 27m x 30m (PRO‐E‐18WH). Integrated cable management system, Designed for one‐man commissioning,
Sophisticated 3D‐tamper (pan/tilt/move) including a compass, slow panning, Special tamper protection, Creep zone starts 1m
behind detector location, Detection speeds crawling, walking or running V 0.2 ‐ ¡V 5 metres per second, Incorporates mounting
brackets, PRO‐E‐18WH incorporates heater for cold environments.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐pro‐e18wh‐external‐pir‐det

PRO‐E‐45

Vanderbilt PRO‐E‐45 External PIR Detector 50m x 3.3m
50m long x 3.3m curtain coverage pattern. 10.5‐30VDC or 24VAC operation. A major advantage over the IS range of detectors is
the 360PROtect‐‐ Near Surrounding Area Surveillance. The new innovative technology provides protection from 1m behind the
pole/wall installation and upto 8m in front of the detector, therefore eliminating all creep zones. System designs are now
simplified and the elimination of the creep zones offers a cost saving and a superior detection coverage. The PRO‐E‐45 have
been engineered to provide extraordinary reliability and accuracy. This new generation of PIR’s evolved from the defence grade
perimeter protection technology, the IS range of detectors. Utilising passive infra red technology and combining it with precision
mirror optics, employing the latest digital signalling processing (DSP) and an environmental adaptive circuitry this provides the
exceptional reliability of detection while minimising nuisance alarms.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐pro‐e‐45‐external‐pir‐detec

PRO‐E‐45H

Vanderbilt PRO‐E‐45H External PIR Detector 60m x 3.9m
60m long x 3.9m curtain coverage pattern. 10.5‐30VDC or 24VAC operation. A major advantage over the IS range of detectors is
the 360PROtect‐‐ Near Surrounding Area Surveillance. The new innovative technology provides protection from 1m behind the
pole/wall installation and upto 8m in front of the detector, therefore eliminating all creep zones. System designs are now
simplified and the elimination of the creep zones offers a cost saving and a superior detection coverage. The PRO‐E‐45 have
been engineered to provide extraordinary reliability and accuracy. This new generation of PIR’s evolved from the defence grade
perimeter protection technology, the IS range of detectors. Utilising passive infra red technology and combining it with precision
mirror optics, employing the latest digital signalling processing (DSP) and an environmental adaptive circuitry this provides the
exceptional reliability of detection while minimising nuisance alarms.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/vanderbilt‐pro‐e‐45‐external‐pir‐detec
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Takex Universal Outdoor PIR with Options ‐ 10 Metre Wide Angle, 20 Metre Corridor
Designed for outdoor and indoor use, the MS‐100E offers the choice of Wide Angle, Horizontal Curtain, Vertical Curtain and Long
Range detection up to 20m from within a single discreet housing. 180° Rotatable optics allow the unit to be installed in almost
any position; mount vertically for standard detection or horizontally as a door sensor the choice is yours. Features: supplied
with wide angle and long range lenses, choose from 4 detection patterns, can be mounted vertically or horizontally, sensor
head rotates a full 180 degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐universal‐outdoor‐pir‐with‐optio

MS‐12FE

Takex Twin Dual Zone Outdoor PIR ‐180 degrees, 12 Metre Range 'Small Animal Tolerant'
One of the biggest concerns with using external PIR's is activations caused by animals (both wild and domestic), for this reason
TAKEX has produced the 'Dual‐Zone' PIR's, combining a horizontal curtain with a downward curtain, both of which need to be
activated simultaneously for an alarm. With up to 180° 12m range these sensors are perfect for use in both domestic and
industrial applications. Features: dual‐zone detection system, 2‐12m coverage, rotating sensor heads (±90° horizontal
adjustment), selectable NO/NC relay output with 2sec‐5min timer function, ,AND/OR detection modes (MS‐12FE only) IP54
housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐twin‐dual‐zone‐outdoor‐pir‐180

MS‐12TE

Takex Dual Zone Outdoor PIR ‐90 degrees, 12 Metre Range 'Small Animal Tolerant'
One of the biggest concerns with using external PIR's is activations caused by animals (both wild and domestic), for this reason
TAKEX has produced the 'Dual‐Zone' PIR's, combining a horizontal curtain with a downward curtain, both of which need to be
activated simultaneously for an alarm. With up to 180° 12m range these sensors are perfect for use in both domestic and
industrial applications. Features: dual‐zone detection system, 2‐12m coverage, rotating sensor heads (±90° horizontal
adjustment), selectable NO/NC relay output with 2sec‐5min timer function, ,AND/OR detection modes (MS‐12FE only) IP54
housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐dual‐zone‐outdoor‐pir‐90‐degre

PA‐15WE

Takex Outdoor Wide Angle PIR ‐ 15 Metre Range
The smart design of the PA‐15/30 series helps it to blend seamlessly with most indoor and outdoor environments, and its omni‐
directional bracket mechanism allows a wide range of installation possibilities. Features: omni‐directional bracket, can be
mounted to ceiling, wall or pole, easy angle adjustment, weather resistant for indoor or outdoor use.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐outdoor‐wide‐angle‐pir‐15‐metr

PA‐30NE

Takex Outdoor Vertical Curtain PIR ‐ 30 Metre range
The smart design of the PA‐15/30 series helps it to blend seamlessly with most indoor and outdoor environments, and its omni‐
directional bracket mechanism allows a wide range of installation possibilities. Features: omni‐directional bracket, can be
mounted to ceiling, wall or pole, easy angle adjustment, weather resistant for indoor or outdoor use.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐outdoor‐vertical‐curtain‐pir‐30‐m
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Takex Vertical Curtain Ultra High Performance Detector‐Indoor or Outdoor Use
With its unique high‐density protection area, PA‐ 8420E can protect places with high ceilings such as showrooms, halls, factories
and warehouses. Features: unique high‐density detection area, mirror optics ensure reliable protection from 4‐8m (13‐26ft)
high ceilings, suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, insect/weather resistant seals, photo MOSFET relay for silent
operation, AES resin housing for high impact resistance; suitable for sports halls and similar environments.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐vertical‐curtain‐ultra‐high‐perfo

PIR‐30WE

Takex High Performance Outdoor PIR ‐ Wide Angle 30M
With a mounting height up to 3.5m coupled with a creep zone of less than 1m, we can offer 30m x 30m high‐density coverage
(PIR‐30WE) or 50m x 3m curtain coverage (PIR‐50NE). Using the highest quality mirrored optics coupled with twin pyros, TAKEX
offer the most professional long‐range outdoor PIR’s to date. Features: High Quality Mirrored Optics coupled with Twin Pyros,
Installation Height 2m to 3.5m (6.6' to 11.5'), Durable Weatherproof AES Resin Housing, Sensitivity Adjustment from 30% to
170%, Protective Hood to Deflect Rain/Sunlight and guard against Wildlife.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐high‐performance‐outdoor‐pir‐w

PIR‐50NE

Takex High Performance Outdoor PIR ‐ Long Range 50M
With a mounting height up to 3.5m coupled with a creep zone of less than 1m, we can offer 30m x 30m high‐density coverage
(PIR‐30WE) or 50m x 3m curtain coverage (PIR‐50NE). Using the highest quality mirrored optics coupled with twin pyros, TAKEX
offer the most professional long‐range outdoor PIR’s to date. Features: High Quality Mirrored Optics coupled with Twin Pyros,
Installation Height 2m to 3.5m (6.6' to 11.5'), Durable Weatherproof AES Resin Housing, Sensitivity Adjustment from 30% to
170%, Protective Hood to Deflect Rain/Sunlight and guard against Wildlife.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐high‐performance‐outdoor‐pir‐lo

PIR‐T15AM

Takex Anti‐Masking Triple Mirror PIR sensor 15m wide angle (up to 6m mounting height)
The PIR‐T15 is a high performance triple mirror passive infrared detector designed for both indoor and outdoor intruder
applications. The unique combination of triple mirrors and three twin pyros enable 4 selectable operation modes including Low
Position, High Position, Pet Mode, and High Density; for distances up to 15m from a mounting height of 2 to 6m, throughout a
full 80 degrees. Available with (PIR‐T15AM) and without (PIR‐T15WE) active Anti‐Masking technology. Features: 4 Operation
modes; Low Position, High Position, Pet Mode, and High Density, Up to 15m x 80 degree coverage, 2m to 6m Installation height
(depending on operation mode) High performance triple mirror optical system, Precise detection area adjustment function,
Anti‐masking function (PIR‐T15AM), Lightning surge protection, Suitable for indoor and outdoor use (IP55), Available in white
(W) and grey/black (G).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐anti‐masking‐triple‐mirror‐pir‐se
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Takex High Performance Triple Mirror PIR sensor 15m wide angle (up to 6m mounting height)
The PIR‐T15 is a high performance triple mirror passive infrared detector designed for both indoor and outdoor intruder
applications. The unique combination of triple mirrors and three twin pyros enable 4 selectable operation modes including Low
Position, High Position, Pet Mode, and High Density; for distances up to 15m from a mounting height of 2 to 6m, throughout a
full 80 degrees. Available with (PIR‐T15AM) and without (PIR‐T15WE) active Anti‐Masking technology. Features: 4 Operation
modes; Low Position, High Position, Pet Mode, and High Density, Up to 15m x 80 degree coverage, 2m to 6m Installation height
(depending on operation mode) High performance triple mirror optical system, Precise detection area adjustment function,
Anti‐masking function (PIR‐T15AM), Lightning surge protection, Suitable for indoor and outdoor use (IP55), Available in white
(W) and grey/black (G).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐high‐performance‐triple‐mirror‐

PVW‐12TE

Takex Dual Zone Outdoor PIR with12 Metre Range 'Small Animal Tolerant' & Speaker System
The PVW‐12TE is a sensor speaker which detects passive infrared emitted from human beings and triggers 2 different messages
depending on Day/Night or control input settings. Features: Dual‐Zone sensor head can resist detection of small animals, Dual
Control; 2 Recordable Messages (Daylight or ARM/DISARM Settings), Record Messages using built‐in Microphone or Audio Line
input, Replay Time Adjustable, Day/Night Sensing, Adjustable Pulse Count & Sensitivity, 0.8‐1.2m Mounting Height.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/takex‐dual‐zone‐outdoor‐pir‐with12‐m

Sentrol
DI601

Aritech Motion Sensor, Outdoor PIR, 10/20/30m selectable
Outdoor PIR 10/20/30m selectable.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/outdoor‐pir‐102030m‐selectable/

DI601‐WT

Aritech Motion Sensor, Walk Tester, Suits DDI602 & DI601
Walk tester for DI601 and DDI602.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/walk‐tester‐for‐di601‐and‐ddi6‐2/

Aritech
DDI602‐F1

Aritech Motion Sensor, Outdoor, Dual Tech, 10.525GHZ, 10/20/30m selectable
DDI602 Outdoor Dual PIR Detector is an outdoor motion detector and alarm trigger that uses two independent passive infrared
detectors plus a microwave sensor module. All three sensors must trigger to cause the detector to signal an alarm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/outdoor‐motion‐detectors/pir‐motion‐detectors‐1/sentrol‐ddi602‐f1‐outdoor‐dual‐detect
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PE Beams
Battery Powered
Takex
BA‐6L

Takex Solar Power Kit for PB‐IN75SW
Takex Solar Power Kit for PB‐IN75SW.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/battery‐powered/takex‐solar‐power‐kit‐for‐pb‐in75sw/

PB‐IN75SW

Takex Low Current Photoelectric Beam
Takex Low Current Photoelectric Beam.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/battery‐powered/takex‐low‐current‐photoelectric‐beam/
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Indoor PE Beams
Takex
NA‐M7R

Takex Fast Response Reflective Beam
Takex Fast Response Reflective Beam.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐fast‐response‐reflective‐beam/

PB‐10NS

Takex Single Beam ‐ Miniature / Covert
Miniaturised Photoelectric Beam Sensor ideal for covert applications, eg. ATM machine, motor driven shutter, window or
corridor. For distances up to 10m (33ft) indoor. Features: Miniaturised Control Box, Sensor Cord can be cut to length as
required, Easy Installation, Built‐in Sensitivity Adjustment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐single‐beam‐miniature‐covert/

PB‐10TNS

Takex Twin Beams ‐ Miniature / Covert
Miniaturised Photoelectric Beam Sensor ideal for covert applications, eg. ATM machine, motor driven shutter, window or
corridor. For distances up to 10m (33ft) indoor. Features: Miniaturised Control Box, Sensor Cord can be cut to length as
required, Easy Installation, Built‐in Sensitivity Adjustment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐twin‐beams‐miniature‐covert/

PB‐4RNS

Takex Single Beam Reflective ‐ Miniature / Covert
Takex Single Beam Reflective ‐ Miniature / Covert.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐single‐beam‐reflective‐miniature‐covert/
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Takex Twin Beams Reflective ‐ Miniature / Covert
Takex Twin Beams Reflective ‐ Miniature / Covert.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐twin‐beams‐reflective‐miniature‐covert/

PR‐11B

Takex Indoor & Outdoor Adjustable Angle
The PR‐11B Reflector Beam is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, for applications where a beam‐break is desirable but
running cable to both ends is impractical. A convenient way to monitor entrances, gateways, and driveways ‐ for general
monitoring and lighting control. Features: easy installation, suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, double Modulated
Beam for unsurpassed Light Immunity, 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, monitor jack for alignment with multi‐meter, beam
direction can be rotated a full 180 degrees, response time adjustment.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐indoor‐outdoor‐adjustable‐angle/

PR‐1B

Takex (Non Reflector Based) Indoor Use
The TAKEX indoor Reflector Beam series is designed for applications where a 'beam‐break' is desirable, but running wire to both
ends in impractical. The PR‐1B is a non‐reflector type presence sensor which emits an infra‐red beam to a distance of 1m. When
the Infra‐red beam signal is reflected back to the transceiver (by a passing human or object) a contact output is triggered. The
PR‐1B is a pocket calculator sized beam designed for unobtrusive protection. For distances up to 1m (3.3ft) indoor. note: For
correct operation, the sensor should be installed in a position where there is no obstacle within 2m (6.6ft). Features: Non‐
reflector type Presence Sensor, Cable only to one end: for applications where a beam break is desirable but wiring to both ends
is impractical, Small "pocket‐calculator" sized housing for unobtrusive protection.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐non‐reflector‐based‐indoor‐use/

PR‐5B

Takex (Single Reflector) Indoor Use
The TAKEX indoor Reflector Beam series is designed for applications where a 'beam‐break' is desirable, but running wire to both
ends in impractical. Three different models offer the same point‐to‐point protection as standard photoelectric beams. The PR‐
5B is a pocket calculator sized beam designed for unobtrusive protection. Features: Cable only to one end: for applications
where a beam break is desirable but wiring to both ends is impractical, Ideal for short distance protection across entrances and
exits, corridors and staircases, Compact design for unobtrusive protection, Simple terminal arrangement for easy installation.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/indoor‐pe‐beams/takex‐single‐reflector‐indoor‐use/
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Microwave Beam
Takex
COM‐IN‐50HF

Takex Combination Intelligent Infrared & Microwave Photobeam
Combination Intelligent Quad Beam and Microwave Sensor, Improved Catch Performance in difficult weather, AND/OR Gated.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/microwave‐beam/takex‐combination‐intelligent‐infrared‐microwave‐photobea

MW‐50

Takex Point to Point Microwave Beam
The MW Series are point‐to‐point microwaves designed to compliment the intelligent quad beam series. With 2 frequencies
available, multiple units can be used on long perimeters without problems. Microwave is especially adept at coping with heavy
fog, mist, rain, snow and frost conditions, offering the perfect addition to the active beams. Features: Point‐to‐Point K‐Band
Microwave Sensor, Performs well in all types of weather, Automatic Gain Control Circuit, Response Time Adjustment, Monitor
Jack output for alignment with Multi‐Meter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/microwave‐beam/takex‐point‐to‐point‐microwave‐beam/
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PE Beam Accessories
Takex
BCW‐401

Takex Universal Ceiling / Wall Mount Bracket
Takex Universal Ceiling / Wall Mount Bracket.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐universal‐ceiling‐wall‐mount‐bracket/

BL‐8400

Takex Adaptor Bracket to suit PIR30/50 & PA‐8410/20 Sensors
Takex Adaptor Bracket to suit PIR30/50 & PA‐8410/20 Sensors.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐adaptor‐bracket‐to‐suit‐pir3050‐pa‐841020‐sensor

BP‐03

Takex Pole Mount Kit to suit PIR‐30/50
Takex Pole Mount Kit to suit PIR‐30/50.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐pole‐mount‐kit‐to‐suit‐pir‐3050/

BP‐200F

Takex Pole Cover for all Quad Beams
Takex Pole Cover for all Quad Beams.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐pole‐cover‐for‐all‐quad‐beams/
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Takex Pole Mount Kit for PB‐30TK, 60TK & 100TK
Takex Pole Mount Kit for PB‐30TK, 60TK & 100TK.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐pole‐mount‐kit‐for‐pb‐30tk‐60tk‐100tk/

BU‐50F

Takex Flush Mount Box for all Quads
Takex Flush Mount Box for all Quads.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐flush‐mount‐box‐for‐all‐quads/

DA‐9647/9648

Takex SCEC Base to suit PA‐6800 Series Sensors ‐ Supplied in two Parts
Takex SCEC Base to suit PA‐6800 Series Sensors ‐ Supplied in two Parts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐scec‐base‐to‐suit‐pa‐6800‐series‐sensors‐supplied‐

INT‐QUADIP

Takex IP interface module to suit PB‐series quad beams (supports direct integra on with
Takex IP interface module to suit PB‐series quad beams (supports direct integra on with
leading VMS and camera systems).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐ip‐interface‐module‐to‐suit‐pb‐series‐quad‐beams

SC‐2

Takex Front Cover for all Quads
Takex Front Cover for all Quads.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐front‐cover‐for‐all‐quads/
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Takex Front Cover for Mini Twin Beams
Takex Front Cover for Mini Twin Beams.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐front‐cover‐for‐mini‐twin‐beams/

TX‐1114FR

Takex Low Voltage Twin Dual Zone Outdoor PIR ‐ Relay Output, 12 Metre Range 'Small Animal Tolerant'
With ultra‐low current consumption for long battery life, and solid state (NO/NC) outputs for both alarm and 3‐stage tamper, TX‐
114 Series detectors are compatible with leading wireless transmitters for rapid deployment in remote or difficult‐to‐cable‐to
areas. Features: dual‐zone detection system, 2‐12m coverage, rotating sensor heads (±90° horizontal adjustment) powered by
3V to 9VDC alkaline or lithium battery, compatible with numerous wireless transmitter units, back box with 3‐stage tamper
(front, mid and back), IP54 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐low‐voltage‐twin‐dual‐zone‐outdoor‐pir‐relay‐outp

TX‐114SR

Takex Low Voltage Dual Zone Outdoor PIR ‐ Relay Output, 12 Metre Range 'Small Animal Tolerant'
The TX‐114SR is compatible with leading wireless transmitters for rapid deployment in remote or difficult‐to‐cable‐to areas,
ideal for triggering CCTV, lighting or warning systems in commercial, domestic and industrial applications. Features: Dual‐Zone
sensor head can resist detection of small animals, Ultra‐Low Current Consumption, Powered by 3V to 9V Alkaline or Lithium
Battery, Can be used with numerous Wireless Transmitter Models (Not Supplied), Adjustable Pulse Count & Sensitivity, 0.8‐
1.2m Mounting Height.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐low‐voltage‐dual‐zone‐outdoor‐pir‐relay‐output‐12

TX‐114TR

Takex Low Voltage Dual Zone Outdoor PIR (larger back)‐ Relay Output, 12 Metre Range 'Small Animal
With ultra‐low current consumption for long battery life, and solid state (NO/NC) outputs for both alarm and 3‐stage tamper, TX‐
114 Series detectors are compatible with leading wireless transmitters for rapid deployment in remote or difficult‐to‐cable‐to
areas. Features: dual‐zone detection system, 2‐12m coverage, rotating sensor heads (±90° horizontal adjustment) powered by
3V to 9VDC alkaline or lithium battery, compatible with numerous wireless transmitter units, back box with 3‐stage tamper
(front, mid and back), IP54 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐low‐voltage‐dual‐zone‐outdoor‐pir‐larger‐back‐rela

TXF‐125E

Takex Battery Operated, Wireless ready, Outdoor 100m Quad Photoelectric Beam
The TXF‐125E is a battery operated quad photoelectric beam sensor designed for compatibility with leading wireless systems;
reducing the time and cost of permanent installations and allowing the use of Active Infrared Beams on rapid deployment or
temporary installations. With 4 selectable frequencies, multiple beam sets can be used in both linear and stacked configurations
without risk of crosstalk, further assisted by a transmitter power function that allows the user to set 25/50/75/100m zones.
Two 3.6V (17Ah) batteries can power each unit for approximately 5 years of service, and ±90° horizontal/±20° vertical adjustable
optics cater for the most dynamic of terrains. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable operation ranges
25/50/75/100m, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, up to 5 year battery life using 2 x LS 33600 (3.6V 17Ah)
batteries per unit, increased beam separation minimises nuisance alarms, vivid internal colour aids beam alignment procedure,
±90° horizontal ±20° vertical adjustable sensor heads.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐battery‐operated‐wireless‐ready‐outdoor‐100m‐qu
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Takex Battery Operated, Wireless ready, Outdoor 100m Quad Photoelectric Beam for Tower Enclosures
Battery powered, outdoor Quad PE Beam for BYO Wireless TX. Space for mounting BYO wireless TX. Own battery or share 3.6V
with PE Beams. 3.6V SAFT LS33600 batteries from Takex, 2 for 5 years or 4 for 10 years battery life. Remember to order
batteries for both PE Beam units (Transmitter and Receiver) 4 synchronised beams provide 16 beam paths for high immunity to
false alarms, Single modulation to preserve battery life, Switch Selectable 25/50/75/100m range for optimum signal AGC. 4
selectable channels prevents cross talk between multiple beam sets in the same area, Wide gap between beams gives high false
alarm immunity in open fields. IP65 and Anti‐fog circuit, fog warning output, rain and frost shield to suit open field
environments, Vertical adjustment allows for an upright install on slopes up to 20° (36m rise in 100m). Lightning and surge
protection up to 15kV. Tower enclosures hide the beams' height and direction from view Install one or stack multiple units in a
tower in 1m, 1.5m, 2m or 3m heights. Heaters, thermostats and anti‐climb pressure switches can all be added to the towers.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐battery‐operated‐wireless‐ready‐outdoor‐100m‐qu

WO‐2D

Takex Camera Bracket to suit BL‐8400
Takex Camera Bracket to suit BL‐8400.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐accessories/takex‐camera‐bracket‐to‐suit‐bl‐8400/
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PE Beam Towers
Takex
MAFB

Takex Base Bracket for Concrete Pours to suit CAV Lamp Towers
Takex Base Bracket for Concrete Pours to suit CAV Lamp Towers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐base‐bracket‐for‐concrete‐pours‐to‐suit‐cav‐lamp‐towe

MB3SB

Takex 700mm Side Brackets to suit MB & PT Series Enclosures
Takex 700mm Side Brackets to suit MB & PT Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐700mm‐side‐brackets‐to‐suit‐mb‐pt‐series‐enclosures/

MBPS

Takex Anti‐Climb Top to suit MB Series Enclosures
Takex Anti‐Climb Top to suit MB Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐anti‐climb‐top‐to‐suit‐mb‐series‐enclosures/

MBSB

Takex 330mm Side Brackets to suit MB & PT Series Enclosures
Takex 330mm Side Brackets to suit MB & PT Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐330mm‐side‐brackets‐to‐suit‐mb‐pt‐series‐enclosures/
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Takex Base Bracket for Concrete Pours to suit MB & PT Series Enclosures
Takex Base Bracket for Concrete Pours to suit MB & PT Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐base‐bracket‐for‐concrete‐pours‐to‐suit‐mb‐pt‐series‐e

PTH

Takex 12v DC Heater to suit any Enclosure
Beam Mounting slides must be used with each set of beams. Part # PTKH (set of 2 slides). Anti‐climb pressure switch if required,
1 per tower Part # TAPS. Anti‐frost and condensation 12V/24V heaters if required, 1 per beam unit in each tower, Part # PTH.
Thermostat for heaters if used, 1 covers all heaters per tower, Part # PTS. Circulation Fan FAN12V FAN24V . High Temp
Thermostat PTS50. Rag‐bolt set for wet cement mount if required, 1 per tower Part # TAFB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐12v‐dc‐heater‐to‐suit‐any‐enclosure/

PTKH

Takex Beam Mounting Slides
Beam Mounting slides must be used with each set of beams. Part # PTKH (set of 2 slides). Anti‐climb pressure switch if required,
1 per tower Part # TAPS. Anti‐frost and condensation 12V/24V heaters if required, 1 per beam unit in each tower, Part # PTH.
Thermostat for heaters if used, 1 covers all heaters per tower, Part # PTS. Circulation Fan FAN12V FAN24V . High Temp
Thermostat PTS50. Rag‐bolt set for wet cement mount if required, 1 per tower Part # TAFB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐beam‐mounting‐slides/

PTPS

Takex Anti‐Climb Top to suit PT Series Enclosures
Takex Anti‐Climb Top to suit PT Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐anti‐climb‐top‐to‐suit‐pt‐series‐enclosures/

PTPSW

Takex Anti‐Climb Top to suit PT‐W Series Enclosures
Takex Anti‐Climb Top to suit PT‐W Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐anti‐climb‐top‐to‐suit‐pt‐w‐series‐enclosures/
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Takex 12v DC Thermostat to suit any Enclosure
Beam Mounting slides must be used with each set of beams. Part # PTKH (set of 2 slides). Anti‐climb pressure switch if required,
1 per tower Part # TAPS. Anti‐frost and condensation 12V/24V heaters if required, 1 per beam unit in each tower, Part # PTH.
Thermostat for heaters if used, 1 covers all heaters per tower, Part # PTS. Circulation Fan FAN12V FAN24V . High Temp
Thermostat PTS50. Rag‐bolt set for wet cement mount if required, 1 per tower Part # TAFB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐12v‐dc‐thermostat‐to‐suit‐any‐enclosure/

PTWB

Takex Wall Bracket to suit PT‐W Series Enclosures
Takex Wall Bracket to suit PT‐W Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐wall‐bracket‐to‐suit‐pt‐w‐series‐enclosures/

TA‐04.03

Takex 1.5 M Polycarbonate Shield for TA Series Towers
Takex 1.5 M Polycarbonate Shield for TA Series Towers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐1.5‐m‐polycarbonate‐shield‐for‐ta‐series‐towers/

TA‐04.04

Takex 2 M Polycarbonate Shield for TA Series Towers
Takex 2 M Polycarbonate Shield for TA Series Towers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐2‐m‐polycarbonate‐shield‐for‐ta‐series‐towers/

TA‐04.06

Takex 3 M Polycarbonate Shield for TA Series Towers
Takex 3 M Polycarbonate Shield for TA Series Towers.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐3‐m‐polycarbonate‐shield‐for‐ta‐series‐towers/
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Takex 700mm Side Brackets to suit TA Series Enclosures
Takex 700mm Side Brackets to suit TA Series Enclosures.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐700mm‐side‐brackets‐to‐suit‐ta‐series‐enclosures/

TAD100

Takex Double Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 1.0 M High
Floor Mounted, Double Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐double‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐1.0‐m‐high/

TAD150

Takex Double Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 1.5 M High
Floor Mounted, Double Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐double‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐1.5‐m‐high/

TAD200

Takex Double Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 2 M High
Floor Mounted, Double Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐double‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐2‐m‐high/

TAD300

Takex Double Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 3 M High
Floor Mounted, Double Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐double‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐3‐m‐high/
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Takex Base Bracket for Concrete Pours to suit TA Series Towers
Beam Mounting slides must be used with each set of beams. Part # PTKH (set of 2 slides). Anti‐climb pressure switch if required,
1 per tower Part # TAPS. Anti‐frost and condensation 12V/24V heaters if required, 1 per beam unit in each tower, Part # PTH.
Thermostat for heaters if used, 1 covers all heaters per tower, Part # PTS. Circulation Fan FAN12V FAN24V . High Temp
Thermostat PTS50. Rag‐bolt set for wet cement mount if required, 1 per tower Part # TAFB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐base‐bracket‐for‐concrete‐pours‐to‐suit‐ta‐series‐towe

TAPS

Takex Anti‐Climb Pressure Switch for TAD/TAS/TAW Towers
Beam Mounting slides must be used with each set of beams. Part # PTKH (set of 2 slides). Anti‐climb pressure switch if required,
1 per tower Part # TAPS. Anti‐frost and condensation 12V/24V heaters if required, 1 per beam unit in each tower, Part # PTH.
Thermostat for heaters if used, 1 covers all heaters per tower, Part # PTS. Circulation Fan FAN12V FAN24V . High Temp
Thermostat PTS50. Rag‐bolt set for wet cement mount if required, 1 per tower Part # TAFB.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐anti‐climb‐pressure‐switch‐for‐tadtastaw‐towers/

TAS100

Takex Single Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 1.0 M High
Floor Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐1.0‐m‐high/

TAS150

Takex Single Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 1.5 M High
Floor Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐1.5‐m‐high/

TAS200

Takex Single Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 2 M High
Floor Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐2‐m‐high/
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Takex Single Sided Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 3 M High
Floor Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐photobeam‐enclosure‐3‐m‐high/

TASB

Takex Side Brackets for TAD/TAS/TAW Towers
Floor Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height. Comes with
mounting feet. Rag bolts for wet concrete available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐side‐brackets‐for‐tadtastaw‐towers/

TAW100

Takex Single Sided Wall mount Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 1.0 M High
Wall Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐wall‐mount‐photobeam‐enclosure‐1.0‐m‐h

TAW150

Takex Single Sided Wall mount Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 1.5 M High
Wall Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐wall‐mount‐photobeam‐enclosure‐1.5‐m‐h
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Takex Single Sided Wall mount Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 2 M High
Wall Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐wall‐mount‐photobeam‐enclosure‐2‐m‐hig

TAW300

Takex Single Sided Wall mount Photobeam Enclosure ‐ 3 M High
Wall Mounted, Single Sided, Tower for PE Beams. Maximum allow 1 beam every 500mm of Tower height.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/pe‐beam‐towers/takex‐single‐sided‐wall‐mount‐photobeam‐enclosure‐3‐m‐hig
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Quad PE Beam
Vanderbilt
BP200F

Pole Mounting Cover
Pole mounting cover for IS443, IS444 and IS445 beams. Special cover designed to weatherproof IS433, IS434 and IS435 beams
when mounted on round poles outside.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/pole‐mounting‐cover/

HTF24

Heater
Heater for IS443, IS444 and IS445 beams. Heater with thermostat for IS series of beams.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/heater/

IS444

Vanderbilt IS444 PE Beam
Intelligent quad active infrared outdoor beam 100 m (equiv PB‐IN100HF). Intelligent active infrared beams especially designed
for perimeter protection. The synchronized and sophisticated "quad" beams reinforce each other to improve both range and
stability in severe weather conditions. Use BP‐200F when pole mounted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/siemens‐is444‐pe‐beam/

IS445

Vanderbilt IS445 PE Beam
Intelligent quad active infrared outdoor beam 200 m (equiv PB‐IN200HF). Intelligent active infrared beams especially designed
for perimeter protection. The synchronized and sophisticated "quad" beams reinforce each other to improve both range and
stability in severe weather conditions. Use BP‐200F when pole mounted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/siemens‐is445‐pe‐beam/
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Takex Standard Quad Beams 100 M
The professional choice in outdoor protection, our Quad beam detectors synchronise 16 beam paths for maximum stability in
severe weather conditions, perfect for long range perimeter protection. Features; 4 x synchronised high power beams, double
modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐quad‐beams‐100‐m/

PB‐200F

Takex Standard Quad Beams 200 M
The professional choice in outdoor protection, our Quad beam detectors synchronise 16 beam paths for maximum stability in
severe weather conditions, perfect for long range perimeter protection. Features; 4 x synchronised high power beams, double
modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐quad‐beams‐200‐m/

PB‐50F

Takex Standard Quad Beams 50 M
The professional choice in outdoor protection, our Quad beam detectors synchronise 16 beam paths for maximum stability in
severe weather conditions, perfect for long range perimeter protection. Features; 4 x synchronised high power beams, double
modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐quad‐beams‐50‐m/

PB‐IN100AT

Takex Intelligent Anti‐Crawl Beam 100 M
The PB‐IN‐100AT is designed with high security applications in mind, where attempts to crawl through a portion of the beam
result in an alarm condition. Through CPU processing, the upper receiver selects the beam from the upper transmitter and the
lower receiver selects the beam from the lower transmitter, creating an AND/OR‐gated type detection system. Features: anti‐
crawl beam for high‐security applications, independent activation of upper or lower beams, dual response time system,
double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental
monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐anti‐crawl‐beam‐100‐m/
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Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams 100 M
The PB‐IN‐HF series is the flagship of the TAKEX range of infrared photoelectric beams. By synchronizing 16 beam paths between
Transmitter and Receiver, the PB‐IN‐HF series offer unrivalled stability in perimeter security. Coupled with channel separation
and environmental (anti‐fog) circuitry, the PB‐IN‐HF series has earned worldwide recognition as the standard our rivals aspire
to. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring
circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL), vivid internal body stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for
unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐100‐m/

PB‐IN200HF

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams 200 M
The PB‐IN‐HF series is the flagship of the TAKEX range of infrared photoelectric beams. By synchronizing 16 beam paths between
Transmitter and Receiver, the PB‐IN‐HF series offer unrivalled stability in perimeter security. Coupled with channel separation
and environmental (anti‐fog) circuitry, the PB‐IN‐HF series has earned worldwide recognition as the standard our rivals aspire
to. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring
circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL), vivid internal body stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for
unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐200‐m/

PB‐IN50HF

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams 50 M
The PB‐IN‐HF series is the flagship of the TAKEX range of infrared photoelectric beams. By synchronizing 16 beam paths between
Transmitter and Receiver, the PB‐IN‐HF series offer unrivalled stability in perimeter security. Coupled with channel separation
and environmental (anti‐fog) circuitry, the PB‐IN‐HF series has earned worldwide recognition as the standard our rivals aspire
to. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring
circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL), vivid internal body stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for
unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐50‐m/

PXB‐100ATC

Takex SCEC SL4 approved Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams ‐ 100 M (Extreme)
SCEC SL4, Outdoor, Quad Beam with extreme security features. Our PXB‐100ATC photoelectric beam sensors were developed
for high‐risk applications where detection of all intrusion attempts is critical. Sophisticated dual response output systems have
been designed to distinguish and allocate specific alarm responses based on the size and speed of target objects moving through
the detection area, and a unique synchronized timing system ensures unrivalled detection performance and versatility.
Features: independent control of upper and lower beams, choose between synchro‐quad and anti‐crawl operation, dual
outputs for crawl attempt and full beam break, sync wire allows unlimited stacking without crosstalk, 4 selectable beam
channels, increased beam separation minimises nuisance alarms, vivid internal colour aids beam alignment procedure,
lightning and surge protection up to 15kV, IP65 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐scec‐sl4‐approved‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐100‐m

PXB‐100HF

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams ‐ 100 M (Extreme)
When there is no room for compromise, professional installers and specifiers can rely on the enhanced features of our flagship
PXB range. Coupled with the ER‐02 wireless alignment tool, the integrated self diagnostic function ensures perfect alignment
every time. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, double
modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, increased beam separation minimises nuisance alarms, vivid internal colour aids
beam alignment procedure, lightning and surge protection up to 15kV, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain
lock (AGL), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP65 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐100‐m‐extreme/
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Takex SCEC SL1 approved Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams ‐ 200 M (Extreme)
When there is no room for compromise, professional installers and specifiers can rely on the enhanced features of our flagship
PXB range. Coupled with the ER‐02 wireless alignment tool, the integrated self diagnostic function ensures perfect alignment
every time. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, double
modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, increased beam separation minimises nuisance alarms, vivid internal colour aids
beam alignment procedure, lightning and surge protection up to 15kV, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain
lock (AGL), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP65 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐scec‐sl1‐approved‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐200‐m

PXB‐50HF

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams ‐ 50 M (Extreme)
When there is no room for compromise, professional installers and specifiers can rely on the enhanced features of our flagship
PXB range. Coupled with the ER‐02 wireless alignment tool, the integrated self diagnostic function ensures perfect alignment
every time. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, double
modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, increased beam separation minimises nuisance alarms, vivid internal colour aids
beam alignment procedure, lightning and surge protection up to 15kV, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain
lock (AGL), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity, IP65 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/quad‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐50‐m‐extreme/
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Tower Ready
Takex
PB‐100AT‐KH

Takex Intelligent Anti‐Crawl Beam for Tower Enclosures
Takex PB‐100AT‐KH Anti‐Crawl Beams are available for high‐security applications to detect low‐level or crawling intrusion,
designed specifically for use in Takex TA Series Beam Towers. Upto 100m outdoors. Supplied with PTKH ‘Quickfix’ mounting
brackets for fast, trouble‐free assembly, the beam units locate in vertical slide‐channels in the TA tower spine, allowing easy and
precise height adjustment. Takex KH Beams and TA Towers are the perfect combination for reliable perimeter intrusion
detection in the most demanding of situations. Features: anti‐crawl beam for high‐security applications, independent
activation of upper or lower beams, specifically designed for use in TA series Tower Enclosures, double coated electronics for
demanding environments, supplied with ’Quick fix’ mounting brackets for easy adjustment, 4 selectable beam channels to
prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL), double modulation for unsurpassed light
immunity, 50,000 lux sunlight immunity.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/tower‐ready/takex‐intelligent‐anti‐crawl‐beam‐for‐tower‐enclosures/

PB‐100HF‐KH

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams 100 M for Tower Enclosures
KH Series Beams are designed specifically for use in our TA Series Tower Enclosures. Supplied with PTKH ‘Quick fix’ mounting
brackets for fast, trouble‐free assembly, the beam units locate in vertical slide‐channels in the TA tower column, allowing easy
and precise height adjustment. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, specifically designed for use in TA series Tower
Enclosures, double coated electronics for demanding environments, supplied with ’Quick fix’ mounting brackets for easy
adjustment, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL),
vivid internal body stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain
control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/tower‐ready/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐100‐m‐for‐tower‐enclosure

PB‐200HF‐KH

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams 200 M for Tower Enclosures
KH Series Beams are designed specifically for use in our TA Series Tower Enclosures. Supplied with PTKH ‘Quick fix’ mounting
brackets for fast, trouble‐free assembly, the beam units locate in vertical slide‐channels in the TA tower column, allowing easy
and precise height adjustment. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, specifically designed for use in TA series Tower
Enclosures, double coated electronics for demanding environments, supplied with ’Quick fix’ mounting brackets for easy
adjustment, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL),
vivid internal body stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain
control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/tower‐ready/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐200‐m‐for‐tower‐enclosure

PB‐50HF‐KH

Takex Intelligent Synchro Quad Beams 50 M for Tower Enclosures
KH Series Beams are designed specifically for use in our TA Series Tower Enclosures. Supplied with PTKH ‘Quick fix’ mounting
brackets for fast, trouble‐free assembly, the beam units locate in vertical slide‐channels in the TA tower column, allowing easy
and precise height adjustment. Features: 4 x synchronised high power beams, specifically designed for use in TA series Tower
Enclosures, double coated electronics for demanding environments, supplied with ’Quick fix’ mounting brackets for easy
adjustment, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, environmental monitoring circuit, dynamic auto‐gain lock (AGL),
vivid internal body stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain
control (AGC), 50,000 lux sunlight immunity.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/tower‐ready/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐quad‐beams‐50‐m‐for‐tower‐enclosures
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Twin PE Beam
Vanderbilt
IS433

Vanderbilt IS433 PE Beam
Intelligent twin active infrared beams, outdoor 20 m (equiv PB‐20TE). Intelligent active infrared beams especially designed for
perimeter protection. The synchronized and intelligent "twin" beams reinforce each other improving both range and stability in
severe weather conditions. Use BP ‐60TE when pole mounted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/siemens‐is433‐pe‐beam/

IS434

Vanderbilt IS434 PE Beam
Intelligent twin active infrared beams, outdoor 40 m (equiv PB‐40TE). Intelligent active infrared beams especially designed for
perimeter protection. The synchronized and intelligent "twin" beams reinforce each other improving both range and stability in
severe weather conditions. Use BP ‐60TE when pole mounted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/siemens‐is434‐pe‐beam/

IS435

Vanderbilt IS435 PE Beam
Intelligent twin active infrared beams, outdoor 60 m (equiv PB‐60TE). Intelligent active infrared beams especially designed for
perimeter protection. The synchronized and intelligent "twin" beams reinforce each other improving both range and stability in
severe weather conditions. Use BP ‐60TE when pole mounted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/siemens‐is435‐pe‐beam/

Takex
PB‐100ST

Takex Standard Twin Beam 100 M
The PB‐100ST takes our Twin beam technology and increases the pitch between upper and lower beams for greater stability in
open‐field environments. For distances up to 100m (330ft) outdoor / 200m (660ft) indoor. note: The PB‐100ST is a 'Single
Channel' unit for use in simple beam systems. For more complex systems eg. multiple stacked beams or in‐line systems use PB‐
TE (mini Twin) or PB‐IN‐HF (Quad) series 4‐Channel units to avoid 'Crosstalk'. Features: Synchronised Twin Beams for high
reliability, Double Modulated beam for unsurpassed immunity to direct and reflected sunlight, vehicle headlights and other
light sources. Built‐in view finder and monitor jack output for easy beam alignment, 180 degree rotating optics for increased
installation flexibility, Automatic Gain Control circuit .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐twin‐beam‐100‐m/
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Takex Standard Twin Beams (Economical) 100 M
Even the simplest beams from TAKEX feature our patented ‘double modulation’ technology giving them an unsurpassed
immunity to sunlight and artificial light sources ‐ ideal for protecting windows, doors, fence lines and driveways. Features: 2 x
synchronised high power beams, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, upto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux
sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐twin‐beams‐economical‐100‐m/

PB‐20TE

Takex Intelligent Synchro Twin Beams 20 M
Our Twin photoelectric beams are designed to meet the highest standards of quality and reliability for photoelectric beam
intrusion detection. Unique twin beams are synchronised to work together to reinforce range and stability in severe weather
conditions. Features: 2 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, vivid internal body
stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000
lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐twin‐beams‐20‐m/

PB‐30TK

Takex Standard Twin Beams (Economical) 30 M
Even the simplest beams from TAKEX feature our patented ‘double modulation’ technology giving them an unsurpassed
immunity to sunlight and artificial light sources ‐ ideal for protecting windows, doors, fence lines and driveways. Features: 2 x
synchronised high power beams, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, upto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux
sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐twin‐beams‐economical‐30‐m/

PB‐40TE

Takex Intelligent Synchro Twin Beams 40 M
Our Twin photoelectric beams are designed to meet the highest standards of quality and reliability for photoelectric beam
intrusion detection. Unique twin beams are synchronised to work together to reinforce range and stability in severe weather
conditions. Features: 2 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, vivid internal body
stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000
lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐twin‐beams‐40‐m/
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Takex Intelligent Synchro Twin Beams 60 M
Our Twin photoelectric beams are designed to meet the highest standards of quality and reliability for photoelectric beam
intrusion detection. Unique twin beams are synchronised to work together to reinforce range and stability in severe weather
conditions. Features: 2 x synchronised high power beams, 4 selectable beam channels to prevent crosstalk, vivid internal body
stickers aid beam alignment procedure, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, auto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000
lux sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐intelligent‐synchro‐twin‐beams‐60‐m/

PB‐60TK

Takex Standard Twin Beams (Economical) 60 M
Even the simplest beams from TAKEX feature our patented ‘double modulation’ technology giving them an unsurpassed
immunity to sunlight and artificial light sources ‐ ideal for protecting windows, doors, fence lines and driveways. Features: 2 x
synchronised high power beams, double modulation for unsurpassed light immunity, upto‐gain control (AGC), 50,000 lux
sunlight immunity, IP55 housing.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/perimeter‐products/pe‐beams/twin‐pe‐beam/takex‐standard‐twin‐beams‐economical‐60‐m/
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Seismic Solutions
Seismic Detectors
Seismic Accessories
Vanderbilt
GMSW7

SensTool Software & Cable for GM7xx Seismics
SensTool Software and Cable for GM7XX Series Seismic. With the SensTool software operating parameters can individually be
set. In addition actual information such as integrator signals are stored. Must have tool for the Security Integrator. Allows for
exporting and storage of individual seismic parameters, real time view of environmental factors that may impact of detector
performance, as well the further control over the sensitivity and application settings for certain installation types. This is a
required accessory if you wish to use a GM760 seismic on a ATM or vending machine.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/senstool‐software‐cable‐for‐gm7xx‐seismics/

GMXB0

Floor Box for GM730/760
The GMXB0 is a reinforced flush mounting box, which provides a secure solution for floor mounting in concrete as it withstands
loads of up to 2 tonnes.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/floor‐box‐for‐gm730760/

GMXC2

Conduit Sleeve 16 mm
Conduit connection sleeve 16 mm for all seismic detectors. The function of the conduit connection sleeve is to ensure fixed and
secure connection of surface‐mounted conduits.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/conduit‐sleeve‐16‐mm/

GMXP0

Mounting Plate for GM730/760
Mounting plate for GM730/760. In the case of uneven or hardened steel plates weld on mounting plate GMXPO. Normally used
when mounting on brick or concrete surfaces.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/mounting‐plate‐for‐gm730760/
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Swivel Plate for GM730/760
Swivel plate for GM730/760. The swivel plate GMXP3 is used to protect safe and strongroom doors with exposed keyholes.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/swivel‐plate‐for‐gm730760/

GMXS1

Test Transmitter for GM Series Seismics
Test transmitter for GM730/760. The GMXS1 is used for functional and mounting test of the seismic detectors. Mounts inside
the seismic, and connects to dedicated terminals marked GMXS1. Mounting and function test LOW 1.5 VDC / HIGH 3.5 VDC,
Function test duration 3 s.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/test‐transmitter‐for‐gm‐series‐seismics/

GMXS5

External Test Transmitter for Seismic Detectors
External test transmitter for seismic detectors. The test transmitter GMXS5 allows the full functional test of all seismic detectors
of the GM7XX family. It is mounted separately from the seismic detector onto the monitored object. Thus the complete
assembly arrangement is tested for correct functioning. An alternative to the GMXS5 is the GMXS1. The GMXS1 is permanently
mounted in each seismic to be tested and provides the same functional test as the GMXS5.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/external‐test‐transmitter‐for‐seismic‐detectors/

GMXW0

Wall Recess Box with Cover for Seismic Detectors
The GMXW0 is a mounting kit including a polystyrene mould that sits in the unset concrete. The polystyrene mould is mounted
on a metal back plate with tapped mounting holes for the GM7xx seismic detectors. Once the concrete is set, the polystyrene
can be carefully removed to expose a recess box. It offers sufficient space to install a GM7xx detector in the wall or the ceiling
and provides access for cables via conduit to and from the detector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/wall‐recess‐box‐with‐cover‐for‐seismic‐detectors/

SPACER2MM

2 mm Spacer Plate for GMXP3
2 mm spacer plate for GMXP3. Spacer for gap between keyhole and GMXP3 flange. GMXS2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/2‐mm‐spacer‐plate‐for‐gmxp3/
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4 mm Spacer Plate for GMXP3
4 mm spacer plate for GMXP3. Spacer for gap between keyhole and GMXP3 flange. GMXS4.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/4‐mm‐spacer‐plate‐for‐gmxp3/

GMXS9

GMXS9 Seismic Test Tool
The GMXS9 is a portable test tool for all of the Vanderbilt seismic detectors. The GMXS9 will activate the seismic detector
within the selected operating radius of the detector when installed on concrete or steel. The Vanderbilt seismic detectors can be
tested on the surface the detector is mounted or the opposite surface.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/gmxs9‐seismic‐test‐tool/

Alarmcorp
GMT4BOX

Seismic T4 Box to Suit GM7xx Series Seismic Detectors ‐ Concrete Mounting
High Security Box for GM730/760. Provides protection for the seismics, as well as houses the EOL module in Type 1 installations.
(SCEC Approved). Seismic detector not included. For SCEC Installations, must be used with GM730. Incorporates a GMXPO for
mounting on concrete or similar surfaces. Uses one concrete anchor mount.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/seismic‐t4‐box‐to‐suit‐gm7xx‐series‐seismic‐detectors

GMT4BOX‐S

Seismic T4 Box to Suit GM7xx Series Seismic Detectors ‐ Steel Mounting
High Security Box for GM730/760. Provides protection for the seismics, as well as houses the EOL module in Type 1 installations.
(SCEC Approved). Seismic detector not included. For SCEC Installations, must be used with GM730. Incorporates a GMXPO for
mounting on steel with 2 or 3 screws.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismic‐accessories/seismic‐t4‐box‐to‐suit‐gm7xx‐series‐seismic‐detectors
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Seismics Detectors
Vanderbilt
GM730

Vanderbilt GM730 Seismic, 4m Radius
Seismic detector with low profile design (SCEC Approved). Meets highest SCEC approval when combined with GMT4BOX, sold
separately. The low‐profile design makes it easy to install. Predefined settings allow to be quickly set for all common
applications. Optional SensTool software enables modification of default operating parameters and monitoring of current
detector performance. The GM730 reliability recognises attacks with explosives or attempted entry using modern tools, such as
diamond‐tipped drills, mechanical and hydraulic pressure tools, flame cutters, thermal‐lances or water jet on safes, automatic
teller machines, night deposits and strong rooms. Coverage area for all tools range 4 m / 50 m2. When installed on SCEC SL4
sites, the following must be observed: Must be mounted using the Alarmcorp GMT4BOX housing in accordance with the
manufacturers requirements for the Vanderbilt GMXPO mounting plate. The Type 1 End of Line Module must be located within
the Alarmcorp housing, above the cable entry baffle. The remote sensitivity control must not be used.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismics‐detectors/siemens‐gm730‐seismic‐4m‐radius/

GM760

Vanderbilt GM760 Seismic, 5m Radius
Seismic detector for multi‐purpose use. Universal application for round‐the‐clock monitoring of safes, cash dispensers, night
deposits, strong‐room and modular vaults made of steel, concrete and armoured or synthetic composites. Specially designed for
best detection performance and maximum immunity to environmental influences. Versatile in application. Predefined settings
allow to be quickly set for all common applications. Optional SensTool software enables modification of default operating
parameters and monitoring of current detector performance. Effective. Reliable recognition of attacks is ensured with
explosives or attempted entry using modern tools, such as diamond‐tipped drills, mechanical and hydraulic pressure tools,
flame cutters, thermal‐lances or water jet on safes, automatic teller machines, night deposits, strong rooms and modular vaults
made of steel, concrete and synthetic composites. Highly professional. Coverage area for all tools range 5 m / 80 m2.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismics‐detectors/siemens‐gm760‐seismic‐5m‐radius/

GM710

GM710 Seismic detector
The GM710 seismic detector is specifically designed for cost‐sensitive applications on steel and reliably detects break‐in
attempts with mechanical and thermal attack tools. Intelligent signal processing enables the level of detection sensitivity to be
custom‐set, thereby reducing the risk of false alarms. The anti‐tamper for the detector cover will detect opening of the detector,
and the anti‐tamper on the back of the detector will detect forcible removal. Vanderbilt`s powerful GM7xx‐ series is the result
of over 45 years engineering experience in the field of seismic detectors. Our products are specifically designed for round‐the‐
clock monitoring of safes, ATMs, strong rooms or any other environment with a high concentration of valuable assets or
dangerous goods. All known types of intruder attacks generate unique vibration patterns. Their characteristic values such as
timing, frequency and amplitude are detected and analysed using Vanderbilt`s patented Senstec® technology. This technology
also ensures that environmental disturbances are ignored, and false alarms eliminated.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/seismic‐products/seismic‐detectors/seismics‐detectors/gm710‐seismic‐detector/
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Surveillance Solutions

Accessories
19" Cabinets
19" Cabinets
DataWorld
FC22‐1000

22RU 1000mm Deep 19" Network Data Cabinet
22RU 1000mm Deep 19" Network Data Cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/22ru‐1000mm‐deep‐19‐network‐data‐cabinet/

FC42‐1000

42RU 1000mm Deep 19" Network Data Cabinet
42RU 9" Network Data Cabinet 2055h x 600w x 1000mm Deep. 8 outlet power rail, 4 x fans, side lockable panels, rear solid back
door, front door toughened glass, 3 adjustable shelves.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/42ru‐1000mm‐deep‐19‐network‐data‐cabinet/

WC12‐450

12RU 450mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount Cabinet
12RU 450mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount Cabinet, Refer WC12‐600.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/12ru‐450mm‐deep‐hinged‐wall‐mount‐cabinet/

WC12‐600

12RU 600mm Deep Hinged 19" Wall‐Mount Cabinet
12RU 600mm Deep Hinged 19" Wall‐Mount Cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/12ru‐600mm‐deep‐hinged‐19‐wall‐mount‐cabine
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18RU 550mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet
18RU 550mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/18ru‐550mm‐deep‐hinged‐wall‐mount‐19‐cabine

WC4‐450

4RU 450mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet
4U 450mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/4ru‐450mm‐deep‐hinged‐wall‐mount‐19‐cabinet

WC6‐550

6RU 550mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet
6RU 550mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/6ru‐550mm‐deep‐hinged‐wall‐mount‐19‐cabinet

WC9‐550

9RU 550mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet
9RU 550mm Deep Hinged Wall‐Mount 19" Cabinet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/19‐cabinets/19‐cabinets‐1/9ru‐550mm‐deep‐hinged‐wall‐mount‐19‐cabinet
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Connectors/Adapters
Alarmcorp
E10500

Video Ground Loop Isolator (BNC (M) 100 mm Tail to BNC (F))
Video Ground Loop Isolator (BNC (M) 100 mm Tail to BNC (F)).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/connectorsadapters/video‐ground‐loop‐isolator‐bnc‐m‐100‐mm‐tail‐to‐bnc

P0702

100 pack RG59 BNC‐Male Crimp Connector for RG59/U Coax
100 pack RG59 BNC‐Male Crimp Connector for RG59/U Coax.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/connectorsadapters/100‐pack‐rg59‐bnc‐male‐crimp‐connector‐for‐rg59u‐co
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UPS
UPS 1kVA ‐ 3kVA
Power Shield
PSCERT2000

PowerShield Centurion 2000VA RT Double Conversion True On‐Line UPS. Rack/Tower
PowerShield Centurion 2000VA/1800W RT Double Conversion True On‐Line UPS. Rack or Tower Design. USB, RS232, SNMP,
Modbus. Requires Optional PSRK Rack Kit if installing in a 19" Equipment Rack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/power‐shield‐centurion‐2000va‐rt‐true‐on‐line‐ups.‐rac

PSCRT1100

PowerShield Commander 1100VA RT UPS Sine Wave Output
PowerShield Commander 1100VA/880W RT UPS. Line Interactive, Pure Sine Wave Output. Requires Optional PSRK Rack Kit if
installing in a 19" Equipment Rack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/power‐shield‐commander‐1100va‐rt‐ups/

PSCRT2000

PowerShield Commander 2000VA RT UPS Sine Wave Output
PowerShield Commander 2000VA/1600W RT UPS. Line Interactive, Pure Sine Wave Output. Requires Optional PSRK Rack Kit if
installing in a 19" Equipment Rack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/power‐shield‐commander‐2000va‐rt‐ups/

PSCRT3000

PowerShield Commander 3000VA RT UPS Sine Wave Output
PowerShield Commander 3000VA/2400W RT UPS. Line Interactive, Pure Sine Wave Output. Requires Optional PSRK Rack Kit if
installing in a 19" Equipment Rack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/power‐shield‐commander‐3000va‐rt‐ups/
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PowerShield 1600VA/960W UPS
PowerShield 1600VA/960W UPS. Surge Protection, Best in its Class. Australian outlets for UPS and Surge protection (x3).
Australian outlets for Surge protection only (x3). Buck and boost AVR for voltage stabilization. User replaceable batteries.
Silent Operation (No fans included). Auto restart when AC returns. Off‐mode charging. Cold start function. USB
communication with sophisticated NetGuard software.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/power‐shield‐1600va960w‐ups/

PSCERT3000

PowerShield Centurion 3000VA RT Double Conversion True On‐Line UPS. Rack/Tower
PowerShield Centurion 3000VA/2700W RT Double Conversion True On‐Line UPS. Rack or Tower Design. USB, RS232, SNMP,
Modbus. Requires Optional PSRK Rack Kit if installing in a 19" Equipment Rack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/powershield‐centurion‐3000va‐rt‐double‐conversion‐tru

PSCERT1000

PowerShield Centurion 1000VA RT Double Conversion True On‐Line UPS. Rack/Tower
PowerShield Centurion 1000VA/900W RT Double Conversion True On‐Line UPS. Rack or Tower Design. USB, RS232, SNMP,
Modbus. Requires Op onal PSRK Rack Kit if installing in a 19" Equipment Rack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/powershield‐centurion‐1000va‐rt‐double‐conversion‐tru

Eaton
EATON 5E 650VA

Eaton 5E 650VA UPS Desktop / Tower
Eaton 5E 650VA / 360W Line Interactive Uninterruptible Power Supply, Desktop or Tower mount form factor.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐1kva‐3kva/eaton‐5e‐650va‐ups‐desktop‐tower/
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Rack Kits
Rack Kits.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/rack‐kits/

SW004

SNMP Serial Interface / LAN Module for PSS UPS
SNMP Serial Interface / LAN Module for PSS UPS.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/snmp/

SW005

Environment Sensor
Environment Sensor.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/environment‐sensor/

SW007

Dry Contact
Dry Contact.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/dry‐contact/
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Power Shield ‐ PSRAIL Telescopic Rail Mounting Kit
Power Shield ‐ PSRAIL Telescopic Rail Mounting Kit. Slide kit to suit 1000, 2000 & 3000RT series.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/power‐shield‐psrail‐telescopic‐rail‐mounting‐kit/

PSPDU6WAY

Power Shield UPS 6 Way Power Distribution Outlet Board
Power Shield 6 Way Horizontal Power Distribution Unit with 10Amp Outlets.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/power‐shield‐ups‐6‐way‐power‐distribution‐outlet‐bo

PSRK

PowerShield UPS Rack Kit for Centurion & Commander UPS
Rack‐Mount kit for PowerShield Centurion 1000VA, 2000VA,3000VA and Commander 1100VA, 2000VA,3000VA UPS Models in a
standard 19" equipment rack. Must be ordered separately.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/power‐shield‐ups‐rack‐kit‐for‐2000va‐3000va‐ups/

PSRTBB12

PowerShield Centurion & Commander 3000VA RT UPS Extended Battery Pack
PowerShield Centurion & Commander Range 2000 VA and 3000VA RT UPS Extended Battery Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/power‐shield‐commander‐3000va‐rt‐ups‐extended‐bat

PSRTBB8

PowerShield Centurion & Commander 1000VA / 2000VA RT UPS Extended Battery Pack
PowerShield Centurion & Commander Range 1000VA RT UPS Extended Battery Pack.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups‐accessories/power‐shield‐commander‐2000va‐rt‐ups‐extended‐bat
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UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 2 Hours, 19"*465mm*4RU / 32kg
UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 2 Hours, 19"x465mmx4RU / 32kg.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups1kva/ups‐line‐interactive‐800va‐with‐lcd‐display‐2‐hours‐19465mm

EXT240

UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 4 Hours, 19"*465mm*6RU / 47kg
UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 4 Hours, 19"x465mmx6RU / 47kg.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups1kva/ups‐line‐interactive‐800va‐with‐lcd‐display‐4‐hours‐19465mm

EXT480

UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 8 Hours, 19"*465mm*8RU / 79kg
UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 8 Hours, 19"x465mmx8RU / 79kg.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups1kva/ups‐line‐interactive‐800va‐with‐lcd‐display‐8‐hours‐19465mm

EXT60

UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 1 Hour, 19"*465mm*2RU / 23kg
UPS Line Interactive 800VA with LCD Display ‐ 1 Hour, 19"x465mmx2RU / 23kg.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups1kva/ups‐line‐interactive‐800va‐with‐lcd‐display‐1‐hour‐19465mm2

Power Shield
PSG750

Power Shield Safe Guard 750VA UPS
Power Shield SafeGuard 750VA UPS, The SafeGuard UPS provides a buffer between your equipment and inconsistent mains
power supply. This cost effective, compact device constantly stands guard beside your sensitive equipment. Automatic Voltage
Regulation (Buck and Boost, Light‐weight compact and elegantly designed, Intelligent microprocessor control , Monitoring and
shutdown software included, Fax/modem/LAN surge suppression port, Overload protection and alarm.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/accessories/ups/ups1kva/power‐shield‐safe‐guard‐750va‐ups/
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Camera Housing and Brackets
Brackets and Mounts
Brackets
Alarmcorp
PFB204W

Wall Mount Bracket for Small Dome Cameras
Wall Mount Bracket for Small Dome Cameras, Dimensions 160mm x 122mm x 76mm, IP66 Rated.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/camera‐housing‐and‐brackets/brackets‐and‐mounts/brackets/wall‐mount‐bracket‐for‐s
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Camera Housings
Alarmcorp
RMDHWPC

IP66 Exterior Dome Housing for Fixed Cameras (200mm max)
IP66 Exterior dome housing for fixed cameras, max camera+lens length 200mm. Mossvale sands powdercoat.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/camera‐housing‐and‐brackets/camera‐housings/ip66‐exterior‐dome‐housing‐for‐fixed‐c

TH600

Triangular Corner Mount High Security Enclosure, Max Length 228 mm
Secure triangular corner mount housings to suit PCB and conventional cameras commonly used in Correctional Service
environments. The cover is recess mounted into the steel frame ensuring that tools cannot be inserted to prise the lens away
from the housing. Featuring rugged construction, tamper resistance and with no centre projections the enclosures limit self
harm issues. New bracket design for the 485 and 600 models allows easier adjustment and more positive locking action for the
camera. The CMH01 & CMH02 accept similar sized cameras as the TH485 & TH600 in a more compact housing when space is
limited.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/camera‐housing‐and‐brackets/camera‐housings/triangular‐corner‐mount‐high‐security‐

TH724

Triangular Corner Mount High Security Enclosure , Max Length 290 mm
Secure triangular corner mount housings to suit conventional cameras commonly used in Correctional Service environments.
The cover is recess mounted into the steel frame ensuring that tools cannot be inserted to prise the lens away from the housing.
Featuring rugged construc on, tamper resistance and with no centre projec ons the enclosures limit self harm issues.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/camera‐housing‐and‐brackets/camera‐housings/triangular‐corner‐mount‐high‐security‐

CMH02

Compact Corner Mount High Security Enclosure, Max Length 190 mm
Secure corner mount housing to suit full body style conventional cameras commonly used in Correctional Service environments.
Featuring rugged construction, tamper resistance and with no centre projections the enclosures limit self harm issues.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/camera‐housing‐and‐brackets/camera‐housings/compact‐corner‐mount‐high‐security‐e
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PTZ Housings
Vanderbilt
CDD2416‐T

Molynx CDD2416‐T Pan/Tilt Head, Top Mount, 24 V DC
CDD2416‐T Pan/Tilt Head Top Mount, 24 V DC. Preset position feedback capability and heaters as standard. Over‐the‐top or side
mounting options for camera housings. Inverse mounting of the pan‐and‐tilt heads possible. A robust high‐performance over‐
the‐top mount DC pan/tilt unit (side mount optional). Allows reliable and accurate control of medium‐heavy loads from 16 kg
with thermostatic heater. Includes pre‐wired cables (2.00 m long). also available in a 24VAC version as well.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/camera‐housing‐and‐brackets/ptz‐housings/siemens‐cdd2416‐t‐pantilt‐head‐top‐mount
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Lenses
Analog/SD Lenses
Fujinon
YV10X5HR4A‐SA2L

1.3 Megapixel Lens 1/3 inch Varifocal 5‐50mm F1.5 ‐ DC Auto Iris Long Lead
1.3 Megapixel Lens 1/3 inch Varifocal 5‐50mm F1.6 DC Auto Iris Day/Night CS‐Mount Aspherical Long Lead.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/analogsd‐lenses/1.3‐megapixel‐lens‐13‐inch‐varifocal‐5‐50mm‐f1.5‐dc‐auto‐iris‐l
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HD Lenses
Fujinon
DV10X8SA‐SA1

3MPX Lens, 1/2 ", DC Auto Iris, 8‐80mm F1.4, C Mount
3 Megapixel rated Varifocal lens, 1/2", DC Auto Iris, 8‐80mm F1.4‐F360, C Mount.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/hd‐lenses/3mpx‐lens‐12‐‐dc‐auto‐iris‐8‐80mm‐f1.4‐c‐mount/

DV10X8SR4A‐SA1

3MPX Lens, DC Auto Iris, Day/Night, 8‐80mm , F1.6, C Mount
3 Megapixel rated Varifocal lens, DC Autoiris, 8‐80mm F1.6‐F360, Day/Night, C Mount Lens.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/hd‐lenses/3mpx‐lens‐dc‐auto‐iris‐daynight‐8‐80mm‐f1.6‐c‐mount/

DV4X12.5SR4A‐SA1

Fujinon 12.5 to 50 mm 1/3 Day/Night Varifocal Lens 5MP
Fujinon 12.5 to 50 mm 1/3 Day/Night Varifocal Lens 5MP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/hd‐lenses/fujinon‐12.5‐to‐50‐mm‐13‐daynight‐varifocal‐lens‐5mp/

YV2.2X1.4A‐SA2L

Fujinon 1.4 to 3.1mm 1/3 Varifocal Lens 1.3MP, Long Lead
Fujinon 1.4 to 3.1mm 1/3 Varifocal Lens 1.3MP, Long Lead.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/hd‐lenses/fujinon‐1.4‐to‐3.1mm‐13‐varifocal‐lens‐1.3mp‐long‐lead/

YV2.8X2.8SR4A‐SA2

Fujinon 2.8 to 8 mm 1/3 Day/Night Varifocal Lens 3MP
Fujinon 2.8 to 8 mm 1/3 Day/Night Varifocal Lens 3MP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/hd‐lenses/fujinon‐2.8‐to‐8‐mm‐13‐daynight‐varifocal‐lens‐3mp/

YV3.3X15SR4A‐SA2L
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Fujinon 15mm to 50 mm 1/3 Day/Night Varifocal Lens 3MP, Long Lead.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/lenses/hd‐lenses/fujinon‐15‐to‐50‐mm‐13‐daynight‐varifocal‐lens‐3mp‐long‐lead/
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Monitors
Monitor Mounts
Alarmcorp
AC‐BT‐LCD201S

Wall Mount Tilt and Swivel Bracket for 10" to 24" LCD Monitors with VESA mounting
Wall Mount Tilt and Swivel bracket for 10" to 24" LCD Monitors with VESA mounting.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/monitors/monitor‐mounts/wall‐mount‐tilt‐and‐swivel‐bracket‐for‐10‐to‐24‐lcd‐monitor

BT‐PLB42

Plasma/LCD TV Ultra‐Slim Tilting Wall Bracket up to 42" w/ Spirit Level
BRATECK ‐ BT‐PLB42. Plasma/LCD TV Ultra‐Slim Tilting Wall Bracket up to 42" w/ Spirit Level. VESA Compliant, 100x100,
200x100, 200x200, 400x200.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/monitors/monitor‐mounts/brateck‐bt‐plb42.‐plasmalcd‐tv‐ultra‐slim‐tilting‐wall‐bracke
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Monitors
Dell
DELL P1914S 19" LCD MONITOR

Dell P1914S 19" LCD Monitor with LED
Dell P1914S 19" LCD Monitor with LED & VESA, 3 years NBD exchange.

DELL P2214H 21.5" LED

Dell P2214H 21.5" Monitor with LED Backlight
Dell P2214H 21.5" LED Monitor with LED Backlight & VESA, 3 years NBD advance exchange.

DELL P2417H 24" LED MONITOR

Dell P2417H 24" Monitor with LED Backlight
Dell P2417H 24" LED Monitor with LED Backlight, 6ms Response Time & VESA Mounting. 3 Year Warranty.

DELL P2714H 27" LED MONITOR

Dell P2714H 27" Monitor with LED Backlight
Dell P2714H 27" LED Monitor with LED Backlight & VESA, 3 years NBD advance exchange.
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Dell U2212HM 21.5" Monitor with LED
Dell U2212HM 21.5" LCD Monitor with LED & VESA, 3 years NBD exchange.

Alarmcorp
M2470SWH

AOC 23.6" 1080p Monitor with HDMI / VGA Interface
AOC 23.6" 1920x1080 Max Resolution, 1080p Monitor with VESA Mounting. 3 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/monitors/monitors‐1/aoc‐23.6‐1080p‐monitor‐with‐hdmi‐vga‐interface/

VP247HA

ASUS 23.6" 1080p Monitor with HDMI / DVI / VGA Interface
ASUS 23.6" 1920x1080 Max Resolution, 1080p 5ms Monitor with VESA Mounting. 3 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/monitors/monitors‐1/asus‐23.6‐1080p‐monitor‐with‐hdmi‐dvi‐vga‐interface‐1/
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Network & Transmission
Ethernet Switches
Ethernet Switch Accessories
Dell
SFP TRANSCEIVER

Dell SFP Transceiver (1000SX Short Wave SFP) LC Connector
Dell SFP Transceiver (1000SX Short Wave SFP) LC Connector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/dell‐sfp‐transceiv

SFP1000‐SX850NM

Dell SFP Transceiver (1000BASE‐SX 850nm) LC Connector
Dell SFP Transceiver (1000BASE‐SX 850nm, 550 Metre Reach) LC Connector. Suits N3024F Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/dell‐sfp‐transceiv

Alarmcorp
GT‐805A

10/100/1000Base‐T to miniGBIC (SFP) Converter
10/100/1000Base‐T to Mini GBIC (SFP) Converter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/101001000base‐t

MGB‐FX

SFP 10/100Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module ‐ 220m OM1 or 550m OM3
SFP Port 10/100Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module, LC Connector ‐ 220m OM1 or 550m OM3.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐10100base‐sx
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SFP 1000Base‐T Copper Mini GBIC Module ‐ Ethernet
SFP 1000Base‐T Copper Mini GBIC Module ‐ Ethernet.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐1000base‐t‐c

MGB‐LX

SFP 1000Base‐LX Mini GBIC Module ‐ Single Mode
SFP Port 1000Base‐LX Mini GBIC Module, LC Connector ‐ Single Mode 10Km 1310nm. Specification 0 Degrees ‐ +60 Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐1000base‐lx‐

MGB‐SX

SFP 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module ‐ 220m OM1 or 550m OM3
SFP Port 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module, LC Connector ‐ 220m OM1 or 550m OM3. Specification 0 Degrees ‐ +60 Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐port‐1000bas

MGB‐TLX

SFP 1000Base‐LX Mini GBIC Module Industrial ‐ Single Mode
SFP Port 1000Base‐LX Mini GBIC Module, LC Connector ‐ Single Mode 10Km 1310nm. Industrial Specification ‐40 Degrees ‐ +75
Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐1000base‐lx‐

MGB‐TSX

SFP 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module Industrial ‐ 220m OM1 or 550m OM3
SFP Port 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module, LC Connector ‐ 220m OM1 or 550m OM3. Industrial Specification ‐40 Degrees ‐ +75
Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐1000base‐sx‐

MFB‐TF20

SFP 100Mbps Module Industrial ‐ Single Mode
SFP Port 100 Mbps Mini GBIC Module, LC Connector ‐ Single Mode 20Km 1310nm. Industrial Specification ‐40 Degrees ‐ +75
Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switch‐accessories/sfp‐100mbps‐mo
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Dell N1524 Managed Stackable Switch, 24 Gigabit Ports with 4 x 10GbE SFP+ Ports
Dell N1524 Series Managed Stackable Switch with 24 Gigabit Ports and 4 x 10GbE SFP+ Ports. Lifetime Limited Hardware
Warranty. 3 Year ProSupport, Next Business Day Onsite Service.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/dell‐n1524‐managed‐sta

Alarmcorp
GS‐4210‐16T2S

16 Port Gigabit + 2 Port SFP Managed Switch
16‐Port Managed Gigabit Ethernet Switch + 2‐Port 100/1000X SFP.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/16‐port‐gigabit‐2‐port‐sf

GSD‐1020S

8 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Managed Switch Ethernet with 2 SFP 100/1000 Interfaces
8 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Managed Switch Ethernet with 2 x 100/1000 Base‐X SFP Interfaces.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/8‐port‐101001000mbps‐m

GSD‐503

5 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet Desktop Switch (Metal)
5‐Port 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet Desktop Switch (Metal).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/5‐port‐101001000mbps‐g
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8 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet Switch
8‐Port 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/8‐port‐101001000mbps‐g

GSW‐2401

24 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet Switch
24‐Port 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐101001000mbps

GSW‐2404SF

24 Port Gigabit Web Smart Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports
24‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Web Smart Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐gigabit‐web‐sma

IGS‐10020MT

IP30 Industrial 8* 1000TP + 2* 100/1000F SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 8* 1000TP + 2* 100/1000F SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/ip30‐industrial‐8‐1000tp‐

IGS‐10080‐MFT

IP30 Industrial 8* 100/1000F SFP + 2* 1000TP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 8* 100/1000F SFP + 2* 1000TP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/ip30‐industrial‐8‐100100
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Description/Web link
IP30 Industrial 4* 1000TP + 2* 100/1000X SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 4* 1000TP + 2* 100/1000X SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/ip30‐industrial‐4‐100100

IGS‐620TF

IP30 Industrial 4* 1000TP + 2* 100/1000X SFP Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 4* 1000TP + 2* 100/1000X SFP Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/ip30‐industrial‐4‐1000tp‐

SG300‐28PP

Cisco 24 Port Gigabit PoE Managed Switch with 2 Shared Gigabit / SFP Ports
Cisco 24‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit PoE Ethernet Managed Switch with 2 Shared Gigabit / SFP Ports . Total Power Budget is 180
Watts. Additional SFP Ports for Fibre Connections. MGBSX1 for Multi Mode Fibre 850nm Connections, up to 550 metres.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐gigabit‐managed

SGS‐5220‐24T2X

24 Port Gigabit Managed Stackable Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports & 2 x 10Gig SFP Ports
24‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Managed Stackable Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports on Ports 21‐24 and 2 x 10G SFP Ports.
Stackable up to 16 Units.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐gigabit‐managed

SGSW‐24240

24 Port Fibre Stackable Switch with 8 Gigabit Ethernet Ports
24‐Port MiniGBIC/SFP Gigabit Layer2/L4 Advance SNMP Manageable Switch + 8‐Port 10/100/1000Base‐T, Trunking stack up to
16 Units.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐fibre‐stackable‐s
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24 Port Fibre Stackable Switch with Redundant Power & 8 Gigabit Ethernet Ports
24‐Port MiniGBIC/SFP Gigabit Layer2/L4 Advance SNMP Manageable Switch + 8‐Port 10/100/1000Base‐T, Trunking stack up to
16 Units and Redundant 48 Volt Power Supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐fibre‐stackable‐s

WGSW‐24040

24 Port Gigabit Managed Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports
24‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Managed Stackable Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐gigabit‐managed

WGSW‐24040R

24 Port Gigabit Managed Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports and Redundant Power
24‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Managed Stackable Switch with 4 Shared SFP Ports and Redundant 48 Volt Power Supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐gigabit‐managed

GS‐5220‐16S8C

24 Port 100/1000x SFP + 8 Port Shared TP Managed Switch
24 Port 100/1000x SFP + 8 Port Shared TP Gigabit Ethernet Layer 2 Managed Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐1001000x‐sfp‐8‐

MGSD‐10080F

8 Port Fibre Switch with 2 Gigabit Ethernet Ports
8‐Port 100/1000x SFP Gigabit Ports, Layer 2/L4 Advance SNMP Manageable Switch + 2‐Port 10/100/1000Base‐T Ethernet Ports.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/8‐port‐fibre‐switch‐with‐
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D‐Link 28 Port Gigabit SmartPro Stackable Switch with 24 Ethernet & 4 SFP+ 10G Ports
D‐Link 28‐Port Layer 3 Gigabit SmartPro Stackable Ethernet Switch with 24 RJ45 Ethernet & 4 SFP+ 10 Gig Ports. Additional SFP
Ports for Fibre Connections.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/d‐link‐28‐port‐gigabit‐sm

MGSW‐24160F

16 Port 100/1000Base‐X Fibre Switch + 8 Port 10/100/1000Base‐T
16 x 100/1000x SFP Ports, Layer 2/L4 Advance SNMP Manageable Switch plus 8 x 10/100/1000Base‐T Ethernet Ports .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/16‐port‐1001000base‐x‐f

GS‐5220‐24P4XV

24 Port 100/1000T PoE+ & 4 x 10 Gig SFP+ Ports ‐ Managed Swith with LCD Touch Screen
Layer 2 Managed, 24 Port 100/1000T PoE+ & 4 x 10 Gig SFP+ Ports. Includes LCD Touch Screen.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐1/24‐port‐1001000t‐poe‐4‐
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Dell N1524P Managed Stackable Switch, 24 Gigabit PoE+ Ports with 4 x 10GbE SFP+ Ports
Dell N1524P Series Managed Stackable Switch with 24 Gigabit PoE+ Ports and 4 x 10GbE SFP+ Ports. Lifetime Limited Hardware
Warranty. 3 Year ProSupport, Next Business Day Onsite Service.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/dell‐n1524p‐managed

DELL N1524P‐RPS

Dell N1524P Redundant Power Managed Switch, 24 Gigabit PoE+ Ports with 4 x 10GbE SFP+ Ports
Dell N1524P Series Redundant Power Managed Stackable Switch with 24 Gigabit PoE+ Ports and 4 x 10GbE SFP+ Ports. Includes
MPS1000 External Power Supply. Lifetime Limited Hardware Warranty. 3 Year ProSupport, Next Business Day Onsite Service.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/dell‐n1524p‐redundan

Alarmcorp
FGSD‐910HP

8 Port 10/100Mbps PoE+ Switch with Gigabit Uplink Port ‐ Max 120 Watts
8‐Port 10/100Mbps Desktop PoE+ Switch with 1 x 10/100/1000 Uplink Port. Supports PoE power on 8 ports up to 15.4 Watts or
PoE+ power on 3 ports up to 30 Watts. Total Power Budget 120 Watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐10100mbps‐po

FSD‐504HP

4 Port 10/100Mbps PoE Ethernet Switch, with 1 x 10/100 Uplink Port
4‐Port 10/100Mbps PoE Ethernet Switch, PLUS with1 x 10/100 Uplink Port.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/4‐port‐10100mbps‐po
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8 Port 10/100Mbps Web Smart Ethernet Switch, with 4 Ports PoE
8‐Port 10/100Mbps Web Smart Ethernet Switch, with 4‐Ports PoE.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐10100mbps‐we

GS‐4210‐24P4C

24 Port PoE Gigabit + 4 SFP Managed Switch ‐ 220 Watt
24‐Port Managed 802.3at PoE+ Gigabit Ethernet Switch + 4‐Port Gigabit Combo TP/SFP (220W).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/24‐port‐poe‐gigabit‐4‐

GS‐4210‐24PL4C

24 Port PoE Gigabit + 4 SFP Managed Switch ‐ 440 Watt.
24‐Port Managed 802.3at PoE+ Gigabit Ethernet Switch + 4‐Port Gigabit Combo TP/SFP (High Power Output 440W).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/24‐port‐poe‐gigabit‐4‐

GS‐4210‐8P2S

8 Port PoE+ 10/100/1000Mbps Managed Switch with 2 SFP Ports
8‐Port PoE+ 10/100/1000Mbps Managed Switch with 2 100/1000 Base‐X SFP Ports. Total power available is 120 watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐101001000mbp

GS‐4210‐8P2T2S

8 Port PoE+ Gigabit + 2 SFP + 2 RJ45 Managed Switch ‐ 240 Watt
8‐Port Managed 802.3at PoE+ Gigabit Ethernet Switch + 2‐Port Gigabit Combo TP/SFP + 2‐Port TP RJ45 Managed (240W).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐poe‐gigabit‐2‐s
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8 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Desktop PoE+ Switch ‐ Max 130 Watts
8‐Port 10/100/1000Mbps Desktop PoE Switch. Supports PoE power up to 30 Watts. Total Power Budget 130 Watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐101001000mbp

GSD‐808HP2

8 Port 10/100/1000Mbps Desktop PoE Switch ‐ High Power Output
8‐Port 10/100/1000Mbps Desktop PoE Switch. Supports PoE power up to 30 Watts on every port. Total Power Budget 240
Watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐101001000mbp

HPOE‐2400G

24 Port 802.3at 30w Gigabit High Power over Ethernet Injector Hub (Full Power ‐ 500W)
24‐Port 802.3at 30w Gigabit High Power over Ethernet Injector Hub (full power ‐ 500W).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/24‐port‐802.3at‐30w‐g

IGS‐10020HPT

Industrial 8 Port 10/100/1000T Mbps PoE+ Ethernet Switch + 2 Gigabit SFP Ports
Industrial 8 Port 10/100 /1000T Mbps PoE+ Layer 2 Managed Ethernet Switch + 2 Gigabit SFP Ports The Industrial 8‐Port Gigabit
802.3af PoE+ Switch, IGS‐10020HPT is equipped with rugged IP30 metal case for stable operation in heavy Industrial demanding
environments. With IP30 industrial case protection, the IGS‐10020HPT provides a high level of immunity against electromagnetic
interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control cabinets. Being
able to operate in wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the IGS‐10020HPT can be placed in almost any difficult
environment. The IGS‐10020HPT also allows either DIN rail or wall mounting for efficient use of cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐8‐port‐1010

IGS‐10020PT

Industrial 8 Port 10/100/1000T Mbps PoE Ethernet Switch + 2 Gigabit SFP Ports
Industrial 8 Port 10/100 /1000T Mbps PoE Layer 2 Managed Ethernet Switch + 2 Gigabit SFP Ports The Industrial 8‐Port Gigabit
802.3af PoE Switch, IGS‐10020PT is equipped with rugged IP30 metal case for stable operation in heavy Industrial demanding
environments. With IP30 industrial case protection, the IGS‐10020PT provides a high level of immunity against electromagnetic
interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control cabinets. Being
able to operate in wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the IGS‐10020PT can be placed in almost any difficult
environment. The IGS‐10020PT also allows either DIN rail or wall mounting for efficient use of cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐8‐port‐1010
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Industrial 16 Port 10/100/1000T Mbps PoE+ Ethernet Switch + 2 Gig SFP + 2 Gig Copper Ports
Industrial 16 Port 10/100 /1000T Mbps PoE+ Layer 2 Managed Ethernet Switch + 2 Gigabit SFP Ports and 2 10/100/1000T Ports
The Industrial 16‐Port Gigabit 802.3af PoE+ Switch, IGS‐20160HPT is equipped with rugged IP30 metal case for stable operation
in heavy Industrial demanding environments. With IP30 industrial case protection, the IGS‐20160HPT provides a high level of
immunity against electromagnetic interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb
side traffic control cabinets. Being able to operate in wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the IGS‐20160HPT can
be placed in almost any difficult environment. The IGS‐20160HPT also allows either DIN rail or wall mounting for efficient use of
cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐16‐port‐101

IGS‐624HPT

IP30 Industrial 4 Port Ethernet PoE+ & 2* 100/1000X SFP Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 4 Port Ethernet PoE+ & 2* 100/1000X SFP Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ip30‐industrial‐4‐port‐

IPOE‐162

IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Splitter Single 10/100/1000 Mbps
IEEE 802.3af Industrial 30W Power Over Ethernet Injector (Mid‐Span) Single 10/100/1000 Mbps.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐power‐ov

IPOE‐E174

Single Port Ultra PoE Ethernet Extender 4 x PoE af/at Devices
Single Port Ultra PoE to 4 Port PoE Ethernet Extender 10/100 ‐ Up to 4 PoE Devices over 1 x Cat5e Cable.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/single‐port‐ultra‐poe‐e

ISW‐504PT

5 Port 10/100Mbps with 4 Port PoE Industrial Switch
The ISW‐504PT is a 4 Port PoE Switch with an additional 10/100 Ethernet Port. It provides a high level of immunity against
electromagnetic interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control
cabinets. Being able to operate under wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 Degree C, the ISW‐504PT can be placed in almost
any difficult environment. It also offers dual‐redundant, reversible polarity 24V DC or 48V DC power inputs for high availability
applications requiring backup power inputs.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/5‐port‐10100mbps‐wit
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4 Port 10/100Mbps PoE Industrial Switch + 1* 10/100 SFP Port
ISW‐514PTF is a 4 Port 10/100 PoE Switch with an additional 100FX SFP Port. It provides a high level of immunity against
electromagnetic interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control
cabinets. Being able to operate under wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 Degree C.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/5‐port‐10100mbps‐wit

MGBSX1

Cisco SFP Port 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module
SFP Port 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module ‐ For use with SG300 and SG500 Cisco Switches.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐sfp‐port‐1000ba

MGBT1

Cisco MGBT1 Mini GBIC Fibre to RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet
MGBT1 Mini GBIC to convert Fibre to RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet Connection. For use with Compatible Cisco Switches.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐mgbt1‐mini‐gbic

POE‐1200G

12 Port Gigabit IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet Injector Hub
12‐Port Gigabit IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet Injector Hub.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/12‐port‐gigabit‐ieee‐8

POE‐151‐AU

IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Injector (Mid‐Span) Single 10/100 Mbps
IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Injector (Mid‐Span) Single 10/100 Mbps.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐power‐ov
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IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Injector (End‐Span) Single 10/100/1000 Mbps
IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Injector (End‐Span) Single 10/100/1000 Mbps.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐power‐ov

POE‐152S

IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Splitter Single 10/100/1000 Mbps
IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Splitter Single 10/100/1000 Mbps.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐power‐ov

POE‐161‐AU

IEEE 802.3at Power Over Ethernet Injector (Mid‐Span) Single Gigabit High Power 30W
IEEE 802.3at Power Over Ethernet Injector (Mid‐Span) Single Gigabit High Power 30W.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3at‐power‐ov

POE‐162S

IEEE 802.3at Power Over Ethernet Splitter Single Gigabit High Power 30W (12V/24V)
IEEE 802.3at Power Over Ethernet Splitter Single Gigabit High Power 30W (12V/24V).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3at‐power‐ov

POE‐171

IEEE 802.3at/af Ultra Power Over Ethernet Injector ‐ 60 W (End‐Span/Mid‐Span) Single 10/100/1000 Mbps
IEEE 802.3at/af Ultra Power Over Ethernet Injector ‐ 60W Maximum (End Span/Mid‐Span) Single 10/100/1000 Mbps with
external power supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐ultra‐pow
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24 Port Gigabit IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet Injector Hub
24‐Port Gigabit IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet Injector Hub.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/24‐port‐gigabit‐ieee‐8

POE‐400

4 Port IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Injector Hub
4‐Port IEEE 802.3af Power Over Ethernet Injector Hub.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/4‐port‐ieee‐802.3af‐po

POE‐E101

IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet Extender 10/100 Mbps (Mid Span)
IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet Extender 10/100 Mbps (Mid Span).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐power‐ov

SF300‐24PP

24 Port 10/100 PoE+ Managed Switch with 2 Gigabit & 2 Shared Gigabit/SFP Ports
24‐Port 10/100 PoE+ Ethernet Managed Switch with 2 Gigabit Ports & 2 Shared Gigabit/SFP Ports . Total Power Budget is 180
Watts. Additional SFP Ports for Fibre Connections. MGBSX1 for Multi Mode Fibre 850nm Connections, up to 550 metres.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/24‐port‐10100‐poe‐ma

SG300‐10SFP

8 Port SFP Gigabit Managed Switch with 2 Combo Gigabit/SFP Ports
8 Port SFP Gigabit Managed Switch with 2 Combo Gigabit/SFP Ports. Can utilise MGBT1 Mini GBIC to convert Fibre to RJ45
Ethernet Connection. MGBSX1 for Multi Mode Fibre 850nm Connections, up to 550 metres.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐sfp‐gigabit‐man
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Industrial Wall Mount 8 Port Gigabit PoE+ Ethernet Switch + 2 * 100/1000 SFP Ports
Industrial Wall Mount 8 Port Gigabit PoE+ Managed Ethernet Switch + 2 * 100/1000 SFP Ports The WGS‐4215‐8P2S is equipped
with rugged IP30 metal case for stable operation in heavy Industrial demanding environments. With IP30 industrial case
protection, the WGS‐4215‐8P2S provides a high level of immunity against electromagnetic interference and heavy electrical
surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control cabinets. Being able to operate in wide temperature
range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the WGS‐4215‐8P2S can be placed in almost any difficult environment. The WGS‐4215‐8P2S is
designed for wall mounting for efficient use of cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐wall‐mount

GLC‐SX‐MMD

Cisco Catalyst SFP Port 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module
SFP Port 1000Base‐SX Mini GBIC Module, Myulti Mode, 850nm ‐ For use with Cisco Catalyst 2960 and 3850 Switches.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐catalyst‐sfp‐port

SG300‐28SFP

Cisco 28 Port Gigabit Managed Switch with 2 Shared Gigabit / SFP Ports
Cisco 28‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Managed Switch with 2 Shared Gigabit / SFP Ports. Additional SFP Ports for Fibre
Connections. MGBSX1 for Multi Mode Fibre 850nm Connections, up to 550 metres.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐28‐port‐gigabit‐m

WS‐C2960XR‐24TS‐I

Cisco Cataylst 24 Port Gigabit Layer 3 Routing Managed Stackable Switch with 4 SFP Ports
Cisco Cataylst 24‐Port Gigabit Layer 3 Routing Ethernet Managed Stackable Switch with 4 X 1Gig SFP Ports . Optional Redundant
Power Supply. Stackable up to 8 Units. Lifetime warranty on Switch. Includes 12 months CiscoSMARTnet Total Care Support.
GLC‐SX‐MMD=, SFP for Multi Mode Fibre 850nm Connections, up to 550 metres.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐cataylst‐24‐port

PWR‐C2‐250WAC=

Cisco Catalyst Redundant Power Supply Module
Cisco Catalyst Redundant Power Supply Module. Suits 2960XR Switch, non PoE model.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐catalyst‐redunda
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Industrial Solar Power PoE Ethernet Switch
Industrial Solar Power PoE Ethernet Switch. 2 X 802.af / 802.at interfaces for IP cameras and wireless access points. Input for
solar panel, 24v DC output for battery. Being able to operate in wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the BSP‐300
can be placed in almost any difficult environment. The BSP‐300 also allows either DIN rail or wall mounting for efficient use of
cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐solar‐power

FGSW‐1822VHP

16 Port 10/100 PoE+ & 2 TP/SFP Gigabit Combo Ports
16‐Port 10/100 PoE+ Ethernet Switch + 2 TP/SFP Gigabit Combo Ports. Total power available is 300 watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/16‐port‐10100‐poe‐2‐t

IGS‐5225‐24P4S

IP30 Industrial 24* 1000 PoE+ & 4* 100/1000X SFP Shared Ports Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 19 inch Rack Mount Design. 24* 1000 PoE+ & + 4* 100/1000X SFP Ports shared with Ports 21‐24. Full Managed
Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ip30‐industrial‐24‐100

DGS‐1210‐28P

D‐Link 28 Port Gigabit WebSmart PoE Switch with 24 Ethernet & 4 SFP Ports
D‐Link 28‐Port Layer 2 Gigabit WebSmart PoE Ethernet Switch with 24 RJ45 Ethernet & 4 SFP Ports. Total PoE Power Budget is
193 Watts. Additional SFP Ports for Fibre Connections.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/d‐link‐28‐port‐gigabit‐

WGS‐803

Industrial Wall Mount 8 Port Gigabit Managed Ethernet Switch
Industrial Wall Mount 8 Port Gigabit Managed Ethernet Switch The WGS‐803 is equipped with rugged IP30 metal case for stable
operation. Being able to operate in a temperature range from ‐10 to 60 degrees C, the WGS‐803 is designed for wall mounting
for efficient use of cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐wall‐mount
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Industrial 4 Port 10/100 Mbps PoE Ethernet Switch + 1 Gigabit SFP Port
Industrial 4 Port 10/100 /1000T Mbps PoE Layer 2 Managed Ethernet Switch + 1 Gigabit SFP Port The Industrial 4‐Port Gigabit
802.3af PoE Switch, IGS‐10020PT is equipped with rugged IP30 metal case for stable operation in heavy Industrial demanding
environments. With IP30 industrial case protection, the IGS‐10020PT provides a high level of immunity against electromagnetic
interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control cabinets. Being
able to operate in wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the IGS‐10020PT can be placed in almost any difficult
environment. The IGS‐10020PT also allows either DIN rail or wall mounting for efficient use of cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐4‐port‐1010

IGS‐4215‐8P2T2S

IP30 Industrial 8* 1000 PoE+ & 2* Ethernet + 2* 100/1000X SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C)
IP30 Industrial 8* 1000 PoE+ & 2 Port Ethernet + 2* 100/1000X SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ip30‐industrial‐8‐1000

CAB‐STK‐E‐1M

Cisco Cataylst Switch Stacking Cable ‐ 1 Metre
Cisco Cataylst Cisco Cataylst Switch Stacking Cable ‐ 1 Metre. For use with Cisco Catalyst 2960 and 3850 Switches.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐cataylst‐switch‐s

SFP‐H10GB‐CU1M=

Cisco SG500 Series Switch Stacking Cable ‐ 1 Metre
Cisco 10GBase‐CU SFP+ Passive Twinax Copper Stacking Cable Assembly ‐ 1 Metre.For use with Cisco SG500 Switch, Model No.
SG500‐28‐K9‐AU.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐sg500‐series‐swi

SG500‐28‐K9‐AU

Cisco 24 Port Gigabit Managed Stackable Switch with 2 Shared Gigabit / SFP Ports
Cisco 24‐Port 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Managed Stackable Switch with 2 Shared Gigabit / SFP Ports . Stackable up to 16
Units. Additional SFP Ports for Fibre Connections. MGBSX1 for Multi Mode Fibre 850nm Connections, up to 550 metres.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/cisco‐24‐port‐gigabit‐m
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24 Port 10/100/1000 PoE+ & 2 SFP Gigabit Ports
24‐Port 10/100/1000 PoE+ Ethernet Switch + 2 SFP Gigabit Ports. Includes Colour LCD Smart Management Screen. Total power
available is 300 watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/24‐port‐101001000‐po

DGS‐1210‐28MP

D‐Link 28 Port Gigabit WebSmart High Power PoE Switch with 24 Ethernet & 4 SFP Ports
D‐Link 28‐Port Layer 2 Gigabit WebSmart PoE Ethernet Switch with 24 RJ45 Ethernet & 4 SFP Ports. Total PoE Power Budget is
370 Watts. Additional SFP Ports for Fibre Connections.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/d‐link‐28‐port‐gigabit‐

FGSD‐1022VHP

8 Port 10/100 PoE+ & 2 TP/SFP Gigabit Combo Ports
8‐Port 10/100 PoE+ Ethernet Switch + 2 TP/SFP Gigabit Combo Ports. Total power available is 120 watts.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/8‐port‐10100‐poe‐2‐tp

IGS‐4215‐4P4T2S

IP30 Industrial 4* 1000 PoE+ & 4* Ethernet + 2* 100/1000X SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch
IP30 Industrial 4* 1000 PoE+ & 4 Port Ethernet + 2* 100/1000X SFP Full Managed Ethernet Switch (‐40 to 75 C).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ip30‐industrial‐4‐1000

WGS‐5225‐8P2SV

Industrial Wall Mount 8 Port Gigabit PoE+ Ethernet Switch + lcd tOUCHHS
Industrial Wall Mount 8 Port Gigabit PoE+ Managed Ethernet Switch + 2 * 100/1000 SFP Ports It also includes a LCD Touch
Sscreen. The WGS‐5225‐8P2SV is equipped with rugged IP30 metal case for stable operation in heavy Industrial demanding
environments. With IP30 industrial case protection, the WGS‐5225‐8P2SV provides a high level of immunity against
electromagnetic interference and heavy electrical surges which are usually found on plant floors or in curb side traffic control
cabinets. Being able to operate in wide temperature range from ‐40 to 75 degrees C, the WGS‐5225‐8P2SV can be placed in
almost any difficult environment. The WGS‐5225‐8P2SV is designed for wall mounting for efficient use of cabinet space.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/industrial‐wall‐mount
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IEEE 802.3bt Industrial 2 Port Multi Gibabit PoE++ Injector Hub
IPOE‐270 2‐port mid‐span industrial IEEE 802.3bt PoE++ injector hub series features two 10/100/1G/2.5G/5GBASE‐T 90‐watt
802.3bt type‐4 PoE++ injector ports. With a total PoE budget of 180 watts, it delivers 802.3bt PoE++ power over Ethernet UTP
cables which allow data and power to transmit simultaneously to a remote 802.3bt/at powered device (PD).

PWR‐240‐48

Power Supply Suitable for IPOE‐270
DC single output industrial DIN rail power supply units accept universal 100‐240V AC input voltage and provide 48V DC power
output with 240 watt. Its power supply units are designed in compact size and can be installed on DIN rail TS‐35 / 7.5 or 15. It is
an ideal and convenient DC power feeding solution for Industrial equipment under heavy Industrial environments.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/ethernet‐switches/ethernet‐switches‐poe/ieee‐802.3af‐power‐ov
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Fibre/Kits
Dell
DELL N3024F

Dell N3024F 24 Fibre Ports + 2 SFP+ & 2 GbE Combo Media Ports
Dell Networking N3024F, 24 Fibre Ports, plus 2 x SFP+ Ports and 2 x GgE Combo Media Ports. No SFP Transceivers included.
Lifetime Limited Hardware Warranty. 3 Year ProSupport, Next Business Day Onsite Service.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/fibrekits/dell‐n3024f‐24‐fibre‐ports‐2‐sfp‐2‐gbe‐combo‐media‐po

N3024F

Dell N3024F 24 Fibre Ports + 2 SFP+ & 2 GbE Media Ports, No SFP
Dell Networking N3024F, 24 Fibre Ports, plus 2 x SFP+ Ports and 2 x GgE Combo Media Ports. No SFP's See Kit, SFP Transceiver
for SFP's.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/fibrekits/dell‐n3024f‐24‐fibre‐ports‐2‐sfp‐2‐gbe‐media‐ports‐no‐s

Alarmcorp
VF‐6020‐CAGE

Rack Mount Card Cage for Mounting 14 Receiver Cards
Rack Mount Card Cage for Mounting 14 Receiver Cards.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/fibrekits/rack‐mount‐card‐cage‐for‐mounting‐14‐receiver‐cards/
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Media Converters
ATEN
ATEN CE100

ATEN CE100 USB VGA KVM Extender
Mini USB KVM Extender. 100m range VGA and USB cable included.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/aten‐ce100‐usb‐vga‐kvm‐extender/

ATEN VE812

ATEN VE812 HDMI over Cat 5 Extender
HDMI over Cat 5 Extender, Max Distance up to 100 Metres ‐ Single Port.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/aten‐ve812‐hdmi‐over‐cat‐5‐extender/

ATEN VS182A

ATEN VS182A HDMI Splitter, 1 Input, 2 Outputs
2 Port HDMI Splitter. 1 x HDMI Input with 2 x HDMI Outputs. Does not include cables. The VS182A/VS184A HDMI Splitter is
the perfect solution for anyone who needs to send one source of digital high definition video to two (VS182A) or four (VS184A)
displays at the same time. It supports all HDMI‐enabled equipment, such as DVD players, satellite set‐top boxes and all HDMI
displays.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/aten‐vs184a‐hdmi‐splitter‐1‐input‐2‐outputs/

ATEN VS184A

ATEN VS184A HDMI Splitter, 1 Input, 4 Outputs
4 Port HDMI Splitter. 1 x HDMI Input with 4 x HDMI Outputs. Does not include cables.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/aten‐vs184a‐hdmi‐splitter‐1‐input‐4‐outputs/

ATEN VS481

ATEN VS481 HDMI 4 Port Switch & Cables
4 Port HDMI Switch. 4 HDMI Inputs with a single output. Switching is done by front panel or supplied remote control. Includes
3 x 1 metre HDMI cables.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/aten‐vs481‐hdmi‐4‐port‐switch‐cables/
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Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE
Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE. 2 units ( Tx/Rx ) are Required, Local / Remote Configurable. Up to 900
Metres for a Class 2 Device at 6.5 watts at 10 Meg or 600 Metres at 100 Meg on RG59/U cable . Support for Class 3 type Devices
at 13 watts has distance at 225 metres. Requires PoE or PoE+ Switch. 5 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ethernet‐over‐coax‐ip‐extender‐pass‐through‐

CNFE1EOC‐M

Ethernet over Twisted Pair or Coax IP Extender ‐ VDSL2 Technology
Ethernet over Twisted Pair or Coax IP Extender ‐ VDSL2 Technology. 2 units ( Tx/Rx ) are Required, Master / Remote
Configurable. Speed Dependant on cable length. Twisted Pair Cable ‐ 300 metres with 70 Mbps downstream / 68 Mbps
upstream extending to 3,000 metres with 1 Mbps downstream / 0.25 Mbps upstream. Coax Cable ‐ 60 metres 88Mbps
downstream / 95 Mbps upstream extending to 450 metres with 76 Mbps downstream / 83 Mbps upstream. Separate power
supply included. 5 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ethernet‐over‐twisted‐pair‐or‐coax‐ip‐extende

CWPOEIPS‐15

Power over Ethernet Midspan Injector
Power over Ethernet Midspan Injector. Maximum Power Output 15.4 Wa s. 5 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/power‐over‐ethernet‐midspan‐injector/

EC‐1600

16 Slot Rack Mount Chassis for IPC‐600 Devices
Rack Mount Chassis for IPC‐600 Devices. Holds up to 16 Slots.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/16‐slot‐rack‐mount‐chassis‐for‐ipc‐600‐device

EC‐400

4 Slot 1RU Rack Mount Chassis for POE‐IPC‐600 Devices
4 Slot 1RU Rack Mount Chassis for POE‐IPC‐600 Devices with BNC Splitter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/4‐slot‐1ru‐rack‐mount‐chassis‐for‐poe‐ipc‐600
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19" Chassis for EC100T/130T 8 Slots
19" Chassis for EC100T/130T 8 Slots.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/19‐chassis‐for‐ec100t130t‐8‐slots/

FT‐802

10/100Base‐TX to 100BASE‐FX Bridge Media Converter
10/100Base‐TX to 100BASE‐FX Bridge Media Converter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/10100base‐tx‐to‐100base‐fx‐bridge‐media‐con

FTP‐802

10/100Base‐TX to 100BASE‐FX PoE Media Converter
10/100Base‐TX to 100BASE‐FX PoE Media Converter.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/10100base‐tx‐to‐100base‐fx‐poe‐media‐conve

GT‐802

10/100/1000Base‐T to 1000Base‐SX/LX Gigabit Media Converter ‐ Multi Mode
10/100/1000Base‐T to 1000 Base‐SX/LX Gigabit Media Converter ‐ Multi Mode, SC Connector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/101001000base‐t‐to‐1000base‐sxlx‐gigabit‐me

GT‐802S

10/100/1000Base‐T to 1000Base‐SX/LX Gigabit Media Converter ‐ Single Mode
10/100/1000Base‐T to 1000 Base‐SX/LX Gigabit Media Converter ‐ Single Mode, SC Connector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/10100base‐t‐to‐1000base‐lx‐gigabit‐media‐con
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RS‐232/422/485 over Fast Ethernet Wired Media Converter 100m
RS‐232/422/485 over Fast Ethernet Wired Media Converter 100m.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/rs‐232422485‐over‐fast‐ethernet‐wired‐media

IFT‐802T

Single Port 2KM Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SC Connector (‐40 to 75 C)
Single Port 2KM MultiMode Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SC Connector. Industrial Specification ‐40 Degrees ‐ +75
Degrees. Requires 12v/48v DC Power Supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/single‐port‐2km‐industrial‐ethernet‐media‐con

IFT‐802TS15

Single Port 15KM Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SC Connector (‐40 to 75 C)
Single Port 15KM Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SC Connector. Industrial Specification ‐40 Degrees ‐ +75 Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/single‐port‐15km‐industrial‐ethernet‐media‐co

IGT‐1205AT

Industrial 10/100/1000T Ethernet to 2 Port 100/1000X SFP Media Converter
Industrial Gigabit Ethernet Media Converter with 2 x SFP Ports providing non blocking wire speed performance and great
flexibility for Gigabit Ethernet extension in harsh industrial environments. DOES NOT come with power supply. Requires 12‐
48VDC or 24VAC.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/industrial‐101001000t‐to‐2‐port‐1001000x‐sfp‐

IGT‐805AT

Industrial 10/100/1000T Ethernet to 100/1000X SFP Media Converter
Industrial Gigabit Ethernet Media Converter providing non blocking wire speed performance and great flexibility for Gigabit
Ethernet extension in harsh industrial environments. DOES NOT come with power supply. Requires 12‐48VDC or 24VAC.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/industrial‐101001000t‐ethernet‐to‐1001000x‐s
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Single Port 10KM Managed Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SFP Connector (‐30 to 75 C)
Single Port 10KM Managed Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SFP Connector. Industrial Specification ‐30 Degrees ‐ +75
Degrees.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/single‐port‐10km‐managed‐industrial‐etherne

IGTP‐805AT

Industrial 10/100/1000T Ethernet to 100/1000X SFP Media Converter with PoE+
Industrial Gigabit Ethernet Media Converter with SFP Interface and PoE+ providing non blocking wire speed performance and
great flexibility for Gigabit Ethernet extension in harsh industrial environments. DOES NOT come with power supply. Requires
24v/48v DC Power Supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/industrial‐101001000t‐ethernet‐to‐1001000x‐s

IPC‐2000C‐KIT

Hybrid CCTV & IP over Coax Kit
Hybrid CCTV & IP over Coax Kit.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/hybrid‐cctv‐ip‐over‐coax‐kit/

IPC‐2000‐KIT

Hybrid CATV & IP over Coax Kit
Hybrid CATV & IP over Coax Kit.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/hybrid‐catv‐ip‐over‐coax‐kit/

IPC‐2000S

Hybrid CATV & IP over Coax Slave Unit
Hybrid CATV & IP over Coax Slave Unit.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/hybrid‐catv‐ip‐over‐coax‐slave‐unit/
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IP over Coax 10/100Mbps Single Passive Unit
IP over Coax 10/100Mbps Single Passive Unit ‐ 120 Metre Maximum.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ip‐over‐coax‐10100mbps‐single‐passive‐unit/

IPC‐7110

IP over Coax 10/100Mbps Single Active Unit
IP over Coax 10/100Mbps Single Active Unit ‐ 200 Metre Maximum.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ip‐over‐coax‐10100mbps‐single‐active‐unit/

IPC‐7400

IP over Coax 10/100Mbps 4 Channel Master Unit
IP over Coax 10/100Mbps 4 Channel Master Unit ‐ 120 Metres with IPC‐7100 or 200 Metres with IPC‐7110 Maximum.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ip‐over‐coax‐10100mbps‐4‐channel‐master‐un

IVC‐2004PT

4 Port Industrial PoE Ethernet Extender Kit over Coax
4 Port Industrial PoE Ethernet Extender Kit over Coax. Requires 48v DC for Power. Use either PWR 120‐48 or PWR 240‐48 Din
Rail Power Supplies.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/4‐port‐industrial‐poe‐ethernet‐extender‐kit‐ov

MC‐1500R‐AU

15‐Slot Media Converter Chassis with Power Supply. Optional Redundant Power Supply System Available
15‐Slot Media Converter Chassis. Includes Power Supply. 240v AC Optional Redundant Power Supply System Available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/15‐slot‐media‐converter‐chassis‐with‐optiona
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7‐Slot Media Converter Chassis
7‐Slot Media Converter Chassis.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/7‐slot‐media‐converter‐chassis/

POE‐IPC‐6001A‐KIT

Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax with 60 Watt Power Injector ‐ Tx/Rx
Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax ‐ Transmitter & Receiver, up to 250 metres at 15.4 watts or 135 metres at 30 watts on
RG59/U cable. Includes 60 Watt Power Injector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/long‐range‐ip‐poe‐extender‐kit‐over‐coax‐with

POE‐IPC‐6001‐KIT

Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax ‐ Tx/Rx
Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax ‐ Transmitter & Receiver, up to 250 metres at 15.4 watts or 135 metres at 30 watts on
RG59/U cable. Requires PoE Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/long‐range‐ip‐poe‐extender‐kit‐over‐coax‐txrx

POE‐IPC‐6002‐KIT

2 Channel Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax with 60 Watt Power Injector ‐ Tx/Rx
2 Channel Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax ‐ 1 x Transmitter & 2 x Receivers, up to 200 metres at 15.4 watts on
RG59/U cable. Includes 60 Watt Power Injector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/2‐channel‐long‐range‐ip‐poe‐extender‐kit‐ove

POE‐IPC‐6003‐KIT

3 Channel Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax with 60 Watt Power Injector ‐ Tx/Rx
3 Channel Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Coax ‐ 1 x Transmitter & 3 x Receivers, up to 135 metres at 15.4 watts on
RG59/U cable. Includes 60 Watt Power Injector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/3‐channel‐long‐range‐ip‐poe‐extender‐kit‐ove
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Long Range PoE Receiver over Coax ‐ up to 250 Metres
Long Range PoE Extender over Coax ‐ Receiver ( up to 250 metres ) Standard 15.4 Watt.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/long‐range‐poe‐receiver‐over‐coax‐up‐to‐250‐

POE‐IPC‐600T

Long Range PoE Transmitter over Coax ‐ up to 250 Metres
Long Range PoE Extender over Coax ‐ Transmitter ( up to 250 metres ) Standard 15.4 Watt.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/long‐range‐poe‐transmitter‐over‐coax‐up‐to‐2

PWR 120‐48

48 Volt 120 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply
48 Volt 120 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply for IGS‐5225‐4T2S, IGS‐4215‐4P4T2S, IGS‐10020MT, IGS‐10020PT Industrial
Switches and IVC‐2004PT Ethernet Extender.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/48‐volt‐120‐watt‐din‐mounted‐power‐supply/

PWR 240‐48

48 Volt 240 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply
48 Volt 240 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply for the IGS‐10020HPT, WGS‐4215‐8P2S Industrial Switches and IVC‐2004PT
Ethernet Extender.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/48‐volt‐240‐watt‐din‐mounted‐power‐supply/

PWR 40‐24

24 Volt 40 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply
24 Volt 40 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply for WGS‐803, IGS‐5225‐4T2S, IGTP‐805AT, IFT‐802T and ISW‐511T.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/24‐volt‐40‐watt‐din‐mounted‐power‐supply/
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48 Volt 480 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply
48 Volt 480 Wa DIN Mounted Power Supply for IGS‐20160HPT Industrial Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/48‐volt‐480‐watt‐din‐mounted‐power‐supply/

PWR 75‐48

48 Volt 75 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply
48 Volt 75 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply for IGS‐5225‐4T2S and IGTP‐805AT.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/48‐volt‐75‐watt‐din‐mounted‐power‐supply/

VC‐202A‐AU

Ethernet over Coax VDSL2 (BNC) Converter
Ethernet over Coax VDSL2 (BNC) Convertor. Includes plug pack Can be configured for single port connection or multi port with
the IVC‐2002 and IVC‐2004PT Ethernet extenders. Optional 7 bay desktop chassis or 15 slot rack mount chassis available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ethernet‐over‐coax‐vdsl2‐bnc‐converter/

VDS‐2500

Dual Analogue CCTV Splitter
Dual Analogue CCTV Splitter. Two separate analogue channels over a single coax cable. Consists of VDS 2500‐R Sender (
Remote Unit ) and VDS 2500‐L ( Local Unit ).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/dual‐analogue‐cctv‐splitter/

IVC‐2002

4 Port Industrial Ethernet Extender over Coax
4 Port Industrial Ethernet Extender Kit over Coax. Requires 12V ‐ 48v DC for Power. Use PWR 120‐48 Din Rail Power Supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/4‐port‐industrial‐ethernet‐extender‐over‐coax
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16 Channel Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE
16 Channel Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE. 2 units ( Tx/Rx ) are Required, Local / Remote Configurable. Up
to 900 Metres for a Class 2 Device at 6.5 watts at 10 Meg or 600 Metres at 100 Meg on RG59/U cable . Support for Class 3 type
Devices at 13 watts has distance at 225 metres. Requires PoE or PoE+ Switch. 5 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/16‐channel‐ethernet‐over‐coax‐ip‐extender‐pa

CLFE8EOC

8 Channel Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE
8 Channel Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE. 2 units ( Tx/Rx ) are Required, Local / Remote Configurable. Up
to 900 Metres for a Class 2 Device at 6.5 watts at 10 Meg or 600 Metres at 100 Meg on RG59/U cable . Support for Class 3 type
Devices at 13 watts has distance at 225 metres. Requires PoE or PoE+ Switch. 5 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/8‐channel‐ethernet‐over‐coax‐ip‐extender‐pas

SDR 480‐48

48 Volt 480 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply
48 Volt 480 Watt DIN Mounted Power Supply for IGS‐20160HPT and IGS‐5225‐24P4S Industrial Switches. DC Okay Relay
included.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/48‐volt‐480‐watt‐din‐mounted‐power‐supply‐

CLFE4EOC

4 Channel Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE
4 Channel Ethernet over Coax IP Extender ‐ Pass Through PoE. 2 units ( Tx/Rx ) are Required, Local / Remote Configurable. Up
to 900 Metres for a Class 2 Device at 6.5 watts at 10 Meg or 600 Metres at 100 Meg on RG59/U cable . Support for Class 3 type
Devices at 13 watts has distance at 225 metres. Requires PoE or PoE+ Switch. 5 Year Warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/4‐channel‐ethernet‐over‐coax‐ip‐extender‐pas

ISW‐511T

4 Port 2KM Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SC Connector (‐40 to 75 C)
4 Port 2KM MultiMode Industrial Ethernet Media Converter SC Connector. Industrial Specification ‐40 Degrees ‐ +75 Degrees.
Requires 12v/48v DC Power Supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/4‐port‐2km‐industrial‐ethernet‐media‐convert
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Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over 2 Wire ‐ Tx/Rx
Long Range IP PoE Extender Kit over Twisted Pair ‐ Transmitter & Receiver, up to 200 metres at 15.4 watts. Requires PoE+
Switch.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/long‐range‐ip‐poe‐extender‐kit‐over‐2‐wire‐tx

VC‐232G

Ethernet over Coax VDSL2 (BNC) Converter
Ethernet over Coax VDSL2 (BNC) Convertor. Includes plug pack Optional 7 bay desktop chassis or 15 slot rack mount chassis
available.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/media‐converters/ethernet‐over‐coax‐vdsl2‐bnc‐converter‐1/
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Wireless
Ubiquity
UBIQUITY LOCOM5

Ubiquity Nano Station / Loco Wireless Bridge
Ubiquity NanoSta on / Loco Wireless Bridge (2 units required for link).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/network‐transmission/wireless/ubiquity‐nano‐station‐loco‐wireless‐bridge/
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Recording Solutions
Dell
Dell Servers
Dell
DELL R740XD 36TB

Dell R740xd Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x4TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R740xd Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x4TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r740xd‐2.1ghz‐v4‐8gb‐ram‐9x4tb‐raid5‐server

DELL R740XD 48TB

Dell R740xd Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x4TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R740xd Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x4TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r740xd‐2.1ghz‐v4‐8gb‐ram‐12x4tb‐raid5‐serve

DELL R740XD 72TB

Dell R740xd Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x8TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R740xd Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x8TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r740xd‐2.1ghz‐v4‐8gb‐ram‐9x8tb‐raid5‐server

DELL R740XD 96TB

Dell R740xd Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x8TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R740xd Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x8TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applications systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r740xd‐2.1ghz‐v4‐8gb‐ram‐12x8tb‐raid5‐serve

DELL R540 36TB

Dell R540 Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x4TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R540 Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x4TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with Pro
Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r540‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐9x4tb‐raid5‐s

DELL R740XD 128TB

Dell R740xd Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 16x8TB RAID5 Server 2016
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Dell R740xd Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 16x8TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r740xd‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐16x8tb‐raid

DELL R740 800GB

Dell R740 Dual Xeon 6134 CPU's 3.2GHz 256GB RAM Server 2016
Dell R740 Intel Dual Xeon Gold 6134 CPU's 3.2GHz 256GB RAM + 2x800GB SSD (Raid 1). Windows Server 2016. 4 x nVidia Tesla
P4 Graphic Cards with 8 Gig. Comes with Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote
management. Dual Hot Plug Redundant 1100 watt power supplies. Used for BriefCam Applications.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r740‐dual‐xeon‐6134‐3.2ghz‐8gb‐ram‐12x4tb‐

DELL R540 24TB

Dell R540 Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 6x4TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R540 Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 6x4TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with Pro
Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r540‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐6x4tb‐raid5‐s

DELL R540 120TB

Dell R540 Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x10TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R540 Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x10TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r540‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐12x10tb‐raid

DELL R540 72TB

Dell R540 Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x8TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R540 Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 9x8TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with Pro
Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r540‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐9x8tb‐raid5‐s

DELL R540 96TB

Dell R540 Xeon 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x8TB RAID5 Server 2016
Dell R540 Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x8TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applications systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r540‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐12x8tb‐raid5

DELL R540 48TB
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Dell R540 Intel Xeon Silver 4108 1.8GHz 8GB RAM 12x4TB (Raid 5) + 2x120GB SSD (Raid 1) Windows Server 2016. Comes with
Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. iDRAC9 Enterprise remote management. Redundant 750 watt power
supplies. Used mainly for combined VMS applica ons systems where no other external storage is required.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐servers/dell‐r540‐xeon‐4108‐1.8ghz‐8gb‐ram‐12x4tb‐raid5
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Dell PowerVault MD1200 16TB (8x2TB)
Dell PowerVault MD1200 Disk Storage Enclosure 16TB (8x2TB) Dual EMM, 3 year ProSupport 24x7. Redundant power supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐storage/dell‐powervault‐md1200‐16tb‐8x2tb/

DELL MD1200 24TB

Dell PowerVault MD1200 24TB (6x4TB)
Dell PowerVault MD1200 Disk Storage Enclosure 24TB (6x4TB) Dual EMM, 3 year ProSupport 24x7. Redundant power supply.
H810 Adapter Card for Server Connection.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐storage/dell‐powervault‐md1200‐24tb‐6x4tb/

DELL MD1200 36TB

Dell PowerVault MD1200 36TB (9x4TB)
Dell PowerVault MD1200 Disk Storage Enclosure 36TB (9x4TB) Dual EMM, 3 year ProSupport 24x7. Redundant power supply.
H810 Adapter Card for Server Connection.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐storage/dell‐powervault‐md1200‐36tb‐12x3tb/

DELL MD1200 48TB

Dell PowerVault MD1200 48TB (12x4TB)
Dell PowerVault MD1200 Disk Storage Enclosure 48TB (12x4TB) Dual EMM, 3 year ProSupport 24x7. Redundant power supply.
H810 Adapter Card for Server Connection.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐storage/dell‐powervault‐md1200‐48tb‐12x4tb/

DELL MD1200 72TB

Dell PowerVault MD1200 72TB (12x6TB)
Dell PowerVault MD1200 Disk Storage Enclosure 72TB (12x6TB) Dual EMM, 3 year ProSupport 24x7. Redundant power supply.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐storage/dell‐powervault‐md1200‐72tb‐12x6tb/
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Dell T13420 i7 3.4GHz 8GB RAM 1TB HDD 2GB NVidia, No Monitor
Dell Precision T3420 SFF, Core i7 6th Gen CPU 3.4GHz, 8GB RAM, 1TB HDD, 2GB NVidia Dual Output Quadro K620, Windows 10
Professional 64‐bit, No Monitor. 3 year ProSupport NBD onsite service.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐workstations/dell‐t13420‐i7‐3.4ghz‐8gb‐ram‐1tb‐hdd‐2gb‐

DELL PRECISION T3620 WORKSTAT Dell T13620 i7 3.6GHz 8GB RAM 500 Gig HDD Dual 2GB NVidia, No Monitor
Dell Precision T3620 Tower Configuration, Core i7 7th Gen CPU 3.6GHz, 8GB RAM, 500 Gig HDD, Dual 2GB NVidia Dual Output
Quadro K620, Windows 10 Professional 64‐bit, No Monitor. 3 year ProSupport NBD onsite service.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐workstations/dell‐t13620‐i7‐3.6ghz‐8gb‐ram‐500‐gig‐hdd‐d

DELL PRECISION R7920 WORKSTAT Dell R7920 Dual Xeon 6134 CPU's 3.2GHz 256GB RAM Dual 800 Gig SSD Drives nVidia Quadro P4000 Video Card
Dell Precision R7920 Rack Configuration, Dual Xeon 6134 CPU's 3.2GHz, 3.7GHz Turbo, 256GB RAM. 2x800GB SSD (Raid 1).
Windows 10 Professional. Dual Intel 10Gig and Dual 1 Gig NIC's. 1 x nVidia Quadro P4000 Graphic Card with 8 Gig and 4
DisplyPort Outputs. Comes with Pro Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. Redundant 1600 watt power supplies.
Ready Rails for Rack Mount and Cable Management included. Used for BriefCam Applications.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐workstations/dell‐r7920‐i7‐3.6ghz‐8gb‐ram‐500‐gig‐hdd‐du

DELL PRECISION R3930 WORKSTAT Dell R3930 i7 3.6GHz 256GB RAM Dual M.2 512GB SSD
Dell Precision R3930 Rack Configuration, Core i7‐8700 8th Gen CPU 3.2GHz, 4.6GHz Turbo, 256GB RAM. 2xM.2 512GB PCIe
NVMe SSD (Raid 1) + 2x8TB 7200RPM SATA Drives. Windows 10 Professional. Integrated Intel Graphics. Comes with Pro
Support 24x7, 4 hour response on site for 3 years. Redundant 550 watt power supplies. Optional Ready Rails for Rack Mount
and Cable Management included. Used for BriefCam Applications.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/dell/dell‐workstations/dell‐r3930‐i7‐3.6ghz‐8gb‐ram‐500‐gig‐hdd‐du
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Vanderbilt
CCTV Kits
Western Digital
WD20PURX

Western Digital WD20PURX Hard Disk, SATA 2TB
WD 3.5" AV‐GP 2TB Purple Intellipower HD.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/cctv‐kits/western‐digital‐wd20purx‐hard‐disk‐sata‐2tb

WD30PURX

Western Digital WD30PURX Hard Disk, SATA 3TB
WD 3.5" AV‐GP 3TB Purple Intellipower HD.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/cctv‐kits/western‐digital‐wd30purx‐hard‐disk‐sata‐3tb

WD40PURX

Western Digital WD40PURX Hard Disk, SATA 4TB
WD 3.5" AV‐GP 4TB Purple Intellipower HD.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/cctv‐kits/western‐digital‐wd40purx‐hard‐disk‐sata‐4tb

WD60PURX

Western Digital WD60PURX Hard Disk, SATA 6TB
WD 3.5" AV‐GP 6TB Purple Intellipower HD.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/cctv‐kits/western‐digital‐wd60purx‐hard‐disk‐sata‐6tb
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Vectis iX16‐4TB NVR, 16ch, 288Mb/s
Vectis iX16‐4TB NVR, 16ch, 288Mb/s. With the speed and performance to capture greater detail than ever before the Vectis iX
Recorder range supports IP cameras of up to 20MP from over 90 vendors using combined ONVIF and SDK compatibility. Its
288Mb/s throughput performance easily records 48 IP 3MP cameras at 25ips, and with a broad range of recording options
including iSCSI Vectis iX is both scalable and suitable for both small installations and complex multi‐site environments when
using CMS. Available in hardware and software options ranging from 6‐64 channels, it doesn’t miss a single detail.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/vectis‐nvr/vectis‐ix16‐4tb‐nvr‐16ch‐288mbs/
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Vectis iX16 NVS Software 16 Channel
Vectis iX16 NVS Software 16 channel. Vanderbilt Vectis iX series software is developed for both the basic and extended uses of
security surveillance based on IP network. The software features high performance video live‐view and video playback, plus the
advanced features such as the intelligent video analysis (IVA) to deliver MVP, e‐fences, missing/foreign object search, and so on.
It also features POS integration to combine the surveillance with chain‐store retails. And powerful alarm management is also
included to give the alarm notices for video loss, HDD crash, system crash, abnormal transaction, e‐fence or video motion
detection, by pop‐up prompt, by email, or by DI/DO (modbus support). The Vectis iX NVS Manager is a piece of reliable and
flexible software to harness a standalone PC to deliver security surveillance for a multi‐site project such as buildings, offices,
banks and retail chain stores. The Vectis iX CMS Manager on the other hand delivers the enterprise‐level security surveillance
for you. It is the software to central‐control all the networked NVRs.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/vectis‐nvs/vectis‐ix32‐nvs‐software‐16‐channel/

VECTIS IX32 NVS

Vectis iX32 NVS Software 32 Channel
Vectis iX32 NVS Software 32 channel. Vanderbilt Vectis iX series software is developed for both the basic and extended uses of
security surveillance based on IP network. The software features high performance video live‐view and video playback, plus the
advanced features such as the intelligent video analysis (IVA) to deliver MVP, e‐fences, missing/foreign object search, and so on.
It also features POS integration to combine the surveillance with chain‐store retails. And powerful alarm management is also
included to give the alarm notices for video loss, HDD crash, system crash, abnormal transaction, e‐fence or video motion
detection, by pop‐up prompt, by email, or by DI/DO (modbus support). The Vectis iX NVS Manager is a piece of reliable and
flexible software to harness a standalone PC to deliver security surveillance for a multi‐site project such as buildings, offices,
banks and retail chain stores. The Vectis iX CMS Manager on the other hand delivers the enterprise‐level security surveillance
for you. It is the software to central‐control all the networked NVRs.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/vectis‐nvs/vectis‐ix32‐nvs‐software‐32‐channel/

VECTIS IX48 NVS

Vectis iX48 NVS Software 48 Channel
Vectis iX48 NVS Software 48 channel. Vanderbilt Vectis iX series software is developed for both the basic and extended uses of
security surveillance based on IP network. The software features high performance video live‐view and video playback, plus the
advanced features such as the intelligent video analysis (IVA) to deliver MVP, e‐fences, missing/foreign object search, and so on.
It also features POS integration to combine the surveillance with chain‐store retails. And powerful alarm management is also
included to give the alarm notices for video loss, HDD crash, system crash, abnormal transaction, e‐fence or video motion
detection, by pop‐up prompt, by email, or by DI/DO (modbus support). The Vectis iX NVS Manager is a piece of reliable and
flexible software to harness a standalone PC to deliver security surveillance for a multi‐site project such as buildings, offices,
banks and retail chain stores. The Vectis iX CMS Manager on the other hand delivers the enterprise‐level security surveillance
for you. It is the software to central‐control all the networked NVRs.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/vectis‐nvs/vectis‐ix48‐nvs‐software‐48‐channel/

VECTIS IX08 NVS

Vectis iX08 NVS Software 8 Channel
Vectis iX08 NVS Software 8 channel. Vanderbilt Vectis iX series software is developed for both the basic and extended uses of
security surveillance based on IP network. The software features high performance video live‐view and video playback, plus the
advanced features such as the intelligent video analysis (IVA) to deliver MVP, e‐fences, missing/foreign object search, and so on.
It also features POS integration to combine the surveillance with chain‐store retails. And powerful alarm management is also
included to give the alarm notices for video loss, HDD crash, system crash, abnormal transaction, e‐fence or video motion
detection, by pop‐up prompt, by email, or by DI/DO (modbus support). The Vectis iX NVS Manager is a piece of reliable and
flexible software to harness a standalone PC to deliver security surveillance for a multi‐site project such as buildings, offices,
banks and retail chain stores. The Vectis iX CMS Manager on the other hand delivers the enterprise‐level security surveillance
for you. It is the software to central‐control all the networked NVRs.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/vanderbilt‐1/vectis‐nvs/vectis‐ix08‐nvs‐software‐8‐channel/
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SeeTec
Cayuga
SeeTec
SOCS50X_SOCS100UP

SeeTec Cayuga S50X Sofware Upgrade to S100 Configuration
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S50X to S100 upgrade
can control up to 100 cameras, 10 users, web and mobile client as well as Display agents (Video Wall).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s50x‐sofware‐upgrade‐to‐s100‐config

SOCAMCS50X_S100UP

SeeTec Cayuga S50 X to S100 Camera Extension Upgrade
Camera licence upgrade from Cayuga S50 X to Cayuga S100. One licence is required for every connected camera requiring
recording.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s50‐x‐to‐s100‐camera‐extension‐upg

SOC_WS_I5_256GB

SeeTec Workstation / Display Agent, Core i5 CPU, 256GB
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. This Workstation is bundled with an Intel Core
i5‐8500 CPU with 8 Gig of RAM, and 256GB SSD Drive, includes Windows 10 Pro and GT1050 4 port graphics card and can cater
for the Cayuga VMS User Interface and Display Agent applications. 3 Years NBD on‐site warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐workstation‐display‐agent‐core‐i5‐cpu‐256gb

SOCS50X

SeeTec Cayuga S50 X Basic Package *PROMOTIONAL SPECIAL*
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S50X can control up
to 50 cameras, 5 users, web and mobile client

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s50‐x‐basic‐package/
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SeeTec Cayuga S100 Camera Extension
Camera licence for Cayuga S100. One licence is required for every connected camera requiring recording.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s100‐camera‐extension/

SOCINFINITY

SeeTec Cayuga Infinity Basic Package
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. Infinity can control an
unlimited amount of cameras and users, with web and mobile client as well as Display agents (Video Wall). Infinity X is required
for fail over recording.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐infinity‐basic‐package/

SOCAMCINFINITY

SeeTec Cayuga Infinity Camera Extension
Camera licence for Cayuga Infinity. One licence is required for every connected cameras requiring recording.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐infinity‐camera‐extension/

SOCINFINITYX

SeeTec Cayuga Infinity X Basic Package
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. Infinity X can control an
unlimited amount of cameras and users, with web and mobile client as well as Display agents (Video Wall). Infinity X also
includes fail over recording.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐infinity‐x‐basic‐package/

SOCAMCINFINITYX

SeeTec Cayuga Infinity X Camera Extension
Camera licence for Cayuga Infinity X. One licence is required for every connected cameras requiring recording. Includes fail over
licence

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐infinity‐x‐camera‐extension/
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SeeTec Cayuga S50 X i5 12TB VMS Hardware Package
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S50X software
solution is capable to control up to 50 cameras, 5 users, web and mobile client. It is matched to the relevant hardware
depending on the number of cameras, resolution and associated storage time. This configuration is bundled with an Intel Core
i5‐6500 CPU with 16 Gig of RAM, and 12Tb of storage, includes Windows 10 Pro and GT1030 Graphics card and can cater for the
small to medium deployments. Actual capacity of this CPU and hard disk size needs to be confirmed within the storage
calculator parameters. 3 years NBD on‐site warranty.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s50‐x‐i5‐12tb‐vms‐hardware‐package

SOC_WS_I5_4TB

SeeTec Cayuga S100, Core i5 CPU, 4TB VMS Hardware Package
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S100 software
solution is capable to control up to 100 cameras, 10 users, web and mobile client. It is matched to the relevant hardware
depending on the number of cameras, resolution and associated storage time. This configuration is bundled with an Intel Core
i5‐8500 CPU with 8 Gig of RAM, and 4Tb of storage, includes Windows 10 Pro and GT1030 Graphics card and can cater for the
small to medium deployments. Actual capacity of this CPU and hard disk size needs to be confirmed within the storage
calculator parameters. 3 years NBD on‐site warranty.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s100‐core‐i5‐cpu‐4tb‐vms‐hardware‐

SOC_WS_I5_6TB

SeeTec Cayuga S100, Core i5 CPU, 6TB VMS Hardware Package
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S100 software
solution is capable to control up to 100 cameras, 10 users, web and mobile client. It is matched to the relevant hardware
depending on the number of cameras, resolution and associated storage time. This configuration is bundled with an Intel Core
i5‐8500 CPU with 8 Gig of RAM, and 6Tb of storage, includes Windows 10 Pro and GT1030 Graphics card and can cater for the
small to medium deployments. Actual capacity of this CPU and hard disk size needs to be confirmed within the storage
calculator parameters. 3 years NBD on‐site warranty.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s100‐core‐i5‐cpu‐6tb‐vms‐hardware‐

SOC_WS_I5_12TB

SeeTec Cayuga S100, Core i5 CPU, 12TB VMS Hardware Package
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S100 software
solution is capable to control up to 100 cameras, 10 users, web and mobile client. It is matched to the relevant hardware
depending on the number of cameras, resolution and associated storage time. This configuration is bundled with an Intel Core
i5‐8500 CPU with 16 Gig of RAM, and 12Tb of storage, includes Windows 10 Pro and GT1030 Graphics card and can cater for the
small to medium deployments. Actual capacity of this CPU and hard disk size needs to be confirmed within the storage
calculator parameters. 3 years NBD on‐site warranty.
www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s100‐core‐i5‐cpu‐12tb‐vms‐hardware

SOC_WS_I7_6TB

SeeTec Cayuga Workstation Core i7 CPU ‐ Quad Output Video Card
Cayuga Server/Workstation, Core i7‐7700 3.6GHz CPU, 16GB RAM, 1x256 Gig SSD and 1x6TB HDD. Quad Output 4GB GeForce
Video Card, Windows 10 Professional 64‐bit. 3 Years NBD on‐site warranty.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐workstation‐core‐i7‐cpu‐quad‐outpu
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SeeTec Cayuga S50 X Camera Extension
Camera licence for Cayuga S50 X. One licence is required for every connected camera requiring recording.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s50‐x‐camera‐extension/

SOCS100

SeeTec Cayuga S100 Basic Package *PROMOTIONAL SPECIAL*
SeeTec Cayuga is at the core of the SeeTec Multi Solution Platform. With this modular system concept, SeeTec Cayuga offers a
range of application options extending far beyond the traditional security sector. Thanks to a variety of many different modules
and interfaces that can be docked onto the SeeTec Cayuga core software, individual, scalable video management solutions are
produced for every conceivable application and purpose, solutions that are as unique as a fingerprint. The S100 can control up
to 100 cameras, 10 users, web and mobile client as well as Display agents (Video Wall).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga/seetec‐cayuga‐s100‐basic‐package/
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Transcoded Playback
Transcoded playback module

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/transcoded‐playback/

SOC_ANALYTICS_SERVER

SeeTec Analytics Server 3D
Based on the experience of international analysis specialists, SeeTec Analytics provides professional 3D video analysis which
thanks to sophisticated filter technologies for eliminating interferences such as shadows, leaves, snow or rain, is also perfectly
suited to outdoor use. The underlying technology is also certified by the British Home Office for sterile zone monitoring. SeeTec
Analytics is available as a server‐based solution and can be managed via a central interface offering intuitive operation. Via
automatic calibration and scene learning, the analysis rules can be quickly and easily set and adjusted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/seetec‐analytics‐server‐3d/

SOC_SAFEZONE_EDGE

Digital Barriers SafeZone‐edge 3D
Based on the experience of international analysis specialists, SeeTec Analytics provides professional 3D video analysis which
thanks to sophisticated filter technologies for eliminating interferences such as shadows, leaves, snow or rain, is also perfectly
suited to outdoor use. The underlying technology is also certified by the British Home Office for sterile zone monitoring. SeeTec
Analytics is available as a server‐based solution and can be managed via a central interface offering intuitive operation. Via
automatic calibration and scene learning, the analysis rules can be quickly and easily set and adjusted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/digital‐barriers‐safezone‐edge‐3

SO270A0

SeeTec LPR Basic (2 lanes)
The SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module is a server‐based extension module for SeeTec Cayuga to recognize number plates automatically
in stationary and moving traffic. It can read international number plate formats, depending on traffic density and speed for up
to eight lanes per server. All configuration parameters for the LPR Module can be set directly in the SeeTec Cayuga user
interface. The detection of number plates can be run continuously or trigger‐based (e. g. using induction loops). In most cases
trigger‐based recognition should be preferred as it minimizes the server load, enhances the detection quality and provides
additional performance to cover further lanes. Basically the SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module can be used with any IP camera, which
is supported by SeeTec and available in the system.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/seetec‐lpr‐basic‐2‐lanes/
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SeeTec LPR Premium USB (4 lanes)
The SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module is a server‐based extension module for SeeTec Cayuga to recognize number plates automatically
in stationary and moving traffic. It can read international number plate formats, depending on traffic density and speed for up
to eight lanes per server. All configuration parameters for the LPR Module can be set directly in the SeeTec Cayuga user
interface. The detection of number plates can be run continuously or trigger‐based (e. g. using induction loops). In most cases
trigger‐based recognition should be preferred as it minimizes the server load, enhances the detection quality and provides
additional performance to cover further lanes. Basically the SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module can be used with any IP camera, which
is supported by SeeTec and available in the system.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/seetec‐lpr‐premium‐usb‐4‐lanes

SO270A2/1

SeeTec LPR Premium PCIe (4 lanes)
The SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module is a server‐based extension module for SeeTec Cayuga to recognize number plates automatically
in stationary and moving traffic. It can read international number plate formats, depending on traffic density and speed for up
to eight lanes per server. All configuration parameters for the LPR Module can be set directly in the SeeTec Cayuga user
interface. The detection of number plates can be run continuously or trigger‐based (e. g. using induction loops). In most cases
trigger‐based recognition should be preferred as it minimizes the server load, enhances the detection quality and provides
additional performance to cover further lanes. Basically the SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module can be used with any IP camera, which
is supported by SeeTec and available in the system.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/seetec‐lpr‐premium‐pcie‐4‐lanes

SO270A3

SeeTec LPR Enterprise (8 lanes)
The SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module is a server‐based extension module for SeeTec Cayuga to recognize number plates automatically
in stationary and moving traffic. It can read international number plate formats, depending on traffic density and speed for up
to eight lanes per server. All configuration parameters for the LPR Module can be set directly in the SeeTec Cayuga user
interface. The detection of number plates can be run continuously or trigger‐based (e. g. using induction loops). In most cases
trigger‐based recognition should be preferred as it minimizes the server load, enhances the detection quality and provides
additional performance to cover further lanes. Basically the SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module can be used with any IP camera, which
is supported by SeeTec and available in the system.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/seetec‐lpr‐enterprise‐8‐lanes/

SO270A1

SeeTec LPR Extension License (+ 2 lanes)
The SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module is a server‐based extension module for SeeTec Cayuga to recognize number plates automatically
in stationary and moving traffic. It can read international number plate formats, depending on traffic density and speed for up
to eight lanes per server. All configuration parameters for the LPR Module can be set directly in the SeeTec Cayuga user
interface. The detection of number plates can be run continuously or trigger‐based (e. g. using induction loops). In most cases
trigger‐based recognition should be preferred as it minimizes the server load, enhances the detection quality and provides
additional performance to cover further lanes. Basically the SeeTec Cayuga LPR Module can be used with any IP camera, which
is supported by SeeTec and available in the system.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/seetec‐lpr‐extension‐license‐2‐la

SOC_FASTFORWARD_ARCH

Fast Foward Playback via SGS
Fast Forward Playback via SGS module

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐extension‐modules/fast‐foward‐playback‐via‐sgs/
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SeeTec Analytics Interface
Based on the experience of international analysis specialists, SeeTec Analytics provides professional 3D video analysis which
thanks to sophisticated filter technologies for eliminating interferences such as shadows, leaves, snow or rain, is also perfectly
suited to outdoor use. The underlying technology is also certified by the British Home Office for sterile zone monitoring. SeeTec
Analytics is available as a server‐based solution and can be managed via a central interface offering intuitive operation. Via
automatic calibration and scene learning, the analysis rules can be quickly and easily set and adjusted.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐interfaces/seetec‐analytics‐interface/

SOC_OPC

SeeTec OPC (per data point)
OPC UA Server is available in SeeTec Cayuga S100 and above. This enhancement of the previous version OPC Classic provides
several considerable advantages such as increased safety, reliability, scalability and multivendor capability. Via the OPC UA
interface SeeTec Cayuga is able to communicate with OPC Clients and OPC Servers. Due to this gateway even communication
with older OPC implementations like OPC Classic can be guaranteed and does not cause problems.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐interfaces/seetec‐opc‐per‐data‐point/

SOC_ACCESS

SeeTec Access Control Interface (1 controller/2 readers)
Seetec access control interface. 2 reader controller.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐interfaces/seetec‐access‐control‐interface‐1‐control

SOC_SMA

SeeTec Software Maintenance Agreement, 1st Year
One (1) Year of Software Maintenance Includes 9am‐5:00pm EST technical support assistance and software bug fixes. (No
minimums apply)

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐interfaces/seetec‐software‐maintenance‐agreement

Alarmcorp
ECD‐1000

Network Video Decoder PoE and 12v DC ‐ HDMI and Coax Video Outputs
Network Video Decoder / Media Display Station, PoE and 12v DC Powered, HDMI and Coax Video Outputs, VESA Mountable

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐interfaces/network‐video‐decoder‐poe‐and‐12v‐dc‐h
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SeeTec BVI Server for up to 5 Interfaces
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer sa sfac on.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐server‐for‐up‐to‐5‐interfaces/

SOC_BVISERVER10

SeeTec BVI Server for up to 10 Interfaces
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer sa sfac on.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐server‐for‐up‐to‐10‐interfaces/

SOC_BVI_INT_SCAN

SeeTec BVI Interface Scanner
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐scanner/

SOC_BVI_INT_POS

SeeTec BVI Interface PoS
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐pos/
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|

Ph: 1300 894 088

|

Email: sales@alarmcorp.com.au

Description/Web link
SeeTec BVI Interface ATM
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐atm/

SOC_BVI_INT_CR

SeeTec BVI Interface Card Reader
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐card‐reader/

SOC_BVI_INT_CIT

SeeTec BVI Interface CIT (Cash Counting)
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐cit‐cash‐counting/

SOC_BVI_INT_LOCATING

SeeTec BVI Interface Locating
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐locating/

SOC_BVI_INT_PTN

SeeTec BVI Parcel Tracking Navigation
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐parcel‐tracking‐navigation/
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Description/Web link
SeeTec BVI Dynamic Navigation
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐dynamic‐navigation/

SOC_BVI_VISUAL_BASE

SeeTec BVI Basic Package Visualization
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐basic‐package‐visualization/

SOC_BVI_REPORT

SeeTec BVI Report
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐report/

SOC_BVI_DASHBOARD

SeeTec BVI Dashboard
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐dashboard/

SOC_BVI_ENGINEERING

SeeTec BVI Project Engineering
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐project‐engineering/
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SeeTec BVI Interface Development
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐interface‐development/

SOC_BVI_ENG_DASH

SeeTec BVI Dashboard Project Engineering ( approx. 1/2 day)
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐dashboard‐project‐engineering‐appro

SOC_BVI_ENG_REPORT

SeeTec BVI Report Project Engineering ( approx. 1/2 day)
Intelligent video technology is not limited to security, it taps into new potentials for success in many companies. Our approach:
Business Video Intelligence (BVI), Optimization of business processes by using video technology, Seamless integration of video
into process ecosystems, Combination of video and business data creates maximum added value. SeeTec BVI supports you in
reaching the following targets: Improve workflow, Act and react quicker, Minimize risks, Reduce costs and efforts, Optimize
earnings, Improve customer satisfaction.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/seetec‐bvi‐report‐project‐engineering‐approx.‐1

Alarmcorp
DL93A050060

Datalogic Data / Power Interface Cable ‐ 5 Metres
Datalogic Scanner / Reader Interface & Power Cable. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device. M12 Connector.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐data‐power‐interface‐cable‐5‐metres/

DL93A301067

Datalogic CBX Connection Box
Datalogic Scanner / Reader Connection Box. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐cbx‐connection‐box/
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|
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Description/Web link
Datalogic M12‐IP67 Ethernet Cable
Datalogic Scanner / Reader Ethernet Cable. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device. M12 Connector to RJ45.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐m12‐ip67‐ethernet‐cable/

DL937600080

Datalogic Matrix 300N Scanner / Reader, IP67 Rated
Datalogic Matrix 300N Ultra Compact Scanner / Reader with 16mm Lens. IP67 Rated. Integrated Illuminator covers entire
surface of the reader. High Performance DPM Reading. 0‐50 degrees operating temperature. Requires 24v DC for power, ( not
included ).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐matrix‐300n‐scanner‐reader‐ip67‐rate

C_93ACC1860

Datalogic QL100 T‐Connection
Datalogic QL100 ID‐NETT T‐Connection. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐ql100‐t‐connection/

C_93A050046

Datalogic CBL‐1490 Termination
Datalogic CBL‐1490 Termination M12/5P/Male. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐cbl‐1490‐termination/

DL93ACC1808

Datalogic BM100 Backup Module
Datalogic BM100 Backup Module. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐bm100‐backup‐module/
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Description/Web link
Datalogic BA600 Panel Connector
Datalogic BA600 Panel Connector. M12/5P/Female. ( ID‐NET OUT ) Suitable for Matrix 300N Device.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐ba600‐panel‐connector/

DL93A050050

Datalogic CBL‐140‐02
Datalogic Cable. M12/5P/Female 2M. ID‐NET. Suitable for Matrix 300N Device.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐cbl‐140‐02/

DL937401082

Datalogic Matrix 410N Scanner / Reader, IP67 Rated
Datalogic Matrix 410N Ultra Compact Scanner / Reader ‐ NO Lens. IP67 Rated. High Performance DPM Reading. 0‐50 degrees
operating temperature. Requires 24v DC for power, ( not included ).

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐matrix‐410n‐scanner‐reader‐ip67‐rate

DL93ACC1795

Datalogic Lens for Matrix 410 Scanner ‐ 12.5mm C‐Mount Lens
Datalogic Lens 12.5mm C‐Mount (LNS‐1112) for Matrix 410 Ultra Compact Scanner / Reader.

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐lens‐for‐matrix‐410‐scanner‐12.5mm‐c

DL93A401019

Datalogic Matrix 410N Scanner Internal Light ‐ Narrow Angle
Datalogic Matrix 410N Scanner Internal Light ‐ Narrow Angle

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐matrix‐410n‐scanner‐internal‐light‐na
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|
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Description/Web link
Datalogic / Banner TL50 Tower Light
Banner TL50 Outdoor Rated Tower Light. 18v ‐ 30v DC or 24v AC Operation. 2 Colour Segments included being Red & Green.
M12 Connector .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐banner‐tl50‐tower‐light/

BL‐WAK4‐2/P00

Datalogic / Banner Cable for Tower Light
2 Metre Cable for TL50 Tower Lights. M12 Connector to Flying Leads .

www.alarmcorp.com.au/catalogue/surveillance‐products/recording‐solutions/seetec/cayuga‐bvi/datalogic‐banner‐cable‐for‐tower‐light/
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General Terms and Conditions of Trade
1.

Definitions
In these terms and conditions:
"Alarmcorp" means Alarmcorp Pty Ltd (ABN 25 133 152 084) of Unit
115, 45 Gilby Road, Mt Waverley, VIC 3129 Australia;
"Agreement" means any agreement or contract entered into for the
provision of goods and / or services by Alarmcorp to the Customer;
"Customer" means a person, firm or corporation, jointly and
severally if there is more than one obtaining goods and services;
"Goods" means any goods supplied by Alarmcorp to the Customer;
“Intellectual Property” means all copyright, trademarks, designs,
patents, specifications, confidential information, whether registrable
or not;
“GST” means the Goods and Services tax as defined in A New Tax
System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 as amended;
"Services" means the provision of services by Alarmcorp to the
Customer; and
"Terms" means these General Terms and Conditions of Trade.

2.
2.1

Basis of Contract
Unless otherwise agreed by Alarmcorp in writing, the Terms apply
exclusively to every contract for the sale of goods or services by
Alarmcorp to the Customer and cannot be varied or supplanted by
any other terms and conditions, including the Customer’s terms and
conditions of purchase (if any).
Any written quotation provided by Alarmcorp to the Customer 5.2
concerning the proposed supply of goods or services is:
(a) valid for 30 days;
(b) an invitation to treat only;
(c) subject to the Customer offering to enter into an Agreement
and accepting these Terms.
The Terms may include additional terms in Alarmcorp's quotation,
which may be inconsistent with the Terms if specifically stated to
be.
An Agreement is accepted by Alarmcorp when Alarmcorp confirms
its acceptance of an offer from the Customer in writing or electronic
means or provides the Customer with the goods or services.
Alarmcorp in its absolute discretion may refuse to accept any offer.
It is the Customer’s responsibility to provide Alarmcorp with its
specific requirements in relation to the goods and services.
Alarmcorp may vary or amend these Terms by notice in writing to 6.
the Customer at any time. Any variations or amendments will 6.1
apply to orders made by the Customer after the date of notice.

2.2

2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

3.
3.1

3.2
3.2
3.3

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

5.

5.1

Pricing
Prices quoted, whether in a price list, by written quotation or verbally,
for the supply of goods and services, exclude GST and any other
taxes or duties imposed on or in relation to the goods and services.
In addition to payment of the price of goods and services, the
Customer must pay any GST and any other taxes or duties imposed
on the goods and services.
All prices are quoted ex works and do not include the costs of
delivery, carriage, packaging and insurance of the goods from the
Alarmcorp’s premises.
If the Customer requests any variation to the Agreement, Alarmcorp
may increase the price to account for the variation.
Where there is any change in the costs incurred by Alarmcorp in
relation to the goods or services, Alarmcorp may vary its price for the
goods or services in order to take account of any such change, by
notifying the Customer.
Payment
Subject to clause 4.3, payment for the goods and services must be
made within 30 days from the end of month in which the goods are
made available at Alarmcorp’s premises.
Alarmcorp reserves the right to require payment in full on delivery
of the goods or commencement of the services.
Payment by cheque is not deemed made until the proceeds of the
cheque have cleared.
Payment terms may be revoked or amended at the sole discretion of
Alarmcorp immediately upon giving written notice to the Customer.

7.
7.1
7.2
7.3

any notice to the Customer, and Alarmcorp may, without prejudice to
any other remedy available to it:
(a) claim a general lien over all the Customer's goods in the
possession of Alarmcorp, and subject to giving 14 days
written notice to the Customer, sell the property by private
treaty or public auction, whichever Alarmcorp in its sole
discretion deems appropriate, and allocate the proceeds to
the repayment of its sale costs and expenses and any sum
which is due and payable by the Customer;
(b) charge the Customer interest on any sum due at the prevailing
rate pursuant to the Penalty Interest Rates Act 1983 (Vic) plus
4 per cent for the period from the due date until the date of
payment in full;
(c) charge the Customer for, and the Customer must indemnify
Alarmcorp from, all costs and expenses (including without
limitation all legal costs and expenses) incurred by it resulting
from the default or in taking action to enforce compliance with
the Conditions or to recover any goods;
(d) cease or suspend for such period as Alarmcorp thinks fit,
supply of any further goods or services to the Customer;
(e) by notice in writing to the Customer, terminate any Agreement
with the Customer so far as unperformed by Alarmcorp;
Without effect on the accrued rights of Alarmcorp under any
Agreement.
Clauses 5.1(c) and (d) may also be relied upon, at the option of
Alarmcorp:
(a) where the Customer is an individual and becomes bankrupt or
enters into any scheme of arrangement or any assignment or
composition with or for the benefit of his or her creditors or any
class of his or her creditors generally; or
(b) where the Customer is a corporation and, it enters into any
scheme of arrangement or any assignment or composition
with or for the benefit of its creditors or any class of its
creditors generally, or has a liquidator, provisional liquidator,
administrator, receiver or receiver and manager appointed, or
any action is taken for, or with the view to, the liquidation
(including provisional liquidation), winding up or dissolution
without
winding
up
of
the
Customer.
Passing of Property
Until full payment in cleared funds is received by Alarmcorp for all
goods and services supplied by it to the Customer, as well as all
other amounts owing to Alarmcorp by the Customer:
(a) title and property in all goods remain vested in Alarmcorp and
do not pass to the Customer;
(b) the Customer must hold the goods as fiduciary bailee and
agent for Alarmcorp;
(c)
the Customer must keep the goods separate from its goods
and maintain the labeling and packaging of Alarmcorp;
(d) the Customer is required to hold the proceeds of any sale of
the goods on trust for Alarmcorp in a separate account
however failure to do so will not affect the Customer's
obligation to deal with the proceeds as trustee;
(e) Alarmcorp may without notice, enter any premises where it
suspects the goods may be and remove them, notwithstanding
that they may have been attached to other goods not the
property of Alarmcorp, and for this purpose the Customer
irrevocably licenses Alarmcorp to enter such premises and
also indemnifies Alarmcorp from and against all costs, claims,
demands or actions by any party arising from such action.
Performance of Agreement
Any period or date for delivery of goods or provision of services
stated by Alarmcorp is intended as an estimate only and is not a
contractual commitment.
Alarmcorp will use its reasonable endeavors to meet any estimated
dates for delivery of the goods or completion of the services.
Alarmcorp will use its reasonable endeavors to deliver the correct
quantity ordered, however the Customer acknowledges that there
may be difficulties in producing exact quantities, estimates or orders.
The Customer cannot reject short or over delivery of less than 10%
and must pay for or be refunded on a pro rata basis.

Payment Default
If the Customer defaults in payment by the due date of any amount
payable to Alarmcorp, then all money which would become payable
8. Acknowledgments
by the Customer to Alarmcorp at a later date on any account,
becomes immediately due and payable without the requirement of 8.1 The Customer acknowledges that:

(a)

8.2

it has not relied on any service involving skill and judgment, or
on any advice, recommendation, information or assistance
provided by Alarmcorp in relation to the goods or services or
their use or application;
(b) it has the sole responsibility of satisfying itself that the goods
or services are suitable for the use of the Customer or any
contemplated use by the Customer, whether or not such use is
known by Alarmcorp; and
(c)
any description of the goods provided in a quotation or invoice
is given by way of identification only and the use of such
description does not constitute a contract of sale by
description.
The Customer must not make any claim or demand for any matter
referred to in clause 8.1.

9. Cancellation
9.1 If, through circumstances beyond the control of Alarmcorp,

9.2
9.3

10.3

10.4

10.5

Customer a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use
the Intellectual Property relating to the goods or services for the
Customer to use the goods or benefit from the services.
12.2 The Customer must not in any way assign, transfer, modify or alter
Alarmcorp’s Intellectual Property in an unauthorized manner or for
an unauthorized purpose.

13. Risk and Insurance
13.1 The risk in the goods and all insurance responsibility for theft,

damage or otherwise in respect of the goods will pass to the
Customer immediately on the goods being despatched or picked up
from Alarmcorp's premises.
13.2 Alarmcorp has no obligation to insure any property of the Customer
in Alarmcorp’s possession.

Alarmcorp is unable to effect delivery or provision of goods or 14.
services, then Alarmcorp may cancel the Customer's order (even if it 14.1
has already been accepted) by notice in writing to the Customer.
No purported cancellation or suspension of an order or any part
thereof by the Customer is binding on Alarmcorp after that order has
been accepted.
If the Customer cancels the order after acceptance by Alarmcorp,
then Alarmcorp will be entitled to damages for breach of contract.

10. Returns and Exchanges
10.1 Alarmcorp will not be liable for any defects, shortages, damage or

10.2

12. Grant of License
12.1 Subject to this Agreement, Alarmcorp hereby grants to the

non-compliance with the specifications in the Agreement unless the
Customer notifies Alarmcorp in writing with full details within 10
business days of delivery of the goods or provision of the services.
If the Customer fails to give the notice as required in clause 10.1, it
is deemed to have accepted the goods or services.
If any defects, shortages, claim for damage or non-compliance with
the Agreement specifications are accepted by Alarmcorp,
Alarmcorp may, at its option, replace the defective or missing
goods or re-provide services, or refund the price of the defective or
missing goods or services.
Alarmcorp will not under any circumstances accept goods for
return:
(a) that have been altered in any way;
(b) that have been used; or
(c) that are not in their original condition and packaging.
The Customer must obtain Alarmcorp’s prior written approval for
the return of goods and pay all freight charges associated with the
return of goods unless Alarmcorp accepts the reasons stated for
the return is due to its fault.

14.2

14.3

14.4

14.5

15. Miscellaneous
15.1 The law of Victoria from time to time governs the Terms and the

11. Intellectual Property
15.2
11.1 The Customer acknowledges that it has no proprietary right or
interest in any Intellectual Property created or owned by Alarmcorp 15.3

11.2
11.3

11.4

11.5

in the design, creation or manufacture of the goods or provision of
the services. The Customer must not at any time create, sell,
manufacture or process any goods using or taking advantage of
Alarmcorp's Intellectual Property without the prior written consent.
The Customer warrants that, where it provides Intellectual Property
for use by Alarmcorp, it is legally entitled to do so.
Any Intellectual Property provided to the Customer by Alarmcorp in
connection with the goods or services remains the exclusive
property of Alarmcorp and must be returned to Alarmcorp on
demand and must not be copied or communicated to any third
party without the express written consent of Alarmcorp.
Alarmcorp reserves the right to discontinue delivery of any goods,
the manufacture, sale or use of which, in the reasonable opinion of
Alarmcorp, would infringe any Intellectual Property for which
Alarmcorp is not licensed.
The Customer shall be solely responsible for and shall hold
Alarmcorp fully indemnified against any loss or damage arising
from or in connection with the provision of the goods or services,
including without limitation, any action for infringement of
Intellectual Property rights brought by any third party against
Alarmcorp or the Customer in relation to the goods or any
Intellectual Property provided by the Customer to Alarmcorp.

Liability
Except as specifically set out herein, or contained in any warranty
statement provided with the goods or services, any term, condition or
warranty in respect of the quality, merchantability, fitness for
purpose, condition, description, assembly, manufacture, design or
performance of the goods or services, whether implied by statute,
common law, trade usage, custom or otherwise, is hereby expressly
excluded.
Replacement of the goods or resupply of the services is the absolute
limit of Alarmcorp's liability howsoever arising under or in connection
with the sale, use of, storage or any other dealings with the goods or
services by the Customer or any third party.
Alarmcorp is not liable for any indirect or consequential losses or
expenses suffered by the Customer or any third party, howsoever
caused, including but not limited to loss of turnover, profits, business
or goodwill or any liability to any other party.
Alarmcorp will not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by the
Customer where Alarmcorp has failed to deliver goods or services or
fails to meet any delivery date or cancels or suspends the supply of
goods or services, or suspends or cancels the Copyright Licence.
Nothing in the Terms is to be interpreted as excluding, restricting or
modifying or having the effect of excluding, restricting or modifying
the application of any State or Federal legislation applicable to the
sale of goods or supply of services which cannot be excluded,
restricted or modified.

15.4

15.5

parties agree to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of
Victoria, the Federal Court of Australia, and of courts entitled to
hear appeals from those Courts.
Failure by Alarmcorp to enforce any of these Terms shall not be
construed as a waiver of any of Alarmcorp’s rights.
If any part of the Terms is unenforceable, it shall be read down so
as to be enforceable or, if it cannot be so read down, the part shall
be severed from these Terms without affecting the enforceability of
the remaining part or Terms.
A notice must be in writing and handed personally or sent by
facsimile or prepaid mail to the last known address of the
addressee. Notices sent by pre-paid post are deemed to be
received upon posting. Notices sent by facsimile are deemed
received on the facsimile machine confirming transmission.
Any dispute arising between Alarmcorp and Customer in relation to
any Agreement shall be submitted to arbitration in accordance with
and subject to The Institute of Arbitrators & Mediators Australia
Rules for Conduct of Commercial Arbitrations.

16. Privacy
16.1 Alarmcorp is bound by the Privacy Act 1988 and takes steps to
ensure that all personal information obtained in connection with the
Customer will be appropriately collected, stored, used, disclosed
and transferred in accordance with the National Privacy Principles.
Such information may be accessed by request to the Supplier in
accordance with the Privacy Act.
16.2 Alarmcorp requires that the Customer comply with the National
Privacy Principles in connection with any personal information
supplied to it by the Supplier in connection with this Agreement.
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